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THE VEGETATIVE PHASE OF DEVELOPMENT begins with embryo-
genesis, but development continues throughout the life of a plant. Plant
developmental biologists are concerned with questions such as, How
does a zygote give rise to an embryo, an embryo to a seedling? How do
new plant structures arise from preexisting structures? Organs are gen-
erated by cell division and expansion, but they are also composed of tis-
sues in which groups of cells have acquired specialized functions, and
these tissues are arranged in specific patterns. How do these tissues form
in a particular pattern, and how do cells differentiate? What are the basic
principles that govern the size increase (growth) that occurs throughout
plant development?

Understanding how growth, cell differentiation, and pattern forma-
tion are regulated at the cellular, biochemical, and molecular levels is the
ultimate goal of developmental biologists. Such an understanding also
must include the genetic basis of development. Ultimately, development
is the unfolding of genetically encoded programs. Which genes are
involved, what is their hierarchical order, and how do they bring about
developmental change?

In this chapter we will explore what is known about these questions,
beginning with embryogenesis. Embryogenesis initiates plant develop-
ment, but unlike animal development, plant development is an ongoing
process. Embryogenesis establishes the basic plant body plan and forms
the meristems that generate additional organs in the adult.

After discussing the formation of the embryo, we will examine root
and shoot meristems. Most plant development is postembryonic, and it
occurs from meristems. Meristems can be considered to be cell factories
in which the ongoing processes of cell division, expansion, and differ-
entiation generate the plant body. Cells derived from meristems become
the tissues and organs that determine the overall size, shape, and struc-
ture of the plant.

Vegetative meristems are highly repetitive—they produce the same
or similar structures over and over again—and their activity can con-



tinue indefinitely, a phenomenon known as indeterminate
growth. Some long-lived trees, such as bristlecone pines and
the California redwoods, continue to grow for thousands
of years. Others, particularly annual plants, may cease veg-
etative development with the initiation of flowering after
only a few weeks or months of growth. Eventually the
adult plant undergoes a transition from vegetative to repro-
ductive development, culminating in the production of a
zygote, and the process begins again. Reproductive devel-
opment will be discussed in Chapter 24.

Cells derived from the apical meristems exhibit specific
patterns of cell expansion, and these expansion patterns
determine the overall shape and size of the plant. We will ex-
amine how plant growth is analyzed after discussing meris-
tems, with an emphasis on growth patterns in space (rela-
tionship of plant structures) and time (when events occur).

Finally, despite their indeterminate growth habit, plants,
like all other multicellular organisms, senesce and die. At
the end of the chapter we will consider death as a devel-
opmental phenomenon, at both the cellular and organismal
levels. Foe an historical overviw of the study of plant
development, see Web Essay 16.1.

EMBRYOGENESIS
The developmental process known as embryogenesis ini-
tiates plant development. Although embryogenesis usually
begins with the union of a sperm with an egg, forming a
single-celled zygote, somatic cells also may undergo
embryogenesis under special circumstances. Fertilization
also initiates three other developmental programs: endo-
sperm, seed, and fruit development. Here we will focus on
embryogenesis because it provides the key to understand-
ing plant development.

Embryogenesis transforms a single-celled zygote into a
multicellular, microscopic, embryonic plant. A completed
embryo has the basic body plan of the mature plant and
many of the tissue types of the adult, although these are
present in a rudimentary form.

Double fertilization is unique to the flowering plants
(see Web Topics 1.1 and 1.2). In plants, as in all other
eukaryotes, the union of one sperm with the egg forms a
single-celled zygote. In angiosperms, however, this event
is accompanied by a second fertilization event, in which
another sperm unites with two polar nuclei to form the
triploid endosperm nucleus, from which the endosperm
(the tissue that supplies food for the growing embryo) will
develop.

Embryogenesis occurs within the embryo sac of the
ovule while the ovule and associated structures develop
into the seed. Embryogenesis and endosperm development
typically occur in parallel with seed development, and the
embryo is part of the seed. Endosperm may also be part of
the mature seed, but in some species the endosperm dis-
appears before seed development is completed. Embryo-

genesis and seed development are highly ordered, inte-
grated processes, both of which are initiated by double fer-
tilization. When completed, both the seed and the embryo
within it become dormant and are able to survive long
periods unfavorable for growth. The ability to form seeds
is one of the keys to the evolutionary success of
angiosperms as well as gymnosperms.

The fact that a zygote gives rise to an organized embryo
with a predictable and species-specific structure tells us
that the zygote is genetically programmed to develop in a
particular way, and that cell division, cell expansion, and
cell differentiation are tightly controlled during embryo-
genesis. If these processes were to occur at random in the
embryo, the result would be a clump of disorganized cells
with no definable form or function.

In this section we will examine these changes in greater
detail. We will focus on molecular genetic studies that have
been conducted with the model plant Arabidopsis that have
provided insights into plant development. It is most likely
that most angiosperms probably use similar developmen-
tal mechanisms that appeared early in the evolution of the
flowering plants and that the diversity of plant form is
brought about by relatively subtle changes in the time and
place where the molecular regulators of development are
expressed, rather than by different mechanisms altogether
(Doebley and Lukens 1998).

Arabidopsis thaliana is a member of the Brassicaceae, or
mustard family (Figure 16.1). It is a small plant, well suited
for laboratory culture and experimentation. It has been
called the Drosophila of plant biology because of its wide-
spread use in the study of plant genetics and molecular
genetic mechanisms, particularly in an effort to understand
plant developmental change. It was the first higher plant
to have its genome completely sequenced. Furthermore,
there is a concerted international effort to understand the
function of every gene in the Arabidopsis genome by the
year 2010. As a result, we are much closer to an under-
standing of the molecular mechanisms governing Ara-
bidopsis embryogenesis than of those for any other plant
species.

Embryogenesis Establishes the Essential Features
of the Mature Plant
Plants differ from most animals in that embryogenesis does
not directly generate the tissues and organs of the adult.
For example, angiosperm embryogenesis forms a rudi-
mentary plant body, typically consisting of an embryonic
axis and two cotyledons (if it is a dicot). Nevertheless,
embryogenesis establishes the two basic developmental
patterns that persist and can easily be seen in the adult
plant:

1. The apical–basal axial developmental pattern.

2. The radial pattern of tissues found in stems and
roots.
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Embryogenesis also establishes the primary meristems.
Most of the structures that make up the adult plant are gen-
erated after embryogenesis through the activity of meris-
stems. Although these primary meristems are established
during embryogenesis, only upon germination will they
become active and begin to generate the organs and tissues
of the adult.

Axial patterning. Almost all plants exhibit an axial polar-
ity in which the tissues and organs are arrayed in a precise
order along a linear, or polarized, axis. The shoot apical
meristem is at one end of the axis, the root apical meristem

at the other. In the embryo and seedling, one or two cotyle-
dons are attached just below the shoot apical meristem.
Next in this linear array is the hypocotyl, followed by the
root, the root apical meristem, and the root cap. This axial
pattern is established during embryogenesis.

What may not be so obvious is the fact that any individ-
ual segment of either the root or the shoot also has apical and
basal ends with different, distinct physiological and structural
properties. For example, whereas adventitious roots develop
from the basal ends of stem cuttings, buds develop from the
apical ends, even if they are inverted (see Figure 19.12).

Radial patterning. Different tissues are organized in a pre-
cise pattern within plant organs. In stems and roots the tis-
sues are arranged in a radial pattern extending from the
outside of a stem or a root into its center. If we examine a
root in cross section, for example, we see three concentric
rings of tissues arrayed along a radial axis: An outermost
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FIGURE 16.1 Arabidopsis thaliana. (A) Drawing of a mature
Arabidopsis plant showing the various organs. (B) Drawing of
a flower showing the floral organs. (C) An immature vegeta-
tive plant consisting of basal rosette leaves and a root system
(not shown). (D) A mature plant after most of the flowers
have matured and the siliques have developed. (A and B
after Clark 2001; C and D courtesy of Caren Chang.)
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layer of epidermal cells (the epidermis) covers a cylinder
of cortical tissue (the cortex), which in turn overlies the
vascular cylinder (the endodermis, pericycle, phloem, and
xylem) (Figure 16.2) (see Chapter 1).

The protoderm is the meristem that gives rise to the epi-
dermis, the ground meristem produces the future cortex and
endodermis, and the procambium is the meristem that gives
rise to the primary vascular tissue and vascular cambium.

Arabidopsis Embryos Pass through Four Distinct
Stages of Development
The Arabidopsis pattern of embryogenesis has been studied
extensively and is the one we will present here, but keep
in mind that angiosperms exhibit many different patterns
of embryonic development, and this is only one type.

The most important stages of embryogenesis in Ara-
bidopsis, and many other angiosperms, are these:

1. The globular stage embryo. After the first zygotic divi-
sion, the apical cell undergoes a series of highly
ordered divisions, generating an eight-cell (octant)
globular embryo by 30 hours after fertilization
(Figure 16.3C). Additional precise cell divisions
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FIGURE 16.2 The radial pattern of tissues found in plant
organs can be observed in a crosssection of the root. This
crosssection of an Arabidopsis root was taken approximately
1 mm back from the root tip, a region in which the different
tissues have formed.
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FIGURE 16.3 Arabidopsis embryogenesis is characterized by
a precise pattern of cell division. Successive stages of
embryogenesis are depicted here. (A) One-cell embryo after
the first division of the zygote, which forms the apical and
basal cells; (B) two-cell embryo; (C) eight-cell embryo; (D)
early globular stage, which has developed a distinct proto-

derm (surface layer); (E) early heart stage; (F) late heart
stage; (G) torpedo stage; (H) mature embryo. (From West
and Harada 1993 photographs taken by K. Matsudaira Yee;
courtesy of John Harada, © American Society of Plant
Biologists, reprinted with permission.)
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increase the number of cells in the sphere (Figure
16.3D).

2. The heart stage embryo. This stage forms through
rapid cell divisions in two regions on either side of
the future shoot apex. These two regions produce
outgrowths that later will give rise to the cotyledons
and give the embryo bilateral symmetry (Figure
16.3E and F).

3. The torpedo stage embryo. This stage forms as a result
of cell elongation throughout the embryo axis and
further development of the cotyledons (Figure
16.3G).

4. The maturation stage embryo. Toward the end of
embryogenesis, the embryo and seed lose water and
become metabolically quiescent as they enter dor-
mancy (Figure 16.3H).

Cotyledons are food storage organs for many species,
and during the cotyledon growth phase, proteins, starch,
and lipids are synthesized and deposited in the cotyledons
to be utilized by the seedling during the heterotrophic
(nonphotosynthetic) growth that occurs after germination.
Although food reserves are stored in the Arabidopsis cotyle-
dons, the growth of the cotyledons is not as extensive in
this species as it is in many other dicots. In monocots, the
food reserves are stored mainly in the endosperm. In Ara-
bidopsis and many other dicots, the endosperm develops
rapidly early in embryogenesis but then is reabsorbed, and
the mature seed lacks endosperm tissue.

The Axial Pattern of the Embryo Is Established
during the First Cell Division of the Zygote
Axial polarity is established very early in embryogenesis
(see Web Topic 16.1). In fact, the zygote itself becomes
polarized and elongates approximately threefold before its
first division. The apical end of the zygote is densely cyto-
plasmic, but the basal half of the cell contains a large cen-
tral vacuole (Figure 16.4).

The first division of the zygote is asymmetric and occurs
at right angles to its long axis. This division creates two
cells—an apical and a basal cell—that have very different
fates (see Figure 16.3A). The smaller, apical daughter cell
receives more cytoplasm than the larger, basal cell, which
inherits the large zygotic vacuole. Almost all of the struc-
tures of the embryo, and ultimately the mature plant, are
derived from the smaller apical cell. Two vertical divisions
and one horizontal division of the apical cell generate the
eight-celled (octant) globular embryo (see Figure 16.3C).

The basal cell also divides, but all of its divisions are hor-
izontal, at right angles to the long axis. The result is a fila-
ment of six to nine cells known as the suspensor that
attaches the embryo to the vascular system of the plant. Only
one of the basal cell derivatives contributes to the embryo.
The basal cell derivative nearest the embryo is known as the
hypophysis (plural hypophyses), and it forms the columella,

or central part of the root cap, and an essential part of the
root apical meristem known as the quiescent center, which
will be discussed later in the chapter (Figure 16.5).

Even though the embryo is spherical throughout the
globular stage of embryogenesis (see Figure 16.3A–D), the
cells within the apical and basal halves of the sphere have
different identities and functions. As the embryo continues
to grow and reaches the heart stage, its axial polarity
becomes more distinct (see Figure 16.5), and three axial
regions can readily be recognized:

1. The apical region gives rise to the cotyledons and shoot
apical meristem.

2. The middle region gives rise to the hypocotyl, root,
and most of the root meristem.

3. The hypophysis gives rise to the rest of the root meri-
stem (see Figure 16.5).

The cells of the upper and lower tiers of the early globular
stage embryo differ, and the embryo is divided into apical
and basal halves, reflecting the axial pattern imposed on
the embryo in the zygote.

The Radial Pattern of Tissue Differentiation Is First
Visible at the Globular Stage
The radial pattern of tissue differentiation is first observed
in the octant embryo (Figure 16.6). As cell division contin-
ues in the globular embryo, transverse divisions divide the
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FIGURE 16.4 Arabidopsis ovule containing the embryo sac at
about 4 hours after double fertilization. The zygote exhibits
a marked polarization. The terminal half of the zygote has
dense cytoplasm and a single large nucleus, while a large
central vacuole occupies the basal half of the cell. At this
stage, the embryo sac surrounding the zygote also contains
4 endosperm nuclei.
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FIGURE 16.5 The apical–basal organization of
plant tissues and organs is established very
early in embryogenesis. This diagram illustrates
how the organs of the early Arabidopsis seedling
originate from specific regions of the embryo.
(From Willemsen et al. 1998.)
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FIGURE 16.6 The radial tissue patterns are also established during embryogene-
sis. This drawing illustrates the origin of the different tissues and organs from
embryonic regions in Arabidopsis embryogenesis. The gray lines between the tor-
pedo and seedling stages indicate the regions of the embryo that give rise to
various regions of the seedling. The expanded regions represent boundaries
where developmental fate is somewhat flexible. (After Van Den Berg et al. 1995.)
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lower tier of cells radially into three regions.
These regions will become the radially arranged
tissues of the root and stem axes. The outermost
cells form a one-cell-thick surface layer, known as
the protoderm. The protoderm covers both halves
of the embryo and will generate the epidermis.

Cells that will become the ground meristem
underlie the protoderm. The ground meristem
gives rise to the cortex and, in the root and
hypocotyl, it will also produce the endodermis.
The procambium is the inner core of elongated
cells that will generate the vascular tissues and,
in the root, the pericycle (see Figure 16.2).

Embryogenesis Requires Specific Gene
Expression
Analysis of Arabidopsis mutants that either fail to
establish axial polarity or develop abnormally
during embryogenesis has led to the identifica-
tion of genes whose expression participates in tis-
sue patterning during embryogenesis.

The GNOM gene: Axial patterning. Seedlings
homozygous for mutations in the GNOM gene
lack both roots and cotyledons (Figure 16.7A)
(Mayer et al. 1993). Defects in gnom embryos first
appear during the initial division of the zygote,
and they persist throughout embryogenesis. In
the most extreme mutants, gnom embryos are
spherical and lack axial polarity entirely. We can conclude
that GNOM gene expression is required for the establish-
ment of axial polarity.1

The MONOPTEROS gene: Primary root and vascular
tissue. Mutations in the MONOPTEROS (MP) gene result
in seedlings that lack both a hypocotyl and a root, although
they do produce an apical region. The apical structures in
the mp mutant embryos are not structurally normal, how-
ever, and the tissues of the cotyledons are disorganized
(Figure 16.7B) (Berleth and Jürgens 1993). Embryos of mp
mutants first show abnormalities at the octant stage, and
they do not form a procambium in the lower part of the
globular embryo, the part that should give rise to the
hypocotyl and root. Later some vascular tissue does form
in the cotyledons, but the strands are improperly connected.

Although the mp mutant embryos lack a primary root
when they germinate, they will form adventitious roots as
the seedlings grow into adult plants. The vascular tissues
in all organs of these mutant plants are poorly developed,
with frequent discontinuities. Thus the MP gene is required
for the formation of the embryonic primary root, but not

for root formation in the adult plant. The MP gene is
important for the formation of vascular tissue in postem-
bryonic development (Przemeck et al. 1996).

The SHORT ROOT and SCARECROW genes: Ground
tissue development. Genes have been identified that func-
tion in the establishment of the radial tissue pattern in the
root and hypocotyl during embryogenesis. These genes
also are required for maintenance of the radial pattern dur-
ing postembryonic development (Scheres et al. 1995; Di
Laurenzio et al. 1996). To identify these genes, investigators
isolated Arabidopsis mutants that caused roots to grow
slowly (Figure 16.8B). Analysis of these mutants identified
several that have defects in the radial tissue pattern. Two
of the affected genes, SHORT ROOT (SHR) and SCARE-
CROW (SCR), are necessary for tissue differentiation and
cell differentiation not only in the embryo, but also in both
primary and secondary roots and in the hypocotyl.

Mutants of SHR and SCR both produce roots with a sin-
gle-celled layer of ground tissue (Figure 16.8D). Cells mak-
ing up the single-celled layer of ground tissue have a
mixed identity and show characteristics of both endoder-
mal and cortical cells in plants with the scr mutation. These
scr mutants also lack the cell layer called the starch sheath,
a structure that is involved in the growth response to gravity
(see Chapter 19). Roots of plants with the shr mutation also

1 In discussions of plant and yeast genetics, wild-type (nor-
mal) genes are capitalized and italicized (in this case GNOM),
and mutations are set in lowercase letters (here gnom).

FIGURE 16.7 Genes whose functions are essential for Arabidopsis
embryogenesis have been identified by the selection of mutants in
which a stage of embryogenesis is blocked, such as gnom and
monopteros. The development of mutant seedlings is contrasted here
with that of the wild type at the same stage of development. (A) The
GNOM gene helps establish apical–basal polarity. A plant homozy-
gous for gnom is shown on the right. (B) The MONOPTEROS gene is
necessary for basal patterning and formation of the primary root.
Plants homozygous for the monopteros mutation have a hypocotyl, a
normal shoot apical meristem, and cotyledons, but they lack the pri-
mary root. (A from Willemsen et al. 1998; B from Berleth and Jürgens
1993.)

MONOPTEROS genes control formation
of the primary rootGNOM genes control apical–

basal polarity

(B) Wild type monopteros mutant(A) Wild type gnom mutant
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have a single layer of ground tissue, but it has only cortical
cell characteristics and lacks endodermal characteristics.

The HOBBIT gene: The root meristem. The primary root
and shoot meristems are established during embryogene-
sis. Because in most cases they do not become active at this
time, the term promeristem may be more appropriate to

describe these structures. A promeristem may be defined
as an embryonic structure that will become a meristem
upon germination.

A molecular marker for the root promeristem has not
yet been identified, but it appears to be determined early
in embryogenesis. Root cap stem cells (the cells that divide
to produce the root cap) are formed from the hypophysis
at the heart stage of embryogenesis, indicating that the root
promeristem is established at least by this stage of embryo-
genesis (Figure 16.9). The expression of the HOBBIT gene
may be an early marker of root meristem identity (Willem-
sen et al. 1998).
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FIGURE 16.8 Mutations in the Arabidopsis gene SCARECROW (SCR)
alter the pattern of tissues in the root. (A) The cell divisions forming
the endodermis and cortex. The endodermal cells and cortical cells
are derived from the same initial cells as a result of two asymmetric
cell divisions. The cortical–endodermal stem cell (uncommitted cell)
expands and then divides anticlinally, reproducing itself and a
daughter cell. The daughter cell then divides periclinally to produce a
small cell that develops endodermal characteristics and a larger cell
that becomes a cortical cell. The second asymmetric division does not
occur in scr mutants, and the daughter cell formed as a result of the
anticlinal division of the initial has characteristics of both cortical and
endodermal cells. (B) The growth of a 12-day-old wild-type seedling
(left) is compared with that of two 12-day-old seedlings homozygous
for a mutation in the SCARECROW (SCR) gene (middle and right).
(C) Cross section of the primary root of a wild-type seedling. (D)
Cross section of the primary root of a seedling homozygous for the
scr mutant. (From Di Laurenzio et al. 1996; photos © Cell Press, cour-
tesy of P. Benfey.)
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Mutants of the HOBBIT (HBT) gene are defective in the
formation of a functional embryonic root, as are plants with
mp mutants. However, these two mutations act in very dif-
ferent ways. The hbt mutants begin to show abnormalities

at the two- or four-cell stage, before the formation of the
globular embryo. The primary defect in hbt mutants is in
the hypophyseal precursor, which divides vertically
instead of horizontally. As a result, the hypophysis does
not form, and the root meristem that subsequently forms
lacks a quiescent center and the columella (see Figure
16.9F). Embryos of hbt mutants appear to have a root
meristem, but it does not function when the seedlings ger-
minate. Furthermore, plants grown from hbt mutant
embryos are unable to form lateral roots.

The SHOOTMERISTEMLESS gene: The shoot promeri-
stem. The shoot promeristem can be recognized morpho-
logically by the torpedo stage of embryogenesis in Ara-
bidopsis. Oriented cell divisions of some of the cells
between the cotyledons result in a layered appearance of
this region that is characteristic of the shoot apical meri-
stem (as described later in the chapter). However, the pro-
genitors of these cells probably acquired the molecular
identity of the shoot apical meristem cells much earlier,
during the globular stage.

The SHOOTMERISTEMLESS (STM) gene is expressed
specifically in the cells that will become the shoot apical
meristem, and its expression in these cells is required for
the formation of the shoot promeristem. Arabidopsis plants
homozygous for a mutated, loss-of-function STM gene do
not form a shoot apical meristem, and instead all the cells
in this region differentiate (Lincoln et al. 1994). The prod-
uct of the wild-type STM gene appears to suppress cell dif-
ferentiation, ensuring that the meristem cells remain undif-
ferentiated.

STM mRNA can first be detected in one or two cells at
the apical end of the midglobular embryo. By the heart
stage, STM expression is confined to a few cells between
the cotyledons (Long et al. 1996). Because STM acts as a
marker for these cells, the shoot apical meristem must be
specified long before it can be recognized morphologically.
The STM gene is necessary not only for the formation of
the embryonic shoot apical meristem, but also for the
maintenance of shoot apical meristem identity in the adult
plant. The role of the nucleus in controlling development
was first demonstrated in the giant algal unicell, acetabu-
laria (see Web Essay 16.2).

LRC QC

COL
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(A)  Wild type (B)  hobbit mutant
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FIGURE 16.9 The HOBBIT (HBT) gene is important for the
development of a functional root apical meristem. (A) Wild-
type Arabidopsis seedling; (B) hobbit mutant seedling; (C)
root tip of wild type showing quiescent center (QC), col-
umella (COL) and lateral root cap (LRC); (D) root tip of hob-
bit mutant; (E) quiescent center and columella of wild-type;
(F) absence of quiescent center and columella in hobbit. The
seedlings in A and B are both shown 7 days after germina-
tion (4× magnification). Staining with iodine reveals starch
grains in the columella cells of the root cap in the wild type
(E). No starch grains are present in the hbt mutant root tip
(F). (From Willemsen et al. 1998.)
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Embryo Maturation Requires Specific 
Gene Expression
The Arabidopsis embryo enters dormancy after it has gen-
erated about 20,000 cells. Dormancy is brought about by
the loss of water and a general shutting down of gene tran-
scription and protein synthesis, not only in the embryo, but
also throughout the seed. To adapt the cell to the special
conditions of dormancy, specific gene expression is
required. For example, the ABSCISIC ACID INSENSITIVE3
(ABI3) and FUSCA3 genes are necessary for the initiation
of dormancy and are sensitive to the hormone abscisic acid,
which is the signaling molecule that initiates seed and
embryo dormancy. ABI3 also controls the expression of
genes encoding the storage proteins that are deposited in
the cotyledons during the maturation phase of embryogen-
esis (see Chapter 23).

The LEAFY COTYLEDON1 (LEC1) gene also is active in
late embryogenesis. Because lec1 mutants cannot survive
desiccation and do not enter dormancy, the embryos die
unless they are rescued through isolation before desicca-
tion occurs. The rescued embryos will germinate in culture
and produce fertile plants, which are like wild-type plants
except that they lack the 7S storage protein and they have
leaflike cotyledons with trichomes on their upper surface. 

The normal appearance and development of the mature
lec1 mutants indicates that the LEC1 gene is required only

during embryogenesis. Although the most obvious defects
of the lec1 mutants are seen only in the maturation phase
embryo, mRNA from LEC1 gene expression can be
detected throughout embryogenesis. It has been proposed
that LEC1 is a general repressor of vegetative development
and its expression is necessary throughout embryogenesis
(Lotan et al. 1998).

THE ROLE OF CYTOKINESIS IN 
PATTERN FORMATION
One of the most striking features of tissue organization in
many plants, illustrated by Arabidopsis, is the remarkably
precise pattern of oriented, often called stereotypic, cell divi-
sions. This pattern of divisions generates files of cells
extending from the meristem toward the base of the plant.
Although the division pattern is not as precise in all other
species, the basic pattern of tissue formation is similar.
How important is the plane of cell division for the estab-
lishment of the tissue patterns found in plant organs?

The Stereotypic Cell Division Pattern Is Not
Required for the Axial and Radial Patterns of
Tissue Differentiation
Two Arabidopsis mutants, fass and ton, have dramatic effects
on the patterns of cell division in all stages of development

Wild-type Arabidopsis
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FIGURE 16.10 Arabidopsis plants with
mutations in the TON gene are
unable to form a preprophase band
of microtubules in cells at any stage
of division. Plants carrying this
mutation are highly irregular in their
cell division and expansion planes,
and as a result they are severely
deformed. However, they continue
to produce recognizable tissues and
organs in their correct positions.
Although the organs and tissues pro-
duced by these mutant plants are
highly abnormal, the radial tissue
pattern is not disturbed. (A–C) Wild-
type Arabidopsis: (A) early globular
stage embryo; (B) seedling seen from
the top; (C) cross section of a root.
(D–F) Comparable stages of
Arabidopsis homozygous for the ton
mutation: (D) early embryogenesis;
(E) mutant seedling seen from the
top; (F) cross section of the mutant
root showing the random orientation
of the cells, but a near wild-type tis-
sue order; an outer epidermal layer
covers a multicellular cortex, which
in turn surrounds the vascular cylin-
der. (From Traas et al. 1995.)60 µm
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and eliminate the stereotypic divisions seen in the wild
type (Torres-Ruiz and Jürgens 1994; Traas et al. 1995). These
mutations probably are in the same gene, and cells in
plants homozygous for the ton (fass) mutation lack a cyto-
plasmic structure known as the preprophase band of micro-
tubules. The preprophase band appears to be essential for
the orientation of the phragmoplast during cytokinesis, and
thus is required for oriented cell divisions (see Chapter 1
and Web Topic 16.2).

The effects of the ton (fass) mutation are seen from the
earliest stages of embryogenesis and persist throughout
development. The plants are tiny, never reaching more than
2 to 3 cm in height. They have misshapen leaves, roots, and
stems, and they are sterile (Figure 16.10D–F). Nevertheless,
the mutant plants not only establish an axial pattern, but
they have all the cell types and organs of the wild-type
plant, and these occur in their correct positions. The precise
numbers of cells found in each tissue layer are radically dif-

ferent in the mutants, but each tissue is present and in the
proper order.

The fact that these mutations do not prevent the estab-
lishment of the radial tissue pattern is strong evidence that
the stereotypic cell division pattern found in the Arabidop-
sis embryo and in the root is not essential for the radial pat-
tern of tissue differentiation.

An Arabidopsis Mutant with Defective Cytokinesis
Cannot Establish the Radial Tissue Pattern
The Arabidopsis mutant knolle is defective in cytokinesis, the
step at the end of mitosis in which a new wall is formed
partitioning the daughter nuclei into separate cells. The
KNOLLE gene encodes a syntaxin-like protein that is
important for vesicle fusion. Syntaxins are proteins that
integrate into membranes, permitting the membranes to
fuse. Vesicle fusion is essential for cytokinesis (Figure
16.11).

FIGURE 16.11 Encoded by the KNOLLE gene, syntaxin pro-
teins play a critical role in the fusion of Golgi-derived mem-
branes, which is required for normal cytokinesis in most
organisms, including Arabidopsis. (A) Electron micrograph of a
region of an Arabidopsis embryo with the knolle mutation. The
box outlined is 5 mm wide. (B) Higher-magnification pho-
tomicrograph showing an incomplete and abnormal cross-
wall attached to the parent cell wall. (C) A model for the
fusion of vesicles during cell plate formation. A complex of
soluble proteins mediates the interaction of synaptobrevin
protein with the syntaxin protein (encoded by the KNOLLE
gene) on the target membrane. (A and B from Lukowitz et al.
1996, courtesy of G. Jürgens; C after Assaad et al. 1996.)
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Although cell division is not blocked by the knolle muta-
tion, cell plate formation is irregular and often incomplete.
As a result, many cells are binucleate, while other cells are
only partly separated or are connected by large cytoplas-
mic bridges. The division planes also are irregular. These
irregularities have severe effects on development.

Plants homozygous for the knolle mutation go through
embryogenesis, but the radial tissue pattern is severely dis-
rupted and an epidermal layer does not form in early
embryogenesis. The knolle mutation does not prevent for-
mation of the apical–basal axis, and embryogenesis is com-
pleted, although the seedlings are very short-lived and die
soon after germination. The plants also lack functional
meristems.

The conclusion drawn from studies of the knolle muta-
tion appears to contradict what we learned from the ton
(fass) mutations. Both the knolle and the ton mutations dis-
rupt the normal pattern of cell division in embryonic and
postembryonic development. But whereas the knolle muta-
tions block the establishment of the radial tissue pattern, in
the ton mutants the pattern is established.

One difference between the ton and the knolle mutations
is that the latter usually prevents the effective separation of
daughter cells during cytokinesis because the cell plate is
incomplete. Since cell–cell communication is important for
pattern formation, it may be necessary for cells to be iso-
lated effectively so that the information exchange can be
regulated. Even though the cytosol is continuous between
adjacent plant cells through plasmodesmata, complete cel-
lularization is required for normal development. Thus the
ton mutants are able to perceive positional information cor-
rectly, while the knolle mutants cannot. For a review of the
mechanisms determining the plane of cell division in plant
cells, see Web Essay 16.3.

MERISTEMS IN PLANT DEVELOPMENT
Meristems are populations of small, isodiametric (having
equal dimensions on all sides) cells with embryonic char-
acteristics. Vegetative meristems are self-perpetuating. Not
only do they produce the tissues that will form the body of
the root or stem, but they also continuously regenerate
themselves. A meristem can retain its embryonic character
indefinitely, possibly even for thousands of years in the
case of trees. The reason for this ability is that some meri-
stematic cells do not become committed to a differentiation
pathway, and they retain the capacity for cell division, as
long as the meristem remains vegetative.

Undifferentiated cells that retain the capacity for cell
division indefinitely are said to be stem cells. Although his-
torically called initial cells in plants, in function they are
very similar, if not identical, to animal stem cells (Weigel
and Jürgens 2002). When stem cells divide, on average one
of the daughter cells retains the identity of the stem cell,
while the other is committed to a particular developmen-
tal pathway (Figure 16.12). 

Stem cells usually divide slowly. Their committed
daughters, however, may enter a period of rapid cell divi-
sion before they stop dividing and can be recognized as spe-
cific cell types. Stem cells represent the ultimate source of
all the cells in the meristem and the entire rest of the plant—
both roots, leaves, and other organs, as well as stems.

The Shoot Apical Meristem Is a Highly 
Dynamic Structure
The vegetative shoot apical meristem generates the stem,
as well as the lateral organs attached to the stem (leaves
and lateral buds). The shoot apical meristem typically con-
tains a few hundred to a thousand cells, although the Ara-
bidopsis shoot apical meristem has only about 60 cells.

The shoot apical meristem is located at the extreme tip
of the shoot, but it is surrounded and covered by immature
leaves. These are the youngest leaves produced by the
activity of the meristem. It is useful to distinguish the shoot
apex from the meristem proper. The shoot apex (plural
apices) consists of the apical meristem plus the most
recently formed leaf primordia. The shoot apical meristem
is the undifferentiated cell population only and does not
include any of the derivative organs.

The shoot apical meristem is a flat or slightly mounded
region, 100 to 300 µm in diameter, composed mostly of
small, thin-walled cells, with a dense cytoplasm, and lack-
ing large central vacuoles. The shoot apical meristem is a
dynamic structure that changes during its cycle of leaf and
stem formation. In addition, in many plants it exhibits sea-
sonal activity, as does the entire shoot. Shoot apical meri-
stems may grow rapidly in the spring, enter a period of
slower growth during the summer, and become dormant
in the fall, with dormancy lasting through the winter. The
size and structure of the shoot apical meristem also change
with seasonal activity.

Shoots develop and grow at their tips, as is the case with
roots, but the developing regions are not as stratified and
precisely ordered as they are in the root. Moreover, growth
occurs over a much broader region of the shoot than is the
case for roots. At any given time, a region containing sev-
eral internodes, typically 10 to 15 cm long, may be under-
going primary growth.

Stem 
cell

Committed
cells

Daughter
cells

Differentiated
cells

FIGURE 16.12 Stem cells generate daughter cells, some of
which remain uncommitted and retain the property of stem
cells, while others become committed to differentiate.
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The Shoot Apical Meristem Contains Different
Functional Zones and Layers
The shoot apical meristem consists of different functional
regions that can be distinguished by the orientation of the
cell division planes and by cell size and activity. The
angiosperm vegetative shoot apical meristem usually has
a highly stratified appearance, typically with three distinct
layers of cells. These layers are designated L1, L2, and L3,
where L1 is the outermost layer (Figure 16.13). Cell divi-
sions are anticlinal in the L1 and L2 layers; that is, the new
cell wall separating the daughter cells is oriented at right
angles to the meristem surface. Cell divisions tend to be
less regularly oriented in the L3 layer. Each layer has its
own stem cells, and all three layers contribute to the for-
mation of the stem and lateral organs.

Active apical meristems also have an organizational pat-
tern called cytohistological zonation. Each zone is com-
posed of cells that may be distinguished not only on the
basis of their division planes, but also by differences in size
and by degrees of vacuolation (see Figure 16.13B). These
zones exhibit different patterns of gene expression, reflect-
ing the different functions of each zone (Nishimura et al.
1999; Fletcher and Meyerowitz 2000).

The center of an active meristem contains a cluster of
relatively large, highly vacuolate cells called the central
zone. The central zone is somewhat comparable to the qui-
escent center of root meristems (which will be discussed
later in the chapter). A doughnut-shaped region of smaller

cells, called the peripheral zone, flanks the central zone. A
rib zone lies underneath the central cell zone and gives rise
to the internal tissues of the stem.

These different zones most likely represent different
developmental domains. The peripheral zone is the region
in which the first cell divisions leading to the formation of
leaf primordia will occur. The rib zone contributes cells that
become the stem. The central zone contains the pool of
stem cells, some fraction of which remains uncommitted,
while others replenish the rib and peripheral zone popu-
lations (Bowman and Eshed 2000).

Some Meristems Arise during Postembryonic
Development
The root and shoot apical meristems formed during
embryogenesis are called primary meristems. After ger-
mination, the activity of these primary meristems gener-
ates the primary tissues and organs that constitute the pri-
mary plant body.

Most plants also develop a variety of secondary meri-
stems during postembryonic development. Secondary
meristems can have a structure similar to that of primary
meristems, but some secondary meristems have a quite dif-
ferent structure. These include axillary meristems, inflo-
rescence meristems, floral meristems, intercalary meri-
stems, and lateral meristems (the vascular cambium and
cork cambium). (Inflorescence and floral meristems will be
discussed in Chapter 24.):

FIGURE 16.13 The shoot apical meristem generates the aer-
ial organs of the plant. (A) This longitudinal section
through the center of the shoot apex of Coleus blumei shows
the layered appearance of the shoot apical meristem. Most
cell divisions are anticlinal in the outer L1 and L2 layers,
while the planes of cell divisions are more randomly ori-
ented in the L3 layer. The outermost (L1) layer generates
the shoot epidermis; the L2 and L3 layers generate internal
tissues. (B) The shoot apical meristem also has cytohistolog-

ical zones, which represent regions with different identities
and functions. The central zone contains the stem cells,
which divide slowly but are the ultimate source of the tis-
sues that make up the plant body. The peripheral zone, in
which cells divide rapidly, surrounds the central zone and
produces the leaf primordia. A rib zone lies below the cen-
tral zone and generates the central tissues of the stem. (A
©J. N. A. Lott/Biological Photo Service.)
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• Axillary meristems are formed in the axils of leaves
and are derived from the shoot apical meristem. The
growth and development of axillary meristems pro-
duces branches from the main axis of the plant.

• Intercalary meristems are found within organs, often
near their bases. The intercalary meristems of grass
leaves and stems enables them to continue to grow
despite mowing or grazing by cows.

• Branch root meristems have the structure of the pri-
mary root meristem, but they form from pericycle
cells in mature regions of the root. Adventitious roots
also can be produced from lateral root meristems that
develop on stems, as when stem cuttings are rooted
to propagate a plant.

• The vascular cambium (plural cambia) is a secondary
meristem that differentiates along with the primary
vascular tissue from the procambium within the vas-
cular cylinder. It does not produce lateral organs, but
only the woody tissues of stems and roots. The vas-
cular cambium contains two types of meristematic
cells: fusiform stem cells and ray stem cells. Fusiform
stem cells are highly elongated, vacuolate cells that
divide longitudinally to regenerate themselves, and
whose derivatives differentiate into the conducting
cells of the secondary xylem and phloem. Ray stem
cells are small cells whose derivatives include the
radially oriented files of parenchyma cells within
wood known as rays.

• The cork cambium is a meristematic layer that devel-
ops within mature cells of the cortex and the sec-
ondary phloem. Derivatives of the cork cambium dif-
ferentiate as cork cells that make up a protective layer
called the periderm, or bark. The periderm forms the
protective outer surface of the secondary plant body,
replacing the epidermis in woody stems and roots.

Axillary, Floral, and Inflorescence Shoot Meristems
Are Variants of the Vegetative Meristem

Several different types of shoot meristems can be distin-
guished on the basis of their developmental origin, the
types of lateral organs they generate, and whether they are
determinate (having a genetically programmed limit to
their growth) or indeterminate (showing no predeter-
mined limit to growth; growth continues so long as
resources permit).

The vegetative shoot apical meristem usually is inde-
terminate in its development. It repetitively forms phy-
tomeres as long as environmental conditions favor growth
but do not generate a flowering stimulus. A phytomere is
a developmental unit consisting of one or more leaves, the
node to which the leaves are attached, the internode below
the node, and one or more axillary buds (Figure 16.14).
Axillary buds are secondary meristems; if they are also
vegetative meristems, they will have a structure and devel-
opmental potential similar to that of the apical meristem.

Vegetative meristems may be converted directly into flo-
ral meristems when the plant is induced to flower (see
Chapter 24). Floral meristems differ from vegetative meri-
stems in that instead of leaves they produce floral organs:
sepals, petals, stamens, and carpels. In addition, floral
meristems are determinate: All meristematic activity stops
after the last floral organs are produced.

In many cases, vegetative meristems are not directly
converted to floral meristems. Instead, the vegetative
meristem is first transformed into an inflorescence meri-
stem. The types of lateral organs produced by an inflores-
cence meristem are different from the types produced by a
floral meristem. The inflorescence meristem produces
bracts and floral meristems in the axils of the bracts, instead
of the sepals, petals, stamens, and ovules produced by flo-
ral meristems. Inflorescence meristems may be determinate
or indeterminate, depending on the species.

LEAF DEVELOPMENT
The leaves of most plants are the organs of photosynthesis.
This is where light energy is captured and used to drive the
chemical reactions that are vital to the life of the plant.
Although highly variable in size and shape from species to
species, in general leaves are thin, flat structures with dor-
siventral polarity. This pattern contrasts with that of the

Leaf

Node

Internode

Bud

Root

Phytomere

FIGURE 16.14 The shoot apical meristem repetitively forms
units known as phytomeres. Each phytomere consists of
one or more leaves, the node at which the leaves are
attached, the internode immediately below the leaves, and
one or more buds in the axils of the leaves.
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shoot apical meristem and stem, both of which have radial
symmetry. Another important difference is that leaf pri-
mordia exhibit determinate growth, while the vegetative
shoot apical meristem is indeterminate. As described in the
sections that follow, several distinct stages can be recog-
nized in leaf development (Sinha 1999).

Stage 1: Organogenesis. A small number of cells in the L1
and L2 layers in the flanks of the apical dome of the shoot
apical meristem acquire the leaf founder cell identity.
These cells divide more rapidly than surrounding cells and
produce the outgrowth that represents the leaf pri-
mordium (plural primordia) (Figure 16.15A). These pri-
mordia subsequently grow and develop into leaves.

Stage 2: Development of suborgan domains. Different
regions of the primordium acquire identity as specific parts
of the leaf. This differentiation occurs along three axes: dor-
siventral (abaxial–adaxial), proximodistal (apical–basal),
and lateral (margin–blade–midrib) (Figure 16.15B). The
upper (adaxial) side of the leaf is specialized for light
absorption; the lower (abaxial) surface is specialized for gas
exchange. Leaf structure and maturation rates also vary
along the proximodistal and lateral axes.

Stage 3: Cell and tissue differentiation. As the develop-
ing leaf grows, tissues and cells differentiate. Cells derived
from the L1 layer differentiate as epidermis (epidermal
cells, trichomes, and guard cells), derivatives of the L2 layer
differentiate as the photosynthetic mesophyll cells, and vas-
cular elements and bundle sheath cells are derived from
the L3 layer. These cells differentiate in a genetically deter-

mined pattern that is characteristic of the species but to
some degree modified in response to the environment.

The Arrangement of Leaf Primordia Is Genetically
Programmed
The timing and pattern with which the primordia form is
genetically determined and usually is a characteristic of the
species. The number and order in which leaf primordia
form is reflected in the subsequent arrangement of leaves
around the stem, known as phyllotaxy (Figure 16.16).
There are five main types of phyllotaxy:

1. Alternate phyllotaxy. A single leaf is initiated at each
node (see Figure 16.16A).

2. Opposite phyllotaxy. Leaves are formed in pairs on
opposite side of the stem (see Figure 16.16B).

3. Decussate phyllotaxy. Leaves are initiated in a pat-
tern with two opposite leaves per node and with suc-
cessive leaf pairs oriented at right angles to each
other during vegetative development (see Figure
16.16C).

4. Whorled phyllotaxy. More than two leaves arise at
each node (see Figure 16.16D).

5. Spiral phyllotaxy. A type of alternate phyllotaxy in
which each leaf is initiated at a defined angle to the
previous leaf, resulting in a spiral arrangement of
leaves around the stem (see Figure 16.16E).

The positioning of leaf primordia must result from the
precise spatial regulation of growth within the apex. We
know little about how this positioning is regulated, or
about the signals that initiate the formation of a pri-
mordium. One idea is that inhibitory fields generated by
existing primordia influence the spacing of the next pri-
mordium.
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FIGURE 16.15 The origin of leaves at the shoot apex and
their axes of symmetry on the stem  (A) Leaf primordia in
the flanks of the shoot apical meristem. (B) Diagram of a
shoot showing the various axes along which development
occurs. (After Christensen and Weigel 1998.)
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ROOT DEVELOPMENT

Roots are adapted for growing through soil and absorbing
the water and mineral nutrients in the capillary spaces
between soil particles. These functions have placed con-
straints on the evolution of root structure. For example, lat-
eral appendages would interfere with their penetration
through the soil. As a result, roots have a streamlined axis,
and no lateral organs are produced by the apical meristem.
Branch roots arise internally and form only in mature, non-
growing regions. Absorption of water and minerals is
enhanced by fragile root hairs, which also form behind the
growth zone. These long, threadlike cells greatly increase
the root’s absorptive surface area.

In this section we will discuss the origin of root form
and structure (root morphogenesis), beginning with a
description of the four developmental zones of the root tip.
We will then turn to the apical meristem. The absence of
leaves or buds makes cell lineages easier to follow in roots
than in shoots, thus facilitating molecular genetic studies
on the role of patterns of cell division in root development.

The Root Tip Has Four Developmental Zones
Roots grow and develop from their distal ends. Although
the boundaries are not sharp, four developmental zones can
be distinguished in a root tip: the root cap, the meristematic
zone, the elongation zone, and the maturation zone (Figure
16.17). These four developmental zones occupy only a little
more than a millimeter of the tip of the Arabidopsis root. The
developing region is larger in other species, but growth is
still confined to the tip. With the exception of the root cap,
the boundaries of these zones overlap considerably:

(A)  Alternate (B)  Opposite (D)  Whorled (E)  Spiral(C)  DecussateFIGURE 16.16 Five types of leaf
arrangements (phyllotactic pat-
terns) along the shoot axis. The
same terms also are used for
inflorescences and flowers.
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FIGURE 16.17 Simplified diagram of a primary root show-
ing the root cap, the meristematic zone, the elongation
zone, and the maturation zone. Cells in the meristematic
zone have small vacuoles and expand and divide rapidly,
generating many files of cells.
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• The root cap protects the apical meristem from
mechanical injury as the root pushes its way through
the soil. Root cap cells form by specialized root cap
stem cells. As the root cap stem cells produce new
cells, older cells are progressively displaced toward
the tip, where they are eventually sloughed off. As
root cap cells differentiate, they acquire the ability to
perceive gravitational stimuli and secrete
mucopolysaccharides (slime) that help the root pene-
trate the soil.

• The meristematic zone lies just under the root cap,
and in Arabidopsis it is about a quarter of a millimeter
long. The root meristem generates only one organ,
the primary root. It produces no lateral appendages.

• The elongation zone, as its name implies, is the site
of rapid and extensive cell elongation. Although
some cells may continue to divide while they elon-
gate within this zone, the rate of division decreases
progressively to zero with increasing distance from
the meristem.

• The maturation zone is the region in which cells
acquire their differentiated characteristics. Cells enter
the maturation zone after division and elongation
have ceased. Differentiation may begin much earlier,
but cells do not achieve the mature state until they
reach this zone. The radial pattern of differentiated
tissues becomes obvious in the maturation zone.
Later in the chapter we will examine the differentia-
tion and maturation of one of these cell types, the tra-
cheary element.

As discussed earlier, lateral or branch roots arise from
the pericycle in mature regions of the root. Cell divisions in
the pericycle establish secondary meristems that grow out

through the cortex and epidermis, establishing a new
growth axis (Figure 16.18). The primary and the secondary
root meristems behave similarly in that divisions of the
cells in the meristem give rise to progenitors of all the cells
of the root.

Root Stem Cells Generate Longitudinal 
Files of Cells
Meristems are populations of dividing cells, but not all cells
in the meristematic region divide at the same rate or with
the same frequency. Typically, the central cells divide much
more slowly than the surrounding cells. These rarely divid-
ing cells are called the quiescent center of the root meri-
stem (see Figure 16.17).

Cells are more sensitive to ionizing radiation when they
are dividing. This is the basis of the use of radiation as a
treatment for cancer in humans. As a result, the rapidly
dividing cells of the meristem can be killed by doses of
radiation that nondividing and slowly dividing cells, such
as those of the quiescent center, can survive. If the rapidly
dividing cells of the root are killed by ionizing radiation, in
many cases the root can regenerate from the cells of the
quiescent center. This ability suggests that quiescent-cen-
ter cells are important for the patterning involved in form-
ing a root.

The most striking structural feature of the root tip, when
viewed in longitudinal section, is the presence of  the long
files of clonally related cells. Most cell divisions in the root
tip are transverse, or anticlinal, with the plane of cytoki-
nesis oriented at right angles to the axis of the root (such
divisions tend to increase root length). There are relatively
few periclinal divisions, in which the plane of division is
parallel to the root axis (such divisions tend to increase root
diameter).
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Cortical–endodermal 
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Root cap–epidermal 
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FIGURE 16.18 Model for lateral root formation in Arabidopsis. Six major stages are
shown in the development of the primordium. The different tissue types are desig-
nated by colors. By stage 6, all tissues found in the primary root are present in the
typical radial pattern of the branch root. (From Malamy and Benfey 1997.)
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Periclinal divisions occur mostly near the root tip and
establish new files of cells. As a result, the ultimate origin
of any particular mature cell can be traced back to one or a
few cells in the meristem. These are the stem cells of a par-
ticular file. In Arabidopsis, the stem cells surround the quies-
cent center, but they are not part of the quiescent center. The
stem cells ultimately may be derived from quiescent-center
cells, but this origin must occur during embryogenesis, since
the quiescent-center cells do not divide after germination in
normal development. Analysis of the cell division patterns
in the roots of the water fern Azolla have contributed to our
detailed understanding of meristem function. (For a discus-
sion of this work, see Web Topic 16.3.)

Root Apical Meristems Contain Several Types 
of Stem Cells
The patterns of cellular organization found in the root
meristems of seed plants are substantially different from
those observed in more primitive vascular plants. All seed
plants have several stem cells instead of the single stem cell
found in plants such as the water fern Azolla. However,
they are similar to Azolla in that it is possible to follow files
of cells from the region of maturation into the meristem
and, in some cases, to identify the stem cell from which the
file was produced. 

The Arabidopsis root apical meristem has the following
structure (Figure 16.19):

• The quiescent center is composed of a group of four
cells, also known as the center cells in the Arabidopsis
root meristem. The quiescent-center cells in the
Arabidopsis root usually do not divide after embryogen-
esis.

• The cortical–endodermal stem cells form a ring of
cells that surround the quiescent center. These stem
cells generate the cortical and endodermal layers.
They undergo one anticlinal division (i.e., perpendic-
ular to the longitudinal axis); then these daughters
divide periclinally (i.e., parallel to the longitudinal
axis) to establish the files that become the cortex and
the endodermis, each of which constitutes only one
cell layer in the Arabidopsis root (see also Figures 16.2
and 16.8C).

• The columella stem cells are the cells immediately
above (apical to) the central cells. They divide anticli-
nally and periclinally to generate a sector of the root
cap known as the columella.

• The root cap–epidermal stem cells are in the same
tier as the columella stem cells but form a ring sur-
rounding them. Anticlinal divisions of the root
cap–epidermal stem cells generate the epidermal cell
layer. Periclinal divisions of the same stem cells, fol-
lowed by subsequent anticlinal divisions of the deriv-
atives, produce the lateral root cap.
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FIGURE 16.19 All the tissues in the Arabidopsis root are derived from a
small number of stem cells in the root apical meristem. (A) Longitudinal
section through the center of a root. The promeristem containing the
stem cells that give rise to all the tissues of the root is outlined in green.
(B) Diagram of the promeristem region outlined in A. Only two of the
four quiescent-center cells are depicted in this section. The black lines
indicate the cell division planes that occur in the stem cells. White lines
indicate the secondary cell divisions that occur in the cortical–endoder-
mal and lateral root cap–epidermal stem cells. (From Schiefelbein et al.
1997, courtesy of J. Schiefelbein, © the American Society of Plant
Biologists, reprinted with permission.)

(A)
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• The stele stem cells are a tier of cells just behind the
quiescent-center cells. These cells generate the pericy-
cle and vascular tissues. 

The stem cells, together with their immediate derivatives
in the apical meristem, are called the promeristem.

CELL DIFFERENTIATION

Differentiation is the process by which a cell acquires meta-
bolic, structural, and functional properties that are distinct
from those of its progenitor cell. In plants, unlike animals, cell
differentiation is frequently reversible, particularly when dif-
ferentiated cells are removed from the plant and placed in tis-
sue culture. Under these conditions, cells dedifferentiate (i.e.,
lose their differentiated characteristics), reinitiate cell division,
and in some cases, when provided with the appropriate
nutrients and hormones, even regenerate whole plants.

This ability to dedifferentiate demonstrates that differ-
entiated plant cells retain all the genetic information
required for the development of a complete plant, a prop-
erty termed totipotency. The only exceptions to this rule
are cells that lose their nuclei, such as sieve tube elements
of phloem, and cells that are dead at maturity, such as ves-
sel elements and tracheids (collectively referred to as tra-
cheary elements) in xylem.

As an example of the process of cell differentiation, we
will discuss the formation of tracheary elements. The
development of these cells from the meristematic to the
fully differentiated state illustrates the types of control that
plants exercise over cell specialization and provides an
example of the cellular changes that are brought about by
differentiation (Fukuda 1996).

A Secondary Cell Wall Forms during Tracheary
Element Differentiation
As described in Chapter 4, tracheary elements are the con-
ducting cells in which water and solutes move through the
plant. They are dead at maturity, but before their death
they are highly active and construct a secondary wall, often
with an elaborate pattern, and they may grow extensively.
Cell death (discussed later in this chapter) is the genetically
programmed finale to tracheary element differentiation.

The formation of secondary walls during tracheary ele-
ment differentiation involves the deposition of cellulose
microfibrils and other noncellulosic polysaccharides at spe-
cific sites on the primary or secondary wall, resulting in char-
acteristically patterned wall thickenings (see Chapter 15). The
secondary walls of tracheary elements have a higher content
of cellulose than primary walls, and they are impregnated
with lignin, which is not usually present in primary walls.

In rapidly growing regions, the secondary-wall mater-
ial is deposited as discrete annular rings, or in a spiral pat-
tern, with the thickenings separated by bands of primary

wall (Figure 16.20). As the cell grows, the primary wall
extends and the rings or spirals are pulled apart. The tra-
cheary elements that form after elongation stops usually
have walls that are thickened. This thickening can be either
uniformly or in a reticulate pattern. These cells cannot be
stretched by growth.

Microtubules participate in determining the pattern of
secondary-wall deposition. Before any alteration in the pat-
tern of wall deposition is evident, cortical microtubules
change from being more or less evenly distributed along
the longitudinal walls of the cell to being clustered into
bands (Figure 16.21A). Secondary wall is then deposited
beneath the microtubule clusters (see Figure 16.21B).

The orientation of the cellulose microfibrils within the
secondary-wall thickening is reflected in the alignment of
microtubules in the cortical cytoplasm (Hepler 1981). If the
microtubules are destroyed with an antimicrotubule agent
such as colchicine, cell wall deposition can continue, but
the cellulose microfibrils are no longer precisely ordered
within the thickening, and the pattern of the secondary
wall is disrupted (Figure 16.22).
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FIGURE 16.20 The formation of primary xylem and pri-
mary phloem in a developing strand in a young internode
of cucumber (Cucumis sativus). The pattern of secondary-
wall deposition during vessel element development varies
according to the rate of cell elongation. The two first vessels
to differentiate—the protoxylem—are observed on the left
with secondary-wall thickening in the pattern of  “annular
rings.” Because the first formed vessel was strongly
stretched by internode growth, the narrow annular rings
are pulled apart. The metaxylem vessels differentiate after
the protoxylem and are characterized by spiral thickening.
The early formed metaxylem vessel has a stretched helical
thickening due to cell elongation, while the later formed
vessel shows a dense helical thickening which has not been
extended by elongation. The primary phloem sieve tubes
are shown on the right, with typical delicate sieve elements.
Their sieve plates are stained light blue, while the cyto-
plasm stains dark blue. (Courtesy of R. Aloni).
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FIGURE 16.21 Development of secondary-
wall thickenings in vessel elements in roots of
the water fern Azolla. (A) Electron micrograph
of a grazing section through a differentiating
cell. Groups of microtubules are seen in the
cell cortex, forming bands at the site of wall
thickening before the secondary wall begins
to form. Many small vesicles lie along the
microtubules. (B) Annular thickenings
develop beneath the bands of microtubules
and are hemispheric in profile. (Courtesy of
A. Hardham.)
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FIGURE 16.22 Colchicine treatments that destroy micro-
tubules also disrupt the normal formation of secondary-
wall thickenings in differentiating vessel elements. (A)
During normal root growth in Azolla the wall thickenings
are spaced evenly along the side walls. (B) In the presence
of colchicine, secondary-wall materials are deposited in
irregular patterns. (C) Normal growth resumes when the
roots are transferred to fresh medium that lacks colchicine,
and the newly differentiated vessel elements form with nor-
mal annular thickenings. (A from Hardham and Gunning
1979; B and C from Hardham and Gunning 1980.)
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INITIATION AND REGULATION OF
DEVELOPMENTAL PATHWAYS
Rapid progress has been made in identifying genes that
play critical roles in regulating growth, cell differentiation,
and pattern formation. This progress is largely a conse-
quence of an intensive, international effort focused on Ara-
bidopsis—first to sequence its genome, and subsequently to
understand the function of all of its genes. However, many
important discoveries have been made as a result of stud-
ies with other species, including Antirrhinum, maize, petu-
nia, tomato, and tobacco. 

In most cases, genes important for development were
revealed by elaborate screens of the offspring of mutage-
nized plants to find mutant individuals with altered devel-
opment (see the example in Figure 16.8B). These studies
often involved heroic efforts to map, clone, and sequence
the mutant gene, although now that its genome has been
sequenced, the path to identifying any particular mutant
gene and what it encodes is now much shorter in Ara-
bidopsis.

At this point we have identified some of the players, but
the rules of the game and the specific roles of most of the
genes are still being worked out. However, many of these
developmentally important genes have been found to
encode either transcription factors (proteins with the abil-
ity to bind to specific DNA sequences and thus control the
expression of other genes) or components of signaling
pathways. The nature of these genes suggests some pos-
sible ways that development might be regulated. 

Where these molecular genetic studies have been cou-
pled with clonal analysis, cell biological, physiological,
and/or biochemical studies, it has been possible to identify
important principles of plant development. Although we
are far from a complete understanding, these insights
include the following:

• The expression of genes that encode transcription fac-
tors determines cell, tissue, and organ identity.

• The fate of a cell is determined by its position and
not its clonal history.

• Developmental pathways are controlled by networks
of interacting genes.

• Development is regulated by cell-to-cell signaling.

In the following discussion we will first examine the
nature of some of the transcription factor and signal trans-
duction component genes that have been shown to play
key roles in development. Then we will outline in greater
detail each of the developmental principles described here.

Transcription Factor Genes Control Development
With the completion of the sequencing of the Arabidopsis
genome, it became apparent that approximately 1500 of its
nearly 26,000 genes encode transcription factors (Riech-
mann et al. 2000). Transcription factors are proteins that
have an affinity for DNA. They are able to turn the expres-
sion of genes on or off by binding to specific DNA
sequences (see Chapter 14 on the web site).

These 1500 transcription factor genes belong to numer-
ous families. Fewer than half of these families are found
only in plants, but the majority are found in all eukaryotes.
It is not known, or can even be estimated at this time, how
many of these transcription factor genes regulate develop-
mental pathways because only a small percentage of them
have been studied. However, many members of two of
these families—the MADS box and homeobox genes—
have been found to be particularly important in plant
development.

MADS box genes are key regulators of important bio-
logical functions in plants, animals, and fungi.2 There are
about 30 MADS box genes in the Arabidopsis genome,
many of which control aspects of development. Specific
MADS box genes are important for developmental events
in the root, leaf, flower, ovule, and fruit (Riechmann and
Meyerowitz 1997). They control the expression of specific
sets of target genes, although at this point most of these
downstream genes remain to be identified. 

Any given MADS box gene is expressed in a specific
temporally and spatially restricted manner, with its expres-
sion determined by other genes or signaling events. This
has been established most clearly in the case of the devel-
opment of the flower, where interacting sets of MADS box
genes have been shown to determine floral organ identity
(see Chapter 24).

Homeobox genes encode homeodomain proteins that
act as transcription factors. Homeodomain proteins play a
major role in regulating developmental pathways in all
eukaryotes (see Chapter 14 on the web site). As with the
MADS box genes, each homeobox gene participates in reg-
ulating a unique developmental event by controlling the
expression of a unique set of target genes.

Homeodomain proteins belonging to the KNOTTED1
(KN1) class are involved in maintaining the indeterminacy
of the shoot apical meristem. The original knotted (kn1)
mutation was found in maize and is a gain-of-function
mutation. In gain-of-function, or dominant, mutations, the
phenotype results from the abnormal expression of a gene.
In contrast, the phenotypes of loss-of-function mutations
result from the loss of gene expression, and the mutations
are therefore recessive.

Plants with the kn1 mutation have small, irregular,
tumorlike knots along the leaf veins. These knots result
from abnormal cell divisions within the vascular tissues
that distort the veins to form the knots, which protrude
from the leaf surface (Figure 16.23) (Hake et al. 1989).

2 The name MADS comes from the initials of the first four
members of a family of transcription factors: MCM1, AGA-
MOUS, DEFICIENS, and SRF.
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Cell differentiation is relatively normal in the leaves of
kn1 mutant plants, except in the vicinity of the knots. The
knots are similar to meristems in that they contain undif-
ferentiated cells and continue to divide after cells around
them have matured and ceased dividing. This behavior
suggests that the KN1 gene controls meristem function. The
mutant phenotype results from the expression of the gene
in the wrong tissues, rather than the loss of the normal
developmental expression pattern. KNOTTED1-like home-
obox, or KNOX, genes have been found in several other
plant species. Arabidopsis has three: KNAT1, KNAT2, and
SHOOTMERISTEMLESS (STM) (Lincoln et al. 1994; Long
et al. 1996).

Tobacco plants that have been transformed with the
maize KN1 gene, driven by a promoter that expresses the
gene throughout the plant, develop numerous adventitious
shoot meristems along leaf surfaces (Sinha et al. 1993b).
These abnormalities are similar to the original gain-of-func-
tion kn1 mutation. We can conclude from this that correct

KN1 gene expression is involved in defining meristem
function.

Many Plant Signaling Pathways Utilize 
Protein Kinases
Protein kinases are ATP-dependent enzymes that add phos-
phate groups to proteins. Protein phosphorylation is a key
regulatory mechanism that is utilized extensively to regulate
the activity of enzymes and transcription factors. Although
widely utilized by all eukaryotes, plant genomes are espe-
cially rich in genes that encode these enzymes. The Ara-
bidopsis genome contains over 1200 genes that encode protein
kinases. Of these, more than 600 encode receptor protein kinases
(see Chapter 14 on the web site) (Shiu and Bleecker 2001). 

The functions of most of these receptor protein kinases
are unknown, but recently some have been shown to play
important signaling roles in plant development. Arabidop-
sis has two such genes: BRI1, which encodes a receptor
kinase that functions in brassinosteroid signaling (see Web
Topic 19.14) and CLAVATA1 (CLV1), which encodes a
receptor kinase that participates in regulating the size of the
uncommitted cell population in shoot apical meristem
(we’ll discuss CLV1 a little later in the chapter).

Receptor kinases typically are integral membrane pro-
teins. The receptor domain of these kinases resides outside
the plasma membrane; the kinase catalytic domain is inside
the cell, linked to the receptor domain by a transmembrane
domain. The receptor domain has affinity for a signaling
molecule, often a small protein or peptide, which is called
the receptor ligand.

In the absence of the ligand, the kinase enzyme is inac-
tive. The binding of the ligand to the receptor converts the
protein to an active kinase (Figure 16.24). In the case of
CLV1, ligand binding also triggers the formation of a com-
plex consisting of a related protein, CLAVATA, a kinase-
associated protein phosphatase (KAPP), and a rho GTPase-
related protein. The ligand for CLV1 most likely is a small
protein encoded by a third CLAVATA gene, CLV3 (see Fig-
ure 16.24) (Clark et al. 1993; Clark 2001).

The CLAVATA genes were first identified as mutations
that led to an increase in the size of the vegetative shoot
apical meristem and floral meristems. One result was an
increase in the number of lateral organs produced by the
meristems of these mutants, which is particularly evident
in the number of floral organs produced by the mutant
meristems. Whereas CLV1 encodes a typical receptor-like
protein kinase, CLV2 encodes a protein with a receptor
domain similar to that of CLV1, but lacking a kinase
domain. The protein encoded by the CLV3 gene is unre-
lated to either CLV1 or CLV2.

A Cell’s Fate Is Determined by Its Position
In both the root and shoot meristem, a small number of stem
cells are the ultimate source of any particular tissue, and
most of the cells in a given tissue are clonal, having arisen

FIGURE 16.23 Inappropriate expression of the KN1 gene
during leaf development causes severe abnormalities
around the leaf veins. The gain-of-function mutation kn1
causes cell proliferation after normal cell division ceases; in
addition, the division planes are abnormal, causing gross
distortion of the blade surface. (From Sinha et al. 1993a,
courtesy of S. Hake.)
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from the same stem cell. However, most evidence supports
the view that cell fate does not depend on cell lineage, but instead
is determined by positional information (Scheres 2001).

In the vast majority of cases, shoot epidermal cells are
derived from a small number of stem cells in the L1 layer.
However, the derivatives of the L1 layer are committed to
become epidermal cells because they occupy the outermost
layer and lie on top of the cortical cell layer, not because they
were clonally derived from the stem cells in the L1 layer.

The plane in which a cell divides will determine the
position of its daughter cells within a tissue, and this posi-
tioning in turn plays the most significant role in determin-
ing the fate of the daughter cells. The strongest evidence
for the importance of position in determining a cell’s ulti-
mate fate comes from an examination of the fate of cells
that are displaced from their usual position, such that they
come to occupy a different layer. 

The vast majority of the divisions in the L1 and L2 lay-
ers of the meristem are anticlinal, and anticlinal division is
responsible for generating the layers in the first place. Nev-
ertheless, occasional periclinal divisions occur, causing one
derivative to occupy the adjacent layer. This periclinal divi-
sion does not alter the composition of the tissue derived

from this layer. Instead, the derivatives assume a function
that is appropriate for a cell occupying that layer.

Further support for the importance of position in deter-
mining cell fate has been obtained through observations of
cell differentiation in leaves of English ivy (Hedera helix),
which have a mixture of mutant and wild-type cells. When
a mutation occurs in a stem cell in the shoot apical meris-
tem, all the cells in the plant derived from that stem cell
will carry the mutation. Such a plant is said to be a
chimera, a mixture of cells with a different genetic makeup.
The analysis of chimeras is useful for studies on the clonal
origin of different tissues.

When the mutation affects the ability of chloroplasts to
differentiate, the presence of albino sectors shows that these
sectors were derived from the stem cells carrying the muta-
tion. In the ivy plant shown in Figure 16.25, the L2 layer car-
ried a mutation causing albinism, and the L1 and L3 layers
had a wild-type copy of the same gene. The L1 layer gives
rise to the leaf and stem epidermis, but it is colorless
because chloroplasts do not differentiate in most epidermal
cells. Mesophyll tissue typically is derived from the L2 layer,
so the leaves should be white because the L2 stem cells car-
ried the mutant gene and passed it on to their derivatives. 
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multimer to the extracellular 
domain of the CLV1/CLV2 
heterodimer induces 
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3. Phosphorylated CLV1 binds to 
the downstream effector 
molecules: kinase-associated 
protein phosphatase (KAPP) and 
rho-GTPase (ROP).

5. ROP may act through a 
mitogen-activated protein kinase 
(MAPK) cascade to repress WUS 
gene expression, forming a 
negative feedback loop.
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FIGURE 16.24 Model of the CLAVATA1/CLAVATA2
(CLV1/CLV2) receptor kinase signaling cascade, forming a
negative feedback loop with the WUS gene. See Chapter 14

on the web site for further information about receptor
kinase signaling pathways. (After Clark 2001.)
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Although a few of the leaves are white, or nearly so,
most of the leaves show green patches. They are varie-
gated. The green tissue in these leaves was derived from
the cells originally in the L1 or L3 layer; the colorless
regions were derived from the L2 layer. The variegation
occurs because occasional periclinal divisions in the L1 or
L3 layer early in leaf development establish clones of cells
that can differentiate as green mesophyll cells. This is fur-
ther evidence that cell differentiation is not dependent on
cell lineage. The fate of a cell during development is deter-
mined by the position it occupies in the plant body.

Developmental Pathways Are Controlled by
Networks of Interacting Genes
We have a great deal more to learn about the regulatory
networks that control developmental pathways. However,
several discoveries point to a model in which local and
long-distance signaling events control the expression of
genes that encode transcription factors. These transcription
factors in turn determine the character or activities of a
given tissue or cell. Often these mechanisms involve feed-
back loops in which two or more genes interact to regulate
each other’s expression. These interactions are seen most
clearly in the case of the shoot apical meristem.

Expression of the KNOX gene STM (SHOOTMERIS-
TEMLESS) is essential for the formation of the shoot apical
meristem in the Arabidopsis embryo and for meristem func-
tion in the growing plant. STM is expressed throughout the
apical dome of the vegetative meristem, except in the
developing leaf primordia. Similarly, STM is expressed in
the dome of the floral meristem, but it is silenced as floral
organs appear. Two additional KNOX genes—KNAT1 and
KNAT2—also are expressed in the apical meristem of Ara-
bidopsis and participate in maintaining the meristem cells
in an undifferentiated state.

Because cells actively divide in the early stages of leaf
and floral organ primordia development, STM is not nec-
essary for cell division. Rather KN1, STM, and their func-
tional homologs maintain meristem identity by suppress-
ing differentiation. Another gene, ASYMMETRIC LEAVES1
(AS1) promotes leaf development and is expressed in the
primordia and young leaves of Arabidopsis (Figure 16.26)
(Byrne et al. 2000). STM represses the expression of AS1,
and AS1 in turn represses the expression of KNAT1 in the
developing leaf primordia (Ori et al. 2000):

FIGURE 16.25 Periclinal chimeras demonstrate that the
mesophyll tissue has more than a single clonal origin in
English ivy (Hedera helix). These variegated leaves provide
clues on the clonal origins of different tissues. A mutation
in a gene essential for chloroplast development occurred in
some of the initial cells of the meristem, and cells derived
from these mutated stem cells lack chloroplasts and are
white, while cells derived from other stem cells have nor-
mal chloroplasts and appear green. (Courtesy of S.
Poethig.)

(B)  stm mutant embryos

(A)  Wild-type embryos 
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FIGURE 16.26 The meristem identity gene, STM, inhibits
expression of the ASYMMETRIC LEAVES1 (AS1) gene,
which promotes leaf development in Arabidopsis. Arrows
point to the shoot apical meristem–forming region. (A)
Expression of the STM gene is normally confined to the
shoot apical meristem in the wild type, and it confers meris-
tem identity on the vegetative meristem. In contrast, the AS1
gene is confined to leaf primordia and developing cotyle-
dons in the wild type, as shown by in situ hybridization in
embryos at two stages of development. (B) In stm mutants,
expression of AS1 expands into the region that would nor-
mally become the shoot apical meristem. As a result, the api-
cal meristem does not form. (From Byrne et al. 2000.)
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The WUSCHEL (WUS) gene, which encodes another
homeodomain transcription factor, is a key regulator of
stem cell indeterminacy (Laux et. al. 1996). In plants with
loss-of-function wus mutations, either an apical meristem
is lacking entirely, or their stem cells are used up after they
have formed a few leaves. The CLAVATA genes negatively
regulate WUS expression. WUS expression is expanded in
both clv1 and clv3 mutants (Figure 16.27). Conversely, WUS
expression positively regulates CLV3 gene expression; (see
Figure 16.24) (Brand et al. 2000).

Development Is Regulated by 
Cell-to-Cell Signaling
How do cells know where they are? If a cell’s fate is deter-
mined by its position and not by clonal lineage, then cells
must be able to sense their position relative to other cells,
tissues, and organs. Neighboring cells and distant tissues
and organs provide positional information. Cells in multi-
cellular plants usually are in close contact with others
around them, and the behavior of each cell is carefully
coordinated with that of its neighbors throughout the life
of the plant. Furthermore, each cell occupies a specific posi-
tion within the tissue and organ to which it belongs.

Coordination of cellular activity requires cell–cell com-
munication. That is, some developmentally important genes
act nonautonomously. They do not have to be expressed in a
given cell to affect the fate of that cell. A given gene or set of
genes can exert an effect on development in neighboring
cells or even cells in distant tissues through cell–cell com-
munication, via at least three different mechanisms:

1. Ligand-induced signaling

2. Hormonal signaling

3. Signaling via trafficking of regulatory proteins
and/or mRNAs

Ligand-induced signaling. There is evidence that cell wall
components, particularly a class of glycoprotein macro-
molecules known as arabinogalactan proteins, or AGPs,
may communicate positional information that will deter-
mine cell fate (see Chapter 15). AGPs would not be
involved in signaling over a distance, but rather in telling
a given cell who its neighbors were. That information then
would program the cell to differentiate, or acquire a fate
appropriate to its position.

Because plants have numerous, perhaps hundreds, of
receptor kinases, we might expect many signaling events
to be initiated by ligand-induced protein phosphorylation.
At present, however, relatively few of the ligands activat-
ing protein kinases are known. But there is good evidence
that the small protein encoded by the CLV3 gene is the li-
gand that activates the CLV1 protein kinase. 

The CLV3 protein contains fewer than 100 amino acids
and contains a leader sequence suggesting that it would be
excreted from the cells that produce it (Fletcher et al. 1999).
Because of its small size and water solubility, it could freely
diffuse through the extracellular space, or apoplast.

The apoplast consists mostly of the space occupied by
the cell walls. Cell wall macromolecules are largely
hydrophilic, and the wall contains passages between the
macromolecules with an apparent pore size of 3.5 to 5 nm.
This means that molecules with a mass of less than approx-
imately 15 kDa can diffuse freely through the apoplast.
With a molecular weight of approximately 11 kDa, the
CLV3 protein easily could diffuse through the apoplast.

STM AS1

KNAT1

Promotes leaf development

Maintains meristem

(A)  Wild type (B)  clv3 mutant

20 mm 20 mm

FIGURE 16.27 WUS gene expression in
the shoot apical meristem of the wild
type and the clv3 mutant. The localization
of WUS mRNA was detected by an in situ
hybridization procedure. (A) In the wild
type, WUS expression is confined to a
small cluster of cells. (B) In the clv3
mutant, WUS expression expands both
apically and laterally, and the apical
meristem itself is enlarged. (Brand et al.
2000.)
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The CLV3 gene is expressed in cells of the L1 and L2 lay-
ers in the central zone of the shoot apical meristem, but not
within the L3 layer or in the peripheral zone. In contrast,
CLV1 is expressed in deeper layers within the central zone
in the L3 layer, as is the WUS gene. However, CLV1 is
expressed within a somewhat larger domain than WUS
(Figure 16.28). Although WUS gene expression is required
to maintain stem cell identity, WUS is expressed in only a
small number of cells in the L3 layer of the meristem. It
functions nonautonomously, acting on cells a short distance
from the cells that express the gene.

The CLV3 protein controls the size of the stem cell pop-
ulation in the shoot apex by negatively regulating the

expression of WUS in the L3 layer. The CLV3 gene is
expressed in cells in the central zone of the meristem, within
the L1 and L2 layers. When CLV1 or CLV3 is knocked out
by mutation, WUS gene expression spreads, and the num-
ber of undifferentiated stem cells expands (Brand et al.
2000). Because this expansion requires CLV1, it is likely that
CLV3 protein diffuses from the L1 cells and binds to the
receptor domain of CLV1 to activate its kinase domain to
initiate a signal that represses WUS gene transcription.

WUS expression promotes CLV3 expression, which in
turn represses WUS expression. Thus the meristem has a
sensitive feedback mechanism for controlling the size of the
stem cell population.

Hormonal signaling. The plant hormones—auxin, ethyl-
ene, gibberellins, abscisic acid, cytokinins, and brassino-
steroids—all play roles in regulating development. These
roles will be presented in some detail in the chapters and
sections devoted to these topics. In this discussion, how-
ever, we will focus on auxin signaling as an example of the
types of mechanisms these roles might entail. This topic
will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 19.

Auxin signaling is essential for the development of axial
polarity and the development of vascular tissue. Auxin has
long been known to be the signal for the initiation of vas-
cular tissue differentiation (see Chapter 19). This conclusion,
however, is based largely on studies of the effects of applied
auxins and auxin transport inhibitors. More recently, two
Arabidopsis genes—GNOM and MONOPTEROS—known
to be essential for the development of axial polarity and tis-
sue differentiation during embryogenesis and adult plant
development, have been found to be involved in auxin sig-
naling. As presented earlier, the Arabidopsis GNOM gene
was identified because embryos homozygous for mutations
in this gene lack both roots and cotyledons and fail to
develop axial polarity (see Figure 16.7A) (Mayer et al. 1993).

The GNOM gene product is required for correct localiza-
tion of the auxin efflux carrier protein PIN1 (Figure 16.29).

CLV1

CLV3

WUS
STM

AS1AS1

FIGURE 16.28 Patterns of expression of some developmen-
tally important genes in the Arabidopsis shoot apical meri-
stem. (From Clark 2001.)

Wild-type embryos

(A)  Early globular (B)  Midheart

gnom mutant embryos

(C)  Early globular (D)  Midheart

FIGURE 16.29 Comparison of the distribution patterns of
the auxin efflux protein PIN1 in wild-type and gnom
mutant Arabidopsis embryos. (A) Wild-type, early globular;
PIN1 is localized in the provascular tissue early in the early
globular stage, where the protein accumulates at the basal
boundary of the four inner cells that will give rise to the
provascular tissue. (B) Wild-type, midheart; in the heart
stage, the provascular cells have accumulated PIN1 protein
at their basal ends (see insert). (C) gnom mutant, early glob-
ular; PIN1 does not accumulate in the region where the
provascular tissue will form in the early globular stage of
the gnom mutant. (From Steinmann et al. 1999). (D) gnom
mutant, midheart; formation of provascular tissue is
blocked in the gnom mutant, and normal development is
disrupted. PIN1 is still inserted in membranes in the
mutant, but the localization is disorganized (see insert).
(From Steinmann et al. 1999.)
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GNOM encodes a guanine nucleotide exchange factor that
is a component of the cellular machinery that establishes
cell polarity. This machinery, and the GNOM protein in
particular, are required for the correct localization of the
auxin efflux carrier protein PIN1 at the basal end of the
procambium cells during the globular stage of embryogen-
esis and subsequently in vascular cells throughout devel-
opment (Steinmann et al. 1999; Grebe et al. 2000).

As we have seen, mutations in the MONOPTEROS
(MP) gene result in seedlings that lack both a hypocotyl
and root, although they do produce an apical region. The
apical structures in the mp mutant embryos are not struc-
turally normal, however, and the tissues of the cotyledons
are disorganized (see Figure 16.7B) (Berleth and Jürgens
1993). Embryos of mp mutants first show abnormalities at
the octant stage, and they do not form a procambium in the
lower part of the globular embryo, the part that should
give rise to the hypocotyl and root. Later some vascular tis-
sue does form in the cotyledons, but the strands are
improperly connected.

The MP gene encodes a protein related to the transcrip-
tion factor known as ARF (auxin response factor) (Hardtke
and Berleth 1998). Both ARF and MONOPTEROS bind to
auxin response elements in the promoters of certain genes
that are transcribed in the presence of auxin. Apparently
the MP gene is required for expression of genes involved
in vascular tissue differentiation.

Other evidence in support of auxin signaling during
embryogenesis includes the finding that the putative auxin
receptor protein, ABP1, is required for organized cell elon-
gation and division in embryogenesis. Arabidopsis mutants
homozygous for abp1 do not form mature embryos,
although they develop normally up to the early globular
stage. These mutants cannot make the transition to bilat-
eral symmetry, and cells fail to elongate (Chen et al. 2001).

Auxin signaling also participates in organogenesis from
the shoot apical meristem and in the formation of lateral
roots. Arabidopsis plants with mutations in the auxin efflux
carrier gene PIN1 develop a pinlike inflorescence that is
devoid of lateral organs (Figure 16.30). In wild-type plants,
PIN1 gene expression is up-regulated in the early stages of
primordium formation, before the primordia begin to
bulge. The shoot apical meristem at the tip of the pinlike
inflorescence in the pin1 mutant plants has a normal struc-
ture, except that no organs are generated in the peripheral

zone and the shoot produced lacks lateral appendages
(Vernoux et al. 2000). Thus, auxin is likely to be required for
signaling early events necessary for organogenesis from the
shoot apical meristem.

This hypothesis is supported by work with tomato.
When tomato apical meristems are cultured on medium
containing the auxin transport inhibitor N-1-naphthyl-
phthalamic acid (NPA), they continue to grow, but they
develop into pinlike shoots lacking lateral appendages.
When these NPA-induced pin meristems were treated with
auxin at their tips, leaf initiation was restored (Reinhardt et
al. 2000).

Other signaling mechanisms remain to be discovered.
The mechanism by which cells communicate has not been
established in other cases, although it is clear that positional
information is exchanged between cells in different tissues.
As presented earlier, the SHR and SCR genes are important
for the establishment of the radial tissue patterns in roots.
They encode rather similar transcription factors, but these two
genes are expressed and function in different tissues. 

SCR is required for the asymmetric cell division that
forms the epidermis and cortex, and it also determines the
endodermis cell fate. SCR is expressed in the stem cell that
will give rise to the ground tissue before it divides asym-
metrically to form the precursors of endodermis and cor-
tex (Figure 16.31A). SCR continues to be expressed in the
endodermis after the stem cell divides (Figure 16.31B).

SCR gene expression requires SHR expression, but the
SHR gene is not expressed in either the cortex or the endo-
dermis. Rather, SHR is expressed in the pericycle and the
vascular cylinder (Figure 16.31C) (Helariutta et al. 2000).
This implies that SHR gene expression generates a signal

(A) (B) (C)

Wild-type pin1 mutation

FIGURE 16.30 The PIN1 gene is essential for the formation
of lateral organs from the inflorescence meristem in
Arabidopsis. (A) The inflorescence meristem generates a
stem bearing cauline leaves and numerous floral buds in
the wild type. (B) Plants with pin1 mutations produce an
inflorescence meristem, but it fails to generate lateral
organs. (C) The inflorescence meristem produces only axial
tissues, similar to the root apical meristem, as shown in this
scanning electron micrograph. (From Vernoux et al. 2000.)
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that is received by the ground tissue
stem cells and causes the expression of
the SCR gene in these cells. This illus-
trates again the potential importance of
cell-to-cell signaling in cell fate determi-
nation and in plant development. At
present it is not known how this com-
munication takes place.

Signaling via trafficking of regulatory proteins and/or
mRNAs. Symplastic communication between plant cells
occurs via the plasmodesmatal connections through their
cell walls (see Chapter 1). Most living cells in a plant are
connected symplastically to their neighbors by plasmo-
desmata that pass through the adjoining cell walls and pro-
vide some degree of cytosolic continuity between them.
There is increasing evidence that the signals exchanged
through plasmodesmata include both regulatory proteins
and mRNAs (Zambryski and Crawford 2000).

The importance of plasmodesmata for cell–cell commu-
nication during development became apparent with the
discovery that the mRNA of the maize meristem identity
gene KN1 cannot be detected in the L1 layer of the maize
vegetative shoot apical meristem. The KN1 gene is
expressed only in cells of the L2 layer. The KN1 protein,
however, is detected in all regions of the shoot apical meri-
stem, including the L1 layer. Since the KN1 protein is not

synthesized in the L1 layer, it must be transported into the
L1 layer from the L2 layer, through the plasmodesmata
joining them (Figure 16.32) (Lucas et al. 1995).

In Antirrhinum, expression of the FLO gene in the L1
layer activates expression of the floral organ identity genes
in all cell layers of the meristem (Carpenter and Coen
1995). Although many explanations for this relationship are
possible, one is that the FLO protein, by passing through
the plasmodesmata, moves into these other layers from the
cells in which it is synthesized.

Viruses invade plants and spread from cell to cell by
passing through plasmodesmata. Their genomes encode
proteins designated movement proteins that can facilitate
the movement of the viral RNA genome through plas-
modesmata. It is likely that viruses have hijacked a mech-
anism that evolved for cell–cell communication. At present
it isn’t clear why information exchange would be orga-
nized in this manner, but this type of communication may
be a fairly general phenomenon in plant development.

Wild-type SHR expression
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FIGURE 16.31 The SHORTROOT (SHR)
and SCARECROW (SCR) genes in
Arabidopsis control tissue patterning dur-
ing root development. The SHR or SCR
proteins have been localized by confocal
laser scanning microscopy after being
tagged with green fluorescent protein
(GFP), which has a greenish-yellow
color. (A) During embryogenesis in wild-
type Arabidopsis, the SHR protein is
localized in the provascular tissues. (B)
The SHR protein continues to be local-
ized in the vascular cylinder throughout
growth of the primary root. (C) In wild-
type roots, SCR protein is localized in
the quiescent center, endodermis, and
cortical–endodermal stem cell (CEI). It is
not present in the cortex, vascular cylin-
der, or epidermis. (D) The expression of
SCR is markedly reduced in the shr
mutant root, and now appears only in
the mutant cell layer that has characteris-
tics of both endodermis and cortex. 
CEI = cortical–endodermal stem cell; co
= cortex; d = daughter cells; en = endo-
dermis; ep = epidermis; m = mutant cell
layer; QC = quiescent center; st = vascu-
lar cylinder. (From Helariutta et al. 2000.)
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THE ANALYSIS OF PLANT GROWTH
How do plants grow? This deceptively simple question has
challenged plant scientists for more than 150 years. New
cells form continually in the apical meristems. Cells enlarge
slowly in the apical meristem and more rapidly in the sub-
apical regions. The resulting increase in cell volume can
range from severalfold to 100-fold, depending on the species
and environmental conditions. Classically, plant growth has
been analyzed in terms of cell number or overall size (or
mass). However, these measures tell only part of the story.

Tissue growth is neither uniform nor random. The
derivatives of the apical meristems expand in predictable
and site-specific ways, and the expansion patterns in these
subapical regions largely determine the size and shape of
the primary plant body. The total growth of the plant can be
thought of as the sum of the local patterns of cell expansion.

The analysis of the motions of cells or “tissue elements”
(and the related problem of cell expansion) is called kine-
matics. In this section we will discuss both the classical def-
initions of growth and the more modern, kinematic
approach. As we will see, the advantage of the kinematic
approach is that it allows one to describe the growth pat-
terns of organs mathematically in terms of the expansion
patterns of their component cells.

Plant Growth Can Be Measured in Different Ways
Growth in plants is defined as an irreversible increase in
volume. The largest component of plant growth is cell
expansion driven by turgor pressure. During this process,
cells increase in volume manyfold and become highly vac-
uolate. However, size is only one criterion that may be used
to measure growth.

Growth also can be measured in terms of change in
fresh weight—that is, the weight of the living tissue—over
a particular period of time. However, the fresh weight of
plants growing in soil fluctuates in response to changes in
the water status, so this criterion may be a poor indicator
of actual growth. In these situations, measurements of dry
weight are often more appropriate.

Cell number is a common and convenient parameter by
which to measure the growth of unicellular organisms,
such as the green alga Chlamydomonas (Figure 16.33). In
multicellular plants, however, cell number can be a mis-
leading growth measurement because cells can divide
without increasing in volume.

For example, during the early stages of embryogenesis,
the zygote subdivides into progressively smaller cells with
no net increase in the size of the embryo. Only after it

1

2

FIGURE 16.32 The KN1 gene is expressed throughout the
maize shoot apical meristem, but it is not expressed in the
L1 layer or in leaf primordia. The KN1 mRNA was local-
ized here in a longitudinal section through the meristem by
a hybridization procedure. The arrow points to the pre-
dicted site of the next leaf primordium (P0); the numbers 1
and 2 identify the P1 and P2 leaf primordia, respectively.
(After Jackson et al. 1994.)
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FIGURE 16.33 Growth of the unicellular green alga
Chlamydomonas. Growth is assessed by a count of the num-
ber of cells per milliliter at increasing times after the cells
are placed in fresh growth medium. Temperature, light, and
nutrients provided are optimal for growth. An initial lag
period during which cells may synthesize enzymes
required for rapid growth is followed by a period in which
cell number increases exponentially. This period of rapid
growth is followed by a period of slowing growth in which
the cell number increases linearly. Then comes the station-
ary phase, in which the cell number remains constant or
even declines as nutrients are exhausted from the medium. 
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reaches the eight-cell stage does the increase in volume
begin to mirror the increase in cell number. Because the
zygote is an especially large cell, this lack of correspon-
dence between an increase in cell number and growth may
be unusual, but it points out the potential problem in
equating an increase in cell number with growth.

Although cell number may not always be a reliable
measure of plant growth, under most circumstances divid-
ing cells, particularly in meristems, double in volume dur-
ing their cell cycle. Therefore, an increase in cell number,
such as the increase brought about by the activity of the
apical meristems, does contribute to plant growth. How-
ever, the largest component of plant growth is the rapid
cell expansion that occurs in the subapical region after cell
division ceases.

Because all the cells of the plant axis elongate under
normal conditions, the greater the number of cells pro-
duced by the apical meristem, the longer the axis will be.
For example, when Arabidopsis plants are transformed
with a gene that encodes cyclin, a key component of the
cell cycle regulatory machinery (see Chapter 1), the cells
of the apical meristem progress through their cell cycles
more rapidly, so more cells form per unit time. As a result,
the roots of these transgenic plants have more cells and are
substantially longer than the roots of wild-type plants
grown under similar conditions (Doerner et al. 1996).

New cells form continually in the apical meristems.
With each new round of cell division and associated cell
expansion, the older derivatives are displaced a small dis-
tance from the apex. As the cells recede farther from the
apex, the rate of displacement is greatly accelerated. By
viewing plant growth as a process of cell displacement
from the apex, we can apply the principles of kinematics.

The Production of Cells by the Meristem Is
Comparable to a Fountain
Moving fluids such as waterfalls, fountains, and the wakes
of boats can generate specific forms. The study of the
motion of fluid particles and the shape changes that the flu-
ids undergo is called kinematics. The ideas and numerical
methods used to study these fluid forms are useful for
characterizing meristematic growth. In both cases, an
unchanging form is produced, even though it is composed
of moving and changing elements.

An example of an unchanging form composed of
changing and displaced elements in plants is the
hypocotyl hook of a dicot such as the common bean (Fig-
ure 16.34). As the bean seedling emerges from the seed
coat, the apical end of the hypocotyl bends back on itself
to form a hook. The hook is thought to protect the seedling
apex from damage during growth through the soil. Dur-
ing seedling growth (in soil or dim light) the hook
migrates up the stem, from the hypocotyl into the epicotyl
and then to the first and second internodes, but the form
of the hook remains constant.

If we mark a specific epidermal cell on the seedling stem
located close to the seedling apex, we can watch it as it
flows into the hook summit, then down into the straight
region below the hook (see Figure 16.34). The mark is not
crawling over the plant surface, of course; plant cells are
cemented together and do not experience much relative
motion during development. The change in position of the
mark relative to the hook implies that the hook is com-
posed of a procession of tissue elements, each of which first
curves and then straightens as it is displaced from the plant
apex during growth. The steady form is produced by a
parade of changing cells.

A root tip is another example of a steady form com-
posed of changing tissue elements. Here, too, the form is
observed to be steady only when distance is measured
from the root tip. A region of cell division occupies perhaps
2 mm of the root tip. The elongation zone extends for about
10 mm behind the root tip. Phloem differentiation is first
observed beginning at 3 mm from the tip, and functional
xylem elements may be seen at about 12 mm from the tip.
A marked cell near the tip will seem to flow first through
the region of cell division, then through the elongation
zone and into the region of xylem differentiation, and so
on. This shifting implies that developing tissue elements
first divide and elongate, and then differentiate.

In an analogous fashion, the shoot bears a succession of
leaves of different developmental stages. During a period
of 24 hours, a leaf may grow to the same size, shape, and
biochemical composition that its neighbor had a day ear-
lier. Thus, shoot form is also produced by a parade of
changing elements that can be analyzed with kinematics.
Such an analysis is not merely descriptive; it permits cal-
culations of the growth and biosynthetic rates of individ-
ual tissue elements (cells) within a dynamic structure.

Identifying mark or
particle on surface

Summit
of hook

Cotyledons

Hook structure is maintained
as mark is displaced

FIGURE 16.34 The dicot hypocotyl hook is an example of a
constant form composed of changing elements. The hooked
form is maintained over time, while different tissues first
curve and then straighten as they are displaced from the
seedling apex during growth. If a mark is placed at a fixed
point on the surface, it will be displaced (indicated by the
arrow), appearing to flow through the hook over time.
(After Silk 1994.) 
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Tissue Elements Are Displaced during Expansion
As we have seen, growth in shoots and roots is localized in
regions at the tips of these organs. Regions with expand-
ing tissue are called growth zones. With time, meristems
move away from the plant base by the growth of the cells
in the growth zone.

If successive marks are placed on the stem or root, the
distance between the marks will change, depending on
where they are within the growth zone. In addition, all of
these marks will move away from the tip of the root or
shoot, but their rate of movement will differ depending on
their distance from the tip.

From another perspective, if you were to stand at the tip
of a root that had marks placed at intervals along the axis,
you would see that all marks would move farther away
from you with time. The reason is that discrete regions on
the plant axis experience displacement as well as expan-
sion during growth and development.

As Regions Move Away from the Apex, Their
Growth Rate Increases
As a given region of the plant axis moves away from the
apex, its growth velocity increases (the rate of elongation
accelerates) until a constant limiting velocity is reached
equal to the overall organ extension rate. The reason for
this increase in growth velocity is that with time, progres-
sively more tissue is located between the moving particle
and the apex, and progressively more cells are expanding,
so the particle is displaced more and more rapidly. In a
rapidly growing maize root, a tissue element takes about 8
hours to move from 2 mm (the end of the meristematic
zone) to 12 mm (the end of the elongation zone).

Beyond the growth zone, elements do not separate;
neighboring elements have the same velocity (expressed
as the change in distance from the tip per unit of time),
and the rate at which particles are displaced from the tip
is the same as the rate at which the tip moves through the
soil. The root tip of maize is pushed through the soil at 3
mm h–1. This is also the rate at which the nongrowing
region recedes from the apex, and it is equal to the final
slope of the growth trajectory.

The Growth Velocity Profile Is a Spatial
Description of Growth
The velocities of different tissue elements are plotted
against their distance from the apex to give the spatial pat-
tern of growth velocity, or growth velocity profile (Figure
16.35A). Growth velocity increases with position in the
growth zone. A constant value is obtained at the base of the
growth zone. The final growth velocity is the final, constant
slope of the growth trajectory equal to the elongation rate
of the organ, as discussed in the previous section. In the
rapidly growing maize root, the growth velocity is 1 mm
h–1 at 4 mm, and it reaches its final value of nearly 3 mm
h–1 at 12 mm.

If the growth velocity is known, the relative elemental
growth rate, which represents the fractional change in
length per unit time, can be calculated (see Web Topic
16.4). The relative elemental growth rate shows the loca-
tion and magnitude of the extension rate and can be used
to quantify the effects of environmental variation on the
growth pattern (Figure 16.35B).

SENESCENCE AND PROGRAMMED 
CELL DEATH
Every autumn, people who live in temperate regions can
enjoy the beautiful color changes that precede the loss of
leaves from deciduous trees. The leaves change color
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FIGURE 16.35 The growth of the primary root of Zea mays
(maize) can be represented kinematically by two related
growth curves. (A) The growth velocity profile plots the
velocity of movement away from the tip of points at differ-
ent distances from the tip. This tells us that growth velocity
increases with distance from the tip until it reaches a uni-
form velocity equal to the rate of elongation of the root. 
(B) The relative elemental growth rate tells us the rate of
expansion of any particular point on the root. It is the most
useful measure for the physiologist because it tells us
where the most rapidly expanding regions are located.
(From Silk 1994.)
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because changing day length and cooling temperatures
trigger developmental processes that lead to leaf senes-
cence and death. Senescence is distinct from necrosis,
although both senescence and necrosis lead to death.
Necrosis is death brought about by physical damage, poi-
sons, or other external injury. In contrast, senescence is a
normal, energy-dependent developmental process that is
controlled by the plant’s own genetic program. Leaves are
genetically programmed to die, and their senescence can
be initiated by environmental cues.

As new leaves are initiated from the shoot apical meri-
stem, older leaves often are shaded and lose the ability to
function efficiently in photosynthesis. Senescence recovers
a portion of the valuable resources that the plant invested
in leaf formation. During senescence, hydrolytic enzymes
break down many cellular proteins, carbohydrates, and
nucleic acids. The component sugars, nucleosides, and
amino acids are then transported back into the plant via the
phloem, where they will be reused for synthetic processes.
Many minerals also are transported out of senescing
organs, back into the main body of the plant.

Senescence of plant organs is frequently associated with
abscission, a process whereby specific cells in the petiole dif-
ferentiate to form an abscission layer, allowing the senescent
organ to separate from the plant. In Chapter 22 we will have
more to say about the control of abscission by ethylene.

In this section we will examine the roles that senescence
and programmed cell death play in plant development. We
will see that there are many types of senescence, each with
its own genetic program. Then, in Chapters 21 and 22, we
will describe how cytokinins and ethylene can act as sig-
naling agents that regulate plant senescence.

Plants Exhibit Various Types of Senescence
Senescence occurs in a variety of organs and in response to
many different cues. Many annual plants, including major
crop plants such as wheat, maize, and soybeans, abruptly
yellow and die following fruit production, even under opti-
mal growing conditions. Senescence of the entire plant after
a single reproductive cycle is called monocarpic senes-
cence (Figure 16.36). 

Other types of senescence include the following:

• Senescence of aerial shoots in herbaceous perennials

• Seasonal leaf senescence (as in deciduous trees)

• Sequential leaf senescence (in which the leaves die
when they reach a certain age)

• Senescence (ripening) of fleshy fruits; senescence of
dry fruits

• Senescence of storage cotyledons and floral organs
(Figure 16.37)

• Senescence of specialized cell types (e.g., trichomes,
tracheids, and vessel elements)

The triggers for the various types of senescence are dif-
ferent and can be internal, as in monocarpic senescence, or
external, such as day length and temperature in the autum-
nal leaf senescence of deciduous trees. Regardless of the
initial stimulus, the different senescence patterns may share
common internal programs in which a regulatory senes-
cence gene initiates a cascade of secondary gene expression
that eventually brings about senescence and death.

Senescence Is an Ordered Series of Cytological
and Biochemical Events
Because it is genetically encoded, senescence follows a pre-
dictable course of cellular events. On the cytological level,
some organelles are destroyed while others remain active.
The chloroplast is the first organelle to deteriorate during
the onset of leaf senescence, with the destruction of thy-
lakoid protein components and stromal enzymes.

In contrast to the rapid deterioration of chloroplasts,
nuclei remain structurally and functionally intact until the
late stages of senescence. Senescing tissues carry out cata-

FIGURE 16.36 Monocarpic senescence in soybeans (Glycine
max). The entire plant on the left underwent senescence
after flowering and producing fruit (pods). The plant on the
right remained remained green and vegetative because its
flowers were continually removed. (Courtesy of L.
Noodén.)
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bolic processes that require the de novo synthesis of var-
ious hydrolytic enzymes, such as proteases, nucleases,
lipases, and chlorophyll-degrading enzymes. The synthe-
sis of these senescence-specific enzymes involves the acti-
vation of specific genes.

Not surprisingly, the levels of most leaf mRNAs decline
significantly during the senescence phase, but the abun-
dance of certain specific mRNA transcripts increases.
Genes whose expression decreases during senescence are
called senescence down-regulated genes (SDGs). SDGs
include genes that encode proteins involved in photosyn-
thesis. However, senescence involves much more than the
simple switching off of photosynthesis genes.

Genes whose expression is induced during senescence
are called senescence-associated genes (SAGs). SAGs
include genes that encode hydrolytic enzymes, such as pro-
teases, ribonucleases, and lipases, as well as enzymes
involved in the biosynthesis of ethylene, such as ACC (l-
aminocyclopropane-l-carboxylic acid) synthase and ACC
oxidase. SAGs of another class have secondary functions
in senescence. These genes encode enzymes involved in the
conversion or remobilization of breakdown products, such
as glutamine synthetase, which catalyzes the conversion of
ammonium to glutamine (see Chapter 12) and is responsi-
ble for nitrogen recycling from senescing tissues.

Programmed Cell Death Is a Specialized Type of
Senescence
Senescence can occur at the level of the whole plant, as in
monocarpic senescence; at the organ level, as in leaf senes-
cence; and at the cellular level, as in tracheary element dif-
ferentiation. The process whereby individual cells activate
an intrinsic senescence program is called programmed cell
death (PCD). PCD plays an important part in animal
development, in which the molecular mechanism has been
studied extensively. PCD can be initiated by specific sig-
nals, such as errors in DNA replication during division,

and involves the expression of a characteristic set of genes.
The expression of these genes results in cell death. Much
less is known about PCD in plants (Pennell and Lamb
1997).

PCD in animals is usually accompanied by a distinct set
of morphological and biochemical changes called apopto-
sis (plural apoptoses) (from a Greek word meaning “falling
off,” as in autumn leaves). During apoptosis, the cell
nucleus condenses and the nuclear DNA fragments in a
specific pattern caused by degradation of the DNA
between nucleosomes (see Chapter 2 on the web site).

Some plant cells, particularly in senescing tissues,
exhibit similar cytological changes. PCD also appears to
occur during the differentiation of xylem tracheary ele-
ments, during which the nuclei and chromatin degrade
and the cytoplasm disappears. These changes result from
the activation of genes that encode nucleases and pro-
teases.

One of the important functions of PCD in plants is pro-
tection against pathogenic organisms. When a pathogenic
organism infects a plant, signals from the pathogen cause
the plant cells at the site of the infection to quickly accu-
mulate high concentrations of toxic phenolic compounds
and die. The dead cells form a small circular island of cell
death called a necrotic lesion.

The necrotic lesion isolates and prevents the infection
from spreading to surrounding healthy tissues by sur-
rounding the pathogen with a toxic and nutritionally
depleted environment.This rapid, localized cell death due
to pathogen attack is called the hypersensitive response
(see Chapter 13).

The existence of Arabidopsis mutants that can mimic the
effect of infection and trigger the entire cascade of events
leading to the formation of necrotic lesions, even in the
absence of the pathogen, has demonstrated that the hyper-
sensitive response is a genetically programmed process
rather than simple necrosis.

FIGURE 16.37 Stages of flower senescence in morning glory (Ipomoea acuminata).
(Courtesy of S. L. Taiz.)
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SUMMARY
The basic body plan of the mature plant is established dur-
ing embryogenesis; in this process, tissues are arranged
radially: an outer epidermal layer surrounding a cylinder
of vascular tissue that is embedded within cortical or
ground tissues. The apical–basal axial pattern of the mature
plant, with root and shoot polar axes, also is established
during embryogenesis, as are the primary meristems that
will generate the adult plant.

One common type of angiosperm embryonic develop-
ment, exemplified by Arabidopsis thaliana, is characterized by
precise patterns of cell divisions, forming successive stages:
the globular, heart, torpedo, and maturation stages. The axial
body pattern is established during the first division of the
zygote, and mutant genes eliminate part of the embryo. The
radial tissue pattern is established during the globular stage,
apparently as a result of the expression of genes that control
cell identity. The SHOOTMERISTEMLESS (STM) gene is
expressed in the region that gives rise to the shoot apical
meristem during the heart stage of embryogenesis, and its
continued expression suppresses differentiation of the cells
of the shoot apical meristem. The GNOM gene is required
for the establishment of axial polarity, and the
MONOPTEROS gene is required for formation of the
embryonic primary root as well as vascular development.

A complete explanation of the mechanisms responsible
for establishing and maintaining these patterns is not pos-
sible at present, but there is evidence that an association of
microtubules and microfilaments known as the pre-
prophase band is important in determining the plane of cell
division. Cell differentiation does not depend on cell lin-
eage; however, the division of the stem cell is essential for
this process. Expression of the SCR (SCARECROW) gene,
which has been cloned and encodes a novel protein, is nec-
essary for the division of the stem cell, and the SHR
(SHORTROOT) gene must be expressed for the establish-
ment of endodermal cell identity.

Meristems are populations of small, isodiametric cells
that have “embryonic” characteristics. Vegetative meri-
stems generate specific portions of the plant body, and they
regenerate themselves. In many plants, the root and shoot
apical meristems are capable of indefinite growth.

The vegetative shoot apical meristem repetitively gen-
erates lateral organs (leaves and lateral buds), as well as
segments of the stem. Shoot apical meristems in
angiosperms typically are organized into three distinct lay-
ers, designated L1, L2, and L3. 

The root and shoot apical meristems are primary meri-
stems formed during embryogenesis. Secondary meristems
are initiated during postembryonic development and
include the vascular cambium, cork cambium, axillary
meristems, and secondary root meristems.

The repetitive activity of the vegetative shoot apical
meristem generates a succession of developmental units,
called phytomeres, each consisting of one or more leaves,

the node, the internode, and one or more axillary buds. The
vegetative shoot apical meristem is indeterminate in its
activity in that it may function indefinitely, but it gives rise
to leaf primordia that are determinate in their growth.

Leaves form in a characteristic pattern, with three
stages: (1) organogenesis, (2) development of suborgan
domains, (3) cell and tissue differentiation. The number
and order in which leaf primordia form is reflected in the
subsequent phyllotaxy (alternate, opposite, decussate,
whorled, or spiral). The leaf primordia must be positioned
as a result of the precise spatial regulation of cell division
within the apex, but the factors controlling this activity are
not known.

Roots grow from their distal ends. The root apical meri-
stem is subterminal and covered by a root cap. Cell divi-
sions in the root apex generate files of cells that subse-
quently elongate and differentiate to acquire specialized
function. Four developmental zones are recognized in the
root: root cap, meristematic zone, elongation zone, and
maturation zone. In Arabidopsis, files of mature cells can be
traced to stem cells within the meristem cell population.
The Arabidopsis root apical meristem consists of a quiescent
center, cortical–endodermal stem cells, columella stem cells,
root cap–epidermal stem cells, and stele stem cells.

Differentiation is the process by which cells acquire
metabolic, structural, and functional properties distinct
from those of their progenitors. Tracheary element differ-
entiation is an example of plant cell differentiation. Micro-
tubules participate in determining the pattern in which the
cellulose microfibrils are deposited in the secondary walls
of tracheary elements.

MADS box genes are key regulators of important bio-
logical functions in plants, animals, and fungi. Homeobox
genes encode homeodomain proteins that act as transcrip-
tion factors. These transcription factors control the expres-
sion of other genes whose products transform and charac-
terize the differentiated cell.

In the determination of a cell’s fate, the cell’s position is
more important than its lineage. Plant cell fate is relatively
plastic and can be changed when the positional signals nec-
essary for its maintenance are altered.

The expression of homeobox genes similar to the maize
genes KNOTTED1 and SHOOTMERISTEMLESS is neces-
sary for the continued indeterminate character of the shoot
apical meristem, but the WUSCHEL gene determines stem
cell identity. Loss of expression of KNOX genes in the leaf
primordia appears to be important in the shift to determi-
nate growth in these structures.

Cell position is communicated via cell–cell signaling,
which may involve ligand-induced signaling, hormone sig-
naling or trafficking of regulatory proteins and/or mRNAs
through plasmodesmata. Molecules ranging in size up to
about 1.6 nm (700–1000 Da) can pass from cell to cell
through plasmodesmata connecting leaf epidermal cells.
Plasmodesmata are, to some extent, gated so that passage
through them can be regulated, and their size exclusion
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limit can be modified to permit the passage of much larger
molecules, such as viruses.

Growth in plants is defined as an irreversible increase in
volume. Plant growth can be quantitatively analyzed with
kinematics, the study of particle movement and shape
change.

Plant growth can be described in both spatial and mate-
rial terms. Spatial descriptions focus on the patterns gener-
ated by all the cells located at different positions in the
growth zones. Material analyses focus on the fate of the
individual cells or tissue elements at various stages of devel-
opment. A growth trajectory shows the distance of a tissue
element from the apex over time, and is therefore a mater-
ial description of growth. The growth velocity is the speed
at which the tissue elements are being displaced from the
apex. The relative elemental growth rate is a measure of the
fractional increase in length of the axis per unit time and
represents the magnitude of growth at a particular location.

Senescence and programmed cell death are essential
aspects of plant development. Plants exhibit a variety of
different senescence phenomena. Leaves are genetically
programmed to senesce and die. Senescence is an active
developmental process that is controlled by the plant’s
genetic program and initiated by specific environmental or
developmental cues. 

Senescence is an ordered series of cytological and bio-
chemical events. The expression of most genes is reduced
during senescence, but the expression of some genes
(senescence-associated genes, or SAGs) is initiated. The
newly active genes encode various hydrolytic enzymes,
such as proteases, ribonucleases, lipases, and enzymes
involved in the biosynthesis of ethylene, which carry out
the degradative processes as the tissues die.

Programmed cell death (PCD) is a specialized type of
senescence. One important function of PCD in plants is
protection against pathogenic organisms in what is called
the hypersensitive response, which has been demonstrated
to be a genetically programmed process.

Web Material

Web Topics
16.1 Polarity of Fucus Zygotes

A wide variety of external gradients can polar-
ize growth of cells that are initially apolar.

16.2 The Preprophase Band of Microtubules

Ultrastructural studies have elucidated the struc-
ture of the preprophase band of micro-tubules
and its role in orienting the plane of cell division.

16.3 Azolla Root Development

Anatomical studies of the root of the aquatic
fern, Azolla, have provided insights into cell fate
during root development.

16.4 The Relative Elemental Growth Rate

The relative elemental growth rate at various
points along a root can be evaluated by differ-
entiation of the growth velocity with respect to
position.

Web Essay
16.1 Plant Meristems: An Historical Overview

Scientists have used many approaches to unrav-
el the secrets of plant meristems.

16.2 The Mermaids Wineglass

The giant marine green alga, Acetabularia
acetabulum, holds a classic place in the history
of biology.

16.3 Division Plane Determination in Plant Cells

Plant cells appear to utilize mechanisms differ-
ent from those used by other eukaryotes to
control their division planes.
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Phytochrome and Light Control
of Plant Development17

Chapter

HAVE YOU EVER LIFTED UP A BOARD that has been lying on a lawn
for a few weeks and noticed that the grass growing underneath was
much paler and spindlier than the surrounding grass? The reason this
happens is that the board is opaque, keeping the underlying grass in
darkness. Seedlings grown in the dark have a pale, unusually tall and
spindly appearance. This form of growth, known as etiolated growth,
is dramatically different from the stockier, green appearance of seedlings
grown in the light (Figure 17.1).

Given the key role of photosynthesis in plant metabolism, one might
be tempted to attribute much of this contrast to differences in the avail-
ability of light-derived metabolic energy. However, it takes very little
light or time to initiate the transformation from the etiolated to the green
state. So in the change from dark to light growth, light acts as a devel-
opmental trigger rather than a direct energy source.

If you were to remove the board and expose the pale patch of grass
to light, it would appear almost the same shade of green as the sur-
rounding grass within a week or so. Although not visible to the naked
eye, these changes actually start almost immediately after exposure to
light. For example, within hours of applying a single flash of relatively
dim light to a dark-grown bean seedling in the laboratory, one can mea-
sure several developmental changes: a decrease in the rate of stem elon-
gation, the beginning of apical-hook straightening, and the initiation of
the synthesis of pigments that are characteristic of green plants.

Light has acted as a signal to induce a change in the form of the
seedling, from one that facilitates growth beneath the soil, to one that is
more adaptive to growth above ground. In the absence of light, the
seedling uses primarily stored seed reserves for etiolated growth. How-
ever, seed plants, including grasses, don’t store enough energy to sus-
tain growth indefinitely. They require light energy not only to fuel pho-
tosynthesis, but to initiate the developmental switch from dark to light
growth. 

Photosynthesis cannot be the driving force of this transformation
because chlorophyll is not present during this time. Full de-etiolation



does require some photosynthesis, but the initial rapid
changes are induced by a distinctly different light response,
called photomorphogenesis (from Latin, meaning literally
“light form begins”).

Among the different pigments that can promote photo-
morphogenic responses in plants, the most important are those
that absorb red and blue light. The blue-light photoreceptors
will be discussed in relation to guard cells and phototropism
in Chapter 18. The focus of this chapter is phytochrome, a pro-
tein pigment that absorbs red and far-red light most strongly,
but that also absorbs blue light. As we will see in this chapter
and in Chapter 24, phytochrome plays a key role in light-reg-
ulated vegetative and reproductive development.

We begin with the discovery of phytochrome and the
phenomenon of red/far-red photoreversibility. Next we will
discuss the biochemical and photochemical properties of
phytochrome, and the conformational changes induced by
light. Different types of phytochromes are encoded by dif-
ferent members of a multigene family, and different phy-
tochromes regulate distinct processes in the plant. These dif-
ferent phytochrome responses can be classified according
to the amount of light and light quality required to produce
the effect. Finally, we will examine what is known about the
mechanism of phytochrome action at the cellular and mol-
ecular levels, including signal transduction pathways and
gene regulation.

THE PHOTOCHEMICAL AND
BIOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF
PHYTOCHROME

Phytochrome, a blue protein pigment with a molecular
mass of about 125 kDa (kilodaltons), was not identified as
a unique chemical species until 1959, mainly because of
technical difficulties in isolating and purifying the protein.
However, many of the biological properties of phytochrome
had been established earlier in studies of whole plants.

The first clues regarding the role of phytochrome in
plant development came from studies that began in the
1930s on red light–induced morphogenic responses, espe-
cially seed germination. The list of such responses is now
enormous and includes one or more responses at almost
every stage in the life history of a wide range of different
green plants (Table 17.1).

A key breakthrough in the history of phytochrome was
the discovery that the effects of red light (650–680 nm) on

morphogenesis could be reversed by a subsequent irradi-
ation with light of longer wavelengths (710–740 nm), called
far-red light. This phenomenon was first demonstrated in
germinating seeds, but was also observed in relation to stem
and leaf growth, as well as floral induction (see Chapter 24).

The initial observation was that the germination of lettuce
seeds is stimulated by red light and inhibited by far-red
light. But the real breakthrough was made many years later
when lettuce seeds were exposed to alternating treatments
of red and far-red light. Nearly 100% of the seeds that
received red light as the final treatment germinated; in seeds
that received far-red light as the final treatment, however,
germination was strongly inhibited (Figure 17.2) (Flint 1936).

Two interpretations of these results were possible. One
is that there are two pigments, a red light–absorbing pig-
ment and a far-red light–absorbing pigment, and the two
pigments act antagonistically in the regulation of seed ger-
mination. Alternatively, there might be a single pigment
that can exist in two interconvertible forms: a red
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FIGURE 17.1 Corn (Zea mays) (A and B) and bean (Phaseolus
vulgaris) (C and D) seedlings grown either in the light (A
and C) or the dark (B and D). Symptoms of etiolation in
corn, a monocot, include the absence of greening, reduction
in leaf size, failure of leaves to unroll, and elongation of the
coleoptile and mesocotyl. In bean, a dicot, etiolation symp-
toms include absence of greening, reduced leaf size,
hypocotyl elongation, and maintenance of the apical hook.
(Photos © M. B. Wilkins.) 

(C) Light-grown bean (D)  Dark-grown bean

(A)  Light-grown corn (B)  Dark-grown corn



light–absorbing form and a far-red light–absorbing form
(Borthwick et al. 1952). 

The model chosen—the one-pigment model—was the
more radical of the two because there was no precedent for
such a photoreversible pigment. Several years later phy-
tochrome was demonstrated in plant extracts for the first
time, and its unique photoreversible properties were exhib-
ited in vitro, confirming the prediction (Butler et al. 1959).

In this section we will consider three broad topics:

1. Photoreversibility and its relationship to phytochrome
responses

2. The structure of phytochrome, its synthesis and
assembly, and the conformational changes associated
with the interconversions of the two main forms of
phytochrome: Pr and Pfr

3. The phytochrome gene family, the members of which
have different functions in photomorphogenesis

Phytochrome Can Interconvert between 
Pr and Pfr Forms
In dark-grown or etiolated plants, phytochrome is present
in a red light–absorbing form, referred to as Pr because it
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TABLE 17.1 
Typical photoreversible responses induced by phytochrome in a variety of higher and lower plants 

Group Genus Stage of development Effect of red light

Angiosperms Lactuca (lettuce) Seed Promotes germination
Avena (oat) Seedling (etiolated) Promotes de-etiolation (e.g., leaf unrolling)
Sinapis (mustard) Seedling Promotes formation of leaf primordia, development of primary

leaves, and production of anthocyanin
Pisum (pea) Adult Inhibits internode elongation
Xanthium (cocklebur) Adult Inhibits flowering (photoperiodic response)

Gymnosperms Pinus (pine) Seedling Enhances rate of chlorophyll accumulation
Pteridophytes Onoclea (sensitive fern) Young gametophyte Promotes growth
Bryophytes Polytrichum (moss) Germling Promotes replication of plastids
Chlorophytes Mougeotia (alga) Mature gametophyte Promotes orientation of chloroplasts to directional dim light 

Dark Red Red Far-red

Red Far-red Red Red Far-red Far-redRed

FIGURE 17.2 Lettuce seed germination is a typical photore-
versible response controlled by phytochrome.  Red light
promotes lettuce seed germination, but this effect is
reversed by far-red light. Imbibed (water-moistened) seeds
were given alternating treatments of red followed by far-
red light. The effect of the light treatment depended on the
last treatment given. (Photos © M. B. Wilkins.)



is synthesized in this form. Pr, which to the human eye is
blue, is converted by red light to a far-red light–absorbing
form called Pfr, which is blue-green. Pfr, in turn, can be
converted back to Pr by far-red light. 

Known as photoreversibility, this conversion/recon-
version property is the most distinctive property of phy-
tochrome, and it may be expressed in abbreviated form as
follows:

The interconversion of the Pr and Pfr forms can be mea-
sured in vivo or in vitro. In fact, most of the spectral prop-
erties of carefully purified phytochrome measured in vitro
are the same as those observed in vivo.

When Pr molecules are exposed to red light, most of
them absorb it and are converted to Pfr, but some of the Pfr
also absorbs the red light and is converted back to Pr
because both Pr and Pfr absorb red light (Figure 17.3). Thus
the proportion of phytochrome in the Pfr form after satu-
rating irradiation by red light is only about 85%. Similarly,
the very small amount of far-red light absorbed by Pr
makes it impossible to convert Pfr entirely to Pr by broad-
spectrum far-red light. Instead, an equilibrium of 97% Pr
and 3% Pfr is achieved. This equilibrium is termed the pho-
tostationary state.

In addition to absorbing red light, both forms of phy-
tochrome absorb light in the blue region of the spectrum
(see Figure 17.3). Therefore, phytochrome effects can be

elicited also by blue light, which can convert Pr to Pfr and
vice versa. Blue-light responses can also result from the
action of one or more specific blue-light photoreceptors (see
Chapter 18). Whether phytochrome is involved in a
response to blue light is often determined by a test of the
ability of far-red light to reverse the response, since only
phytochrome-induced responses are reversed by far-red
light. Another way to discriminate between photoreceptors
is to study mutants that are deficient in one of the pho-
toreceptors.

Short-lived phytochrome intermediates. The photo-
conversions of Pr to Pfr, and of Pfr to Pr, are not one-step
processes. By irradiating phytochrome with very brief
flashes of light, we can observe absorption changes that
occur in less than a millisecond.

Of course, sunlight includes a mixture of all visible
wavelengths. Under such white-light conditions, both Pr
and Pfr are excited, and phytochrome cycles continuously
between the two. In this situation the intermediate forms
of phytochrome accumulate and make up a significant frac-
tion of the total phytochrome. Such intermediates could
even play a role in initiating or amplifying phytochrome
responses under natural sunlight, but this question has yet
to be resolved.

Pfr Is the Physiologically Active Form of
Phytochrome
Because phytochrome responses are induced by red light,
they could in theory result either from the appearance of
Pfr or from the disappearance of Pr. In most cases studied,
a quantitative relationship holds between the magnitude
of the physiological response and the amount of Pfr gen-
erated by light, but no such relationship holds between the
physiological response and the loss of Pr. 

Evidence such as this has led to the conclusion that Pfr
is the physiologically active form of phytochrome. In cases
in which it has been shown that a phytochrome response
is not quantitatively related to the absolute amount of Pfr,
it has been proposed that the ratio between Pfr and Pr, or
between Pfr and the total amount of phytochrome, deter-
mines the magnitude of the response.

The conclusion that Pfr is the physiologically active
form of phytochrome is supported by studies with mutants
of Arabidopsis that are unable to synthesize phytochrome.
In wild-type seedlings, hypocotyl elongation is strongly
inhibited by white light, and phytochrome is one of the
photoreceptors involved in this response. When grown
under continuous white light, mutant seedlings with long
hypocotyls were discovered and were termed hy mutants.
Different hy mutants are designated by numbers: hy1, hy2,
and so on. Because white light is a mixture of wavelengths
(including red, far red, and blue), some, but not all, of the
hy mutants have been shown to be deficient for one or
more functional phytochrome(s).

Pr Pfr
Red light

Far-red light
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The phenotypes of phytochrome-deficient mutants have
been useful in identifying the physiologically active form
of phytochrome. If the phytochrome-induced response to
white light (hypocotyl growth inhibition) is caused by the
absence of Pr, such phytochrome-deficient mutants (which
have neither Pr nor Pfr) should have short hypocotyls in
both darkness and white light. Instead, the opposite occurs;
that is, they have long hypocotyls in both darkness and
white light. It is the absence of Pfr that prevents the
seedlings from responding to white light. In other words,
Pfr brings about the physiological response.

Phytochrome Is a Dimer Composed of 
Two Polypeptides
Native phytochrome is a soluble protein with a molecular
mass of about 250 kDa. It occurs as a dimer made up of two
equivalent subunits. Each subunit consists of two compo-
nents: a light-absorbing pigment molecule called the chro-
mophore, and a polypeptide chain called the apoprotein.
The apoprotein monomer has a molecular mass of about
125 kDa. Together, the apoprotein and its chromophore
make up the holoprotein. In higher plants the chromophore
of phytochrome is a linear tetrapyrrole termed phytochro-
mobilin. There is only one chromophore per monomer of
apoprotein, and it is attached to the protein through a
thioether linkage to a cysteine residue (Figure 17.4).

Researchers have visualized the Pr form of phytochrome
using electron microscopy and X-ray scattering, and the
model shown in Figure 17.5 has been proposed (Nakasako
et al. 1990). The polypeptide folds into two major domains
separated by a “hinge” region. The larger N-terminal
domain is approximately 70 kDa and bears the chro-
mophore; the smaller C-terminal domain is approximately
55 kDa and contains the site where the two monomers asso-
ciate with each other to form the dimer (see Web Topic 17.1).

Phytochromobilin Is Synthesized in Plastids
The phytochrome apoprotein alone cannot absorb red or
far-red light. Light can be absorbed only when the
polypeptide is covalently linked with phytochromobilin to
form the holoprotein. Phytochromobilin is synthesized
inside plastids and is derived from 5-aminolevulinic acid
via a pathway that branches from the chlorophyll biosyn-
thetic pathway (see Web Topic 7.11). It is thought to leak
out of the plastid into the cytosol by a passive process.

Assembly of the phytochrome apoprotein with its chro-
mophore is autocatalytic; that is, it occurs spontaneously
when purified phytochrome polypeptide is mixed with
purified chromophore in the test tube, with no additional
proteins or cofactors (Li and Lagarias 1992). The resultant
holoprotein has spectral properties similar to those
observed for the holoprotein purified from plants, and it
exhibits red/far-red reversibility (Li and Lagarias 1992).

Mutant plants that lack the ability to synthesize the
chromophore are defective in processes that require the

action of phytochrome, even though the apoprotein
polypeptides are present. For example, several of the hy
mutants noted earlier, in which white light fails to suppress
hypocotyl elongation, have defects in chromophore biosyn-
thesis. In hy1 and hy2 mutant plants, phytochrome apopro-
tein levels are normal, but there is little or no spectrally
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active holoprotein. When a chromophore precursor is sup-
plied to these seedlings, normal growth is restored. 

The same type of mutation has been observed in other
species. For example, the yellow-green mutant of tomato has
properties similar to those of hy mutants, suggesting that it
is also a chromophore mutant.

Both Chromophore and Protein Undergo
Conformational Changes
Because the chromophore absorbs the light, conformational
changes in the protein are initiated by changes in the chro-
mophore. Upon absorption of light, the Pr chromophore
undergoes a cis–trans isomerization of the double bond
between carbons 15 and 16 and rotation of the C14–C15
single bond (see Figure 17.4) (Andel et al. 1997). During the
conversion of Pr to Pfr, the protein moiety of the phy-
tochrome holoprotein also undergoes a subtle conforma-
tional change.

Several lines of evidence suggest that the light-induced
change in the conformation of the polypeptide occurs both
in the N-terminal chromophore-binding domain and in the
C-terminal region of the protein.

Two Types of Phytochromes Have Been Identified
Phytochrome is most abundant in etiolated seedlings; thus
most biochemical studies have been carried out on phy-
tochrome purified from nongreen tissues. Very little phy-
tochrome is extractable from green tissues, and a portion
of the phytochrome that can be extracted differs in molec-
ular mass from the abundant form of phytochrome found
in etiolated plants. 

Research has shown that there are two different classes
of phytochrome with distinct properties. These have been
termed Type I and Type II phytochromes (Furuya 1993).
Type I is about nine times more abundant than Type II in
dark-grown pea seedlings; in light-grown pea seedlings the
amounts of the two types are about equal. More recently,
the two types have been shown to be distinct proteins.

The cloning of genes that encode different phytochrome
polypeptides has clarified the distinct nature of the phy-
tochromes present in etiolated and green seedlings. Even
in etiolated seedlings, phytochrome is a mixture of related
proteins encoded by different genes.

Phytochrome Is Encoded by a Multigene Family
The cloning of phytochrome genes made it possible to
carry out a detailed comparison of the amino acid
sequences of the related proteins. It also allowed the study
of their expression patterns, at both the mRNA and the pro-
tein levels.

The first phytochrome sequences cloned were from
monocots. These studies and subsequent research indicated
that phytochromes are soluble proteins—a finding that is
consistent with previous purification studies. A comple-

mentary-DNA clone encoding phytochrome from the dicot
zucchini (Cucurbita pepo) was used to identify five struc-
turally related phytochrome genes in Arabidopsis (Sharrock
and Quail 1989). This phytochrome gene family is named
PHY, and its five individual members are PHYA, PHYB,
PHYC, PHYD, and PHYE.

The apoprotein by itself (without the chromophore) is
designated PHY; the holoprotein (with the chromophore)
is designated phy. By convention, phytochrome sequences
from other higher plants are named according to their
homology with the Arabidopsis PHY genes. Monocots
appear to have representatives of only the PHYA through
PHYC families, while dicots have others derived by gene
duplication (Mathews and Sharrock 1997).

Some of the hy mutants have turned out to be selectively
deficient in specific phytochromes. For example, hy3 is defi-
cient in phyB, and hy1 and hy2 are deficient in chro-
mophore. These and other phy mutants have been useful in
determining the physiological functions of the different
phytochromes (as discussed later in this chapter).

PHY Genes Encode Two Types of Phytochrome
On the basis of their expression patterns, the products of
members of the PHY gene family can be classified as either
Type I or Type II phytochromes. PHYA is the only gene that
encodes a Type I phytochrome. This conclusion is based on
the expression pattern of the PHYA promoter, as well as on
the accumulation of its mRNA and polypeptide in response
to light. Additional studies of plants that contain mutated
forms of the PHYA gene (termed phyA alleles) have con-
firmed this conclusion and have given some clues about
the role of this phytochrome in whole plants.

The PHYA gene is transcriptionally active in dark-grown
seedlings, but its expression is strongly inhibited in the
light in monocots. In dark-grown oat, treatment with red
light reduces phytochrome synthesis because the Pfr form
of phytochrome inhibits the expression of its own gene. In
addition, the PHYA mRNA is unstable, so once etiolated
oat seedlings are transferred to the light, PHYA mRNA
rapidly disappears. The inhibitory effect of light on PHYA
transcription is less dramatic in dicots, and in Arabidopsis
red light has no measurable effect on PHYA.

The amount of phyA in the cell is also regulated by pro-
tein destruction. The Pfr form of the protein encoded by the
PHYA gene, called PfrA, is unstable. There is evidence that
PfrA may become marked or tagged for destruction by the
ubiquitin system (Vierstra 1994). As discussed in Chapter
14 on the web site, ubiquitin is a small polypeptide that
binds covalently to proteins and serves as a recognition site
for a large proteolytic complex, the proteasome.

Therefore, oats and other monocots rapidly lose most of
their Type I phytochrome (phyA) in the light as a result of
a combination of factors: inhibition of transcription, mRNA
degradation, and proteolysis:
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In dicots, phyA levels also decline in the light as a result of
proteolysis, but not as dramatically.

The remaining PHY genes (PHYB through PHYE)
encode the Type II phytochromes. Although detected in
green plants, these phytochromes are also present in etio-
lated plants. The reason is that the expression of their
mRNAs is not significantly changed by light, and the
encoded phyB through phyE proteins are more stable in
the Pfr form than is PfrA.

LOCALIZATION OF PHYTOCHROME IN
TISSUES AND CELLS
Valuable insights into the function of a protein can be
gained from a determination of where it is located. It is not
surprising, therefore, that much effort has been devoted to
the localization of phytochrome in organs and tissues, and
within individual cells.

Phytochrome Can Be Detected in Tissues
Spectrophotometrically
The unique photoreversible properties of phytochrome can
be used to quantify the pigment in whole plants through
the use of a spectrophotometer. Because its color is masked
by chlorophyll, phytochrome is difficult to detect in green
tissue. In dark-grown plants, where there is no chlorophyll,
phytochrome has been detected in many angiosperm tis-
sues—both monocot and dicot—as well as in gym-
nosperms, ferns, mosses, and algae.

In etiolated seedlings the highest phytochrome levels
are usually found in meristematic regions or in regions that
were recently meristematic, such as the bud and first node
of pea (Figure 17.6), or the tip and node regions of the
coleoptile in oat. However, differences in expression pat-
terns between monocots and dicots and between Type I
and Type II phytochromes are apparent when other, more
sensitive methods are used.

Phytochrome Is Differentially Expressed In
Different Tissues
The cloning of individual PHY genes has enabled researchers
to determine the patterns of expression of individual phy-
tochromes in specific tissues by several methods. The
sequences can be used directly to probe mRNAs isolated
from different tissues or to analyze transcriptional activity by
means of a reporter gene, which visually reveals sites of gene
expression. In the latter approach, the promoter of a PHYA or
PHYB gene is joined to the coding portion of a reporter gene,
such as the gene for the enzyme β-glucuronidase, which is
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called GUS (recall that the promoter is the sequence upstream
of the gene that is required for transcription).

The advantage of using the GUS sequence is that it
encodes an enzyme that, even in very small amounts, con-
verts a colorless substrate to a colored precipitate when the
substrate is supplied to the plant. Thus, cells in which the
PHYA promoter is active will be stained blue, and other
cells will be colorless. The hybrid, or fused, gene is then
placed back into the plant through use of the Ti plasmid of
Agrobacterium tumefaciens as a vector (see Web Topic 21.5).

When this method was used to examine the transcrip-
tion of two different PHYA genes in tobacco, dark-grown
seedlings were found to contain the highest amount of
stain in the apical hook and the root tips, in keeping with
earlier immunological studies (Adam et al. 1994). The pat-
tern of staining in light-grown seedlings was similar but,
as might be expected, was of much lower intensity. Similar
studies with Arabidopsis PHYA–GUS and PHYB–GUS
fusions placed back in Arabidopsis confirmed the PHYA
results for tobacco and indicated that PHYB–GUS is
expressed at much lower levels than PHYA–GUS in all tis-
sues (Somers and Quail 1995).

A recent study comparing the expression patterns of
PHYB–GUS, PHYD–GUS, and PHYE–GUS fusions in Ara-
bidopsis has revealed that although these Type II promoters
are less active than the Type I promoters, they do show dis-
tinct expression patterns (Goosey et al. 1997). Thus the gen-
eral picture emerging from these studies is that the phy-
tochromes are expressed in distinct but overlapping
patterns.

In summary, phytochromes are most abundant in
young, undifferentiated tissues, in the cells where the
mRNAs are most abundant and the promoters are most
active. The strong correlation between phytochrome abun-
dance and cells that have the potential for dynamic devel-
opmental changes is consistent with the important role of
phytochromes in controlling such developmental changes.
However, note that the studies discussed here do not
address whether the phytochromes are photoactive as
apoproteins or holoproteins.

Because the expression patterns of individual phy-
tochromes overlap, it is not surprising that they function
cooperatively, although they probably also use distinct sig-
nal transduction pathways. Support for this idea also
comes from the study of phytochrome mutants, which we
will discuss later in this chapter.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PHYTOCHROME-
INDUCED WHOLE-PLANT RESPONSES
The variety of different phytochrome responses in intact
plants is extensive, in terms of both the kinds of responses
(see Table 17.1) and the quantity of light needed to induce
the responses. A survey of this variety will show how
diversely the effects of a single photoevent—the absorption

of light by Pr—are manifested throughout the plant. For
ease of discussion, phytochrome-induced responses may
be logically grouped into two types:

1. Rapid biochemical events

2. Slower morphological changes, including movements
and growth

Some of the early biochemical reactions affect later
developmental responses. The nature of these early bio-
chemical events, which comprise signal transduction path-
ways, will be treated in detail later in the chapter. Here we
will focus on the effects of phytochrome on whole-plant
responses. As we will see, such responses can be classified
into various types, depending on the amount and duration
of light required, and on their action spectra.

Phytochrome Responses Vary in Lag Time and
Escape Time
Morphological responses to the photoactivation of phy-
tochrome may be observed visually after a lag time—the
time between a stimulation and an observed response. The
lag time may be as brief as a few minutes or as long as sev-
eral weeks. The more rapid of these responses are usually
reversible movements of organelles (see Web Topic 17.2)
or reversible volume changes (swelling, shrinking) in cells,
but even some growth responses are remarkably fast. 

Red-light inhibition of the stem elongation rate of light-
grown pigweed (Chenopodium album) is observed within 8
minutes after its relative level of Pfr is increased. Kinetic
studies using Arabidopsis have confirmed this observation
and further shown that phyA acts within minutes after
exposure to red light (Parks and Spalding 1999). In these
studies the primary contribution of phyA was found to be
over by 3 hours, at which time phyA protein was no longer
detectable through the use of antibodies, and the contribu-
tion of phyB increased (Morgan and Smith 1978). Longer
lag times of several weeks are observed for the induction
of flowering (see Chapter 24).

Information about the lag time for a phytochrome
response helps researchers evaluate the kinds of biochem-
ical events that could precede and cause the induction of
that response. The shorter the lag time, the more limited the
range of biochemical events that could have been involved.

Variety in phytochrome responses can also be seen in
the phenomenon called escape from photoreversibility.
Red light–induced events are reversible by far-red light for
only a limited period of time, after which the response is
said to have “escaped” from reversal control by light.

A model to explain this phenomenon assumes that phy-
tochrome-controlled morphological responses are the result
of a step-by-step sequence of linked biochemical reactions
in the responding cells. Each of these sequences has a point
of no return beyond which it proceeds irrevocably to the
response. The escape time for different responses ranges
from less than a minute to, remarkably, hours.
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Phytochrome Responses Can Be Distinguished by
the Amount of Light Required
In addition to being distinguished by lag times and escape
times, phytochrome responses can be distinguished by the
amount of light required to induce them. The amount of
light is referred to as the fluence,1 which is defined as the
number of photons impinging on a unit surface area (see
Chapter 9 and Web Topic 9.1). The most commonly used
units for fluence are moles of quanta per square meter (mol
m–2). In addition to the fluence, some phytochrome
responses are sensitive to the irradiance,2 or fluence rate, of
light. The units of irradiance in terms of photons are moles
of quanta per square meter per second (mol m–2 s–1).

Each phytochrome response has a characteristic range
of light fluences over which the magnitude of the response
is proportional to the fluence. As Figure 17.7 shows, these
responses fall into three major categories based on the
amount of light required: very-low-fluence responses
(VLFRs), low-fluence responses (LFRs), and high-irradi-
ance responses (HIRs).

Very-Low-Fluence Responses Are
Nonphotoreversible
Some phytochrome responses can be initiated by fluences
as low as 0.0001 µmol m–2 (one-tenth of the amount of
light emitted from a firefly in a single flash), and they sat-
urate (i.e., reach a maximum) at about 0.05 µmol m–2. For
example, in dark-grown oat seedlings, red light can stim-
ulate the growth of the coleoptile and inhibit the growth
of the mesocotyl (the elongated axis between the coleop-
tile and the root) at such low fluences. Arabidopsis seeds
can be induced to germinate with red light in the range of
0.001 to 0.1 µmol m–2. These remarkable effects of vanish-
ingly low levels of illumination are called very-low-flu-
ence responses (VLFRs).

The minute amount of light needed to induce VLFRs
converts less than 0.02% of the total phytochrome to Pfr.
Because the far-red light that would normally reverse a
red-light effect converts 97% of the Pfr to Pr (as discussed
earlier), about 3% of the phytochrome remains as Pfr—sig-
nificantly more than is needed to induce VLFRs (Mandoli
and Briggs 1984). Thus, far-red light cannot reverse VLFRs.
The VLFR action spectrum matches the absorption spec-
trum of Pr, supporting the view that Pfr is the active form
for these responses (Shinomura et al. 1996).

Ecological implications of the VLFR in seed germina-
tion are discussed in Web Essay 17.1

Low-Fluence Responses Are Photoreversible
Another set of phytochrome responses cannot be initiated
until the fluence reaches 1.0 µmol m–2, and they are satu-
rated at 1000 µmol m–2. These responses are referred to as
low-fluence responses (LFRs), and they include most of
the red/far-red photoreversible responses, such as the pro-
motion of lettuce seed germination and the regulation of
leaf movements, that are mentioned in Table 17.1. The LFR
action spectrum for Arabidopsis seed germination is shown
in Figure 17.8. LFR spectra include a main peak for stim-
ulation in the red region (660 nm), and a major peak for
inhibition in the far-red region (720 nm).

Both VLFRs and LFRs can be induced by brief pulses of
light, provided that the total amount of light energy adds
up to the required fluence. The total fluence is a function of
two factors: the fluence rate (mol m–2 s–1) and the irradia-
tion time. Thus a brief pulse of red light will induce a
response, provided that the light is sufficiently bright, and
conversely, very dim light will work if the irradiation time
is long enough. This reciprocal relationship between fluence
rate and time is known as the law of reciprocity, which was
first formulated by R. W. Bunsen and H. E. Roscoe in 1850.
VLFRs and LFRs both obey the law of reciprocity.

High-Irradiance Responses Are Proportional to the
Irradiance and the Duration
Phytochrome responses of the third type are termed high-
irradiance responses (HIRs), several of which are listed in
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1 For definitions of fluence, irradiance, and other terms
involved in light measurement, see Web Topic 9.1.
2 Irradiance is sometimes loosely equated with light inten-
sity. The term intensity, however, refers to light emitted by
the source, whereas irradiance refers to light that is incident
on the object.
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Table 17.2. HIRs require prolonged or continuous exposure
to light of relatively high irradiance, and the response is
proportional to the irradiance within a certain range.

The reason that these responses are called high-irradiance
responses rather than high-fluence responses is that they are
proportional to irradiance (loosely speaking, the brightness
of the light) rather than to fluence. HIRs saturate at much
higher fluences than LFRs—at least 100 times higher—and
are not photoreversible. Because neither continuous expo-
sure to dim light nor transient exposure to bright light can
induce HIRs, HIRs do not obey the law of reciprocity.

Many of the photoreversible LFRs listed in Table 17.1,
particularly those involved in de-etiolation, also qualify as
HIRs. For example, at low fluences the action spectrum for
anthocyanin production in seedlings of white mustard
(Sinapis alba) shows a single peak in the red region of the
spectrum, the effect is reversible with far-red light, and the
response obeys the law of reciprocity. However, if the dark-
grown seedlings are instead exposed to high-irradiance
light for several hours, the action spectrum now includes
peaks in the far-red and blue regions (see the next section),
the effect is no longer photoreversible, and the response
becomes proportional to the irradiance. Thus the same
effect can be either an LFR or an HIR, depending on its his-
tory of exposure to light.

The HIR Action Spectrum of Etiolated Seedlings
Has Peaks in the Far-Red, Blue, and UV-A Regions

HIRs, such as the inhibition of stem or hypocotyl growth,
have usually been studied in dark-grown, etiolated
seedlings. The HIR action spectrum for the inhibition of
hypocotyl elongation in dark-grown lettuce seedlings is
shown in Figure 17.9. For HIRs the main peak of activity is
in the far-red region between the absorption maxima of Pr
and Pfr, and there are peaks in the blue and UV-A regions
as well. Because the absence of a peak in the red region is
unusual for a phytochrome-mediated response, at first
researchers believed that another pigment might be
involved.

A large body of evidence now supports the view that
phytochrome is one of the photoreceptors involved in HIRs
(see Web Topic 17.3). However, it has long been suspected
that the peaks in the UV-A and blue regions are due to a
separate photoreceptor that absorbs UV-A and blue light. 

As a test of this hypothesis, the HIR action spectrum for
the inhibition of hypocotyl elongation was determined in
dark-grown hy2 mutants of Arabidopsis, which have little or
no phytochrome holoprotein. As expected, the wild-type
seedlings exhibited peaks in the UV-A, blue, and far-red
regions of the spectrum. In contrast, the hy2 mutant failed

to respond to either far-red or red light.
Although the phytochrome-deficient hy2
mutant exhibited no peak in the far-red
region, it showed a normal response to
UV-A and blue light (Goto et al. 1993).

These results demonstrate that phy-
tochrome is not involved in the HIR to
either UV-A or blue light, and that a sep-
arate blue/UV-A photoreceptor is
responsible for the response to these
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TABLE 17.2
Some plant photomorphogenic responses induced by high irradiances 

Synthesis of anthocyanin in various dicot seedings and in apple skin segments
Inhibition of hypocotyl elongation in mustard, lettuce, and petunia seedlings
Induction of flowering in henbane (Hyoscyamus)
Plumular hook opening in lettuce
Enlargement of cotyledons in mustard
Production of ethylene in sorghum



wavelengths. More recent studies indicate that the blue-
light photoreceptors CRY1 and CRY2 are involved in blue-
light inhibition of hypocotyl elongation.

The HIR Action Spectrum of Green Plants Has a
Major Red Peak
During studies of the HIR of etiolated seedlings, it was
observed that the response to continuous far-red light
declines rapidly as the seedlings begin to green. For exam-
ple, the action spectrum for the inhibition of hypocotyl
growth of light-grown green Sinapis alba (white mustard)
seedlings is shown in Figure 17.10. In general, HIR action
spectra for light-grown plants exhibit a single major peak
in the red, similar to the action spectra of LFRs (see Figure
17.8), except that the effect is nonphotoreversible.

The loss of responsiveness to continuous far-red light is
strongly correlated with the depletion of the light-labile
pool of Type I phytochrome, which consists mostly of
phyA. This finding suggests that the HIR of etiolated
seedlings to far-red light is mediated by phyA, whereas
the HIR of green seedlings to red light is mediated by the

Type II phytochrome phyB and pos-
sibly others.

ECOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS:
SHADE AVOIDANCE
Thus far we have discussed phy-
tochrome-regulated responses as
studied in the laboratory. However,
phytochrome plays important eco-
logical roles for plants growing in the
environment. In the discussion that
follows we will learn how plants
sense and respond to shading by
other plants, and how phytochrome
is involved in regulating various
daily rhythms. We will also examine
the specialized functions of the dif-
ferent phytochrome gene family
members in these processes.

Phytochrome Enables Plants 
to Adapt to Changing Light
Conditions
The presence of a red/far-red re-
versible pigment in all green plants,
from algae to dicots, suggests that
these wavelengths of light provide
information that helps plants adjust to
their environment. What environmen-
tal conditions change the relative lev-

els of these two wavelengths of light in natural radiation?
The ratio of red light (R) to far-red light (FR) varies

remarkably in different environments. This ratio can be
defined as follows:
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Table 17.3 compares both the total light intensity in photons
(400–800 nm) and the R/FR values in eight natural envi-
ronments. Both parameters vary greatly in different envi-
ronments.

Compared with direct daylight, there is relatively more
far-red light during sunset, under 5 mm of soil, or under
the canopy of other plants (as on the floor of a forest). The
canopy phenomenon results from the fact that green leaves
absorb red light because of their high chlorophyll content
but are relatively transparent to far-red light.

The R:FR ratio and shading. An important function of
phytochrome is that it enables plants to sense shading by
other plants. Plants that increase stem extension in response
to shading are said to exhibit a shade avoidance response.
As shading increases, the R:FR ratio decreases. The greater
proportion of far-red light converts more Pfr to Pr, and the
ratio of Pfr to total phytochrome (Pfr/Ptotal) decreases.
When simulated natural radiation was used to vary the far-
red content, it was found that for so-called sun plants
(plants that normally grow in an open-field habitat), the
higher the far-red content (i.e., the lower the Pfr:Ptotal ratio),
the higher the rate of stem extension (Figure 17.11).

In other words, simulated canopy shading (high levels
of far-red light) induced these plants to allocate more of
their resources to growing taller. This correlation did not
hold for “shade plants,” which normally grow in a shaded
environment. Shade plants showed little or no reduction in
their stem extension rate as they were exposed to higher
R/FR values (see Figure 17.11). Thus there appears to be

a systematic relationship between phytochrome-controlled
growth and species habitat. Such results are taken as an
indication of the involvement of phytochrome in shade
perception.

For a “sun plant” or “shade-avoiding plant” there is a
clear adaptive value in allocating its resources toward more
rapid extension growth when it is shaded by another plant.

In this way it can enhance its chances of
growing above the canopy and acquiring
a greater share of unfiltered, photosyn-
thetically active light. The price for favor-
ing internode elongation is usually
reduced leaf area and reduced branching,
but at least in the short run this adapta-
tion to canopy shade seems to work.

The R:FR ratio and seed germination.
Light quality also plays a role in regulat-
ing the germination of some seeds. As
discussed earlier, phytochrome was dis-
covered in studies of light-dependent let-
tuce seed germination.

In general, large-seeded species, with
ample food reserves to sustain prolonged
seedling growth in darkness (e.g., under-
ground), do not require light for germi-
nation. However, a light requirement is

R/FR = 

Photon fluence rate
in 10 nm band centered on 660 nm

Photon fluence rate
in 10 nm band centered on 730 nm
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TABLE 17.3 
Ecologically important light parameters 

Photon flux density
(µmol m–2 s–1) R/FRa

Daylight 1900 1.19
Sunset 26.5 0.96
Moonlight 0.005 0.94
Ivy canopy 17.7 0.13
Lakes, at a depth of 1 m

Black Loch 680 17.2
Loch Leven 300 3.1
Loch Borralie 1200 1.2

Soil, at a depth of 5 mm 8.6 0.88

Source: Smith 1982, p. 493.

Note: The light intensity factor (400–800 nm) is given as the photon flux density, and phy-
tochrome-active light is given as the R:FR ratio.
aAbsolute values taken from spectroradiometer scans; the values should be taken to indi-
cate the relationships between the various natural conditions and not as actual environ-
mental means.
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often observed in the small seeds of herbaceous and grass-
land species, many of which remain dormant, even while
hydrated, if they are buried below the depth to which light
penetrates. Even when such seeds are on or near the soil
surface, their level of shading by the vegetation canopy
(i.e., the R:FR ratio they receive) is likely to affect their ger-
mination. For example, it is well documented that far-red
enrichment imparted by a leaf canopy inhibits germination
in a range of small-seeded species.

For the small seeds of the tropical species trumpet tree
(Cecropia obtusifolia) and Veracruz pepper (Piper auritum)
planted on the floor of a deeply shaded forest, this inhibi-
tion can be reversed if a light filter is placed immediately
above the seeds that permits the red component of the
canopy-shaded light to pass through while blocking the
far-red component. Although the canopy transmits very lit-
tle red light, the level is enough to stimulate the seeds to
germinate, probably because most of the inhibitory far-red
light is excluded by the filter and the R:FR ratio is very
high. These seeds would also be more likely to germinate
in spaces receiving sunlight through gaps in the canopy
than in densely shaded spaces. The sunlight would help
ensure that the seedlings became photosynthetically self-
sustaining before their seed food reserves were exhausted.

As will be discussed later in the chapter, recent studies
on light-dependent lettuce seeds have shown that red
light–induced germination is the result of an increase in the
level of the biologically active form of the hormone gib-
berellin. Thus, phytochrome may promote seed germina-
tion through its effects on gibberellin biosynthesis (see
Chapter 20).

ECOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS:
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS
Various metabolic processes in
plants, such as oxygen evolution and
respiration, cycle alternately through
high-activity and low-activity phases
with a regular periodicity of about 24
hours. These rhythmic changes are
referred to as circadian rhythms
(from the Latin circa diem, meaning
“approximately a day”). The period
of a rhythm is the time that elapses
between successive peaks or troughs
in the cycle, and because the rhythm
persists in the absence of external
controlling factors, it is considered to
be endogenous.

The endogenous nature of circa-
dian rhythms suggests that they are
governed by an internal pacemaker,
called an oscillator. The endoge-
nous oscillator is coupled to a vari-

ety of physiological processes. An important feature of the
oscillator is that it is unaffected by temperature, which
enables the clock to function normally under a wide variety
of seasonal and climatic conditions. The clock is said to
exhibit temperature compensation.

Light is a strong modulator of rhythms in both plants
and animals. Although circadian rhythms that persist
under controlled laboratory conditions usually have peri-
ods one or more hours longer or shorter than 24 hours, in
nature their periods tend to be uniformly closer to 24 hours
because of the synchronizing effects of light at daybreak,
referred to as entrainment. Both red and blue light are
effective in entrainment. The red-light effect is photore-
versible by far-red light, indicative of phytochrome; the
blue-light effect is mediated by blue-light photoreceptor(s).

Phytochrome Regulates the Sleep Movements 
of Leaves
The sleep movements of leaves, referred to as nyctinasty,
are a well-described example of a plant circadian rhythm
that is regulated by light. In nyctinasty, leaves and/or
leaflets extend horizontally (open) to face the light during
the day and fold together vertically (close) at night (Figure
17.12). Nyctinastic leaf movements are exhibited by many
legumes, such as Mimosa, Albizia, and Samanea, as well as
members of the oxalis family. The change in leaf or leaflet
angle is caused by rhythmic turgor changes in the cells of
the pulvinus (plural pulvini), a specialized structure at the
base of the petiole.

Once initiated, the rhythm of opening and closing per-
sists even in constant darkness, both in whole plants and
in isolated leaflets (Figure 17.13). The phase of the rhythm
(see Chapter 24), however, can be shifted by various exoge-
nous signals, including red or blue light.
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FIGURE 17.12 Nyctinastic leaf movements of Mimosa pudica. (A) Leaflets open. 
(B) Leaflets closed. (Photos © David Sieren/Visuals Unlimited.)
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Light also directly affects movement: Blue light stimu-
lates closed leaflets to open, and red light followed by dark-
ness causes open leaflets to close. The leaflets begin to close
within 5 minutes after being transferred to darkness, and
closure is complete in 30 minutes. Because the effect of red
light can be canceled by far-red light, phytochrome regu-
lates leaflet closure.

The physiological mechanism of leaf movement is well
understood. It results from turgor
changes in cells located on opposite
sides of the pulvinus, called ventral
motor cells and dorsal motor cells
(Figure 17.14). These changes in turgor
pressure depend on K+ and Cl– fluxes
across the plasma membranes of the
dorsal and ventral motor cells. Leaflets
open when the dorsal motor cells accu-
mulate K+ and Cl–, causing them to
swell, while the ventral motor cells
release K+ and Cl–, causing them to
shrink. Reversal of this process results
in leaflet closure. Leaflet closure is
therefore an example of a rapid
response to phytochrome involving
ion fluxes across membranes.

Gene expression and circadian rhy-
thms. Phytochrome can also interact

with circadian rhythms at the level of
gene expression. The expression of genes
in the LHCB family, encoding the light-
harvesting chlorophyll a/b–binding pro-
teins of photosystem II, is regulated at
the transcriptional level by both circa-
dian rhythms and phytochrome.

In leaves of pea and wheat, the level of
LHCB mRNA has been found to oscillate
during daily light–dark cycles, rising in
the morning and falling in the evening.
Since the rhythm persists even in contin-
uous darkness, it appears to be a circadian
rhythm. But phytochrome can perturb
this cyclical pattern of expression.

When wheat plants are transferred
from a cycle of 12 hours light and 12
hours dark to continuous darkness, the
rhythm persists for a while, but it slowly
damps out (i.e., reduces in amplitude until
no peaks or troughs are discernible). If,
however, the plants are given a pulse 
of red light before they are transferred 
to continuous darkness, no damping 
occurs (i.e., the levels of LHCB mRNA
continue to oscillate as they do during

the light–dark cycles). 
In contrast, a far-red flash at the end of the day prevents

the expression of LHCB in continuous darkness, and the
effect of far red is reversed by red light. Note that it is not the
oscillator that damps out under constant conditions, but the
coupling of the oscillator to the physiological event being
monitored. Red light restores the coupling between the oscil-
lator and the physiological process.
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Circadian Clock Genes of Arabidopsis 
Have Been Identified
The isolation of clock mutants has been an important tool
for the identification of clock genes in other organisms. Iso-
lating clock mutants in plants requires a convenient assay
that allows monitoring of the circadian rhythms of many
thousands of individual plants to detect the rare abnormal
phenotype.

To allow screening for clock mutants in Arabidopsis, the
promoter region of the LHCB gene was fused to the gene
that encodes luciferase, an enzyme that emits light in the
presence of its substrate, luciferin. This reporter gene con-
struct was then used to transform Arabidopsis with the Ti
plasmid of Agrobacterium as a vector. Investigators were
then able to monitor the temporal and spatial regulation of
bioluminescence in individual seedlings in real time using
a video camera (Millar et al. 1995).

A total of 21 independent toc (timing of CAB [LHCB]
expression) mutants have been isolated, including both
short-period and long-period lines. The toc1 mutant in par-
ticular has been implicated in the core oscillator mecha-
nism (Strayer et al. 2001). A model for the endogenous
oscillator will be discussed later in the chapter.

ECOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS:
PHYTOCHROME SPECIALIZATION
Phytochrome is encoded by a multigene family: PHYA
through PHYE. Despite the great similarity in their structures,
each of these phytochromes performs distinct roles in the life
of the plant. In this section we will discuss the current state
of our knowledge of the ecological functions of the different
phytochromes, focusing primarily on phyA and phyB.

Phytochrome B Mediates Responses to
Continuous Red or White Light
Phytochrome B was first suspected to play a role in
responses to continuous light because the hy3 mutant (now
called phyB), which has long hypocotyls under continuous
white light, was found to have an altered PHYB gene. In
these mutants, PHYB mRNA was reduced in amount or
was absent, and little or no phyB protein could be detected.
In contrast, the levels of PHYA mRNA and phyA protein
were normal.

Phytochrome B mediates shade avoidance by regulating
hypocotyl length in response to red light given in low-flu-
ence pulses or continuously, and as might be expected, the
phyB mutant is unable to respond to shading by increasing
hypocotyl extension. In addition, these plants do not
extend their hypocotyls in response to far-red light given
at the end of each photoperiod (called the end-of-day far-red
response). Both of these responses are likely to involve per-
ception of the Pfr:Ptotal ratio and occur in the low-fluence
region of the spectrum. Although phyB is centrally
involved in the shade avoidance response, evidence sug-

gests that other phytochromes play important roles as well
(Smith and Whitelam 1997).

The phyB mutant is deficient in chlorophyll and in some
mRNAs that encode chloroplast proteins, and it is impaired
in its ability to respond to plant hormones. Since a muta-
tion in PHYB results in impaired perception of continuous
red light, the presence of the other phytochromes must not
be sufficient to confer responsiveness to continuous red or
white light.

Phytochrome B also appears to regulate photoreversible
seed germination, the phenomenon that originally led to
the discovery of phytochrome. Wild-type Arabidopsis seeds
require light for germination, and the response shows
red/far-red reversibility in the low-fluence range. Mutants
that lack phyA respond normally to red light; mutants defi-
cient in phyB are unable to respond to low-fluence red light
(Shinomura et al. 1996). This experimental evidence
strongly suggests that phyB mediates photoreversible seed
germination.

Phytochrome A Is Required for the Response 
to Continuous Far-Red Light
No phytochrome gene mutations other than phyB were
found in the original hy collection, so the identification of
phyA mutants required the development of more ingenious
screens. As discussed previously, because the far-red HIRs
were known to require light-labile (Type I) phytochrome,
it was suspected that phyA must be the photoreceptor
involved in the perception of continuous far-red light. If
this is true, then the phyA mutants should fail to respond
to continuous far-red light and grow tall and spindly under
these light conditions. However, mutants lacking chro-
mophore would also look like this because phyA can detect
far-red light only when assembled with the chromophore
into holophytochrome.

To select for just the phyA mutants, the seedlings that
grew tall in continuous far-red light were then grown
under continuous red light. The phyA-deficient mutants
can grow normally under this regimen, but a chro-
mophore-deficient mutant, which also lacks functional
phyB, does not respond. The phyA mutant seedlings
selected in this screen had no obvious phenotype when
grown in normal white light, confirming that phyA has no
discernible role in sensing white light. 

This also explains why phyA mutants were not detected
in the original long-hypocotyl screen. Thus, phyA appears
to have a limited role in photomorphogenesis, restricted
primarily to de-etiolation and far-red responses. For exam-
ple, phyA would be important when seeds germinate
under a canopy, which filters out much of the red light.

It is also clear from this constant far-red light phenotype
that none of the other phytochromes is sufficient for the
perception of constant far-red light, and despite the ability
of all phytochromes to absorb red and far-red light, at least
phyA and phyB have distinct roles in this regard.
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Phytochrome A also appears to be involved in the ger-
mination VLFR of Arabidopsis seeds. Thus, mutants lacking
phyA cannot germinate in response to red light in the very-
low-fluence range, but they show a normal response to red
light in the low-fluence range (Shinomura et al. 1996). This
result demonstrates that phyA functions as the primary
photoreceptor for this VLFR, although recent evidence sug-
gests that phyE is required for this component of seed ger-
mination (Hennig et al. 2002).

Table 17.4 summarizes the different roles of phyA, phyB,
and other photoreceptors in the various phytochrome-
mediated responses.

Developmental Roles for Phytochromes C, D, and E
Are Also Emerging
Some of the roles of other phytochromes in plant growth
and development have recently begun to be elucidated
through experiments on mutant plants. Because these phy-
tochromes have functions that overlap with those of phyA
and phyB, it was necessary to screen for mutants in phyAB
null mutant backgrounds to uncover mutations. For exam-
ple, both phyD and phyE help mediate the shade avoid-
ance response—a response mediated primarily by phyB. 

The creation of double and triple mutants has made it

possible to assess the relative role of each phytochrome in
a given response. Thus it was found that, like phyB, phyD
plays a role in regulating leaf petiole elongation, as well as
in flowering time (see Chapter 24). Similar analyses sup-
port the idea that phyE acts redundantly with phyB and
phyD in these processes, but also acts redundantly with
phyA and phyB in inhibition of internode elongation.

Of the Arabidopsis phytochromes, phyC is the least well
characterized. However, although phyAphyBphyDphyE
quadruple mutants appear to have normal responses to the
red:far red ratio, there are differences in phytochrome-reg-
ulated gene expression.

In summary, phyC, phyD, and phyE appear to play
roles that are for the most part redundant with those of
phyA and phyB. Whereas phyB appears to be involved in
regulating all stages of development, the functions of the
other phytochromes are restricted to specific developmen-
tal steps or responses.

Phytochrome Interactions Are Important Early in
Germination
Figure 17.15A shows the action of constant red and far-red
light absorbed separately by the phyA and phyB systems.
Continuous red light absorbed by phyB stimulates de-eti-
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TABLE 17.4 
Comparison of the very-low-fluence (VLFR), low-fluence (LFR), and high-irradiance responses (HIR) 

Type of Response Photoreversibility Reciprocity Peaks of action spectraa Photoreceptor

VLFR No Yes Red, Blue phyA, phyEa

LFR Yes Yes Red, far red phyB, phyD, phyE
HIR No No Dark-grown: far red, blue, UV-A Dark-grown: phyA, cryptochrome

Light-grown: red Light-grown: phyB

a phyE is required for seed germination but not for other VLFR responses mediated by phyA
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FIGURE 17.15 Mutually antagonistic roles of phyA and
phyB. (After Quail et al. 1995.) 



olation by maintaining high levels of PfrB. Continuous far-
red light absorbed by PfrB prevents this stimulation by
reducing the amount of PfrB. The stimulation of de-etiola-
tion by phyA depends on the photostationary state of phy-
tochrome (indicated in Figure 17.15A by the circular
arrows). Continuous far-red light stimulates de-etiolation
when absorbed by the phyA system; continuous red light
inhibits the response.

The effects of phyA and phyB on seedling development
in sunlight versus canopy shade (enriched in far-red light)
are shown in Figure 17.15B. In open sunlight, which is
enriched in red light compared with canopy shade, de-eti-
olation is mediated primarily by the phyB system (on the
left in the figure). A seedling emerging under canopy
shade, enriched in far-red light, initiates de-etiolation pri-
marily through the phyA system (center). Because phyA is
labile, however, the response is taken over by phyB (right).
In switching over to phyB, the stem is released from
growth inhibition (see Figure 17.15A), allowing for the
accelerated rate of stem elongation that is part of the shade
avoidance response (see Web Topic 17.4).

For a discussion of how plants sense their neighbors
using reflected light, see Web Essay 17.2.

PHYTOCHROME FUNCTIONAL DOMAINS
Prior to the identification of the multiple forms of phy-
tochrome, it was difficult to understand how a single pho-
toreceptor could regulate such diverse processes in the
cell. However, the discovery that phytochrome is encoded
by members of a multigene family, each with its own pat-
tern of expression, provided a more plausible alternative
explanation: Each phytochrome-mediated response is reg-
ulated by a specific phytochrome, or by interactions
between specific phytochromes. As discussed earlier, this

hypothesis was supported by the phenotypes of mutants
deficient in either phyA or phyB.

As a corollary to this hypothesis, it was further postulated
that specific regions of the PHY proteins must be specialized
to allow them to perform their distinct functions. Molecular
biology provides the tools to answer such difficult questions.
In this section we will describe what is known about the
functional domains of the phytochrome holoprotein.

Just as mutations reducing the amount of a particular
phytochrome have yielded information about its role,
plants genetically engineered to overexpress a specific phy-
tochrome are also useful. First, they allow an extension of
the range of phytochrome levels testable in relation to func-
tion. Second, as we will see, a particular phytochrome
sequence can be changed and reintroduced into a normal
plant to test its phenotypic effects.

Usually plants overexpressing an introduced PHYA or
PHYB gene have a dramatically altered phenotype. Such
transgenic plants are often dwarfed, are dark green because
of elevated chlorophyll levels, and show reduced apical
dominance. This phenotype requires elevated levels of an
intact, photoactive holoprotein because overexpression of
a mutated form of phytochrome that is unable to combine
with its chromophore has a normal phenotype. Similarly,
plants expressing only the N-terminal domain of each phy-
tochrome have a normal phenotype, even though elevated
levels of the photoactive fragment accumulate.

Although protein overexpression greatly perturbs the
normal metabolism of a cell and is therefore subject to cer-
tain artifacts, such studies of structure and function have
helped build a picture of phytochrome as a molecule hav-
ing two domains linked by a hinge: an N-terminal light-
sensing domain in which the light specificity and stability
reside, and a C-terminal domain that contains the signal-
transmitting sequences (Figure 17.16).
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phytochrome.



The C-terminal domain also contains the site for the for-
mation of phytochrome dimers and the site for the addition
of ubiquitin, a tag for degradation. (For a more detailed
description of experiments that helped map the functional
domains of phytochrome, see Web Topic 17.5.)

CELLULAR AND MOLECULAR
MECHANISMS
All phytochrome-regulated changes in plants begin with
absorption of light by the pigment. After light absorption, the
molecular properties of phytochrome are altered, probably
causing the signal-transmitting sequences in the C terminus
to interact with one or more components of a signal trans-
duction pathway that ultimately bring about changes in the
growth, development, or position of an organ (see Table 17.1). 

Some of the signal-transmitting motifs appear to inter-
act with multiple signal transduction pathways; others
appear to be unique to a specific pathway. Furthermore, it
is reasonable to assume that the different phytochrome pro-
teins utilize different sets of signal transduction pathways.

Molecular and biochemical techniques are helping to
unravel the early steps in phytochrome action and the sig-
nal transduction pathways that lead to physiological or
developmental responses. These responses fall into two
general categories:

1. Relatively rapid turgor responses involving ion fluxes

2. Slower, long-term processes associated with photomor-
phogenesis, involving alterations in gene expression

In this section we will examine the effects of phy-
tochrome on both membrane permeability and gene
expression, as well as the possible chain of events consti-
tuting the signal transduction pathways that bring about
these effects.

Phytochrome Regulates Membrane Potentials 
and Ion Fluxes
Phytochrome can rapidly alter the properties of mem-
branes. We have already seen that low-fluence red light is
required before the dark period to induce rapid leaflet clo-
sure during nyctinasty, and that fluxes of K+ and Cl– into
and out of dorsal and ventral motor cells mediate the
response. However, the rapidity of leaf closure in the dark
(lag time about 5 minutes) would seem to rule out mech-
anisms based on gene expression. Instead, rapid phy-
tochrome-induced changes in membrane permeability and
transport appear to be involved.

During phytochrome-mediated leaflet closure, the
apoplastic pH of the dorsal motor cells (the cells that swell
during leaflet closure) decreases, while the apoplastic pH of
the ventral motor cells (the cells that shrink during leaflet
closure) increases. Thus the plasma membrane H+ pump of
the dorsal cells appears to be activated by darkness (pro-
vided that phytochrome is in the Pfr form), and the H+

pump of the ventral cells appears to be deactivated under
the same conditions (see Figure 17.14). The reverse pattern
of apoplastic pH change is observed during leaflet opening.

Studies have also been carried out on phytochrome reg-
ulation of K+ channels in isolated protoplasts (cells without
their cell walls) of both dorsal and ventral motor cells from
Samanea leaves (Kim et al. 1993). When the extracellular K+

concentration was raised, K+ entered the protoplasts and
depolarized the membrane potential only if the K+ chan-
nels were open. When the dorsal and ventral motor cell
protoplasts were transferred to constant darkness, the state
of the K+ channels exhibited a circadian rhythmicity dur-
ing a 21-hour incubation period, and the two cell types var-
ied reciprocally, just as they do in vivo. That is, when the
dorsal cell K+ channels were open, the ventral cell K+ chan-
nels were closed, and vice versa. Thus the circadian rhythm
of leaf movements has its origins in the circadian rhythm
of K+ channel opening.

On the basis of the evidence thus far, we can conclude
that phytochrome brings about leaflet closure by regulating
the activities of the primary proton pumps and the K+ chan-
nels of the dorsal and ventral motor cells. Although the effect
is rapid, it is not instantaneous, and it is therefore unlikely
to be due to a direct effect of phytochrome on the membrane.
Instead, phytochrome acts indirectly via one or more signal
transduction pathways, as in the case of the regulation of
gene expression by phytochrome (see the next section).

However, some effects of red and far-red light on the
membrane potential are so rapid that phytochrome may
also interact directly with the membrane. Such rapid mod-
ulation has been measured in individual cells and has been
inferred from the effects of red and far-red light on the sur-
face potential of roots and oat (Avena) coleoptiles, where
the lag between the production of Pfr and the onset of mea-
surable potential changes is 4.5 s for hyperpolarization.

Changes in the bioelectric potential of cells imply
changes in the flux of ions across the plasma membrane
(see Web Topic 17.6). Membrane isolation studies provide
evidence that a small portion of the total phytochrome is
tightly bound to various organellar membranes.

These findings led some workers to suggest that mem-
brane-bound phytochrome represents the physiologically
active fraction, and that all the effects of phytochrome on
gene expression are initiated by changes in membrane per-
meability. On the basis of sequence analysis, however, it is
now clear that phytochrome is a hydrophilic protein with-
out membrane-spanning domains. The current view is that
it may be associated with microtubules located directly
beneath the plasma membrane, at least in the case of the
alga, Mougeotia, as described in Web Topic 17.2.

If phytochrome exerts its effects on membranes from
some distance, no matter how small, involvement of a sec-
ond messenger is implied, and calcium is a good candidate.
Rapid changes in cytosolic free calcium have been impli-
cated as second messengers in several signal transduction
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pathways, and there is evidence that calcium plays a role
in chloroplast movement in Mougeotia.

Phytochrome Regulates Gene Expression
As the term photomorphogenesis implies, plant development
is profoundly influenced by light. Etiolation symptoms
include spindly stems, small leaves (in dicots), and the
absence of chlorophyll. Complete reversal of these symp-
toms by light involves major long-term alterations in
metabolism that can be brought about only by changes in
gene expression.

The stimulation and repression of transcription by light
can be very rapid, with lag times as short as 5 minutes.
Such early-gene expression is likely to be regulated by the
direct activation of transcription factors by one or more
phytochrome-initiated signal transduction pathways. The
activated transcription factors then enter the nucleus,
where they stimulate the transcription of specific genes. 

Some of these early gene products are transcription fac-
tors themselves, which activate the expression of other
genes. Expression of the early genes, also called primary
response genes, is independent of protein synthesis;
expression of the late genes, or secondary response genes,
requires the synthesis of new proteins.

The photoregulation of gene expression has focused on
the nuclear genes that encode messages for chloroplast pro-
teins: the small subunit of ribulose-1,6-bisphosphate car-
boxylase/oxygenase (rubisco) and the major light-harvest-
ing chlorophyll a/b–binding proteins associated with the
light-harvesting complex of photosystem II (LHCIIb pro-
teins). These proteins play important roles in chloroplast
development and greening; hence their regulation by phy-
tochrome has been studied in detail. The genes for both of
these proteins—RBCS and LHCB (also called CAB in some
studies)—are present in multiple copies in the genome.

We can demonstrate phytochrome regulation of mRNA
abundance (e.g., RBCS mRNAs) experimentally by giving
etiolated plants a brief pulse of low-fluence red or far-red
light, returning them to darkness to allow the signal trans-
duction pathway to operate, and then measuring the abun-
dance of specific mRNAs in total RNA prepared from each
set of plants. If its abundance is regulated by phytochrome,
the mRNA is absent or present at low levels in etiolated
plants but is increased by red light. The red light–induced
increase in expression can be reversed by immediate treat-
ment with far-red light, but far-red light alone has little
effect on mRNA abundance. The expression of some other
genes is down-regulated under these conditions.

Recently red-light stimulation of lettuce seed germina-
tion has been correlated with an increase in the biologi-
cally active form of the hormone gibberellin. Red light
causes a large increase in the expression of the gene cod-
ing for a key enzyme in the gibberellin biosynthetic path-
way (Toyomasu et al. 1998). The effect of red light is
reversed by a treatment with far-red light, indicative of

phytochrome. Since gibberellin can substitute for red light
in promoting lettuce seed germination, it appears that
phytochrome promotes seed germination by increasing
the biosynthesis of the hormone. Gibberellins are dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 20.

For an expanded discussion see Web Topic 17.7.

Both Phytochrome and the Circadian Rhythm
Regulate LHCB
A MYB-related transcription factor whose mRNA level
increases rapidly when Arabidopsis is transferred from the
dark to the light is involved in phytochrome-mediated
expression of LHCB genes (Figure 17.17). (For information
on MYB, see Chapter 14 on the web site.)

This transcription factor appears to bind to the promoter
of certain LHCB genes and regulate their transcription,
which, as Figure 17.17 shows, occurs later than the increase
in the MYB-related protein (Wang et al. 1997). The gene
that encodes the MYB-related protein is therefore probably
a primary response gene, and the LHCB gene itself is prob-
ably a secondary response gene. 

Recent work has indicated that this MYB-related pro-
tein, now known as circadian clock associated 1 (CCA1),
also plays a role in the circadian regulation of LHCB gene
expression. A second but distinct MYB-related protein, late
elongated hypocotyl (LHY), has also been identified as a
potential clock gene. Expression of CCA1 and LHY oscil-
lates with a circadian rhythm. Constitutive expression of
CCA1 abolishes several circadian rhythms and suppresses
both CCA1 and LHY expression. When the CCA1 gene is
mutated so that no functional protein is produced, circa-
dian and phytochrome regulation of four genes, including
LHCB, is affected. These observations suggest that CCA1
and LHY are associated with the circadian clock.
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fer of the seedlings from darkness to continuous white
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A protein kinase (CK2) can interact with and phospho-
rylate CCA1. The CK2 kinase is a multisubunit protein
with serine/threonine kinase activity. The regulatory sub-
unit of CK2 (CKB3) has been shown to interact with, and
phosphorylate, CCA1 in vitro. Mutations in CKB3 have
also been found to perturb CK2 activity and, in turn,
change the period of rhythmic expression of CCA1. These
mutations affect many clock outputs, from gene expression
to flowering time, suggesting that CK2 is involved in the
regulation of the circadian clock via its interactions with
CCA1 (Sugano et al. 1999).

The Circadian Oscillator Involves a Transcriptional
Negative Feedback Loop
The circadian oscillators of cyanobacteria (Synechococcus),
fungi (Neurospora crassa), insects (Drosophila melanogaster),
and mouse (Mus musculus) have now been elucidated. In
these four organisms, the oscillator is composed of several
“clock genes” involved in a transcriptional–translational
negative feedback loop.

So far, three major clock genes have been identified in
Arabidopsis: TOC1, LHY, and CCA1. The protein products
of these genes are all regulatory proteins. TOC1 is not
related to the clock genes of other organisms, suggesting
that the plant oscillator is unique.

According to a recent model (Alabadi et al. 2001), light
and the TOC1 regulatory protein activate LHY and CCA1
expression at dawn (Figure 17.18). The increase in LHY and
CCA1 represses the expression of the TOC1 gene. Because
TOC1 is a positive regulator of the LHY and CCA1 genes,
the repression of TOC1 expression causes a progressive
reduction in the levels of LHY and CCA1, which reach

their minimum levels at the end of the day. As LHY and
CCA1 levels decline, TOC1 gene expression is released
from inhibition. TOC1 reaches its maximum at the end of
the day, when LHY and CCA1 are at their minimum. TOC1
then either directly or indirectly stimulates the expression
of LHY and CCA1, and the cycle begins again.

The two MYB regulator proteins—LHY and CCA1—
have dual functions. In addition to serving as components
of the oscillator, they regulate the expression of other genes,
such as LHCB and other “morning genes,” and they repress
genes expressed at night. Light acts to reinforce the effect
of the TOC1 gene in promoting LHY and CCA1 expression.
This reinforcement represents the underlying mechanism
of entrainment. Other proteins, such as the CK2 kinase,
affect the activity of CCA1, and thus regulate the clock.
Phytochrome and the blue-light photoreceptor CRY2 (see
Chapter 18) mediate the effects of red and blue light,
respectively.

Regulatory Sequences Control Light-Regulated
Transcription
The cis-acting regulatory sequences required to confer
light regulation of gene expression have been studied
extensively. Most eukaryotic promoters for genes that
encode proteins comprise two functionally distinct
regions: a short sequence that determines the transcription
start site (the TATA box, named for its most abundant
nucleotides) and upstream sequences, called cis-acting
regulatory elements, that regulate the amount and pattern
of transcription (see Chapter 14 on the web site). These
regulatory sequences bind specific proteins, called trans-
acting factors, that modulate the activity of the general
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transcription factors that assemble around the transcrip-
tion start site with RNA polymerase II.

Overall, the picture emerging for light-regulated plant
promoters is similar to that for other eukaryotic genes: a
collection of modular elements, the number, position,
flanking sequences, and binding activities of which can
lead to a wide range of transcriptional patterns. No single
DNA sequence or binding protein is common to all phy-
tochrome-regulated genes. 

At first it may appear paradoxical that light-regulated
genes have such a range of elements, any combination of
which can confer light-regulated expression. However, this
array of sequences allows for the differential light- and tis-
sue-specific regulation of many genes through the action
of multiple photoreceptors. (For an expanded discussion,
see Web Topic 17.8.)

Regulatory factors. As might be expected, the diverse
range of phytochrome regulatory sequences can bind a
wide variety of transcription factors. At least 50 of these
regulatory factors have been identified recently by the use
of genetic and molecular screens (Tepperman et al. 2001). 

Although some of the early-acting signaling pathways
are specific to phyA or phyB, it is clear that late-acting sig-
naling pathways common to multiple photoreceptors must
be used because different light qualities can trigger the
same response (Chory and Wu 2001). 

For example, SPA1 is a phyA-specific signaling inter-
mediate that acts as a light-dependent repressor of photo-
morphogenesis in Arabidopsis seedlings (Hoecker and Quail
2001). The SPA1 protein has a coiled-coil protein domain
that enables it to interact with another factor, COP1 (con-
stitutive photomorphogenesis 1), that acts downstream of
both phyA and phyB. The COP1 protein was identified in
the screen for constitutive photomorphogenesis mutants
that has yielded several other factors that act downstream

of photoreceptors (see Web Topic 17.9). COP1 is an E3
ubiquitin ligase that targets other proteins for destruction
by the 26S proteasome (see Chapter 14 on the web site).

The functions of many of these factors are probably
modulated through the action of HY5, a protein first iden-
tified through the long-hypocotyl screen, discussed earlier
in the chapter. HY5 is a basic leucine zipper–type tran-
scription factor that is always located in the nucleus (see
Chapter 14 on the web site). HY5 binds to the G-box motif
of multiple light-inducible promoters and is necessary for
optimal expression of the corresponding genes. In the dark,
HY5 is ubiquitinated by COP1 and degraded by the 26S
proteasome complex.

Phytochrome Moves to the Nucleus
It has long been a mystery as to how phytochrome could
act in the nucleus when it is apparently localized in the
cytosol. Recent exciting work has finally opened up the
black box between phytochrome and gene expression. The
most surprising finding is that in some cases phytochrome
itself moves to the nucleus in a light-dependent manner. 

Detection of this movement relied on the ability to fuse
phytochrome to a visible marker, green fluorescent pro-
tein (GFP), that can be activated by light of an appropriate
wavelength being shone on plant cells. A big advantage of
GFP fusions is that they can be visualized in living cells,
making it possible to follow dynamic processes within the
cell under the microscope. 

Both phyA–GFP and phyB–GFP show light-activated
import into the nucleus (Figure 17.19) (Sakamoto and
Nagatani 1996; Sharma 2001). The phyB fusion moves to the
nucleus in the Pfr form only, and transport is slow, taking
several hours for full mobilization. In contrast, phyA–GFP
can move in the Pfr or the Pr form, provided that it has cycled
through Pfr first. Movement of phyA–GFP is much more
rapid than that of phyB–GFP, taking only about 15 minutes. 
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FIGURE 17.19 Nuclear localization
of phy–GFP fusion proteins in epi-
dermal cells of Arabidopsis
hypocotyls. Transgenic Arabidopsis
expressing phyA–GFP (left) or
phyB–GFP (right) was observed
under a fluorescence microscope.
Only nuclei are visible. The plants
were placed either under continu-
ous far-red light (left) or white
light (right) to induce the nuclear
accumulation. The smaller bright
green dots inside the nucleus are
called “speckles.” The significance
of speckles is unknown. (From
Yamaguchi et al. 1999, courtesy of
A. Nagatani).
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Most satisfying is the observation that phyB–GFP trans-
port is promoted by red light and inhibited by far-red light,
while transport of phyA–GFP is maximal under continu-
ous far-red light. Furthermore, nuclear translocation of
phyB is under circadian control, as would be expected,
since phyB regulates the expression of clock-regulated
genes. These light conditions are the ones known to be
responsible for activation of phyA and phyB and would be
consistent with their activity in the nucleus.

What happens when Pfr moves to the nucleus? Two
nuclear proteins that interact with phytochrome have been
identified to date, although there are probably additional
targets. The first, phytochrome interacting factor 3 (PIF3),
reacts with the C-terminal end of phyA or phyB. However,
it reacts preferentially with the full-length phyB protein in
a light-dependent manner, and it is thought to be a func-
tional primary reaction partner for this phytochrome.

Although its precise function is not yet known, PIF3
resembles transcription factors that bind to a particular ele-
ment in plant promoters, the G-box motif, that confers light
regulation to genes. It is also known that phyB in the Pfr
form can form a complex with PIF3 bound to its target
DNA. A picture is therefore emerging in which some phy-
tochrome-regulated genes are activated directly by move-

ment of phyB to the nucleus in the Pfr form. Once in the
nucleus, phyB interacts with transcription factors such as
PIF3. A model for the direct activation of gene expression
by phyB in the nucleus is shown in Figure 17.20.

Phytochome Acts through Multiple Signal
Transduction Pathways
Using biochemical approaches, researchers have shown
that signaling involves several different mechanisms,
including G-proteins, Ca2+, and phosphorylation. We will
consider the evidence for each of these in turn.

G-proteins and calcium. Well-characterized signaling
pathways in other systems (e.g., mating in yeasts) often
include G-proteins (which are reviewed in Chapter 14 on
the web site). These protein complexes are normally mem-
brane associated, have three different subunits, and bind
GTP or GDP on one subunit. The hydrolysis of GTP to
GDP is required for regulation of G-protein function.
Sequences that encode G-protein subunits have been
cloned from plants, indicating that this type of system is
present. One way that the function of G-proteins can be
tested is to treat cells with chemicals that activate or inhibit
the ability of the complex to bind or break down GTP.
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Microinjection experiments (see Web Topic 17.10) indi-
cate that phytochrome signaling can occur in single cells
and does not require light after activation of phytochrome.
At least one G-protein may function downstream of phy-
tochrome. After the G-protein step, there are at least two
branching pathways. One of these pathways—gene
expression and chloroplast development—requires Ca2+

and calmodulin; the other—anthocyanin synthesis—is
Ca2+ independent.

The branching pathways can be distinguished further
by the cis-acting regulatory elements targeted and the sig-
naling intermediate employed. For many years, it has been
known that both cyclic AMP (cAMP) and cyclic GMP
(cGMP) are important intermediates in hormone- and light-
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induced signaling pathways in animals (see Chapter 14 on
the web site). Although the presence of cAMP has been dif-
ficult to demonstrate in plants, the presence of cGMP in
plant tissues is well established. Indeed, recent studies have
shown that cGMP may serve as a second messenger in
phytochrome action.

However, the role of the G-protein cascade in plants is
still controversial. Some key genes (e.g., guanylylate
cyclase) have not yet been identified in plant genomes,
and cGMP levels are vanishingly small in plants. On the
other hand, studies with inhibitors have implicated cGMP
as a second messenger for the hormones gibberellin (see
Chapter 20) and abscisic acid (see Chapter 23). Thus a role
for cGMP in phytochrome signaling, although controver-
sial, remains a possibility.

Phosphorylation. The evidence for a potential role of
phosphorylation in phytochrome action first came from
red-light regulation of protein phosphorylation and phos-
phorylation-dependent binding of transcription factors to
the promoters of phytochrome-regulated genes. Some
highly purified preparations of phytochrome were also
reported to have kinase activity. 

Kinases are enzymes that have the capacity to transfer
phosphate groups from ATP to amino acids such as serine
or tyrosine, either on themselves or on other proteins.
Kinases are often found in signal transduction pathways
in which the addition or removal of phosphate groups reg-
ulates enzyme activity.

Phytochrome is now known to be a protein kinase. The
evolutionary origin of phytochrome is very ancient, pre-
dating the appearance of eukaryotes. Bacterial phy-
tochromes are light-dependent histidine kinases that func-
tion as sensor proteins that phosphorylate corresponding
response regulator proteins (Figure 17.21A). (See also
Chapter 14 on the web site and Web Topic 17.11)

However, although higher-plant phytochromes have
some homology with the kinase domains, they do not
function as histidine kinases. Instead, they are serine/thre-
onine kinases. In addition, recombinant versions of higher-
plant and algal phytochromes have been shown to be
light- and chromophore-modulated kinases that can phos-
phorylate themselves, as well as other proteins (Figure
17.21B) (Sharma 2001).

At least one potential target is a cytosolic protein
termed phytochrome kinase substrate 1, or PKS1, that
can accept a phosphate from phyA. Phosphorylation
occurs on serines, and to a lesser extent on threonines.
The PKS1 phosphorylation is regulated by phytochrome
both in the test tube and in the plant, with Pfr having a
twofold higher level of activity than Pr. Overexpression
of PKS1 in transgenic plants suggests that it may function
to negatively regulate phyB-mediated events (Fankhauser
et al. 1999).

Another protein kinase associated with phytochrome is
nucleoside diphosphate kinase 2 (NDPK2). Phytochrome
A has been found to interact with this protein, and its
kinase activity is increased about twofold when phyA is
bound in the Pfr form. Because the NDPK2 protein is
found in both the nucleus and the cytosol, the location of
its primary site of action is unclear.

A summary of the possible signaling and regulatory
pathways of phytochrome is shown in Figure 17.22.

Phytochrome Action Can Be Modulated by the
Action of Other Photoreceptors
The recent isolation of the genes encoding the cryp-
tochrome and phototropin photoreceptors (see Chapter 18)
mediating blue light–regulated responses has made it pos-
sible to analyze whether these photoreceptors have over-
lapping functions (Chory and Wu 2001). This possibility
was suspected because mutations in the cryptochrome
CRY2 gene led to delayed flowering under continuous
white light, and flowering time was also known to be
under phytochrome control. 

In Arabidopsis, continuous blue or far-red light treatment
leads to promotion of flowering, and red light inhibits
flowering. Far-red light acts through phyA, and the antag-
onistic effect of red light is through the action of phyB. One
might expect the cry2 mutant to be delayed in flowering,
since blue light promotes flowering. However, cry2
mutants flower at the same time as the wild type under
either continuous blue or continuous red light. Delay is
observed only if both blue and red light are given together.
Therefore, cry2 probably functions to promote flowering in
blue light by repressing phyB function. 

Additional experiments have confirmed that the other
cryptochrome, cry1, also interacts with phytochromes. Both
cry1 and cry2 interact with phyA in vitro and can be phos-
phorylated in a phyA-dependent manner. Phosphorylation
of cry1 has also been demonstrated to occur in vivo in a red
light–dependent manner. Indeed, the importance of cryp-
tochromes as developmental regulators has been under-
scored by their subsequent discovery in animal systems,
such as mouse and human.

SUMMARY
The term photomorphogenesis refers to the dramatic effects
of light on plant development and cellular metabolism.
Red light exerts the strongest influence, and the effects of
red light are often reversible by far-red light. 

Phytochrome is the pigment involved in most photo-
morphogenic phenomena. Phytochrome exists in two
forms: a red light–absorbing form (Pr) and a far-red
light–absorbing form (Pfr). Phytochrome is synthesized in
the dark in the Pr form. Absorption of red light by Pr con-
verts it to Pfr, and absorption of far-red light by Pfr con-
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verts it to Pr. However, the absorption spectra of the two
forms overlap in the red region of the spectrum, leading to
an equilibrium between the two forms called a photosta-
tionary state. 

Pfr is considered to be the active form that gives rise to
the physiological response; however, Pr, particularly cycled
Pr, plays a role in phyA-mediated responses. Other factors
in addition to light regulate the steady-state level of Pfr,
including the expression level of the protein and its stabil-
ity in the Pfr form.

Phytochrome is a large dimeric protein made up of two
equivalent subunits. The monomer has a molecular mass
of about 125 kDa and is covalently bound to a chro-
mophore molecule, an open-chain tetrapyrrole called phy-
tochromobilin.

Phytochrome is encoded by a family of divergent genes
that give rise to two types of proteins: Type I and Type II.
Type I, which is encoded by the PHYA gene, is abundant in
etiolated tissue. However, Type I phytochrome is present
at low levels in light-grown plants because of its instability
in the Pfr form, the phyA-mediated suppression of tran-
scription of its own gene, and the instability of its mRNA.
Type II phytochrome (encoded by the PHYB, PHYC,
PHYD, and PHYE genes) is present at low levels in both
light-grown and dark-grown plants because its genes are
constitutively expressed at low levels and the protein is sta-
ble in the Pfr form. 

Spectrophotometric and immunological studies indicate
that the phytochromes are concentrated in meristematic
regions. PhyA and phyB move to the nucleus upon con-
version to the Pfr forms.

Phytochrome responses have been classified into very-
low-fluence, low-fluence, and high-irradiance responses
(VLFRs, LFRs, and HIRs). These three types of responses
differ not only in their fluence requirements but also in
other parameters, such as their escape times, action spec-
tra, and photoreversibility. Phytochrome B plays an impor-
tant role in the detection of shade in plants adapted to high
levels of sunlight; phytochrome A has a more limited role,
mediating the far-red HIR during early greening. Phy-
tochromes C, D, and E also have specific roles during lim-
ited phases of development, and these roles are partially
redundant with those of phyA and phyB.

Phytochrome is known to regulate the transcription of
numerous genes. Many of the genes involved in greening,
such as the nuclear-encoded genes for the small subunit of
rubisco and the chlorophyll a/b–binding protein of the
light-harvesting complex, are transcriptionally regulated
by phytochrome (both phyA and phyB). 

Phytochrome also represses the transcription of various
genes, including PHYA. Activation or repression of these
genes is thought to be mediated by general transcription
factors that bind to cis-acting regulatory elements within
the promoter regions of these genes in a combinatorial
fashion. In some cases, phytochrome in the Pfr form inter-

acts directly with these factors. These transcription factors,
in turn, are linked to phytochrome action by a complex
series of signal transduction pathways involving COP and
DET proteins, kinases, cyclic GMP, trimeric G-proteins,
Ca2+, and calmodulin.

The discovery and characterization of bacterial phy-
tochrome suggest that flowering-plant phytochrome
evolved from a bacterial histidine kinase that participates
in two-component signaling pathways.

In addition to the long-term effects involving changes in
gene expression, phytochrome induces a variety of rapid
responses, including chloroplast rotation in the alga
Mougeotia, leaf closure during nyctinasty, and alterations in
membrane potential. These responses involve rapid
changes in membrane properties. The current view is that
even these rapid effects of phytochrome involve signal
transduction pathways.

Web Material

Web Topics
17.1 The Structure of Phytochromes

The purification and characterization of phy-
tochrome as a homodimer are described.

17.2 Mougeotia: A Chloroplast with a Twist

Microbeam irradiation experiments have
been used to localize phytochrome in this fil-
amentous green alga.

17.3 Phytochrome and High-Irradiance Responses

Dual-wavelength experiments helped demon-
strate the role of phytochrome in HIRs.

17.4 Phytochrome Interactions during 
Germination

The interactions between phyA and phyB dur-
ing germination are described.

17.5 Phytochrome Functional Domains

Phytochrome overexpression has been used
to characterize the functional domains of
phytochrome.

17.6 Phytochrome Effects on Ion Fluxes

Phytochrome regulates ion fluxes across mem-
branes by altering the activities of ion channels
and the plasma membrane proton pump.

17.7 Phytochrome Regulation of Gene Expression

Evidence shows that phytochrome regulates
gene expression at the level of transcription.

17.8 Regulation of Transcription by Cis-Acting
Sequences

Phytochrome response elements are described
briefly.
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17.9 Genes That Suppress Photomorphogenesis

Further information is provided about genes
like COP and DET that negatively regulate
photomorphogenesis.

17.10 The Roles of G-Proteins and Calcium in
Phytochrome Responses

Evidence suggests that G-proteins and cal-
cium participate in phytochrome action.

17.11 The Origins of Phytochrome as a Bacterial
Two-Component Receptor

The discovery of bacterial phytochrome led to
the identification of phytochrome as a protein
kinase.

Web Essay
17.1 Awakened by a flash of sunlight

When placed in the proper soil environment,
seeds acquire extraordinary sensitivity to
light so that germination can be stimulated
by less than a second of exposure to sunlight
during soil cultivations.

17.2 Know thy neighbor through phytochrome

Plants can detect the proximity of neighbors
through phytochrome perception of the R:FR
of reflected light and produce adaptive mor-
phological changes before being shaded by
potential competitors.
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Blue-Light Responses:
Stomatal Movements 
and Morphogenesis18

Chapter

MOST OF US are familiar with the observation that house plants placed
near a window have branches that grow toward the incoming light. This
response, called phototropism, is an example of how plants alter their
growth patterns in response to the direction of incident radiation. This
response to light is intrinsically different from light trapping by photo-
synthesis. In photosynthesis, plants harness light and convert it into
chemical energy (see Chapters 7 and 8). In contrast, phototropism is an
example of the use of light as an environmental signal. There are two
major families of plant responses to light signals: the phytochrome
responses, which were covered in Chapter 17, and the blue-light
responses.

Some blue-light responses were introduced in Chapter 9—for exam-
ple, chloroplast movement within cells in response to incident photon
fluxes, and sun tracking by leaves. As with the family of the phy-
tochrome responses, there are numerous plant responses to blue light.
Besides phototropism, they include inhibition of hypocotyl elongation,
stimulation of chlorophyll and carotenoid synthesis, activation of gene
expression, stomatal movements, phototaxis (the movement of motile
unicellular organisms such as algae and bacteria toward or away from
light), enhancement of respiration, and anion uptake in algae (Senger
1984). Blue-light responses have been reported in higher plants, algae,
ferns, fungi, and prokaryotes.

Some responses, such as electrical events at the plasma membrane, can
be detected within seconds of irradiation by blue light. More complex
metabolic or morphogenetic responses, such as blue light–stimulated pig-
ment biosynthesis in the fungus Neurospora or branching in the alga
Vaucheria, might require minutes, hours, or even days (Horwitz 1994).

Readers may be puzzled by the different approaches to naming phy-
tochrome and blue-light responses. The former are identified by a spe-
cific photoreceptor (phytochrome), the latter by the blue-light region of
the visible spectrum. In the case of phytochrome, several of its spectro-
scopic and biochemical properties, particularly its red/far-red reversibil-



ity, made possible its early identification, and hundreds of
photobiological responses of plants can be clearly attrib-
uted to the phytochrome photoreceptor (see Chapter 17).

In contrast, the spectroscopy of blue-light responses is
complex. Both chlorophylls and phytochrome absorb blue
light (400–500 nm) from the visible spectrum, and other
chromophores and some amino acids, such as tryptophan,
absorb light in the ultraviolet (250–400 nm) region. How,
then, can we then distinguish specific responses to blue
light? One important identification criterion is that in spe-
cific blue-light responses, blue light cannot be replaced by
a red-light treatment, and there is no red/far-red reversibil-
ity. Red or far-red light would be effective if photosynthe-
sis or phytochrome were involved.

Another key distinction is that many blue-light responses
of higher plants share a characteristic action spectrum. You will
recall from Chapter 7 that an action spectrum is a graph of
the magnitude of the observed light response as a function
of wavelength (see Web Topic 7.1 for a detailed discussion
of spectroscopy and action spectra). The action spectrum
of the response can be compared with the absorption spectra
of candidate photoreceptors. A close correspondence
between action and absorption spectra provides a strong
indication that the pigment under consideration is the pho-
toreceptor mediating the light response under study (see
Figure 7.8).

Action spectra for blue light–stimulated phototropism,
stomatal movements, inhibition of hypocotyl elongation,
and other key blue-light responses share a characteristic
“three-finger” fine structure in the 400 to 500 nm region
(Figure 18.1) that is not observed in spectra for responses

to light that are mediated by photosynthesis, phytochrome,
or other photoreceptors (Cosgrove 1994).

In this chapter we will describe representative blue-light
responses in plants: phototropism, inhibition of stem elon-
gation, and stomatal movements. The stomatal responses
to blue light are discussed in detail because of the impor-
tance of stomata in leaf gas exchange (see Chapter 9) and
in plant acclimations and adaptations to their environment.
We will also discuss blue-light photoreceptors and the sig-
nal transduction cascade that links light perception with
the final expression of blue-light sensing in the organism.

THE PHOTOPHYSIOLOGY OF 
BLUE-LIGHT RESPONSES
Blue-light signals are utilized by the plant in many
responses, allowing the plant to sense the presence of light
and its direction. This section describes the major mor-
phological, physiological, and biochemical changes associ-
ated with typical blue-light responses.

Blue Light Stimulates Asymmetric Growth and
Bending
Directional growth toward (or in special circumstances
away from) the light, is called phototropism. It can be
observed in fungi, ferns, and higher plants. Phototropism
is a photomorphogenetic response that is particularly dra-
matic in dark-grown seedlings of both monocots and
dicots. Unilateral light is commonly used in experimental
studies, but phototropism can also be observed when a
seedling is exposed to two unequally bright light sources
(Figure 18.2), a condition that can occur in nature.

As it grows through the soil, the shoot of a grass is pro-
tected by a modified leaf that covers it, called a coleoptile
(Figure 18.3; see also Figure 19.1). As discussed in detail in
Chapter 19, unequal light perception in the coleoptile
results in unequal concentrations of auxin in the lighted
and shaded sides of the coleoptile, unequal growth, and
bending.

Keep in mind that phototropic bending occurs only in
growing organs, and that coleoptiles and shoots that have
stopped elongating will not bend when exposed to unilat-
eral light. In grass seedlings growing in soil under sunlight,
coleoptiles stop growing as soon as the shoot has emerged
from the soil and the first true leaf has pierced the tip of the
coleoptile.

On the other hand, dark-grown, etiolated coleoptiles con-
tinue to elongate at high rates for several days and,
depending on the species, can attain several centimeters in
length. The large phototropic response of these etiolated
coleoptiles (see Figure 18.3) has made them a classic model
for studies of phototropism (Firn 1994).

The action spectrum shown in Figure 18.1 was obtained
through measurement of the angles of curvature from oat
coleoptiles that were irradiated with light of different
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wavelengths. The spectrum shows a peak at about 370 nm
and the “three-finger” pattern in the 400 to 500 nm region
discussed earlier. An action spectrum for phototropism in
the dicot alfalfa (Medicago sativa) was found to be very sim-
ilar to that of oat coleoptiles, suggesting that a common
photoreceptor mediates phototropism in the two species.

Phototropism in sporangiophores of the mold Phy-
comyces has been studied to identify genes involved in pho-
totropic responses. The sporangiophore consists of a spo-
rangium (spore-bearing spherical structure) that develops
on a stalk consisting of a long, single cell. Growth in the
sporangiophore is restricted to a growing zone just below
the sporangium.

When irradiated with unilateral blue light, the sporan-
giophore bends toward the light with an action spectrum
similar to that of coleoptile phototropism (Cerda-Olmedo
and Lipson 1987). These studies of Phycomyces have led to
the isolation of many mutants with altered phototropic
responses and the identification of several genes that are
required for normal phototropism.

In recent years, phototropism of the stem of the small
dicot Arabidopsis (Figure 18.4) has attracted much attention
because of the ease with which advanced molecular tech-
niques can be applied to Arabidopsis mutants. The genetics
and the molecular biology of phototropism in Arabidopsis
are discussed later in this chapter.
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FIGURE 18.2 Relationship between direction of growth and
unequal incident light. Cotyledons from a young seedling
are shown as viewed from the top. The arrows indicate the
direction of phototropic curvature. The diagrams illustrate
how the direction of growth varies with the location and
the intensity of the light source, but growth is always
toward light. (After Firn 1994.)

FIGURE 18.3 Time-lapse photograph of a corn coleoptile
growing toward unilateral blue light given from the right.
The consecutive exposures were made 30 minutes apart.
Note the increasing angle of curvature as the coleoptile
bends. (Courtesy of M. A. Quiñones.) 

FIGURE 18.4 Phototropism in wild-type (A) and mutant (B)
Arabidopsis seedlings. Unilateral light was applied from the
right. (Courtesy of Dr. Eva Huala.)
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(B)  Mutant
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How Do Plants Sense the Direction of the Light
Signal?
Light gradients between lighted and shaded sides have been
measured in coleoptiles and in hypocotyls from dicot
seedlings irradiated with unilateral blue light. When a
coleoptile is illuminated with 450 nm blue light, the ratio
between the light that is incident to the surface of the illu-
minated side and the light that reaches the shaded side is
4:1 at the tip and the midregion of the coleoptile, and 8:1 at
the base (Figure 18.5).

On the other hand, there is a lens effect in the sporangio-
phore of the mold Phycomyces irradiated with unilateral
blue light, and as a result, the light measured at the distal
cell surface of the sporangiophore is about twice the
amount of light that is incident at the surface of the illumi-
nated side. Light gradients and lens effects could play a
role in how the bending organ senses the direction of the
unilateral light (Vogelmann 1994).

Blue Light Rapidly Inhibits Stem Elongation
The stems of seedlings growing in the dark elongate very
rapidly, and the inhibition of stem elongation by light is a
key morphogenetic response of the seedling emerging
from the soil surface (see Chapter 17). The conversion of
Pr to Pfr (the red- and far red–absorbing forms of phy-
tochrome, respectively) in etiolated seedlings causes a
phytochrome-dependent, sharp decrease in elongation
rates (see Figure 17.1).

However, action spectra for the decrease in elongation
rate show strong activity in the blue region, which cannot
be explained by the absorption properties of phytochrome
(see Figure 17.9). In fact, the 400 to 500 nm blue region of
the action spectrum for the inhibition of stem elongation
closely resembles that of phototropism (compare the action
spectra in Figures 17.10 and 18.1).

There are several ways to experimentally separate a
reduction in elongation rates mediated by phytochrome
from a reduction mediated by a specific blue-light response.
If lettuce seedlings are given low fluence rates of blue light
under a strong background of yellow light, their hypocotyl
elongation rate is reduced by more than 50%. The back-
ground yellow light establishes a well-defined Pr:Pfr ratio
(see Chapter 17). In such conditions, the low fluence rates
of blue light added are too small to significantly change this
ratio, ruling out a phytochrome effect on the reduction in
elongation rate observed upon the addition of blue light.

Blue light– and phytochrome-mediated hypocotyl
responses can also be distinguished by the swiftness of the
response. Whereas phytochrome-mediated changes in
elongation rates can be detected within 8 to 90 minutes,
depending on the species, blue-light responses are rapid,
and can be measured within 15 to 30 s (Figure 18.6). Inter-
actions between phytochrome and the blue light–depen-
dent sensory transduction cascade in the regulation of elon-
gation rates will be described later in the chapter.

Another fast response elicited by blue light is a depo-
larization of the membrane of hypocotyl cells that
precedes the inhibition of growth rate (see Figure
18.6). The membrane depolarization is caused by
the activation of anion channels (see Chapter 6),
which facilitates the efflux of anions such as chlo-
ride. Use of an anion channel blocker prevents the
blue light–dependent membrane depolarization
and decreases the inhibitory effect of blue light on
hypocotyl elongation (Parks et al. 1998).

Blue Light Regulates Gene Expression
Blue light also regulates the expression of genes
involved in several important morphogenetic
processes. Some of these light-activated genes have
been studied in detail—for example, the genes that
code for the enzyme chalcone synthase, which cat-
alyzes the first committed step in flavonoid biosyn-
thesis, for the small subunit of rubisco, and for the
proteins that bind chlorophylls a and b (see Chap-
ters 13, 8, and 7, respectively). Most of the studies
on light-activated genes show sensitivity to both
blue and red light, as well as red/far-red reversibil-
ity, implicating both phytochrome and specific blue-
light responses.

A recent study reported that SIG5, one of six SIG
nuclear genes in Arabidopsis that play a regulatory
role in the transcription of the chloroplast gene
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psbD, which encodes the D2 subunit of the PSII reaction
center (see Chapter 7), is specifically activated by blue light
(Tsunoyama et al. 2002). In contrast, the other five SIG
genes are activated by both blue and red light.

Another well-documented instance of gene expression
that is mediated solely by a blue light–sensing system
involves the GSA gene in the photosynthetic unicellular
alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Matters and Beale 1995).
This gene encodes the enzyme glutamate-1-semialdehyde
aminotransferase (GSA), a key enzyme in the chlorophyll
biosynthesis pathway (see Chapter 7). The absence of phy-
tochrome in C. reinhardtii simplifies the analysis of blue-
light responses in this experimental system.

In synchronized cultures of C. reinhardtii, levels of GSA
mRNA are strictly regulated by blue light, and 2 hours after

the onset of illumination, GSA mRNA levels are 26-fold
higher than they are in the dark (Figure 18.7). These blue
light–mediated mRNA increases precede increases in
chlorophyll content, indicating that chlorophyll biosyn-
thesis is being regulated by activation of the GSA gene.

Blue Light Stimulates Stomatal Opening
We now turn our attention to the stomatal response to blue
light. Stomata have a major regulatory role in gas exchange
in leaves (see Chapter 9), and they can often affect yields of
agricultural crops (see Chapter 25). Several characteristics
of blue light–dependent stomatal movements make guard
cells a valuable experimental system for the study of blue-
light responses:

• The stomatal response to blue light is rapid and
reversible, and it is localized in a single cell type, the
guard cell.

• The stomatal response to blue light regulates stom-
atal movements throughout the life of the plant. This
is unlike phototropism or hypocotyl elongation,
which are functionally important at early stages of
development.

• The signal transduction cascade that links the percep-
tion of blue light with the opening of stomata is
understood in considerable detail.

In the following sections we will discuss two central
aspects of the stomatal response to light, the osmoregula-
tory mechanisms that drive stomatal movements, and the
role of a blue light–activated H+-ATPase in ion uptake by
guard cells.
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Spalding and Cosgrove 1989.)
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Light is the dominant environmental signal controlling
stomatal movements in leaves of well-watered plants
growing in natural environments. Stomata open as light
levels reaching the leaf surface increase, and close as they
decrease (Figure 18.8). In greenhouse-grown leaves of

broad bean (Vicia faba), stomatal movements
closely track incident solar radiation at the leaf
surface (Figure 18.9).

Early studies of the stomatal response to
light showed that DCMU (dichlorophenyl-
dimethylurea), an inhibitor of photosynthetic
electron transport (see Figure 7.31), causes a
partial inhibition of light-stimulated stomatal
opening. These results indicated that photo-
synthesis in the guard cell chloroplast plays a
role in light-dependent stomatal opening, but
the observation that the inhibition was only
partial pointed to a nonphotosynthetic compo-
nent of the stomatal response to light. Detailed
studies of the light response of stomata have
shown that light activates two distinct
responses of guard cells: photosynthesis in the
guard cell chloroplast (see Web Essay 18.1),
and a specific blue-light response.

The specific stomatal response to blue light
cannot be resolved properly under blue-light
illumination because blue light simultaneously
stimulates both the specific blue-light response
and guard cell photosynthesis (for the photo-
synthetic response to blue light, see the action

spectrum for photosynthesis in Figure 7.8). A clear-cut sep-
aration of the responses of the two light responses can be
obtained in dual-beam experiments. High fluence rates of
red light are used to saturate the photosynthetic response,
and low photon fluxes of blue light are added after the
response to the saturating red light has been completed
(Figure 18.10). The addition of blue light causes substantial
further stomatal opening that cannot be explained as a fur-
ther stimulation of guard cell photosynthesis because pho-
tosynthesis is saturated by the background red light.

An action spectrum for the stomatal response to blue
light under background red illumination shows the three-
finger pattern discussed earlier (Figure 18.11). This action
spectrum, typical of blue-light responses and distinctly dif-
ferent from the action spectrum for photosynthesis, further
indicates that, in addition to photosynthesis, guard cells
respond specifically to blue light.

When guard cells are treated with cellulolytic enzymes
that digest the cell walls, guard cell protoplasts are released.
Guard cell protoplasts swell when illuminated with blue
light (Figure 18.12), indicating that blue light is sensed
within the guard cells proper. The swelling of guard cell
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FIGURE 18.8 Light-stimulated stomatal opening in detached epidermis
of Vicia faba. Open, light-treated stoma (A), is shown in the dark-
treated, closed state in (B). Stomatal opening is quantified by micro-
scopic measurement of the width of the stomatal pore. (Courtesy of 
E. Raveh.)
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FIGURE 18.9 Stomatal opening tracks photosynthetic active radiation at
the leaf surface. Stomatal opening in the lower surface of leaves of Vicia
faba grown in a greenhouse, measured as the width of the stomatal pore
(A), closely follows the levels of photosynthetically active radiation
(400–700 nm) incident to the leaf (B), indicating that the response to light
was the dominant response regulating stomatal opening. (After Srivastava
and Zeiger 1995a.)



protoplasts also illustrates how intact guard cells function.
The light-stimulated uptake of ions and the accumulation
of organic solutes decrease the cell’s osmotic potential
(increase the osmotic pressure). Water flows in as a result,
leading to an increase in turgor that in guard cells with
intact walls is mechanically transduced into an increase in
stomatal apertures (see Chapter 4). In the absence of a cell
wall, the blue light–mediated increase in osmotic pressure
causes the guard cell protoplast to swell.

Blue Light Activates a Proton Pump at the Guard
Cell Plasma Membrane
When guard cell protoplasts from broad bean (Vicia faba)
are irradiated with blue light under background red-light
illumination, the pH of the suspension medium becomes
more acidic (Figure 18.13). This blue light–induced acidifi-
cation is blocked by inhibitors that dissipate pH gradients,
such as CCCP (discussed shortly), and by inhibitors of the
proton-pumping H+-ATPase, such as vanadate (see Figure
18.12C; see also Chapter 6). 
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Commelina communis (common dayflower) were treated
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cates that a different photoreceptor system, stimulated by
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FIGURE 18.11 The action spectrum for blue light–stimu-
lated stomatal opening (under a red-light background).
(After Karlsson 1986.) 
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This indicates that the acidification results from the activa-
tion by blue light of a proton-pumping ATPase in the guard cell
plasma membrane that extrudes protons into the protoplast
suspension medium and lowers its pH. In the intact leaf,
this blue-light stimulation of proton pumping lowers the
pH of the apoplastic space surrounding the guard cells.
The plasma membrane ATPase from guard cells has been
isolated and extensively characterized (Kinoshita et al.
2001).

The activation of electrogenic pumps such as the proton-
pumping ATPase can be measured in patch-clamping
experiments as an outward electric current at the plasma
membrane (see Web Topic 6.2 for a description of patch
clamping). A patch clamp recording of a guard cell proto-
plast treated with the fungal toxin fusicoccin, a well-char-
acterized activator of plasma membrane ATPases, is shown
in Figure 18.14A. Exposure to fusicoccin stimulates an out-
ward electric current, which is abolished by the proton
ionophore carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone
(CCCP). This proton ionophore makes the plasma mem-
brane highly permeable to protons, thus precluding the for-
mation of a proton gradient across the membrane and abol-
ishing net proton efflux.

The relationship between proton pumping at the guard
cell plasma membrane and stomatal opening is evident
from the observation that fusicoccin stimulates both pro-
ton extrusion from guard cell protoplasts and stomatal
opening, and that CCCP inhibits the fusiccocin-stimulated
opening. The increase in proton-pumping rates as a func-
tion of fluence rates of blue light (see Figure 18.13) indicates
that the increasing rates of blue photons in the solar radia-
tion reaching the leaf cause a larger stomatal opening.

The close relationship among the number of incident
blue-light photons, proton pumping at the guard cell
plasma membrane, and stomatal opening further suggests
that the blue-light response of stomata might function as a
sensor of photon fluxes reaching the guard cell.

Pulses of blue light given under a saturating red-light
background also stimulate an outward electric current from
guard cell protoplasts (see Figure 18.14B). The acidification
measurements shown in Figure 18.13 indicate that the out-
ward electric current measured in patch clamp experiments
is carried by protons.

Blue-Light Responses Have Characteristic 
Kinetics and Lag Times
Some of the characteristics of the responses to blue-light
pulses underscore some important properties of blue-light
responses: the persistence of the response after the light sig-
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nal has been switched off, and a significant lag time sepa-
rating the onset of the light signal and the beginning of the
response.

In contrast to typical photosynthetic responses, which
are activated very quickly after a “light on” signal, and
cease when the light goes off (see, for instance, Figure 7.13),
blue-light responses proceed at maximal rates for several
minutes after application of the pulse (see Figure 18.14B).
This property can be explained by a physiologically inac-
tive form of the blue-light photoreceptor that is converted
to an active form by blue light, with the active form revert-
ing slowly to the physiologically inactive form in the
absence of blue light (Iino et al. 1985). The rate of the
response to a blue-light pulse would thus depend on the
time course of the reversion of the active form to the inac-
tive one.

Another property of the response to blue-light pulses is
a lag time, which lasts about 25 s in both the acidification
response and the outward electric currents stimulated by
blue light (see Figures 18.13 and 18.14). This amount of
time is probably required for the signal transduction cas-
cade to proceed from the photoreceptor site to the proton-
pumping ATPase and for the proton gradient to form. Sim-
ilar lag times have been measured for blue light–dependent
inhibition of hypocotyl elongation, which was discussed
earlier.

Blue Light Regulates Osmotic Relations 
of Guard Cells
Blue light modulates guard cell osmoregulation via its acti-
vation of proton pumping (described earlier) and via the
stimulation of the synthesis of organic solutes. Before dis-
cussing these blue-light responses, let us briefly describe
the major osmotically active solutes in guard cells.

The botanist Hugo von Mohl proposed in 1856 that tur-
gor changes in guard cells provide the mechanical force for
changes in stomatal apertures. The plant physiologist F. E.
Lloyd hypothesized in 1908 that guard cell turgor is regu-
lated by osmotic changes resulting from starch–sugar inter-
conversions, a concept that led to a starch–sugar hypoth-
esis of stomatal movements. The discovery of the changes
in potassium concentrations in guard cells in the 1960s led
to the modern theory of guard cell osmoregulation by
potassium and its counterions.

Potassium concentration in guard cells increases sever-
alfold when stomata open, from 100 mM in the closed state
to 400 to 800 mM in the open state, depending on the plant
species and the experimental conditions. These large con-
centration changes in the positively charged potassium
ions are electrically balanced by the anions Cl– and
malate2– (Figure 18.15A). In species of the genus Allium,
such as onion (Allium cepa), K+ ions are balanced solely by
Cl–. In most species, however, potassium fluxes are bal-
anced by varying amounts of Cl– and the organic anion
malate2– (Talbott et al. 1996).

The Cl– ion is taken up into the guard cells during stom-
atal opening and extruded during stomatal closing. Malate,
on the other hand, is synthesized in the guard cell cytosol,
in a metabolic pathway that uses carbon skeletons gener-
ated by starch hydrolysis (see Figure 18.15B). The malate
content of guard cells decreases during stomatal closing,
but it remains to be established whether malate is catabo-
lized in mitochondrial respiration or is extruded into the
apoplast.

Potassium and chloride are taken up into guard cells via
secondary transport mechanisms driven by the gradient of
electrochemical potential for H+, ∆mH+, generated by the
proton pump (see Chapter 6) discussed earlier in the chap-
ter. Proton extrusion makes the electric-potential difference
across the guard cell plasma membrane more negative;
light-dependent hyperpolarizations as high as 50 mV have
been measured. In addition, proton pumping generates a
pH gradient of about 0.5 to 1 pH unit.

The electrical component of the proton gradient pro-
vides a driving force for the passive uptake of potassium
ions via voltage-regulated potassium channels (see Chap-
ter 6) (Schroeder et al. 2001). Chloride is thought to be
taken up through anion channels. Thus, blue light–depen-
dent stimulation of proton pumping plays a key role in
guard cell osmoregulation during light-dependent stom-
atal movements

Guard cell chloroplasts (see Figure 18.8) contain large
starch grains, and their starch content decreases during
stomatal opening and increases during closing. Starch, an
insoluble, high-molecular-weight polymer of glucose, does
not contribute to the cell’s osmotic potential, but the
hydrolysis of starch into soluble sugars causes a decrease
in the osmotic potential (or increase in osmotic pressure) of
guard cells. In the reverse process, starch synthesis
decreases the sugar concentration, resulting in an increase
of the cell’s osmotic potential, which the starch–sugar
hypothesis predicted to be associated with stomatal clos-
ing.

With the discovery of the major role of potassium and
its counterion in guard cell osmoregulation, the sugar–
starch hypothesis was no longer considered important
(Outlaw 1983). Recent studies, however, described in the
next section, have characterized a major osmoregulatory
phase of guard cells in which sucrose is the dominant
osmotically active solute.

Sucrose Is an Osmotically Active Solute 
in Guard Cells
Studies of daily courses of stomatal movements in intact
leaves have shown that the potassium content in guard
cells increases in parallel with early-morning opening, but
it decreases in the early afternoon under conditions in
which apertures continue to increase. The sucrose content
of guard cells increases slowly in the morning, but upon
potassium efflux, sucrose becomes the dominant osmoti-
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cally active solute, and stomatal closing at the end of the
day parallels a decrease in the sucrose content of guard
cells (Figure 18.16) (Talbott and Zeiger 1998).

These osmoregulatory features indicate that stomatal
opening is associated primarily with K+ uptake, and clos-
ing is associated with a decrease in sucrose content (see
Figure 18.16). The need for distinct potassium- and sucrose-
dominated osmoregulatory phases is unclear, but it might
underlie regulatory aspects of stomatal function. Potassium
might be the solute of choice for the consistent daily open-
ing that occurs at sunrise. The sucrose phase might be asso-
ciated with the coordination of stomatal movements in the
epidermis with rates of photosynthesis in the mesophyll.

Where do osmotically active solutes originate? Four dis-
tinct metabolic pathways that can supply osmotically
active solutes to guard cells have been characterized (see
Figure 18.15):

1. The uptake of K+ and Cl– coupled to the biosynthesis
of malate2–

2. The production of sucrose from starch hydrolysis

3. The production of sucrose by photosynthetic carbon
fixation in the guard cell chloroplast

4. The uptake of apoplastic sucrose generated by meso-
phyll photosynthesis

Depending on environmental conditions, one or several
pathways may be activated. For instance, red light–stim-
ulated stomatal opening in detached epidermis depends
solely on sucrose generated by guard cell photosynthesis,
with no detectable K+ uptake. The other osmoregulatory
pathways can be selectively activated under different
experimental conditions (see Web Topic 18.1). Current
studies are beginning to unravel the mysteries of guard cell
osmoregulation in the intact leaf (Dietrich et al. 2001).

BLUE-LIGHT PHOTORECEPTORS
Experiments carried out by Charles Darwin and his son
Francis in the nineteenth century determined that the site
of photoreception in blue light–stimulated phototropism is
in the coleoptile tip. Early hypotheses about blue-light pho-
toreceptors focused on carotenoids and flavins (for a his-
torical account of early research on blue-light photorecep-
tors, see Web Topic 18.2). Despite active research efforts,
no significant advances toward the identification of blue-
light photoreceptors were made until the early 1990s. In the
case of phototropism and the inhibition of stem elongation,
progress resulted from the identification of mutants for key
blue-light responses, and the subsequent isolation of the
relevant gene.

Cloning of the gene led to the identification and char-
acterization of the protein encoded by the gene. In the case
of stomatal guard cells, the carotenoid zeaxanthin has been
postulated to be the chromophore of a blue-light photore-
ceptor, whereas the identity of the apoprotein remains to
be established. For a detailed discussion of the basic dif-
ferences between carotenoid and flavin photoreceptors, see
Web Topic 18.3. In the following section we will describe
the three photoreceptors associated with blue-light
responses: cryptochromes, phototropins, and zeaxanthin.

Cryptochromes Are Involved in the Inhibition of
Stem Elongation
The hy4 mutant of Arabidopsis lacks the blue light–stimulated
inhibition of hypocotyl elongation described earlier in the
chapter. As a result of this genetic defect, hy4 plants show an
elongated hypocotyl when irradiated with blue light. Isola-
tion of the HY4 gene showed that it encodes a 75 kDa protein
with significant sequence homology to microbial DNA pho-
tolyase, a blue light–activated enzyme that repairs pyrimi-
dine dimers in DNA formed as a result of exposure to ultra-
violet radiation (Ahmad and Cashmore 1993). In view of this
sequence similarity, the hy4 protein, later renamed cryp-
tochrome 1 (cry1), was proposed to be a blue-light photore-
ceptor mediating the inhibition of stem elongation.

Photolyases are pigment proteins that contain a flavin
adenine dinucleotide (FAD; see Figure 11.2B) and a pterin.
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FIGURE 18.15 Three distinct osmoregulatory pathways in
guard cells. The dark arrows identify the major metabolic
steps of each pathway that lead to the accumulation of
osmotically active solutes in the guard cells. (A) Potassium
and its counterions. Potassium and chloride are taken up in
secondary transport processes driven by a proton gradient;
malate is formed from the hydrolysis of starch. (B)
Accumulation of sucrose from starch hydrolysis. (C)
Accumulation of sucrose from photosynthetic carbon fixa-
tion. The possible uptake of apoplastic sucrose is also indi-
cated. (From Talbott and Zeiger 1998.)
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Pterins are light-absorbing, pteridine derivatives that often
function as pigments in insects, fishes, and birds (see Chap-
ter 12 for pterin structure). When expressed in Escherichia coli,
the cry1 protein binds FAD and a pterin, but it lacks
detectable photolyase activity. No information is available
on the chromophore(s) bound to cry1 in vivo, or on the
nature of the photochemical reactions involving cry1, that
would start the postulated sensory transduction cascade
mediating the several blue-light responses mediated by cry1.

The most important evidence for a role of cry1 in blue
light–mediated inhibition of stem elongation comes from
overexpression studies. Overexpression of the CRY1 pro-
tein in transgenic tobacco or Arabidopsis plants results in a
stronger blue light–stimulated inhibition of hypocotyl
elongation than in the wild type, as well as increased 
production of anthocyanin, another blue-light response
(Figure 18.17). Thus, overexpression of CRY1 caused an
enhanced sensitivity to blue light in transgenic plants.
Other blue-light responses, such as phototropism and blue
light–dependent stomatal movements, appear to be nor-
mal in the cry1 mutant phenotype.

A second gene product homologous to CRY1, named
CRY2, has been isolated from Arabidopsis (Lin 2000). Both
CRY1 and CRY2 appear ubiquitous throughout the plant
kingdom. A major difference between them is that CRY2 is
rapidly degraded in the light, whereas CRY1 is stable in
light-grown seedlings.

Transgenic plants overexpressing the gene that encodes
CRY2 show a small enhancement of the inhibition of
hypocotyl elongation, indicating that unlike CRY1, CRY2
does not play a primary role in inhibiting stem elongation.
On the other hand, the transgenic plants overexpressing the
gene that encodes CRY2 show a large increase in blue
light–stimulated cotyledon expansion, yet another blue-light

response. In addition, CRY1 has been shown to be involved
in the setting of the circadian clock in Arabidopsis (see Chap-
ter 17), and both CRY1 and CRY2 have been shown to play
a role in the induction of flowering (see Chapter 24). Cryp-
tochrome homologs have been found to regulate the circa-
dian clock in Drosophila, mouse, and humans.

Phototropins Are Involved in Phototropism and
Chloroplast Movements
Some recently isolated Arabidopsis mutants impaired in
blue light–dependent phototropism of the hypocotyl have
provided valuable information about cellular events pre-
ceding bending. One of these mutants, the nph1 (nonpho-
totropic hypocotyl) mutant has been found to be genetically
independent of the hy4 (cry1) mutant discussed earlier: The
nph1 mutant lacks a phototropic response in the hypocotyl
but has normal blue light–stimulated inhibition of
hypocotyl elongation, while hy4 has the converse pheno-
type. Recently the nph1 gene was renamed phot1, and the
protein it encodes was named phototropin (Briggs and
Christie 2002).

The C-terminal half of phototropin is a serine/threonine
kinase. The N-terminal half contains two repeated
domains, of about 100 amino acids each, that have
sequence similarities to other proteins involved in signal-
ing in bacteria and mammals. Proteins with sequence sim-
ilarity to the N terminus of phototropin bind flavin cofac-
tors. These proteins are oxygen sensors in Escherichia coli
and Azotobacter, and voltage sensors in potassium channels
of Drosophila and vertebrates.

When expressed in insect cells, the N-terminal half of
phototropin binds flavin mononucleotide (FMN) (see Fig-
ure 11.2B and Web Essay 18.2) and shows a blue
light–dependent autophosphorylation reaction. This reac-
tion resembles the blue light–dependent phosphorylation
of a 120 kDa membrane protein found in growing regions
of etiolated seedlings.

The Arabidopsis genome contains a second gene, phot2,
which is related to phot1. The phot1 mutant lacks hypocotyl
phototropism in response to low-intensity blue light (0.01–1
µmol mol–2 s–1) but retains a phototropic response at higher
intensities (1–10 µmol m–2 s–1). The phot2 mutant has a nor-
mal phototropic response, but the phot1/phot2 double
mutant is severely impaired at both low and high intensi-
ties. These data indicate that both phot1 and phot2 are
involved in the phototropic response, with phot2 function-
ing at high light fluence rates.

Blue light–activated chloroplast movement. Leaves
show an adaptive feature that can alter the intracellular dis-
tribution of their chloroplasts in order to control light
absorption and prevent photodamage (see Figure 9.5). The
action spectrum for chloroplast movement shows the
“three finger” fine structure typical of blue-light responses.
When incident radiation is weak, chloroplasts gather at the
upper and lower surfaces of the mesophyll cells (the “accu-
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in stimulating anthocyanin biosynthesis and inhibiting
stem elongation. (After Ahmad et al. 1998.) 



mulation” response; see Figure 9.5B), thus maximizing
light absorption.

Under strong light, the chloroplasts move to the cell sur-
faces that are parallel to the incident light (the “avoidance”
response; see Figure 9.5C), thus minimizing light absorp-
tion. Recent studies have shown that mesophyll cells of the
phot1 mutant have a normal avoidance response and a rudi-
mentary accumulation response. Cells from the phot2
mutant show a normal accumulation response but lack the
avoidance response. Cells from the phot1/phot2 double
mutant lack both the avoidance and accumulation
responses (Sakai et al. 2001). These results indicate that phot2
plays a key role in the avoidance response, and that both
phot1 and phot2 contribute to the accumulation response.

The Carotenoid Zeaxanthin Mediates Blue-Light
Photoreception in Guard Cells
The carotenoid zeaxanthin has been implicated as a pho-
toreceptor in blue light–stimulated stomatal opening. Recall
from Chapters 7 and 9 that zeaxanthin is one of the three
components of the xanthophyll cycle of chloroplasts, which
protects photosynthetic pigments from excess excitation
energy. In guard cells, however, the changes in zeaxanthin
content as a function of incident radiation are distinctly dif-
ferent from the changes in mesophyll cells (Figure 18.18).

In sun plants such as Vicia faba, zeaxanthin accumula-
tion in the mesophyll begins at about 200 µmol m–2 s–1, and
there is no detectable zeaxanthin in the early morning or
late afternoon. In contrast, the zeaxanthin content in guard
cells closely follows incident solar radiation at the leaf sur-
face throughout the day, and it is nearly linearly propor-
tional to incident photon fluxes in the early morning and
late afternoon. Several key characteristics of the guard cell
chloroplast strongly indicate that the primary function of
the guard cell chloroplast is sensory transduction and not
carbon fixation (Zeiger et al. 2002).

Compelling evidence indicates that zeaxanthin is a blue-
light photoreceptor in guard cells:

• The absorption spectrum of zeaxanthin (Figure 18.19)
closely matches the action spectrum for blue
light–stimulated stomatal opening (see Figure 18.11).

• In daily courses of stomatal opening in intact leaves
grown in a greenhouse, incident radiation, zeaxan-
thin content of guard cells, and stomatal apertures
are closely related (see Figure 18.18).

• The blue-light sensitivity of guard cells increases as a
function of their zeaxanthin concentration.
Experimentally, zeaxanthin concentration in guard
cells can be varied with increasing fluence rates of
red light. When guard cells from epidermal peels
illuminated with increasing fluence rates of red light
are exposed to blue light, the resulting blue
light–stimulated stomatal opening is linearly related
to the fluence rate of background red-light irradiation
(see the wild-type treatment in Figure 18.20) and to
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zeaxanthin content (Srivastava and Zeiger 1995b).
The same relationship among background red light,
zeaxanthin content, and blue-light sensitivity has
been found in blue light–stimulated phototropism of
corn coleoptiles (see Web Topic 18.4).

• Blue light–stimulated stomatal opening is completely
inhibited by 3 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), and the inhi-
bition is concentration dependent. Zeaxanthin forma-
tion is blocked by DTT, a reducing agent that reduces
S—S bonds to –SH groups and effectively inhibits the

enzyme that converts violaxanthin into zeaxanthin.
The specificity of the inhibition of blue light–stimu-
lated stomatal opening by DTT, and its concentration
dependence, indicate that guard cell zeaxanthin is
required for the stomatal response to blue light.

• In the facultative CAM species Mesembryanthemum
crystallinum (see Chapters 8 and 25), salt accumulation
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shifts its carbon metabolism from C3 to CAM mode. In
the C3 mode, stomata accumulate zeaxanthin and
show a blue-light response. CAM induction inhibits
the ability of guard cells to accumulate zeaxanthin,
and to respond to blue light (Tallman et al. 1997).

The blue-light response of the Arabidopsis mutant
npq1. The Arabidopsis mutant npq1 (nonphotochemical
quenching), has a genetic lesion in the enzyme that con-
verts violaxanthin into zeaxanthin (see Figure 18.21)
(Niyogi et al. 1998). Because of this mutation, neither mes-
ophyll nor guard cell chloroplasts of npq1 accumulate zeax-
anthin (Frechilla et al. 1999). Availability of this mutant
made it possible to test the zeaxanthin hypothesis with
guard cells in which zeaxanthin accumulation is genetically
blocked.

Because photosynthesis in the guard cell chloroplast is
stimulated by blue light (see Figure 18.10), an adequate test
for the blue-light response of the zeaxanthin-less npq1
mutant requires an experimental design ensuring that any
observed response to blue light is blue light specific and
not mediated by photosynthesis. As discussed earlier in the
chapter, action spectra provide a stringent test of specificity,
but determination of action spectra is time-consuming and
labor-intensive.

Another option is to test the enhancement of blue-light
sensitivity by background red light, a specific characteris-
tic of blue light–stimulated stomatal movements (Assmann
1988), discussed earlier. In experiments testing the enhance-
ment of the blue-light response in npq1 by background red
light, the zeaxanthin-less stomata showed baseline aper-
tures in response to blue or red light, driven by guard cell
photosynthesis, and failed to show any increases in the
blue-light response.

The close relationship between incident solar radiation
and zeaxanthin content in guard cells, and the role of zeax-
anthin in blue-light photoreception suggest that the blue-
light component of the stomatal response to light functions
as a light sensor that couples stomatal apertures to incident
photon fluxes at the leaf surface. The photosynthetic
component, on the other hand, could function in the
coupling of the stomatal responses with photosyn-
thetic rates in the mesophyll (see Chapter 9).

The phot1/phot2 mutant lacks blue light–stimu-
lated opening. Stomata from the phot1/phot2 double
mutant fail to exhibit a specific blue-light response,
whereas in the single phot1 or phot2 mutant the blue-
light response is only slightly affected (Kinoshita et al.
2001). These findings implicate phototropin in the
blue-light response of stomata (Figure 18.21). It will be
of great interest to determine whether phototropin is
a second blue-light photoreceptor in guard cells or
plays a regulatory role in later steps of the sensory
transduction cascade.

SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION
Sensory transduction cascades for the blue-light responses
encompass the sequence of events linking the initial
absorption of blue light by a chromophore and the final
expression of a blue-light response, such as stomatal open-
ing or phototropism. In this section we will discuss avail-
able information on signal transduction cascades for cryp-
tochromes, phototropin, and zeaxanthin.

Cryptochromes Accumulate in the Nucleus
The sequence similarity of cry1 and cry2 to photolyase sug-
gests that like photolyase, cryptochromes initiate their sen-
sory transduction cascade by the reduction of a flavin chro-
mophore by light, and a subsequent electron transfer
reaction to an electron acceptor (see Figure 11.2). However,
there is no experimental evidence for an involvement of
cry1 or cry2 in redox reactions.

Recent studies have shown that cry2, and to a lesser
extent cry1, accumulates in the nucleus. This suggests that
both proteins might be involved in the regulation of gene
expression. But some of the cryptochrome action in
response to blue light seems to occur in the cytoplasm
because one of the earliest detected defects in cry1 mutant
seedlings is impaired activation of anion channels at the
plasma membrane. In addition, cry1 and cry2 have been
shown to interact with phytochrome A in vivo, and to be
phosphorylated by phytochrome A in vitro (see Chapter 17
and Web Essay 18.3).

Phototropin Binds FMN
As discussed earlier, the products of the phot1 and phot2
genes expressed in vitro bind FMN and undergo pho-
tophosphorylation in response to blue light. Recent spectro-
scopic studies have shown that the blue light–induced spec-
tral changes of phototropin-bound FMN resemble those
typical of the binding of FMN to a cysteine residue of pho-
totropin (Figure 18.22; see also Web Essay 18.2) (Swartz et
al. 2001). This reaction is reversed by a dark treatment. 
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These results suggest that blue irradiation of the protein-
bound FMN in intact cells causes a conformational change
of phototropin that triggers autophosphorylation and starts
the sensory transduction cascade. The cellular events that
follow the autophosphorylation remain unknown.

High-resolution analysis of the changes in growth rate
mediating the inhibition of hypocotyl elongation by blue
light has provided valuable information about the interac-
tions among phototropin, cry1, cry2, and the phytochrome
phyA (Parks et al. 2001). After a lag of 30 s, blue
light–treated, wild-type Arabidopsis seedlings show a rapid
decrease in elongation rates during the first 30 minutes,
and then they grow very slowly for several days (Figure
18.23).

Analysis of the same response in phot1, cry1, cry2, and
phyA mutants has shown that suppression of stem elonga-
tion by blue light during seedling de-etiolation is initiated
by phot1, with cry1, and to a limited extent cry2, modulat-
ing the response after 30 minutes. The slow growth rate of
stems in blue light–treated seedlings is primarily a result
of the persistent action of cry1, and this is the reason that
cry1 mutants of Arabidopsis show a long hypocotyl, com-
pared to the short hypocotyl of the wild type. There is also
a role for phytochrome A in at least the early stages of blue
light–regulated growth because growth inhibition does not
progress normally in phyA mutants.

Zeaxanthin Isomerization Might Start a Cascade
Mediating Blue Light–Stimulated Stomatal
Opening
Several key steps in the sensory transduction cascade for
blue light–stimulated stomatal opening have been charac-
terized (see Figure 18.21). The C terminus of the H+-ATPase
(see Figure 6.15) has an autoinhibitory domain that regu-
lates the activity of the enzyme. If this autoinhibitory
domain is experimentally removed by a protease, the H+-
ATPase becomes irreversibly activated. The autoinhibitory
domain of the C terminus is thought to lower the activity
of the enzyme by blocking its catalytic site. Conversely, fus-
iccocin appears to activate the enzyme by moving the
autoinhibitory domain away from the catalytic site.

Upon blue-light irradiation, the H+-ATPase shows a
lower Km for ATP and a higher Vmax (see Chapter 6), indi-
cating that blue light activates the H+-ATPase. Activation
of the enzyme involves the phosphorylation of serine and
threonine residues of the C-terminal domain of the H+-
ATPase (Kinoshita and Shimazaki 1999). Blue light–stimu-
lated proton pumping and stomatal opening are prevented
by inhibitors of protein kinases, which might block phos-
phorylation of the H+-ATPase. As with fusiccocin, phos-
phorylation of the C-terminal domain appears also to dis-
place the autoinhibitory domain of the C-terminal from the
catalytic site of the enzyme.

A 14-3-3 protein has been found to bind to the phos-
phorylated C terminus of the guard cell H+-ATPase, but
not the nonphosphorylated one. The family of 14-3-3 pro-
teins was originally discovered in brain tissue, and its
members were found to be ubiquitous regulatory proteins
in eukaryotic organisms. In plants, 14-3-3 proteins regulate
transcription by binding to activators in the nucleus, and
they regulate metabolic enzymes such as nitrate reductase.

Only one of the four 14-3-3 isoforms found in guard
cells binds to the H+-ATPase, so the binding appears to be
specific (Emi et al. 2001). The same 14-3-3 isoform binds to
the guard cell H+-ATPase in response to both fusiccocin
and blue-light treatments. The 14-3-3 protein seems to dis-
sociate from the H+-ATPase upon dephosphorylation of the
C-terminal domain.

Proton-pumping rates of guard cells increase with flu-
ence rates of blue light (see Figure 18.13), and the electro-
chemical gradient generated by the proton pump drives
ion uptake into the guard cells, increasing turgor and tur-
gor-mediated stomatal apertures. Taken together, these
steps define the major sensory transducing steps linking
the activation of a serine/threonine protein kinase by blue
light and blue light–stimulated stomatal opening (see Fig-
ure 18.21).

The zeaxanthin hypothesis postulates that excitation of
zeaxanthin in the antenna bed of the guard cell chloroplast
by blue light starts the sensory transduction cascade that
activates the serine/threonine kinase in the cytosol. Iso-
merization is the predominant photochemical reaction of
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carotenoids, so blue light would isomerize zeaxanthin and
the conformational change would start the transducing cas-
cade.

The reversal of blue light–stimulated opening by green
light. A reversal of blue light–stimulated stomatal open-
ing by green light has been recently discovered. Stomata in
epidermal strips open in response to a 30 s blue-light pulse
(Figure 18.24), but the opening is not observed if the blue-
light pulse is followed by a green-light pulse. The opening
is restored if the green pulse is followed by a second 
blue-light pulse, in a response analogous to the red/far-red
reversibility of phytochrome responses. (Frechilla et al.
2000.)

The blue/green reversibility response has been reported
in stomata of several species, and in blue light–stimulated,
coleoptile phototropism (see Web Essay 18.4). The role of
the blue/green reversal of stomatal movements under nat-
ural conditions remains to be established, but it could be
related to the sensing of environmental conditions such as
sun and shade.

The action spectrum for the green reversal of blue
light–stimulated opening shows a maximum at 540 nm,
and two minor peaks at 490 and 580 nm. Such an action
spectrum rules out the involvement of phytochrome or
chlorophylls in the response. Rather, the action spectrum is
remarkably similar to the action spectrum for blue

light–stimulated stomatal opening (see Figure 18.11), but
red-shifted (displaced toward the longer, red wave band of
the spectrum) by about 90 nm.

Such spectral red shifts have been observed upon the
isomerization of carotenoids in a protein environment (see
Web Essay 18.4). In reconstituted vesicles containing
chlorophyll a/b–binding protein and the xanthophylls zeax-
anthin, violaxanthin, and neoxanthin, blue/green
reversible absorption spectrum changes have been associ-
ated with zeaxanthin isomerization.

The blue/green reversal of stomatal movements and the
absorption spectrum changes elicited by blue and green
light suggest that a physiologically inactive, trans isomer of
zeaxanthin is converted to a cis isomer by blue light, and
that the isomerization starts the sensory transduction cas-
cade. Available data suggest that green light converts the
cis isomer into the physiologically inactive trans form, and
therefore reverses the blue light–stimulated opening signal.
Results from a previous study further indicate that after a
blue pulse, the cis form slowly reverts to the trans form in
the dark (Iino et al. 1985).

The Xanthophyll Cycle Confers Plasticity to the
Stomatal Responses to Light

Zeaxanthin concentration in guard cells varies with the
activity of the xanthophyll cycle. The enzyme that con-
verts violaxanthin to zeaxanthin is an integral thylakoid
protein showing a pH optimum at pH 5.2 (Yamamoto
1979). Acidification of lumen pH stimulates zeaxanthin
formation, and lumen alkalinization favors violaxanthin
formation.

Lumen pH depends on levels of incident photosynthetic
active radiation (most effective at blue and red wave-
lengths; see Chapter 7), and on the rate of ATP synthesis,
that dissipates the pH gradient across the thylakoid. Thus,
photosynthetic activity in the guard cell chloroplast, lumen
pH, zeaxanthin content, blue-light sensitivity, and stomatal
apertures are tightly coupled.

Some unique properties of the guard cell chloroplast
appear optimally geared for its sensory transducing func-
tion. Compared with their mesophyll counterparts, guard
cell chloroplasts are enriched in photosystem II, and they
have unusually high rates of photosynthetic electron trans-
port and low rates of photosynthetic carbon fixation
(Zeiger et al. 2002). These properties favor lumen acidifi-
cation at low photon fluxes, and they explain zeaxanthin
formation in the guard cell chloroplast early in the day (see
Figure 18.18).

The regulation of zeaxanthin content by lumen pH, and
the tight coupling between lumen pH and Calvin cycle
activity in the guard cell chloroplast (see Figure 18.21) fur-
ther suggest that zeaxanthin can also operate as a CO2 sen-
sor in guard cells (see Web Essay 18.5).

The remarkable progress achieved by the recent discov-
eries in the molecular biology of blue-light responses has
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dramatically increased our understanding of the subject.
The identification of cryptochromes, phototropin, and
zeaxanthin as putative blue-light photoreceptors in plant
cells has stimulated great interest in this aspect of plant
photobiology. Current and future work is addressing
important open questions, such as the detailed sequence of
the sensory transduction cascades and the precise local-
ization and composition of the pigment proteins involved.
Ongoing research on the subject virtually ensures rapid fur-
ther progress.

SUMMARY
Plants utilize light as a source of energy and as a signal that
provides information about their environment. A large
family of blue-light responses is used to sense light quan-
tity and direction. These blue-light signals are transduced
into electrical, metabolic, and genetic processes that allow
plants to alter growth, development, and function in order
to acclimate to changing environmental conditions. Blue-
light responses include phototropism, stomatal move-
ments, inhibition of stem elongation, gene activation, pig-
ment biosynthesis, tracking of the sun by leaves, and
chloroplast movements within cells.

Specific blue-light responses can be distinguished from
other responses that have some sensitivity to blue light by
a characteristic “three-finger” action spectrum in the 400 to
500 nm region.

The physiology of blue-light responses varies broadly.
In phototropism, stems grow toward unilateral light
sources by asymmetric growth on their shaded side. In the
inhibition of stem elongation, perception of blue light
depolarizes the membrane potential of elongating cells,
and the rate of elongation rapidly decreases. In gene acti-
vation, blue light stimulates transcription and translation,
leading to the accumulation of gene products that are
required for the morphogenetic response to light.

Blue light–stimulated stomatal movements are driven
by blue light–dependent changes in the osmoregulation of
guard cells. Blue light stimulates an H+-ATPase at the
guard cell plasma membrane, and the resulting pumping
of protons across the membrane generates an electro-
chemical-potential gradient that provides a driving force
for ion uptake. Blue light also stimulates starch degrada-
tion and malate biosynthesis. Solute accumulation within
the guard cells leads to stomatal opening. Guard cells also
utilize sucrose as a major osmotically active solute, and
light quality can change the activity of different osmoreg-
ulatory pathways that modulate stomatal movements.

Cry1 and cry2 are two Arabidopsis genes involved in blue
light–dependent inhibition of stem elongation, cotyledon
expansion, anthocyanin synthesis, the control of flowering,
and the setting of circadian rhythms. It has been proposed
that CRY1 and CRY2 are apoproteins of flavin-containing
pigment proteins that mediate blue-light photoreception.

The cry1 and cry2 gene products have sequence simi-
larity to photolyase but no photolyase activity. The cry1
protein, and to a lesser extent cry2, accumulates in the
nucleus and might be involved in gene expression. The
cry1 protein also regulates anion channel activity at the
plasma membrane.

The protein phototropin has a major role in the regulation
of phototropism. The C-terminal half of phototropin is a ser-
ine/threonine kinase, and the N-terminal half has two flavin-
binding domains. In vitro, phototropin binds the flavin FMN
and autophosphorylates in response to blue light. Mutants
called phot1 and phot2 are defective in phototropism and in
chloroplast movements. The phot1/phot2 double mutant lacks
blue light–stimulated stomatal opening.

The chloroplastic carotenoid zeaxanthin has been impli-
cated in blue-light photoreception in guard cells. Blue
light–stimulated stomatal opening is blocked if zeaxanthin
accumulation in guard cells is prevented by genetic or bio-
chemical means. Manipulation of zeaxanthin content in
guard cells makes it possible to regulate their response to
blue light. The signal transduction cascade for the blue-
light response of guard cells comprises blue-light percep-
tion in the guard cell chloroplast, transduction of the blue-
light signal across the chloroplast envelope, activation of
the H+-ATPase, turgor buildup, and stomatal opening.
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18.3 The Sensory Transduction of the Inhibition of
Stem Elongation by Blue Light

The regulation of stem elongation rates by blue
light has critical importance for plant develop-
ment.

18.4 The Blue/Green Reversibility of the 
Blue-Light Response of Stomata

The blue/green reversal of stomatal move-
ments is a remarkable photobiological re-
sponse.

18.5 Zeaxanthin and CO2 Sensing in Guard Cells

The functional relationship between Calvin
cycle activity and zeaxanthin content of guard
cells couples blue light and CO2 sensing during
stomatal movements.
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Chapter

THE FORM AND FUNCTION of multicellular organism would not be
possible without efficient communication among cells, tissues, and
organs. In higher plants, regulation and coordination of metabolism,
growth, and morphogenesis often depend on chemical signals from one
part of the plant to another. This idea originated in the nineteenth cen-
tury with the German botanist Julius von Sachs (1832–1897).

Sachs proposed that chemical messengers are responsible for the for-
mation and growth of different plant organs. He also suggested that
external factors such as gravity could affect the distribution of these sub-
stances within a plant. Although Sachs did not know the identity of
these chemical messengers, his ideas led to their eventual discovery.

Many of our current concepts about intercellular communication in
plants have been derived from similar studies in animals. In animals the
chemical messengers that mediate intercellular communication are
called hormones. Hormones interact with specific cellular proteins called
receptors.

Most animal hormones are synthesized and secreted in one part of
the body and are transferred to specific target sites in another part of the
body via the bloodstream. Animal hormones fall into four general cate-
gories: proteins, small peptides, amino acid derivatives, and steroids.

Plants also produce signaling molecules, called hormones, that have
profound effects on development at vanishingly low concentrations.
Until quite recently, plant development was thought to be regulated by
only five types of hormones: auxins, gibberellins, cytokinins, ethylene,
and abscisic acid. However, there is now compelling evidence for the
existence of plant steroid hormones, the brassinosteroids, that have a
wide range of morphological effects on plant development. (Brassino-
steroids as plant hormones are discussed in Web Essay 19.1.)

A variety of other signaling molecules that play roles in resistance to
pathogens and defense against herbivores have also been identified,
including jasmonic acid, salicylic acid, and the polypeptide systemin (see
Chapter 13). Thus the number and types of hormones and hormonelike
signaling agents in plants keep expanding.



The first plant hormone we will consider is auxin. Auxin
deserves pride of place in any discussion of plant hor-
mones because it was the first growth hormone to be dis-
covered in plants, and much of the early physiological
work on the mechanism of plant cell expansion was carried
out in relation to auxin action.

Moreover, both auxin and cytokinin differ from the
other plant hormones and signaling agents in one impor-
tant respect: They are required for viability. Thus far, no
mutants lacking either auxin or cytokinin have been found,
suggesting that mutations that eliminate them are lethal.
Whereas the other plant hormones seem to act as on/off
switches that regulate specific developmental processes,
auxin and cytokinin appear to be required at some level
more or less continuously.

We begin our discussion of auxins with a brief history
of their discovery, followed by a description of their chem-
ical structures and the methods used to detect auxins in
plant tissues. A look at the pathways of auxin biosynthesis
and the polar nature of auxin transport follows. We will
then review the various developmental processes con-
trolled by auxin, such as stem elongation, apical domi-
nance, root initiation, fruit development, and oriented, or
tropic, growth. Finally, we will examine what is currently
known about the mechanism of auxin-induced growth at
the cellular and molecular levels.

THE EMERGENCE OF THE AUXIN
CONCEPT
During the latter part of the nineteenth century, Charles
Darwin and his son Francis studied plant growth phe-
nomena involving tropisms. One of their interests was the
bending of plants toward light. This phenomenon, which
is caused by differential growth, is called phototropism. In
some experiments the Darwins used seedlings of canary
grass (Phalaris canariensis), in which, as in many other
grasses, the youngest leaves are sheathed in a protective
organ called the coleoptile (Figure 19.1).

Coleoptiles are very sensitive to light, especially to blue
light (see Chapter 18). If illuminated on one side with a
short pulse of dim blue light, they will bend (grow) toward
the source of the light pulse within an hour. The Darwins
found that the tip of the coleoptile perceived the light, for
if they covered the tip with foil, the coleoptile would not
bend. But the region of the coleoptile that is responsible for
the bending toward the light, called the growth zone, is
several millimeters below the tip. 

Thus they concluded that some sort of signal is pro-
duced in the tip, travels to the growth zone, and causes the
shaded side to grow faster than the illuminated side. The
results of their experiments were published in 1881 in a
remarkable book entitled The Power of Movement in Plants.

There followed a long period of experimentation by
many investigators on the nature of the growth stimulus in

coleoptiles. This research culminated in the demonstration
in 1926 by Frits Went of the presence of a growth-promot-
ing chemical in the tip of oat (Avena sativa) coleoptiles. It
was known that if the tip of a coleoptile was removed,
coleoptile growth ceased. Previous workers had attempted
to isolate and identify the growth-promoting chemical by
grinding up coleoptile tips and testing the activity of the
extracts. This approach failed because grinding up the tis-
sue released into the extract inhibitory substances that nor-
mally were compartmentalized in the cell.

Went’s major breakthrough was to avoid grinding by
allowing the material to diffuse out of excised coleoptile
tips directly into gelatin blocks. If placed asymmetrically
on top of a decapitated coleoptile, these blocks could be
tested for their ability to cause bending in the absence of
a unilateral light source (see Figure 19.1). Because the sub-
stance promoted the elongation of the coleoptile sections
(Figure 19.2), it was eventually named auxin from the
Greek auxein, meaning “to increase” or “to grow.”

BIOSYNTHESIS AND METABOLISM 
OF AUXIN
Went’s studies with agar blocks demonstrated unequivo-
cally that the growth-promoting “influence” diffusing from
the coleoptile tip was a chemical substance. The fact that it
was produced at one location and transported in minute
amounts to its site of action qualified it as an authentic
plant hormone.

In the years that followed, the chemical identity of the
“growth substance” was determined, and because of its
potential agricultural uses, many related chemical analogs
were tested. This testing led to generalizations about the
chemical requirements for auxin activity. In parallel with
these studies, the agar block diffusion technique was being
applied to the problem of auxin transport. Technological
advances, especially the use of isotopes as tracers, enabled
plant biochemists to unravel the pathways of auxin biosyn-
thesis and breakdown.

Our discussion begins with the chemical nature of auxin
and continues with a description of its biosynthesis, trans-
port, and metabolism. Increasingly powerful analytical
methods and the application of molecular biological
approaches have recently allowed scientists to identify
auxin precursors and to study auxin turnover and distri-
bution within the plant.

The Principal Auxin in Higher Plants Is 
Indole-3-Acetic Acid
In the mid-1930s it was determined that auxin is indole-3-
acetic acid (IAA). Several other auxins in higher plants
were discovered later (Figure 19.3), but IAA is by far the
most abundant and physiologically relevant. Because the
structure of IAA is relatively simple, academic and indus-
trial laboratories were quickly able to synthesize a wide
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FIGURE 19.1 Summary of early experiments in auxin research.
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array of molecules with auxin activity. Some of these are
used as herbicides in horticulture and agriculture (Figure
19.4) (for additional synthetic auxins, see Web Topic 19.1).

An early definition of auxins included all natural and
synthetic chemical substances that stimulate elongation in
coleoptiles and stem sections. However, auxins affect many
developmental processes besides cell elongation. Thus aux-
ins can be defined as compounds with biological activities
similar to those of IAA, including the ability to promote cell
elongation in coleoptile and stem sections, cell division in
callus cultures in the presence of cytokinins, formation of
adventitious roots on detached leaves and stems, and other
developmental phenomena associated with IAA action.

Although they are chemically diverse, a common feature
of all active auxins is a molecular distance of about 0.5 nm
between a fractional positive charge on the aromatic ring and
a negatively charged carboxyl group (see Web Topic 19.2).

Auxins in Biological Samples Can Be Quantified
Depending on the information that a researcher needs, the
amounts and/or identity of auxins in biological samples
can be determined by bioassay, mass spectrometry, or
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay, which is abbreviated
as ELISA (see Web Topic 19.3).

A bioassay is a measurement of the effect of a known or
suspected biologically active substance on living material. In
his pioneering work more than 60 years ago, Went used
Avena sativa (oat) coleoptiles in a technique called the Avena
coleoptile curvature test (see Figure 19.1). The coleoptile
curved because the increase in auxin on one side stimulated
cell elongation, and the decrease in auxin on the other side
(due to the absence of the coleoptile tip) caused a decrease in
the growth rate—a phenomenon called differential growth.

Went found that he could estimate the amount of auxin
in a sample by measuring the resulting coleoptile curva-

(A) (B)

FIGURE 19.2 Auxin stimulates the elongation of oat coleoptile sections. These
coleoptile sections were incubated for 18 hours in either water (A) or auxin (B). The
yellow tissue inside the translucent coleoptile is the primary leaves. (Photos © 
M. B. Wilkins.)
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ture. Auxin bioassays are still used today to detect the pres-
ence of auxin activity in a sample. The Avena coleoptile cur-
vature assay is a sensitive measure of auxin activity (it is
effective for IAA concentrations of about 0.02 to 0.2 mg
L–1). Another bioassay measures auxin-induced changes in
the straight growth of Avena coleoptiles floating in solution
(see Figure 19.2). Both of these bioassays can establish the
presence of an auxin in a sample, but they cannot be used
for precise quantification or identification of the specific
compound.

Mass spectrometry is the method of choice when infor-
mation about both the chemical structure and the amount
of IAA is needed. This method is used in conjunction with
separation protocols involving gas chromatography. It
allows the precise quantification and identification of aux-
ins, and can detect as little as 10–12 g (1 picogram, or pg) of
IAA, which is well within the range of auxin found in a sin-
gle pea stem section or a corn kernel. These sophisticated
techniques have enabled researchers to accurately analyze
auxin precursors, auxin turnover, and auxin distribution
within the plant.

IAA Is Synthesized in Meristems, Young Leaves,
and Developing Fruits and Seeds
IAA biosynthesis is associated with rapidly dividing and
rapidly growing tissues, especially in shoots. Although vir-
tually all plant tissues appear to be capable of producing
low levels of IAA, shoot apical meristems, young leaves,
and developing fruits and seeds are the primary sites of
IAA synthesis (Ljung et al. in press).

In very young leaf primordia of Arabidopsis, auxin is
synthesized at the tip. During leaf development there is a
gradual shift in the site of auxin production basipetally
along the margins, and later, in the central region of the
lamina. The basipetal shift in auxin production correlates
closely with, and is probably causally related to, the
basipetal maturation sequence of leaf development and
vascular differentiation (Aloni 2001).

By fusing the GUS (β-glucuronidase) reporter gene to
a promoter containing an auxin response element, and

transforming Arabidopsis leaves with this construct in a Ti
plasmid using Agrobacterium, it is possible to visualize the
distribution of free auxin in young, developing leaves.
Wherever free auxin is produced, GUS expression occurs—
and can be detected histochemically. By use of this tech-
nique, it has recently been demonstrated that auxin is
produced by a cluster of cells located at sites where hyda-
thodes will develop (Figure 19.5).

Hydathodes are glandlike modifications of the ground
and vascular tissues, typically at the margins of leaves, that
allow the release of liquid water (guttation fluid) through
pores in the epidermis in the presence of root pressure (see
Chapter 4). As shown in Figure 19.5, during early stages of
hydathode differentiation a center of high auxin synthesis
is evident as a concentrated dark blue GUS stain (arrow) in
the lobes of serrated leaves of Arabidopsis (Aloni et al. 2002).
A diffuse trail of GUS activity leads down to differentiat-
ing vessel elements in a developing vascular strand. This
remarkable micrograph captures the process of auxin-reg-
ulated vascular differentiation in the very act!

We will return to the topic of the control of vascular dif-
ferentiation later in the chapter.

Cl
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Cl
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Cl

CH2 COOH

2-Methoxy-3,
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(dicamba)

2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic
acid (2,4-D)

FIGURE 19.4 Structures of two synthetic auxins. Most syn-
thetic auxins are used as herbicides in horticulture and
agriculture.

FIGURE 19.5 Detection of sites of auxin synthesis and trans-
port in a young leaf primordium of DR5 Arabidopsis by
means of a GUS reporter gene with an auxin-sensitive pro-
moter. During the early stages of hydathode differentiation,
a center of auxin synthesis is evident as a concentrated dark
blue GUS stain (arrow) in the lobes of the serrated leaf mar-
gin. A gradient of diluted GUS activity extends from the
margin toward a differentiating vascular strand (arrow-
head), which functions as a sink for the auxin flow originat-
ing in the lobe. (Courtesy of R. Aloni and C. I. Ullrich.)
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Multiple Pathways Exist for the Biosynthesis of
IAA
IAA is structurally related to the amino acid tryptophan,
and early studies on auxin biosynthesis focused on trypto-
phan as the probable precursor. However, the incorpora-
tion of exogenous labeled tryptophan (e.g., [3H]trypto-
phan) into IAA by plant tissues has proved difficult to
demonstrate. Nevertheless, an enormous body of evidence
has now accumulated showing that plants convert trypto-
phan to IAA by several pathways, which are described in
the paragraphs that follow.

The IPA pathway. The indole-3-pyruvic acid (IPA) path-
way (see Figure 19.6C), is probably the most common of
the tryptophan-dependent pathways. It involves a deam-
ination reaction to form IPA, followed by a decarboxylation
reaction to form indole-3-acetaldehyde (IAld). Indole-3-

acetaldehyde is then oxidized to IAA by a specific dehy-
drogenase.

The TAM pathway. The tryptamine (TAM) pathway (see
Figure 19.6D) is similar to the IPA pathway, except that the
order of the deamination and decarboxylation reactions is
reversed, and different enzymes are involved. Species that
do not utilize the IPA pathway possess the TAM pathway.
In at least one case (tomato), there is evidence for both the
IPA and the TAM pathways (Nonhebel et al. 1993).

The IAN pathway. In the indole-3-acetonitrile (IAN)
pathway (see Figure 19.6B), tryptophan is first converted
to indole-3-acetaldoxime and then to indole-3-acetonitrile.
The enzyme that converts IAN to IAA is called nitrilase.
The IAN pathway may be important in only three plant
families: the Brassicaceae (mustard family), Poaceae (grass
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family), and Musaceae (banana family). Nevertheless, nitri-
lase-like genes or activities have recently been identified in
the Cucurbitaceae (squash family), Solanaceae (tobacco
family), Fabaceae (legumes), and Rosaceae (rose family). 

Four genes (NIT1 through NIT4) that encode nitrilase
enzymes have now been cloned from Arabidopsis. When
NIT2 was expressed in transgenic tobacco, the resultant
plants acquired the ability to respond to IAN as an auxin
by hydrolyzing it to IAA (Schmidt et al. 1996).

Another tryptophan-dependent biosynthetic pathway—
one that uses indole-3-acetamide (IAM) as an intermedi-
ate (see Figure19.6A)—is used by various pathogenic bac-
teria, such as Pseudomonas savastanoi and Agrobacterium
tumefaciens. This pathway involves the two enzymes tryp-
tophan monooxygenase and IAM hydrolase. The auxins
produced by these bacteria often elicit morphological
changes in their plant hosts.

In addition to the tryptophan-dependent pathways,
recent genetic studies have provided evidence that plants
can synthesize IAA via one or more tryptophan-indepen-
dent pathways. The existence of multiple pathways for
IAA biosynthesis makes it nearly impossible for plants to
run out of auxin and is probably a reflection of the essen-
tial role of this hormone in plant development.

IAA Is Also Synthesized from Indole or from
Indole-3-Glycerol Phosphate
Although a tryptophan-independent pathway of IAA
biosynthesis had long been suspected because of the low
levels of conversion of radiolabeled tryptophan to IAA, not
until genetic approaches were available could the existence
of such pathways be confirmed and defined. Perhaps the
most striking of these studies in maize involves the orange
pericarp (orp) mutant (Figure 19.7), in which both subunits
of the enzyme tryptophan synthase are inactive (Figure
19.8). The orp mutant is a true tryptophan auxotroph,
requiring exogenous tryptophan to survive. However, nei-

ther the orp seedlings nor the wild-type seedlings can con-
vert tryptophan to IAA, even when the mutant seedlings
are given enough tryptophan to reverse the lethal effects of
the mutation.

Despite the block in tryptophan biosynthesis, the orp
mutant contains amounts of IAA 50-fold higher than those
of a wild-type plant (Wright et al. 1991). Signficantly, when
orp seedlings were fed [15N]anthranilate (see Figure 19.8),
the label subsequently appeared in IAA, but not in trypto-
phan. These results provided the best experimental evi-
dence for a tryptophan-independent pathway of IAA
biosynthesis. 

Further studies established that the branch point for
IAA biosynthesis is either indole or its precursor, indole-3-
glycerol phosphate (see Figure 19.8). IAN and IPA are pos-
sible intermediates, but the immediate precursor of IAA in
the tryptophan-independent pathway has not yet been
identified.

The discovery of the tryptophan-independent pathway
has drastically altered our view of IAA biosynthesis, but
the relative importance of the two pathways (tryptophan-
dependent versus tryptophan-independent) is poorly
understood. In several plants it has been found that the
type of IAA biosynthesis pathway varies between different
tissues, and between different times of development. For
example, during embryogenesis in carrot, the tryptophan-
dependent pathway is important very early in develop-
ment, whereas the tryptophan-independent pathway takes
over soon after the root–shoot axis is established. (For more
evidence of the tryptophan-independent biosynthesis of
IAA, see Web Topic 19.4.)

Most IAA in the Plant Is in a Covalently Bound
Form
Although free IAA is the biologically active form of the
hormone, the vast majority of auxin in plants is found in a
covalently bound state. These conjugated, or “bound,” aux-
ins have been identified in all higher plants and are con-
sidered hormonally inactive.

IAA has been found to be conjugated to both high- and
low-molecular-weight compounds.

• Low-molecular-weight conjugated auxins include
esters of IAA with glucose or myo-inositol and amide
conjugates such as IAA-N-aspartate (Figure 19.9).

• High-molecular-weight IAA conjugates include IAA-
glucan (7–50 glucose units per IAA) and IAA-glyco-
proteins found in cereal seeds.

The compound to which IAA is conjugated and the extent
of the conjugation depend on the specific conjugating
enzymes. The best-studied reaction is the conjugation of
IAA to glucose in Zea mays.

The highest concentrations of free auxin in the living
plant are in the apical meristems of shoots and in young
leaves because these are the primary sites of auxin synthe-

FIGURE 19.7 The orange pericarp (orp) mutant of maize is
missing both subunits of tryptophan synthase. As a result,
the pericarps surrounding each kernel accumulate glyco-
sides of anthranilic acid and indole. The orange color is due
to excess indole. (Courtesy of Jerry D. Cohen.)
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sis. However, auxins are widely distributed in the plant.
Metabolism of conjugated auxin may be a major con-
tributing factor in the regulation of the levels of free auxin.
For example, during the germination of seeds of Zea mays,
IAA-myo-inositol is translocated from the endosperm to the
coleoptile via the phloem. At least a portion of the free IAA
produced in coleoptile tips of Zea mays is believed to be
derived from the hydrolysis of IAA-myo-inositol.

In addition, environmental stimuli such as light and
gravity have been shown to influence both the rate of auxin
conjugation (removal of free auxin) and the rate of release
of free auxin (hydrolysis of conjugated auxin). The forma-
tion of conjugated auxins may serve other functions as
well, including storage and protection against oxidative
degradation.

IAA Is Degraded by Multiple Pathways

Like IAA biosynthesis, the enzymatic breakdown (oxida-
tion) of IAA may involve more than one pathway. For
some time it has been thought that peroxidative enzymes
are chiefly responsible for IAA oxidation, primarily
because these enzymes are ubiquitous in higher plants and
their ability to degrade IAA can be demonstrated in vitro
(Figure 19.10A). However, the physiological significance of
the peroxidase pathway is unclear. For example, no change
in the IAA levels of transgenic plants was observed with
either a tenfold increase in peroxidase expression or a ten-
fold repression of peroxidase activity (Normanly et al.
1995).

On the basis of isotopic labeling and metabolite identi-
fication, two other oxidative pathways are more likely to
be involved in the controlled degradation of IAA (see Fig-
ure 19.10B). The end product of this pathway is oxindole-
3-acetic acid (OxIAA), a naturally occurring compound in
the endosperm and shoot tissues of Zea mays. In one path-
way, IAA is oxidized without decarboxylation to OxIAA.
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In another pathway, the IAA-aspartate conjugate is oxi-
dized first to the intermediate dioxindole-3-acetylaspartate,
and then to OxIAA.

In vitro, IAA can be oxidized nonenzymatically when
exposed to high-intensity light, and its photodestruction in
vitro can be promoted by plant pigments such as
riboflavin. Although the products of auxin photooxidation
have been isolated from plants, the role, if any, of the pho-
tooxidation pathway in vivo is presumed to be minor.

Two Subcellular Pools of IAA Exist: The Cytosol
and the Chloroplasts
The distribution of IAA in the cell appears to be regulated
largely by pH. Because IAA− does not cross membranes
unaided, whereas IAAH readily diffuses across membranes,
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auxin tends to accumulate in the more alka-
line compartments of the cell.

The distribution of IAA and its metabo-
lites has been studied in tobacco cells. About
one-third of the IAA is found in the chloro-
plast, and the remainder is located in the
cytosol. IAA conjugates are located exclu-
sively in the cytosol. IAA in the cytosol is
metabolized either by conjugation or by non-
decarboxylative catabolism (see Figure 19.10).
The IAA in the chloroplast is protected from
these processes, but it is regulated by the
amount of IAA in the cytosol, with which it is
in equilibrium (Sitbon et al. 1993).

The factors that regulate the steady-state
concentration of free auxin in plant cells are
diagrammatically summarized in Web Topic
19.5.

AUXIN TRANSPORT
The main axes of shoots and roots, along with their
branches, exhibit apex–base structural polarity, and this
structural polarity has its origin in the polarity of auxin
transport. Soon after Went developed the coleoptile curva-
ture test for auxin, it was discovered that IAA moves
mainly from the apical to the basal end (basipetally) in
excised oat coleoptile sections. This type of unidirectional
transport is termed polar transport. Auxin is the only plant
growth hormone known to be transported polarly.

Because the shoot apex serves as the primary source of
auxin for the entire plant, polar transport has long been
believed to be the principal cause of an auxin gradient
extending from the shoot tip to the root tip. The longitudi-
nal gradient of auxin from the shoot to the root affects var-
ious developmental processes, including stem elongation,
apical dominance, wound healing, and leaf senescence.

Recently it has been recognized that a significant
amount of auxin transport also occurs in the phloem, and
that the phloem is probably the principal route by which
auxin is transported acropetally (i.e., toward the tip) in the
root. Thus, more than one pathway is responsible for the
distribution of auxin in the plant

Polar Transport Requires Energy and Is Gravity
Independent
To study polar transport, researchers have employed the
donor–receiver agar block method (Figure 19.11): An agar block
containing radioisotope-labeled auxin (donor block) is placed
on one end of a tissue segment, and a receiver block is placed
on the other end. The movement of auxin through the tissue
into the receiver block can be determined over time by mea-
surement of the radioactivity in the receiver block.

From a multitude of such studies, the general properties
of polar IAA transport have emerged. Tissues differ in the

degree of polarity of IAA transport. In coleoptiles, vegeta-
tive stems, and leaf petioles, basipetal transport predomi-
nates. Polar transport is not affected by the orientation of
the tissue (at least over short periods of time), so it is inde-
pendent of gravity.

A simple demonstration of the lack of effect of gravity
on polar transport is shown in Figure 19.12. When stem
cuttings (in this case bamboo) are placed in a moist cham-
ber, adventitious roots always form at the basal end of the
cuttings, even when the cuttings are inverted. Because root
differentiation is stimulated by an increase in auxin con-
centration, auxin must be transported basipetally in the
stem even when the cutting is oriented upside down.

Polar transport proceeds in a cell-to-cell fashion, rather
than via the symplast. That is, auxin exits the cell through
the plasma membrane, diffuses across the compound mid-
dle lamella, and enters the cell below through its plasma
membrane. The loss of auxin from cells is termed auxin
efflux; the entry of auxin into cells is called auxin uptake or
influx. The overall process requires metabolic energy, as evi-
denced by the sensitivity of polar transport to O2 depriva-
tion and metabolic inhibitors.

The velocity of polar auxin transport is 5 to 20 cm h–1—
faster than the rate of diffusion (see Web Topic 3.2), but
slower than phloem translocation rates (see Chapter 10).
Polar transport is also specific for active auxins, both nat-
ural and synthetic. Neither inactive auxin analogs nor
auxin metabolites are transported polarly, suggesting that
polar transport involves specific protein carriers on the
plasma membrane that can recognize the hormone and its
active analogs.

The major site of basipetal polar auxin transport in stems
and leaves is the vascular parenchyma tissue. Coleoptiles
appear to be the exception in that basipetal polar transport

Shoot
apex

Seedling

Hypocotyl

Apical end (A)

Excised
section Invert

A (donor)

B (receiver)
Transport into
receiver takes place

Basal end (B)
B (donor)

A (receiver)
Transport into
receiver is blocked

Agar donor block containing
radiolabeled auxin

FIGURE 19.11 The standard method for measuring polar auxin transport.
The polarity of transport is independent of orientation with respect to
gravity. 
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occurs mainly in the nonvascular tissues. Acropetal polar
transport in the root is specifically associated with the
xylem parenchyma of the stele (Palme and Gälweiler 1999).
However, as we shall see later in the chapter, most of the
auxin that reaches the root tip is translocated via the
phloem.

A small amount of basipetal auxin transport from the
root tip has also been demonstrated. In maize roots, for
example, radiolabeled IAA applied to the root tip is trans-
ported basipetally about 2 to 8 mm (Young and Evans
1996). Basipetal auxin transport in the root occurs in the
epidermal and cortical tissues, and as we shall see, it plays
a central role in gravitropism.

A Chemiosmotic Model Has Been Proposed to
Explain Polar Transport
The discovery of the chemiosmotic mechanism of solute
transport in the late 1960s (see Chapter 6) led to the appli-
cation of this model to polar auxin transport. According to
the now generally accepted chemiosmotic model for polar
auxin transport, auxin uptake is driven by the proton
motive force (∆E + ∆pH) across the plasma membrane,
while auxin efflux is driven by the membrane potential, ∆E.
(Proton motive force is described in more detail in Web
Topic 6.3 and Chapter 7.) 

A crucial feature of the polar transport model is that the
auxin efflux carriers are localized at the basal ends of the
conducting cells (Figure 19.13). The evidence for each step
in this model is considered separately in the discussion that
follows.

Auxin influx. The first step in polar transport is auxin
influx. According to the model, auxin can enter plant cells
from any direction by either of two mechanisms:

1. Passive diffusion of the protonated (IAAH) form
across the phospholipid bilayer

2. Secondary active transport of the dissociated (IAA–)
form via a 2H+–IAA– symporter

The dual pathway of auxin uptake arises because the pas-
sive permeability of the membrane to auxin depends
strongly on the apoplastic pH.

The undissociated form of indole-3-acetic acid, in which
the carboxyl group is protonated, is lipophilic and readily
diffuses across lipid bilayer membranes. In contrast, the dis-
sociated form of auxin is negatively charged and therefore
does not cross membranes unaided. Because the plasma
membrane H+-ATPase normally maintains the cell wall solu-
tion at about pH 5, about half of the auxin (pKa = 4.75) in the
apoplast will be in the undissociated form and will diffuse
passively across the plasma membrane down a concentra-
tion gradient. Experimental support for pH-dependent, pas-
sive auxin uptake was first provided by the demonstration
that IAA uptake by plant cells increases as the extracellular
pH is lowered from a neutral to a more acidic value.

A carrier-mediated, secondary active uptake mechanism
was shown to be saturable and specific for active auxins
(Lomax 1986). In experiments in which the ∆pH and ∆E
values of isolated membrane vesicles from zucchini (Cucur-
bita pepo) hypocotyls were manipulated artificially, the
uptake of radiolabeled auxin was shown to be stimulated
in the presence of a pH gradient, as in passive uptake, but
also when the inside of the vesicle was negatively charged
relative to the outside. 

These and other experiments suggested that an
H+–IAA– symporter cotransports two protons along with
the auxin anion. This secondary active transport of auxin
allows for greater auxin accumulation than simple diffu-
sion does because it is driven across the membrane by the
proton motive force.

A permease-type auxin uptake carrier, AUX1, related to
bacterial amino acid carriers, has been identified in Ara-
bidopsis roots (Bennett et al. 1996). The roots of aux1
mutants are agravitropic, suggesting that auxin influx is a
limiting factor for gravitropism in roots. As predicted by
the chemiosmotic model, AUX1 appears to be uniformly
distributed around cells in the polar transport pathway
(Marchant et al. 1999). Thus in general, the polarity of auxin
transport is governed by the efflux step rather than the
influx step.

FIGURE 19.12 Roots grow from the basal ends of these bam-
boo sections, even when they are inverted. The roots form at
the basal end because polar auxin transport in the shoot is
independent of gravity. (Photo ©M. B. Wilkins.)
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Auxin efflux. Once IAA enters the cytosol,
which has a pH of approximately 7.2,
nearly all of it will dissociate to the anionic
form. Because the membrane is less per-
meable to IAA– than to IAAH, IAA– will
tend to accumulate in the cytosol. How-
ever, much of the auxin that enters the cell
escapes via an auxin anion efflux carrier.
According to the chemiosmotic model,
transport of IAA– out of the cell is driven
by the inside negative membrane potential.

As noted earlier, the central feature of
the chemiosmotic model for polar transport
is that IAA– efflux takes place preferentially
at the basal end of each cell. The repetition
of auxin uptake at the apical end of the cell
and preferential release from the base of
each cell in the pathway gives rise to the
total polar transport effect. A family of
putative auxin efflux carriers known as
PIN proteins (named after the pin-shaped
inflorescences formed by the pin1 mutant
of Arabidopsis; Figure 19.14A) are localized
precisely as the model would predict—that
is, at the basal ends of the conducting cells
(see Figure 19.14B).
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FIGURE 19.13 The chemiosmotic model for
polar auxin transport. Shown here is one cell
in a column of auxin-transporting cells.
(From Jacobs and Gilbert 1983.)

FIGURE 19.14 The pin1 mutant of
Arabidopsis (A) and localization of the
PIN1 protein at the basal ends of con-
ducting cells by immunofluorescence
microscopy (B). (Courtesy of L.
Gälweiler and K. Palme.)

(A) (B)
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PIN proteins have 10 to 12 transmembrane regions char-
acteristic of a major superfamily of bacterial and eukary-
otic transporters, which include drug resistance proteins
and sugar transporters (Figure 19.15). Despite topological
similarities to other transporters, recent studies suggest that
PIN may require other proteins for activity, and may be
part of a larger protein complex. 

Inhibitors of Auxin Transport Block Auxin Efflux
Several compounds have been synthesized that can act as
auxin transport inhibitors (ATIs), including NPA (1-N-
naphthylphthalamic acid) and TIBA (2,3,5-triiodobenzoic
acid) (Figure 19.16). These inhibitors block polar transport
by preventing auxin efflux. We can demonstrate this phe-

nomenon by incorporating NPA or TIBA into either the
donor or the receiver block in an auxin transport experi-
ment. Both compounds inhibit auxin efflux into the
receiver block, but they do not affect auxin uptake from
the donor block.

Some ATIs, such as TIBA, that have weak auxin activity
and are transported polarly, may inhibit polar transport in
part by competing with auxin for its binding site on the
efflux carrier. Others, such as NPA, are not transported
polarly and are believed to interfere with auxin transport
by binding to proteins associated in a complex with the
efflux carrier. Such NPA-binding proteins are also found at
the basal ends of the conducting cells, consistent with the
localization of PIN proteins (Jacobs and Gilbert 1983).

Recently another class of ATIs has been identified that
inhibits the AUX1 uptake carrier (Parry et al. 2001). For
example, 1-naphthoxyacetic acid (1-NOA) (see Figure
19.16) blocks auxin uptake into cells, and when applied to
Arabidopsis plants it causes root agravitropism similar to
that of the aux1 mutant. Like the aux1 mutation, neither 1-
NOA nor any of the other AUX1-specific inhibitors block
polar auxin transport.

PIN Proteins Are Rapidly Cycled to and from the
Plasma Membrane
The basal localization of the auxin efflux carriers involves
targeted vesicle secretion to the basal ends of the conduct-
ing cells. Recently it has been demonstrated that PIN pro-
teins, although stable, do not remain on the plasma mem-
brane permanently, but are rapidly cycled to an
unidentified endosomal compartment via endocytotic vesi-
cles, and then recycled back to the plasma membrane
(Geldner et al. 2001).
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FIGURE 19.15 The topology of the PIN1 protein with ten
transmembrane segments and a large hydrophilic loop in
the middle. (After Palme and Gälweiler 1999.)
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Prior to treatment, the PIN1 protein is localized at the
basal ends (top) of root cortical parenchyma cells (Figure
19.17A). Treatment of Arabidopsis seedlings with brefeldin
A (BFA), which causes Golgi vesicles and other endosomal
compartments to aggregate near the nucleus, causes PIN
to accumulate in these abnormal intracellular compart-
ments (see Figure 19.17B). When the BFA is washed out
with buffer, the normal localization on the plasma mem-
brane at the base of the cell is restored (see Figure 19.17C).
But when cytochalasin D, an inhibitor of actin polymer-
ization, is included in the buffer washout solution, normal
relocalization of PIN to the plasma membrane is prevented
(see Figure 19.17D). These results indicate that PIN is
rapidly cycled between the plasma membrane at the base
of the cell and an unidentified endosomal compartment by
an actin-dependent mechanism.

Although they bind different targets, both TIBA and NPA
interfere with vesicle traffic to and from the plasma mem-
brane. The best way to demonstrate this phenomenon is to
include TIBA in the washout solution after BFA treatment.
Under these conditions, TIBA prevents the normal relocal-
ization of PIN on the plasma membrane following the
washout treatment (see Figure 19.17E) (Geldner et al. 2001).

The effects of TIBA and NPA on cycling are not specific
for PIN proteins, and it has been proposed that ATIs may
actually represent general inhibitors of membrane cycling
(Geldner et al. 2001). On the other hand, neither TIBA nor
NPA alone causes PIN delocalization, even though they
block auxin efflux. Therefore, TIBA and NPA must also be
able to directly inhibit the transport activity of PIN com-
plexes on the plasma membrane—by binding either to PIN
(as TIBA does) or to one or more regulatory proteins (as
NPA does).

A simplified model of the effects of TIBA and NPA on
PIN cycling and auxin efflux is shown in Figure 19.18. A
more complete model that incorporates many of the recent
findings is presented in Web Essay 19.2.

Flavonoids Serve as Endogenous ATIs
There is mounting evidence that flavonoids (see Chapter
13) can function as endogenous regulators of polar auxin
transport. Indeed, naturally occurring aglycone flavonoid
compounds (flavonoids without attached sugars) are able
to compete with NPA for its binding site on membranes
(Jacobs and Rubery 1988) and are typically localized on the
plasma membrane at the basal ends of cells where the

FIGURE 19.17 Auxin transport
inhibitors block secretion of the auxin
efflux carrier PIN1 to the plasma
membrane. (A) Control, showing
asymmetric localization of PIN1. (B)
After treatment with brefeldin A (BFA).
(C) Following an additional two-hour
washout of BFA. (D) Following a BFA
washout with cytochalasin D. (E)
Following a BFA washout with the
auxin transport inhibitor TIBA. 
(Photos courtesy of Klaus Palme 1999.)
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efflux carrier is concentrated (Peer et al. 2001). In addition,
recent studies have shown that the cells of flavonoid-defi-
cient Arabidopsis mutants are less able to accumulate auxin
than wild-type cells, and the mutant seedlings that lack
flavonoid have altered auxin distribution profiles (Murphy
et al. 1999; Brown et al. 2001).

Many of the flavonoids that displace NPA from its bind-
ing site on membranes are also inhibitors of protein kinases
and protein phosphatases (Bernasconi 1996). An Arabidop-
sis mutant designated rcn1 (roots curl in NPA 1) was iden-
tified on the basis of an enhanced sensitivity to NPA. The
RCN1 gene is closely related to the regulatory subunit of
protein phosphatase 2A, a serine/threonine phosphatase
(Garbers et al. 1996). 

Protein phosphatases are known to play important roles
in enzyme regulation, gene expression, and signal trans-
duction by removing regulatory phosphate groups from
proteins (see Chapter 14 on the web site). This finding sug-
gests that a signal transduction pathway involving protein
kinases and protein phosphatases may be involved in sig-
naling between NPA-binding proteins and the auxin efflux
carrier.

Auxin Is Also Transported Nonpolarly in the
Phloem
Most of the IAA that is synthesized in mature leaves
appears to be transported to the rest of the plant nonpo-
larly via the phloem. Auxin, along with other components
of phloem sap, can move from these leaves up or down the
plant at velocities much higher than those of polar trans-
port (see Chapter 10). Auxin translocation in the phloem is
largely passive, not requiring energy directly.

Although the overall importance of the phloem path-
way versus the polar transport system for the long-distance
movement of IAA in plants is still unresolved, the evidence
suggests that long-distance auxin transport in the phloem
is important for controlling such processes as cambial cell
divisions, callose accumulation or removal from sieve tube
elements, and branch root formation. Indeed, the phloem
appears to represent the principal pathway for long-dis-
tance auxin translocation to the root (Aloni 1995; Swarup
et al. 2001).

Polar transport and phloem transport are not indepen-
dent of each other. Recent studies with radiolabeled IAA
suggest that in pea, auxin can be transferred from the non-
polar phloem pathway to the polar transport pathway. This

transfer takes place mainly in the immature tissues of the
shoot apex.

A second example of transfer of auxin from the nonpo-
lar phloem pathway to a polar transport system has
recently been documented in Arabidopsis. It was shown that
the AUX1 permease is asymmetrically localized on the
plasma membrane at the upper end of root protophloem
cells (i.e., the end distal from the tip) (Figure 19.19). 

It has been proposed that the asymmetrically oriented
AUX1 permease promotes the acropetal movement of
auxin from the phloem to the root apex (Swarup et al.
2001). This type of polar auxin transport based on the
asymmetric localization of AUX1 differs from the polar
transport that occurs in the shoot and basal region of the
root, which is based on the asymmetric distribution of the
PIN complex.

Note in Figure 19.19B that AUX1 is also strongly
expressed in a cluster of cells in the columella of the root
cap, as well as in lateral root cap cells that overlay the cells
of the distal elongation zone of the root. These cells form a
minor, but physiologically important, basipetal pathway
whereby auxin reaching the columella is redirected back-
ward toward the outer tissues of the elongation zone. The
importance of this pathway will become apparent when
we examine the mechanism of root gravitropism.
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FIGURE 19.18 Actin-dependent PIN cycling between the
plasma membrane and an endosomal compartment. Auxin
transport inhibitors TIBA and NPA both interfere with relo-
calization of PIN1 proteins to basal plasma membranes
after BFA washout (see Figure 19.17). This suggests that
both of these auxin transport inhibitors interfere with PIN1
cycling.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF AUXIN:
CELL ELONGATION
Auxin was discovered as the hormone involved in the
bending of coleoptiles toward light. The coleoptile bends
because of the unequal rates of cell elongation on its
shaded versus its illuminated side (see Figure 19.1). The
ability of auxin to regulate the rate of cell elongation has
long fascinated plant scientists. In this section we will
review the physiology of auxin-induced cell elongation,
some aspects of which were discussed in Chapter 15.

Auxins Promote Growth in Stems and Coleoptiles,
While Inhibiting Growth in Roots
As we have seen, auxin is synthesized in the shoot apex
and transported basipetally to the tissues below. The steady
supply of auxin arriving at the subapical region of the stem
or coleoptile is required for the continued elongation of

these cells. Because the level of endogenous auxin in the
elongation region of a normal healthy plant is nearly opti-
mal for growth, spraying the plant with exogenous auxin
causes only a modest and short-lived stimulation in
growth, and may even be inhibitory in the case of dark-
grown seedlings, which are more sensitive to supraoptimal
auxin concentrations than light-grown plants are.

However, when the endogenous source of auxin is
removed by excision of sections containing the elongation
zones, the growth rate rapidly decreases to a low basal rate.
Such excised sections will often respond dramatically to
exogenous auxin by rapidly increasing their growth rate
back to the level in the intact plant.

In long-term experiments, treatment of excised sections
of coleoptiles (see Figure 19.2) or dicot stems with auxin
stimulates the rate of elongation of the section for up to 20
hours (Figure 19.20). The optimal auxin concentration for
elongation growth is typically 10–6 to 10–5 M (Figure 19.21).
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Quiescent center
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FIGURE 19.19 The auxin permease AUX1 is specifically
expressed in a subset of columella, lateral root cap, and
stellar tissues. (A) Diagram of tissues in the Arabidopsis root
tip. (B) Immunolocalization of AUX1 in protophloem cells
of the stele, a central cluster of cells in the columella, and
lateral root cap cells. (C) Asymmetric localization of AUX1
in a file of protophloem cells. Scale bar is 2 µm in C. 
(From Swarup et al. 2001.)
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The inhibition beyond the optimal concentration is gener-
ally attributed to auxin-induced ethylene biosynthesis. As
we will see in Chapter 22, the gaseous hormone ethylene
inhibits stem elongation in many species.

Auxin control of root elongation growth has been more
difficult to demonstrate, perhaps because auxin induces the
production of ethylene, a root growth inhibitor. However,
even if ethylene biosynthesis is specifically blocked, low
concentrations (10–10 to 10–9 M) of auxin promote the
growth of intact roots, whereas higher concentrations (10–6

M) inhibit growth. Thus, roots may require a minimum
concentration of auxin to grow, but root growth is strongly
inhibited by auxin concentrations that promote elongation
in stems and coleoptiles.

The Outer Tissues of Dicot Stems Are the Targets
of Auxin Action

Dicot stems are composed of many types of tissues and
cells, only some of which may limit the growth rate. This
point is illustrated by a simple experiment. When stem sec-
tions from growing regions of an etiolated dicot stem, such
as pea, are split lengthwise and incubated in buffer, the two
halves bend outward.

This result indicates that, in the absence of auxin the
central tissues, including the pith, vascular tissues, and
inner cortex, elongate at a faster rate than the outer tissues,
consisting of the outer cortex and epidermis. Thus the
outer tissues must be limiting the extension rate of the stem
in the absence of auxin. However, when the split sections
are incubated in buffer plus auxin, the two halves now
curve inward, demonstrating that the outer tissues of dicot
stems are the primary targets of auxin action during cell
elongation.

The observation that the outer cell layers are the targets
of auxin seems to conflict with the localization of polar
transport in the parenchyma cells of the vascular bundles.
However, auxin can move laterally from the vascular tis-
sues of dicot stems to the outer tissues of the elongation
zone. In coleoptiles, on the other hand, all of the nonvas-
cular tissues (epidermis plus mesophyll) are capable of
transporting auxin, as well as responding to it.

The Minimum Lag Time for Auxin-Induced Growth
Is Ten Minutes
When a stem or coleoptile section is excised and inserted
into a sensitive growth-measuring device, the growth
response to auxin can be monitored at very high resolution.
Without auxin in the medium, the growth rate declines
rapidly. Addition of auxin markedly stimulates the growth
rate after a lag period of only 10 to 12 minutes (see the inset
in Figure 19.20).

Both Avena (oat) coleoptiles and Glycine max (soybean)
hypocotyls (dicot stem) reach a maximum growth rate after
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FIGURE 19.20 Time course for auxin-induced growth of
Avena (oat) coleoptile sections. Growth is plotted as the per-
cent increase in length. Auxin was added at time zero.
When sucrose (Suc) is included in the medium, the response
can continue for as long as 20 hours. Sucrose prolongs the
growth response to auxin mainly by providing osmotically
active solute that can be taken up for the maintenance of
turgor pressure during cell elongation. KCl can substitute
for sucrose. The inset shows a short-term time course plot-
ted with an electronic position-sensing transducer. In this
graph, growth is plotted as the absolute length in millime-
ters versus time. The curve shows a lag time of about 15
minutes for auxin-stimulated growth to begin. (From
Cleland 1995.)
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30 to 60 minutes of auxin treatment (Figure 19.22). This
maximum represents a five- to tenfold increase over the
basal rate. Oat coleoptile sections can maintain this maxi-
mum rate for up to 18 hours in the presence of osmotically
active solutes such as sucrose or KCl.

As might be expected, the stimulation of growth by
auxin requires energy, and metabolic inhibitors inhibit the
response within minutes. Auxin-induced growth is also sen-
sitive to inhibitors of protein synthesis such as cyclohex-
imide, suggesting that proteins with high turnover rates are
involved. Inhibitors of RNA synthesis also inhibit auxin-
induced growth, after a slightly longer delay (Cleland 1995).

Although the length of the lag time for auxin-stimulated
growth can be increased by lowering of the temperature or
by the use of suboptimal auxin concentrations, the lag time
cannot be shortened by raising of the temperature, by the
use of supraoptimal auxin concentrations, or by abrasion
of the waxy cuticle to allow auxin to penetrate the tissue
more rapidly. Thus the minimum lag time of 10 minutes is
not determined by the time required for auxin to reach its
site of action. Rather, the lag time reflects the time needed
for the biochemical machinery of the cell to bring about the
increase in the growth rate.

Auxin Rapidly Increases the Extensibility of the
Cell Wall
How does auxin cause a five- to tenfold increase in the
growth rate in only 10 minutes? To understand the mech-
anism, we must first review the process of cell enlargement
in plants (see Chapter 15). Plant cells expand in three steps:

1. Osmotic uptake of water across the plasma membrane
is driven by the gradient in water potential (∆Yw).

2. Turgor pressure builds up because of the rigidity of
the cell wall.

3. Biochemical wall loosening occurs, allowing the cell
to expand in response to turgor pressure.

The effects of these parameters on the growth rate are
encapsulated in the growth rate equation:

GR = m (Yp – Y)

where GR is the growth rate, Yp is the turgor pressure, Y is
the yield threshold, and m is the coefficient (wall extensibil-
ity) that relates the growth rate to the difference between
Yp and Y.

In principle, auxin could increase the growth rate by
increasing m, increasing Yp, or decreasing Y. Although
extensive experiments have shown that auxin does not
increase turgor pressure when it stimulates growth, con-
flicting results have been obtained regarding auxin-
induced decreases in Y. However, there is general agree-
ment that auxin causes an increase in the wall extensibility
parameter, m.

Auxin-Induced Proton Extrusion Acidifies the Cell
Wall and Increases Cell Extension
According to the widely accepted acid growth hypothesis,
hydrogen ions act as the intermediate between auxin and
cell wall loosening. The source of the hydrogen ions is the
plasma membrane H+-ATPase, whose activity is thought
to increase in response to auxin. The acid growth hypoth-
esis allows five main predictions:

1. Acid buffers alone should promote short-term
growth, provided the cuticle has been abraded to
allow the protons access to the cell wall.

2. Auxin should increase the rate of proton extrusion
(wall acidification), and the kinetics of proton extru-
sion should closely match those of auxin-induced
growth.

3. Neutral buffers should inhibit auxin-induced growth.

4. Compounds (other than auxin) that promote proton
extrusion should stimulate growth.

5. Cell walls should contain a “wall loosening factor”
with an acidic pH optimum.

All five of these predictions have been confirmed. Acidic
buffers cause a rapid and immediate increase in the growth
rate, provided the cuticle has been abraded. Auxin stimu-
lates proton extrusion into the cell wall after 10 to 15 min-
utes of lag time, consistent with the growth kinetics (Fig-
ure 19.23).

Auxin-induced growth has also been shown to be inhib-
ited by neutral buffers, as long as the cuticle has been
abraided. Fusicoccin, a fungal phytotoxin, stimulates both
rapid proton extrusion and transient growth in stem and
coleoptile sections (see Web Topic 19.6). And finally, wall-
loosening proteins called expansins have been identified
in the cell walls of a wide range of plant species (see Chap-
ter 15). At acidic pH values, expansins loosen cell walls by
weakening the hydrogen bonds between the polysaccha-
ride components of the wall.
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Auxin-Induced Proton Extrusion May Involve Both
Activation and Synthesis
In theory, auxin could increase the rate of proton extrusion
by two possible mechanisms:

1. Activation of preexisting plasma membrane H+-
ATPases

2. Synthesis of new H+-ATPases on
the plasma membrane

H+-ATPase activation. When auxin
was added directly to isolated plasma
membrane vesicles from tobacco cells,
a small stimulation (about 20%) of the
ATP-driven proton-pumping activity
was observed, suggesting that auxin
directly activates the H+-ATPase. A
greater stimulation (about 40%) was
observed if the living cells were treated
with IAA just before the membranes
were isolated, suggesting that a cellu-
lar factor is also required (Peltier and
Rossignol 1996).

Although an auxin receptor has not
yet been unequivocally identified (as
discussed later in the chapter), various
auxin-binding proteins (ABPs) have

been isolated and appear to be able to activate the plasma
membrane H+-ATPase in the presence of auxin (Steffens et
al. 2001).

Recently an ABP from rice, ABP57, was shown to bind
directly to plasma membrane H+-ATPases and stimulate
proton extrusion—but only in the presence of IAA (Kim et
al. 2001). When IAA is absent, the activity of the H+-
ATPase is repressed by the C-terminal domain of the
enzyme, which can block the catalytic site. ABP57 (with
bound IAA) interacts with the H+-ATPase, activating the
enzyme. A second auxin-binding site interferes with the
action of the first, possibly explaining the bell-shaped
curve of auxin action. This hypothetical model for the
action of ABP57 is shown in Figure 19.24.

H+-ATPase synthesis. The ability of protein synthesis
inhibitors, such as cycloheximide, to rapidly inhibit auxin-
induced proton extrusion and growth suggests that auxin
might also stimulate proton pumping by increasing the
synthesis of the H+-ATPase. An increase in the amount of
plasma membrane ATPase in corn coleoptiles was detected
immunologically after only 5 minutes of auxin treatment,
and a doubling of the H+-ATPase was observed after 40
minutes of treatment. A threefold stimulation by auxin of
an mRNA for the H+-ATPase was demonstrated specifi-
cally in the nonvascular tissues of the coleoptiles.

In summary, the question of activation versus synthe-
sis is still unresolved, and it is possible that auxin stimu-
lates proton extrusion by both activation and stimulation
of synthesis of the H+-ATPase. Figure 19.25 summarizes
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the proposed mechanisms of auxin-induced cell wall loos-
ening via proton extrusion.

PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF AUXIN:
PHOTOTROPISM AND GRAVITROPISM
Three main guidance systems control the orientation of
plant growth:

1. Phototropism, or growth with respect to light, is
expressed in all shoots and some roots; it ensures that
leaves will receive optimal sunlight for photosynthe-
sis.

2. Gravitropism, growth in response to gravity, enables
roots to grow downward into the soil and shoots to
grow upward away from the soil, which is especially
critical during the early stages of germination.

3. Thigmotropism, or growth with respect to touch,
enables roots to grow around rocks and is responsi-
ble for the ability of the shoots of climbing plants to
wrap around other structures for support.

In this section we will examine the evidence that bend-
ing in response to light or gravity results from the lateral
redistribution of auxin. We will also consider the cellular
mechanisms involved in generating lateral auxin gradients
during bending growth. Less is known about the mecha-
nism of thigmotropism, although it, too, probably involves
auxin gradients.

Phototropism Is Mediated by the Lateral
Redistribution of Auxin
As we saw earlier, Charles and Francis Darwin provided
the first clue concerning the mechanism of phototropism
by demonstrating that the sites of perception and differen-
tial growth (bending) are separate: Light is perceived at the
tip, but bending occurs below the tip. The Darwins pro-
posed that some “influence” that was transported from the
tip to the growing region brought about the observed
asymmetric growth response. This influence was later
shown to be indole-3-acetic acid—auxin.

When a shoot is growing vertically, auxin is transported
polarly from the growing tip to the elongation zone. The
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polarity of auxin transport from tip to base is developmen-
tally determined and is independent of orientation with
respect to gravity. However, auxin can also be transported
laterally, and this lateral movement of auxin lies at the heart
of a model for tropisms originally proposed separately by
the Russian plant physiologist, Nicolai Cholodny and Frits
Went from the Netherlands in the 1920s.

According to the Cholodny–Went model of phototro-
pism, the tips of grass coleoptiles have three specialized
functions:

1. The production of auxin

2. The perception of a unilateral light stimulus

3. The lateral transport of IAA in response to the pho-
totropic stimulus

Thus, in response to a directional light stimulus, the auxin
produced at the tip, instead of being transported
basipetally, is transported laterally toward the shaded side.

The precise sites of auxin production, light perception,
and lateral transport have been difficult to define. In maize
coleoptiles, auxin is produced in the upper 1 to 2 mm of
the tip. The zones of photosensing and lateral transport
extend farther, within the upper 5 mm of the tip. The
response is also strongly dependent on the light fluence
(see Web Topic 19.7).

Two flavoproteins, phototropins 1 and 2, are the pho-
toreceptors for the blue-light signaling pathway (see Web
Essay 19.3) that induces phototropic bending in Arabidop-
sis hypocotyls and oat coleoptiles under both high- and
low-fluence conditions (Briggs et al. 2001). 

Phototropins are autophosphorylating protein kinases
whose activity is stimulated by blue light. The action spec-
trum for blue-light activation of the kinase activity closely
matches the action spectrum for phototropism, including
the multiple peaks in the blue region. Phototropin 1 dis-
plays a lateral gradient in phosphorylation during expo-
sure to low-fluence unilateral blue light.

According to the current hypothesis, the gradient in
phototropin phosphorylation induces the movement of
auxin to the shaded side of the coleoptile (see Web Topic
19.7). Once the auxin reaches the shaded side of the tip, it
is transported basipetally to the elongation zone, where it
stimulates cell elongation. The acceleration of growth on
the shaded side and the slowing of growth on the illumi-
nated side (differential growth) give rise to the curvature
toward light (Figure 19.26).

Direct tests of the Cholodny–Went model using the agar
block/coleoptile curvature bioassay have supported the
model’s prediction that auxin in coleoptile tips is trans-
ported laterally in response to unilateral light (Figure
19.27). The total amount of auxin diffusing out of the tip
(here expressed as the angle of curvature) is the same in the
presence of unilateral light as in darkness (compare Figure
19.27A and B). This result indicates that light does not

cause the photodestruction of auxin on the illuminated
side, as had been proposed by some investigators.

Consistent with both the Cholodny–Went hypothesis
and the acid growth hypothesis, the apoplastic pH on the
shaded side of a phototropically bending stem or coleop-
tile is more acidic than the side facing the light (Mulkey et
al. 1981).

Gravitropism Also Involves Lateral Redistribution
of Auxin
When dark-grown Avena seedlings are oriented horizon-
tally, the coleoptiles bend upward in response to gravity.
According to the Cholodny–Went model, auxin in a hori-
zontally oriented coleoptile tip is transported laterally to
the lower side, causing the lower side of the coleoptile to
grow faster than the upper side. Early experimental evi-
dence indicated that the tip of the coleoptile can perceive
gravity and redistribute auxin to the lower side. For exam-
ple, if coleoptile tips are oriented horizontally, a greater
amount of auxin diffuses from the lower half than the
upper half (Figure 19.28).

Tissues below the tip are able to respond to gravity as
well. For example, when vertically oriented maize coleop-
tiles are decapitated by removal of the upper 2 mm of the
tip and oriented horizontally, gravitropic bending occurs
at a slow rate for several hours even without the tip. Appli-
cation of IAA to the cut surface restores the rate of bending
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to normal levels. This finding indicates that both the per-
ception of the gravitational stimulus and the lateral redis-
tribution of auxin can occur in the tissues below the tip,
although the tip is still required for auxin production.

Lateral redistribution of auxin in shoot apical meristems
is more difficult to demonstrate than in coleoptiles because
of the presence of leaves. In recent years, molecular mark-
ers have been widely used as reporter genes to detect lat-
eral auxin gradients in horizontally placed stems and roots.

In soybean hypocotyls, gravitropism leads to a rapid
asymmetry in the accumulation of a group of auxin-stim-
ulated mRNAs called SAURs (small auxin up-regulated

RNAs) (McClure and Guilfoyle 1989). In vertical seedlings,
SAUR gene expression is symmetrically distributed. Within
20 minutes after the seedling is oriented horizontally,
SAURs begin to accumulate on the lower half of the
hypocotyl. Under these conditions, gravitropic bending
first becomes evident after 45 minutes, well after the induc-
tion of the SAURs (see Web Topic 19.8). The existence of
a lateral gradient in SAUR gene expression is indirect evi-
dence for the existence of a lateral gradient in auxin
detectable within 20 minutes of the gravitropic stimulus.

As will be discussed later in the chapter, the GH3 gene
family is also up-regulated within 5 minutes of auxin treat-
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FIGURE 19.27 Evidence that the lateral redistribution of auxin is stimulated by uni-
directional light in corn coleoptiles.
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FIGURE 19.28 Auxin is transported to the lower side of a horizontally oriented oat
coleoptile tip. (A) Auxin from the upper and lower halves of a horizontal tip is
allowed to diffuse into two agar blocks. (B) The agar block from the lower half (left)
induces greater curvature in a decapitated coleoptile than the agar block from the
upper half (right). (Photo © M. B. Wilkins.)
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ment and has been used as a molecular marker for the pres-
ence of auxin. By fusing an artificial promoter sequence based
on the GH3 promoter to the GUS reporter gene, it is possible
to visualize the lateral gradient in auxin concentration that
occurs during both photo- and gravitropism (Figure 19.29).

Statoliths Serve as Gravity Sensors in Shoots and
Roots
Unlike unilateral light, gravity does not form a gradient
between the upper and lower sides of an organ. All parts
of the plant experience the gravitational stimulus equally.
How do plant cells detect gravity? The only way that grav-
ity can be sensed is through the motion of a falling or sed-
imenting body.

Obvious candidates for intracellular gravity sensors in
plants are the large, dense amyloplasts that are present in
many plant cells. These specialized amyloplasts are of suf-
ficiently high density relative to the cytosol that they read-
ily sediment to the bottom of the cell (Figure 19.30). Amy-
loplasts that function as gravity sensors are called
statoliths, and the specialized gravity-sensing cells in
which they occur are called statocytes. Whether the stato-
cyte is able to detect the downward motion of the statolith
as it passes through the cytoskeleton or whether the stim-
ulus is perceived only when the statolith comes to rest at
the bottom of the cell has not yet been resolved.

Shoots and Coleoptiles. In shoots and coleoptiles, gravity
is perceived in the starch sheath, a layer of cells that sur-
rounds the vascular tissues of the shoot. The starch sheath
is continuous with the endodermis of the root, but unlike
the endodermis it contains amyloplasts. Arabidopsis
mutants lacking amyloplasts in the starch sheath display
agravitropic shoot growth but normal gravitropic root
growth (Fujihira et al. 2000). 

As noted in Chapter 16, the scarecrow (scr) mutant of
Arabidopsis is missing both the endodermis and the starch
sheath. As a result, the hypocotyl and inflorescence of the
scr mutant are agravitropic, while the root exhibits a nor-
mal gravitropic response. On the basis of the phenotypes
of these two mutants, we can conclude the following:

• The starch sheath is required for gravitropism in
shoots.

• The root endodermis, which does not contain sta-
toliths, is not required for gravitropism in roots.

Roots. The site of gravity perception in primary roots is the
root cap. Large, graviresponsive amyloplasts are located in
the statocytes (see Figure 19.30A and B) in the central cylin-
der, or columella, of the root cap. Removal of the root cap
from otherwise intact roots abolishes root gravitropism
without inhibiting growth.

Precisely how the statocytes sense their falling statoliths
is still poorly understood. According to one hypothesis,
contact or pressure resulting from the amyloplast resting
on the endoplasmic reticulum on the lower side of the cell
triggers the response (see Figure 19.30C). The endoplasmic
reticulum of columella cells is structurally unique, consist-
ing of five to seven rough-ER sheets attached to a central
nodal rod in a whorl, like petals on a flower. This special-
ized “nodal ER” differs from the more tubular cortical ER
cisternae and may be involved in the gravity response
(Zheng and Staehelin 2001).

The starch–statolith hypothesis of gravity perception in
roots is supported by several lines of evidence. Amylo-
plasts are the only organelles that consistently sediment in
the columella cells of different plant species, and the rate
of sedimentation correlates closely with the time required
to perceive the gravitational stimulus. The gravitropic
responses of starch-deficient mutants are generally much
slower than those of wild-type plants. Nevertheless, starch-
less mutants exhibit some gravitropism, suggesting that
although starch is required for a normal gravitropic
response, starch-independent gravity perception mecha-
nisms may also exist.

Other organelles, such as nuclei, may be dense enough
to act as statoliths. It may not even be necessary for a sta-
tolith to come to rest at the bottom of the cell. The
cytoskeletal network may be able to detect a partial verti-
cal displacement of an organelle.

FIGURE 19.29 Lateral auxin gradients are formed in
Arabidopsis hypocotyls during the differential growth
responses to light (A) and gravity (B). The plants were
transformed with the DR5::GUS reporter gene. Auxin accu-
mulation on the shaded (A) or lower (B) side of the
hypocotyls is indicated by the blue staining shown in the
insets. (Photos courtesy of Klaus Palme.)
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Recently Andrew Staehelin and colleagues proposed a
new model for gravitropism, called the tensegrity model
(Yoder et al. 2001). Tensegrity is an architectural term—a
contraction of tensional integrity—coined by the innovative
architect R. Buckminster Fuller. In essence, tensegrity refers
to structural integrity created by interactive tension
between the structural components. In this case the struc-
tural components consist of the meshwork of actin micro-
filaments that form part of the cytoskeleton of the central
columella cells of the root cap. The actin network is
assumed to be anchored to stretch-activated receptors on
the plasma membrane. Stretch receptors in animal cells are
typically mechanosensitive ion channels, and stretch-acti-
vated calcium channels have been demonstrated in plants.

According to the tensegrity model, sedimentation of the
statoliths through the cytosol locally disrupts the actin
meshwork, changing the distribution of tension transmit-
ted to calcium channels on the plasma membrane, thus
altering their activities. Yoder and colleagues (2001) have

further proposed that the nodal ER, which is also con-
nected to channels via actin microfilaments, may protect
the cytoskeleton from being disrupted by the statoliths in
specific regions, thus providing a signal for the direction-
ality of the stimulus.

Gravity perception without statoliths? An alternative
mechanism of gravity perception that does not involve sta-
toliths has been proposed for the giant-celled freshwater
alga Chara. See Web Topic 19.8 for details.

Auxin Is Redistribution Laterally in the Root Cap
In addition to functioning to protect the sensitive cells of
the apical meristem as the tip penetrates the soil, the root
cap is the site of gravity perception. Because the cap is
some distance away from the elongation zone where bend-
ing occurs, a chemical messenger is presumed to be
involved in communication between the cap and the elon-
gation zone. Microsurgery experiments in which half of the
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FIGURE 19.30 The perception of gravity by statocytes of Arabidopsis. (A) Electron
micrograph of root tip, showing apical meristem (M), columella (C), and periph-
eral (P) cells. (B) Enlarged view of a columella cell, showing the amyloplasts
resting on top of endoplasmic reticulum at the bottom of the cell. (C) Diagram of
the changes that occur during reorientation from the vertical to the horizontal
position. (A, B courtesy of Dr. John Kiss; C based on Sievers et al. 1996 and
Volkmann and Sievers 1979.) 
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cap was removed showed that the cap produces a root
growth inhibitor (Figure 19.31). This finding suggests that
the cap supplies an inhibitor to the lower side of the root
during gravitropic bending.

Although root caps contain small amounts of IAA and
abscisic acid (ABA) (see Chapter 23), IAA is more
inhibitory to root growth than ABA when applied directly
to the elongation zone, suggesting that IAA is the root cap
inhibitor. Consistent with this conclusion, ABA-deficient
Arabidopsis mutants have normal root gravitropism,
whereas the roots of mutants defective in auxin transport,
such as aux1 and agr1, are agravitropic (Palme and Gäl-
weiler 1999). The agr mutant lacks an auxin efflux carrier
related to the PIN proteins (Chen et al. 1998; Müller et al.
1998; Utsuno et al. 1998). The AGR1 protein is localized at
the basal (distal) end of cortical cells near the root tip in
Arabidopsis.

How do we reconcile the fact that the shoot apical
meristem is the primary source of auxin to the root with the
role of the root cap as the source of the inhibitory auxin

during gravitropism? As discussed earlier
in the chapter, auxin from the shoot is
translocated from the stele to the root tip
via protophloem cells. Asymmetrically
localized AUX1 permeases on the pro-
tophloem parenchyma cells direct the
acropetal transport of auxin from the
phloem to a cluster of cells in the col-
umella of the cap. Auxin is then trans-
ported radially to the lateral root cap cells,
where AUX1 is also strongly expressed
(see Figure 19.19).

The lateral root cap cells overlay the
distal elongation zone (DEZ) of the root—
the first region that responds to gravity.
The auxin from the cap is taken up by the
cortical parenchyma of the DEZ and trans-
ported basipetally through the elongation
zone of the root. This basipetal transport,
which is limited to the elongation zone, is
facilitated by auxin anion carriers related
to the PIN family (called AGR1), which are
localized at the basal ends of the cortical
parenchyma cells.

The basipetally transported auxin
accumulates in the elongation zone and
does not pass beyond this region.
Flavonoids capable of inhibiting auxin

efflux are synthesized in this region of the root and prob-
ably promote auxin retention by these cells (Figure 19.32)
(Murphy et al. 2000).

Vertically oriented 
control root with cap

Horizontally oriented 
control root with cap 
shows normal
gravitropic bending.

Root

Root cap

Removal of the cap 
from the vertical root 
slightly stimulates 
elongation growth. 

Removal of half of the 
cap causes a vertical root 
to bend toward the side
with the remaining half-cap.

Removal of the cap from a 
horizontal root abolishes 
the response to gravity, 
while slightly stimulating 
elongation growth.

(A)

(B)

FIGURE 19.31 Microsurgery experiments demonstrating that the root cap
produces an inhibitor that regulates root gravitropism. (After Shaw and
Wilkins 1973.) 

Cotyledon and 
apical region

Hypocotyl–root 
transition zone

Root tipFIGURE 19.32 Flavonoid localization in a 6-day-old Arabidopsis
seedling. The staining procedure used causes the flavonoids to flu-
oresce. Flavonoids are concentrated in three regions: the cotyledon
and apical region, the hypocotyl–root transition zone, and the root
tip area (inset). In the root tip, flavonoids are localized specifically
in the elongation zone and the cap, the tissues involved in basipetal
auxin transport. (From Murphy et al. 2000.)
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According to the model, basipetal auxin transport in a
vertically oriented root is equal on all sides (Figure 19.33A).
When the root is oriented horizontally, however, the cap
redirects the bulk of the auxin to the lower side, thus inhibit-
ing the growth of that lower side (see Figure 19.33B). Con-
sistent with this idea, the transport of [3H]IAA across a hor-
izontally oriented root cap is polar, with a preferential
downward movement (Young et al. 1990).

PIN3 Is Relocated Laterally to the Lower Side of
Root Columella Cells
Recently the mechanism of lateral auxin redistribution in
the root cap has new been elucidated (Friml et al. 2002).
One of the members of the PIN protein family of auxin
efflux carriers, PIN3, is not only required for both photo-
and gravitropism in Arabidopsis, but it has been shown to
be relocalized to the lower side of the columella cells dur-
ing root gravitropism (Figure 19.34). 

As noted previously, PIN proteins are constantly being
cycled between the plasma membrane and intracellular
secretory compartments. This cycling allows some PIN pro-
teins to be targeted to specific sides of the cell in response

to a directional stimulus. In a vertically oriented root, PIN3
is uniformly distributed around the columella cell (see Fig-
ure 19.34A). But when the root is placed on its side, PIN3
is preferentially targeted to the lower side of the cell (see
Figure 19.34B). As a result, auxin is transported polarly to
the lower half of the cap.

Gravity Sensing May Involve Calcium and pH as
Second Messengers
A variety of experiments have suggested that calcium–
calmodulin is required for root gravitropism in maize. Some
of these experiments involve EGTA (ethylene glycol-bis(β-
aminoethyl ether)-N,N,N′,N′-tetraacetic acid), a compound
that can chelate (form a complex with) calcium ions, thus
preventing calcium uptake by cells. EGTA inhibits both root
gravitropism and the asymmetric distribution of auxin in
response to gravity (Young and Evans 1994). 

Placing a block of agar that contains calcium ions on the
side of the cap of a vertically oriented corn root induces the
root to grow toward the side with the agar block (Figure
19.35). As in the case of [+H]IAA, 45Ca2+ is polarly trans-
ported to the lower half of the cap of a root stimulated by
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statoliths in the cap settle to the 
basal ends of the cells. Auxin 
transported acropetally in the root 
via the stele is distributed equally on 
all sides of the root cap. The IAA is 
then transported basipetally within 
the cortex to the elongation zone, 
where it regulates cell elongation.
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cells, triggering polar 
transport of IAA to the 
lower side of the cap.
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concentration on the 
upper side stimulates 
the upper side to 
grow. As a result, the 
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4. The majority of the 
auxin in the cap is 
then transported 
basipetally in the 
cortex on the lower 
side of the root.

5. The high concentration 
of auxin on the lower 
side of the root inhibits 
growth.

FIGURE 19.33 Proposed model for the
redistribution of auxin during gravitro-
pism in maize roots. (After Hasenstein
and Evans 1988.) 
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gravity. However, thus far no changes in the distribution of
intracellular calcium have been detected in columella cells
in response to a gravitational stimulus.

Recent evidence suggests that a change in intracellular
pH is the earliest detectable change in columella cells
responding to gravity. Fasano et al. (2001) used pH-sensi-
tive dyes to monitor both intracellular and extracellular pH
in Arabidopsis roots after they were placed in a horizontal

position. Within 2 minutes of gravistimulation, the cyto-
plasmic pH of the columella cells of the root cap increased
from 7.2 to 7.6, and the apoplastic pH declined from 5.5 to
4.5. These changes preceded any detectable tropic curva-
ture by about 10 minutes. 

The alkalinization of the cytosol combined with the acid-
ification of the apoplast suggests that an activation of the
plasma membrane H+-ATPase is one of the initial events
that mediate root gravity perception or signal transduction.

DEVELOPMENTAL EFFECTS OF AUXIN
Although originally discovered in relation to growth, auxin
influences nearly every stage of a plant’s life cycle from
germination to senescence. Because the effect that auxin
produces depends on the identity of the target tissue, the
response of a tissue to auxin is governed by its develop-
mentally determined genetic program and is further influ-
enced by the presence or absence of other signaling mole-
cules. As we will see in this and subsequent chapters,
interaction between two or more hormones is a recurring
theme in plant development.

In this section we will examine some additional devel-
opmental processes regulated by auxin, including apical
dominance, leaf abscission, lateral-root formation, and vas-
cular differentiation. Throughout this discussion we
assume that the primary mechanism of auxin action is
comparable in all cases, involving similar receptors and sig-
nal transduction pathways. The current state of our knowl-
edge of auxin signaling pathways will be considered at the
end of the chapter.

Auxin Regulates Apical Dominance
In most higher plants, the growing apical bud inhibits the
growth of lateral (axillary) buds—a phenomenon called

(A)  Vertical orientation (B)  Horizontal orientation

FIGURE 19.34 Relocalization of the auxin efflux carrier PIN3 during
root gravitropism in Arabidopsis. (A) In a vertically oriented root, PIN3
is uniformly distributed around the columella cells. (B) After being ori-
ented horizontally for 10 minutes, PIN3 has been relocalized to the
lower side of the columella cells. The photo in (B) has been reorientated
so that the lower side is on the right. (The direction of gravity is indi-
cated by the arrows.) (From Friml et al. 2002, courtesy of Klaus Palme.)

FIGURE 19.35 A corn root bending toward an agar block
containing calcium placed on the cap. (Courtesy of Michael
L. Evans.)

10 mm 10 mm
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apical dominance. Removal of the shoot apex (decapitation)
usually results in the growth of one or more of the lateral
buds. Not long after the discovery of auxin, it was found that
IAA could substitute for the apical bud in maintaining the
inhibition of lateral buds of bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) plants.
This classic experiment is illustrated in Figure 19.36.

This result was soon confirmed for numerous other
plant species, leading to the hypothesis that the outgrowth
of the axillary bud is inhibited by auxin that is transported
basipetally from the apical bud. In support of this idea, a
ring of the auxin transport inhibitor TIBA in lanolin paste
(as a carrier) placed below the shoot apex released the axil-
lary buds from inhibition.

How does auxin from the shoot apex inhibit the growth
of lateral buds? Kenneth V. Thimann and Folke Skoog orig-
inally proposed that auxin from the shoot apex inhibits the
growth of the axillary bud directly—the so-called direct-
inhibition model. According to the model, the optimal auxin
concentration for bud growth is low, much lower than the
auxin concentration normally found in the stem. The level
of auxin normally present in the stem was thought to
inhibit the growth of lateral buds.

If the direct-inhibition model of apical dominance is cor-
rect, the concentration of auxin in the axillary bud should
decrease following decapitation of the shoot apex. How-
ever, the reverse appears to be true. This was demonstrated
with transgenic plants that contained the reporter genes for
bacterial luciferase (LUXA and LUXB) under the control of

an auxin-responsive promoter (Langridge et al. 1989).
These reporter genes allowed researchers to study the level
of auxin in different tissues by monitoring the amount of
light emitted by the luciferase-catalyzed reaction.

When these transgenic plants were decapitated, the
expression of the LUX genes increased in and around the
axillary buds within 12 hours. This experiment indicated
that after decapitation, the auxin content of the axillary
buds increased rather than decreased.

Direct physical measurements of auxin levels in buds
have also shown an increase in the auxin of the axillary
buds after decapitation. The IAA concentration in the axil-
lary bud of Phaseolus vulgaris (kidney bean) increased five-
fold within 4 hours after decapitation (Gocal et al. 1991).
These and other similar results make it unlikely that auxin
from the shoot apex inhibits the axillary bud directly. 

Other hormones, such as cytokinins and ABA, may be
involved. Direct application of cytokinins to axillary buds
stimulates bud growth in many species, overriding the
inhibitory effect of the shoot apex. Auxin makes the shoot
apex a sink for cytokinin synthesized in the root, and this
may be one of the factors involved in apical dominance
(see Web Topic 19.10).

Finally, ABA has been found in dormant lateral buds in
intact plants. When the shoot apex is removed, the ABA
levels in the lateral buds decrease. High levels of IAA in the
shoot may help keep ABA levels high in the lateral buds.
Removing the apex removes a major source of IAA, which

FIGURE 19.36 Auxin sup-
presses the growth of axillary
buds in bean (Phaseolus
vulgaris) plants. (A) The axillary
buds are suppressed in the
intact plant because of apical
dominance. (B) Removal of the
terminal bud releases the axil-
lary buds from apical domi-
nance (arrows). (C) Applying
IAA in lanolin paste (contained
in the gelatin capsule) to the cut
surface prevents the outgrowth
of the axillary buds. 
(Photos ©M. B. Wilkins.)

(A) (B)

(C)
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may allow the levels of bud growth inhibitor to fall
(see Web Topic 19.11).

Auxin Promotes the Formation of Lateral
and Adventitious Roots
Although elongation of the primary root is inhibited
by auxin concentrations greater than 10–8 M, initia-
tion of lateral (branch) roots and adventitious roots
is stimulated by high auxin levels. Lateral roots are
commonly found above the elongation and root hair
zone and originate from small groups of cells in the
pericycle (see Chapter 16). Auxin stimulates these
pericycle cells to divide. The dividing cells gradu-
ally form into a root apex, and the lateral root grows
through the root cortex and epidermis.

Adventitious roots (roots originating from non-
root tissue) can arise in a variety of tissue locations
from clusters of mature cells that renew their cell
division activity. These dividing cells develop into a
root apical meristem in a manner somewhat analo-
gous to the formation of lateral roots. In horticul-
ture, the stimulatory effect of auxin on the formation
of adventitious roots has been very useful for the
vegetative propagation of plants by cuttings.

A series of Arabidopsis mutants, named alf (aber-
rant lateral root formation), have provided some
insights into the role of auxin in the initiation of lat-
eral roots. The alf1 mutant exhibits extreme prolifer-
ation of adventitious and lateral roots, coupled with
a 17-fold increase in endogenous auxin (Figure 19.37).

Another mutant, alf4, has the opposite phenotype:
It is completely devoid of lateral roots. Microscopic
analysis of alf4 roots indicates that lateral-root primordia
are absent. The alf4 phenotype cannot be reversed by appli-
cation of exogenous IAA.

Yet another mutant, alf3, is defective in the development
of lateral-root primordia into mature lateral roots. The pri-
mary root is covered with arrested lateral-root primordia
that grow until they protrude through the epidermal cell
layer and then stop growing. The arrested growth can be
alleviated by application of exogenous IAA.

On the basis of the phenotypes of the alf mutants, a
model in which IAA is required for at least two steps in the
formation of lateral roots has been proposed (Figure 19.38)
(Celenza et al. 1995):

1. IAA transported acropetally (toward the tip) in the
stele is required to initiate cell division in the pericycle.

2. IAA is required to promote cell division and main-
tain cell viability in the developing lateral root.

Auxin Delays the Onset of Leaf Abscission
The shedding of leaves, flowers, and fruits from the living
plant is known as abscission. These parts abscise in a
region called the abscission zone, which is located near the

base of the petiole of leaves. In most plants, leaf abscission
is preceded by the differentiation of a distinct layer of cells,
the abscission layer, within the abscission zone. During
leaf senescence, the walls of the cells in the abscission layer
are digested, which causes them to become soft and weak.
The leaf eventually breaks off at the abscission layer as a
result of stress on the weakened cell walls.

Auxin levels are high in young leaves, progressively
decrease in maturing leaves, and are relatively low in
senescing leaves when the abscission process begins. The
role of auxin in leaf abscission can be readily demonstrated
by excision of the blade from a mature leaf, leaving the peti-
ole intact on the stem. Whereas removal of the leaf blade
accelerates the formation of the abscission layer in the peti-
ole, application of IAA in lanolin paste to the cut surface of
the petiole prevents the formation of the abscission layer.
(Lanolin paste alone does not prevent abscission.)

These results suggest the following:

• Auxin transported from the blade normally prevents
abscission.

• Abscission is triggered during leaf senescence, when
auxin is no longer being produced.

FIGURE 19.37 Root morphology of Arabidopsis (A–C) wild-type
and alf1 seedlings (D–F) on hormone-free medium. Note the pro-
liferation of root primoridia growing from the pericycle in the alf1
seedlings (D and E). (From Celenza et al. 1995, courtesy of J.
Celenza.)
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However, as will be discussed in Chapter 22, ethylene also
plays a crucial role as a positive regulator of abscission.

Auxin Transport Regulates Floral Bud
Development
Treating Arabidopsis plants with the auxin transport
inhibitor NPA causes abnormal floral development, sug-
gesting that polar auxin transport in the inflorescence
meristem is required for normal floral development. In
Arabidopsis, the “pin-formed” mutant pin1, which lacks an
auxin efflux carrier in shoot tissues, has abnormal flowers
similar to those of NPA-treated plants (see Figure 19.14A).
Apparently the developing floral meristem depends on
auxin being transported to it from subapical tissues. In the
absence of the efflux carriers, the
meristem is starved for auxin, and
normal phyllotaxis and floral devel-
opment are disrupted (Kuhlemeier
and Reinhardt 2001).

Auxin Promotes Fruit
Development
Much evidence suggests that auxin is
involved in the regulation of fruit
development. Auxin is produced in
pollen and in the endosperm and the
embryo of developing seeds, and the
initial stimulus for fruit growth may
result from pollination.

Successful pollination initiates
ovule growth, which is known as
fruit set. After fertilization, fruit
growth may depend on auxin pro-
duced in developing seeds. The
endosperm may contribute auxin
during the initial stage of fruit
growth, and the developing embryo

may take over as the main auxin source during the later
stages.

Figure 19.39 shows the influence of auxin produced by
the achenes of strawberry on the growth of the receptacle
of strawberry.

Auxin Induces Vascular Differentiation
New vascular tissues differentiate directly
below developing buds and young growing
leaves (see Figure 19.5), and removal of the
young leaves prevents vascular differentia-
tion (Aloni 1995). The ability of an apical bud

to stimulate vascular differentiation can be demonstrated
in tissue culture. When the apical bud is grafted onto a
clump of undifferentiated cells, or callus, xylem and
phloem differentiate beneath the graft. 

The relative amounts of xylem and phloem formed are
regulated by the auxin concentration: High auxin concen-
trations induce the differentiation of xylem and phloem,
but only phloem differentiates at low auxin concentrations.
Similarly, experiments on stem tissues have shown that low
auxin concentrations induce phloem differentiation,
whereas higher IAA levels induce xylem (Aloni 1995).

The regeneration of vascular tissue following wounding
is also controlled by auxin produced by the young leaf
directly above the wound site (Figure 19.40). Removal of
the leaf prevents the regeneration of vascular tissue, and
applied auxin can substitute for the leaf in stimulating
regeneration.

Vascular differentiation is polar and occurs from leaves
to roots. In woody perennials, auxin produced by growing
buds in the spring stimulates activation of the cambium in
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Gene and IAA
required to
maintain
lateral-root
growth

Gene and IAA
required to
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formation

IAA transported acropetally in 
the vascular cylinder is required 
to initiate cell division in the 
pericycle. IAA normally restricts 
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FIGURE 19.38 A model for the formation of lateral roots,
based on the alf mutants of Arabidopsis. 
(After Celenza et al. 1995.) 

(A)  Normal fruit (B)  Achenes 
      removed
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FIGURE 19.39 (A) The strawberry “fruit” is actually a swollen receptacle whose
growth is regulated by auxin produced by the “seeds,” which are actually achenes−
the true fruits. (B) When the achenes are removed, the receptacle fails to develop
normally. (C) Spraying the achene-less receptacle with IAA restores normal growth
and development. (After A. Galston 1994.)
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a basipetal direction. The new round of secondary growth
begins at the smallest twigs and progresses downward
toward the root tip.

Further evidence for the role of auxin in vascular dif-
ferentiation comes from studies in which the auxin con-
centration is manipulated by the transformation of plants
with auxin biosynthesis genes through use of the Ti plas-
mid of Agrobacterium. When an auxin biosynthesis gene
was overexpressed in petunia plants, the number of xylem
tracheary elements increased. In contrast, when the level of
free IAA in tobacco plants was decreased by transforma-
tion with a gene coding for an enzyme that conjugated IAA
to the amino acid lysine, the number of vessel elements
decreased and their sizes increased (Romano et al. 1991).
Thus the level of free auxin appears to regulate the number
of tracheary elements, as well as their size.

In Zinnia elegans mesophyll cell cultures, auxin is
required for tracheary cell differentiation, but cytokinins
also participate, perhaps by increasing the sensitivity of the
cells to auxin. Whereas auxin is produced in the shoot and
transported downward to the root, cytokinins are pro-
duced by the root tips and transported upward into the
shoot. Both hormones are probably involved in the regula-
tion of cambium activation and vascular differentiation (see
Chapter 21).

Synthetic Auxins Have a Variety 
of Commercial Uses
Auxins have been used commercially in agriculture and
horticulture for more than 50 years. The early commercial
uses included prevention of fruit and leaf drop, promotion
of flowering in pineapple, induction of parthenocarpic
fruit, thinning of fruit, and rooting of cuttings for plant
propagation. Rooting is enhanced if the excised leaf or
stem cutting is dipped in an auxin solution, which
increases the initiation of adventitious roots at the cut end.
This is the basis of commercial rooting compounds, which
consist mainly of a synthetic auxin mixed with talcum
powder.

In some plant species, seedless fruits may be produced
naturally, or they may be induced by treatment of the
unpollinated flowers with auxin. The production of such
seedless fruits is called parthenocarpy. In stimulating the
formation of parthenocarpic fruits, auxin may act primar-
ily to induce fruit set, which in turn may trigger the
endogenous production of auxin by certain fruit tissues to
complete the developmental process. 

Ethylene is also involved in fruit development, and
some of the effects of auxin on fruiting may result from the
promotion of ethylene synthesis. The control of ethylene in
the commercial handling of fruit is discussed in Chapter 22.

Intact cucumber plant
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leaf

Mature leaf

Cotyledon

The stem was 
decapitated, and the 
leaves and buds above 
the wound site were 
removed to lower the 
endogenous auxin.

Immediately after the 
wounding, IAA in lanolin 
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stem above the wound.
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FIGURE 19.40 IAA-induced xylem regeneration around the wound in cucumber
(Cucumis sativus) stem tissue. (A) Method for carrying out the wound regeneration
experiment. (B) Fluorescence micrograph showing regenerating vascular tissue
around the wound. (B courtesy of R. Aloni.)
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In addition to these applications, today auxins are
widely used as herbicides. The chemicals 2,4-D and
dicamba (see Figure 19.4) are probably the most widely
used synthetic auxins. Synthetic auxins are very effective
because they are not metabolized by the plant as quickly as
IAA is. Because maize and other monocotyledons can
rapidly inactivate synthetic auxins by conjugation, these
auxins are used by farmers for the control of dicot weeds,
also called broad-leaved weeds, in commercial cereal fields,
and by home gardeners for the control of weeds such as
dandelions and daisies in lawns.

AUXIN SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION
PATHWAYS
The ultimate goal of research on the molecular mechanism
of hormone action is to reconstruct each step in the signal
transduction pathway, from receptor binding to the phys-
iological response. In this last section of the chapter, we will
examine candidates for the auxin receptor and then discuss
the various signaling pathways that have been implicated
in auxin action. Finally we will turn our attention to auxin-
regulated gene expression.

ABP1 Functions as an Auxin Receptor
In addition to its possible direct role in plasma membrane
H+-ATPase activation (discussed earlier), the auxin-bind-
ing protein ABP1 appears to function as an auxin receptor
in other signal transduction pathways. ABP1 homologs
have been identified in a variety of monocot and dicot
species (Venis and Napier 1997). Knockouts of the ABP1
gene in Arabidopsis are lethal, and less severe mutations
result in altered development (Chen et al. 2001). Recent
studies indicate that, despite being localized primarily on
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), a small amount of ABP1
is secreted to the plasma membrane outer surface where it
interacts with auxin to cause protoplast swelling and H+-
pumping (Venis et al. 1996; Steffens et al. 2001).

However, it is unlikely that ABP1 mediates all auxin
response pathways because expression of a number of
auxin-responsive genes is not affected when protoplasts are
incubated with anti-ABP1 antibodies. It is also unclear
what role the ABP1 in the ER plays in auxin-responsive sig-
nal transduction. Finally, it remains to be determined
whether ABP57, the soluble and unrelated ABP from rice
that activates the H+-ATPase (see Figure 19.24), is involved
in a signal transduction pathway.

Calcium and Intracellular pH Are Possible
Signaling Intermediates
Calcium plays an important role in signal transduction in
animals and is thought to be involved in the action of cer-
tain plant hormones as well. The role of calcium in auxin
action seems very complex and, at this point in time, very

uncertain. Nevertheless, some experimental evidence shows
that auxin increases the level of free calcium in the cell.

Changes in cytoplasmic pH can also serve as a second
messenger in animals and plants. In plants, auxin induces
a decrease in cytosolic pH of about 0.2 units within 4 min-
utes of application. The cause of this pH drop is not
known. Since the cytosolic pH is normally around 7.4, and
the pH optimum of the plasma membrane H+-ATPase is
6.5, a decrease in the cytosolic pH of 0.2 units could cause
a marked increase in the activity of the plasma membrane
H+-ATPase. The decrease in cytosolic pH might also
account for the auxin-induced increase in free intracellular
calcium, by promoting the dissociation of bound forms.

MAP kinases (see Chapter 14 on the web site) that play
a role in signal transduction by phosphorylating proteins
in a cascade that ultimately activates transcription factors
have also been implicated in auxin responses. When
tobacco cells are deprived of auxin, they arrest at the end
of either the G1 or the G2 phase and cease dividing; if auxin
is added back into the culture medium, the cell cycle
resumes (Koens et al. 1995). (For a description of the cell
cycle, see Chapter 1.) Auxin appears to exert its effect on
the cell cycle primarily by stimulating the synthesis of the
major cyclin-dependent protein kinase (CDK): Cdc2 (cell
division cycle 2) (see Chapter 14 on the web site).

Auxin-Induced Genes Fall into Two Classes: Early
and Late
One of the important functions of the signal transduction
pathway(s) initiated when auxin binds to its receptor is the
activation of a select group of transcription factors. The
activated transcription factors enter the nucleus and pro-
mote the expression of specific genes. Genes whose expres-
sion is stimulated by the activation of preexisting tran-
scription factors are called primary response genes or
early genes.

This definition implies that all of the proteins required
for auxin-induced expression of the early genes are present
in the cell at the time of exposure to the hormone; thus,
early-gene expression cannot be blocked by inhibitors of
protein synthesis such as cycloheximide. As a consequence,
the time required for the expression of the early genes can
be quite short, ranging from a few minutes to several hours
(Abel and Theologis 1996).

In general, primary response genes have three main
functions: (1) Some of the early genes encode proteins that
regulate the transcription of secondary response genes, or
late genes, that are required for the long-term responses to
the hormone. Because late genes require de novo protein
synthesis, their expression can be blocked by protein syn-
thesis inhibitors. (2) Other early genes are involved in inter-
cellular communication, or cell-to-cell signaling. (3)
Another group of early genes is involved in adaptation to
stress.
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Five major classes of early auxin-responsive genes have
been identified:

• Genes involved in auxin-regulated growth and devel-
opment:

1. The AUX/IAA gene family

2. The SAUR gene family

3. The GH3 gene family

• Stress response genes:

1. Genes encoding glutathione S-transferases

2. Genes encoding 1-aminocyclopropane-1-car-
boxylic acid (ACC) synthase, the key enzyme 
in the ethylene biosynthetic pathway (see
Chapter 22)

Early genes for growth and development. Members of the
AUX/IAA gene family encode short-lived transcription fac-
tors that function as repressors or activators of the expres-
sion of late auxin-inducible genes. The expression of most
of the AUX/IAA family of genes is stimulated by auxin
within 5 to 60 minutes of hormone addition All the genes
encode small hydrophilic polypeptides that have putative
DNA-binding motifs similar to those of bacterial repres-
sors. They also have short half-lives (about 7 minutes), indi-
cating that they are turning over rapidly.

The SAUR gene family was mentioned earlier in the
chapter in relation to tropisms. Auxin stimulates the
expression of SAUR genes within 2 to 5 minutes of treat-
ment, and the response is insensitive to cycloheximide. The
five SAUR genes of soybean are clustered together, contain
no introns, and encode highly similar polypeptides of
unknown function. Because of the rapidity of the response,
expression of SAUR genes has proven to be a convenient
probe for the lateral transport of auxin during photo- and
gravitropism.

GH3 early-gene family members, identified in both soy-
bean and Arabidopsis, are stimulated by auxin within 5 min-
utes. Mutations in Arabidopsis GH3-like genes result in
dwarfism (Nakazawa et al. 2001) and appear to function in
light-regulated auxin responses (Hsieh et al. 2000). Because
GH3 expression is a good reflection of the presence of
endogenous auxin, a synthetic GH3-based reporter gene
known as DR5 is widely used in auxin bioassays (see Fig-
ure 19.5 and Web Topic 19.12) (Ulmasov et al. 1997).

Early genes for stress adaptations. As mentioned earlier
in the chapter, auxin is involved in stress responses, such
as wounding. Several genes encoding glutathione-S-trans-
ferases (GSTs), a class of proteins stimulated by various
stress conditions, are induced by elevated auxin concen-
trations. Likewise, ACC synthase, which is also induced by

stress and is the rate-limiting step in ethylene biosynthesis
(see Chapter 22), is induced by high levels of auxin.

To be induced, the promoters of the early auxin genes
must contain response elements that bind to the transcrip-
tion factors that become activated in the presence of auxin.
A limited number of these response elements appear to be
arranged combinatorily within the promoters of a variety
of auxin-induced genes.

Auxin-Responsive Domains Are Composite
Structures
A conserved auxin response element (AuxRE) within the
promoters of the early auxin genes, like GH3, is usually
combined with other response elements to form auxin
response domains (AuxRDs). For example, the GH3 gene
promoter of soybean is composed of three independently
acting AuxRDs (each containing multiple AuxREs) that
contribute incrementally to the strong auxin inducibility of
the promoter.

Early Auxin Genes Are Regulated by Auxin
Response Factors
As noted previously, early auxin genes are by definition
insensitive to protein synthesis inhibitors such as cyclo-
heximide. Instead of being inhibited, the expression of
many of the early auxin genes has been found to be stimu-
lated by cycloheximide.

Cycloheximide stimulation of gene expression is accom-
plished both by transcriptional activation and by mRNA
stabilization. Transcriptional activation of a gene by
inhibitors of protein synthesis usually indicates that the
gene is being repressed by a short-lived repressor protein
or by a regulatory pathway that involves a protein with a
high turnover rate.

A family of auxin response factors (ARFs) function as
transcriptional activators by binding to the auxin response
element TGTCTC, which is present in the promoters of GH3
and other early auxin response genes. Mutations in ARF
genes result in severe developmental defects. To bind the
AuxRE stably, ARFs must form dimers. It has been proposed
that ARF dimers promote transcription by binding to two
AuxREs arranged in a palindrome (Ulmasov et al. 1997).

Recent studies also indicate that proteins encoded by the
AUX/IAA gene family (itself one of the early auxin
response gene families) can inhibit the transcription of
early auxin response genes by forming inactive het-
erodimers with ARFs. These inactive heterodimers may act
to inhibit ARF–AuxRE binding, thereby blocking either
gene activation or repression. AUX/IAA proteins may thus
function as ARF inhibitors.

It is now believed that auxin induces the transcription
of the early response genes by promoting the proteolytic
degradation of the inhibitory AUX/IAA proteins so that
active ARF dimers can form. The precise mechanism by
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which auxin causes AUX/IAA turnover is unknown,
although it is known to involve ubiquitination by a ubiq-
uitin ligase and proteolysis by the massive 26S proteasome
complex (see Chapter 14 on the web site) (Gray et al. 2001;
Zenser et al. 2001). Note that a negative feedback loop is
introduced into the pathway by virtue of the fact that one
of the gene families turned on by auxin is AUX/IAA, which
inhibits the response.

A model for auxin regulation of the early response
genes based on the findings described here is shown in
Figure 19.41.

SUMMARY
Auxin was the first hormone to be discovered in plants and
is one of an expanding list of chemical signaling agents that
regulate plant development. The most common naturally
occurring form of auxin is indole-3-acetic acid (IAA). One
of the most important roles of auxin in higher plants is the
regulation of elongation growth in young stems and
coleoptiles. Low levels of auxin are also required for root
elongation, although at higher concentrations auxin acts as
a root growth inhibitor.

Accurate measurement of the amount of auxin in plant
tissues is critical for understanding the role of this hormone
in plant physiology. Early coleoptile-based bioassays have
been replaced by more accurate techniques, including
physicochemical methods and immunoassay.

Regulation of growth in plants may depend in part on the
amount of free auxin present in plant cells, tissues, and
organs. There are two main pools of auxin in the cell: the
cytosol and the chloroplasts. Levels of free auxin can be mod-
ulated by several factors, including the synthesis and break-
down of conjugated IAA, IAA metabolism, compartmenta-
tion, and polar auxin transport. Several pathways have been
implicated in IAA biosynthesis, including tryptophan-depen-
dent and tryptophan-independent pathways. Several
degradative pathways for IAA have also been identified.

IAA is synthesized primarily in the apical bud and is
transported polarly to the root. Polar transport is thought
to occur mainly in the parenchyma cells associated with the
vascular tissue. Polar auxin transport can be divided into
two main processes: IAA influx and IAA efflux. In accord
with the chemiosmotic model for polar transport, there are
two modes of IAA influx: by a pH-dependent passive
transport of the undissociated form, or by an active H+
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FIGURE 19.41 A model for auxin regulation of transcriptional activation of early
response genes by auxin. (After Gray et al. 2001.) 
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cotransport mechanism driven by the plasma membrane
H+-ATPase. 

Auxin efflux is thought to occur preferentially at the
basal ends of the transporting cells via anion efflux carriers
and to be driven by the membrane potential generated by
the plasma membrane H+-ATPase. Auxin transport
inhibitors (ATIs) can interrupt auxin transport directly by
competing with auxin for the efflux channel pore or by
binding to regulatory or structural proteins associated with
the efflux channel. Auxin can be transported nonpolarly in
the phloem.

Auxin-induced cell elongation begins after a lag time of
about 10 minutes. Auxin promotes elongation growth pri-
marily by increasing cell wall extensibility. Auxin-induced
wall loosening requires continuous metabolic input and is
mimicked in part by treatment with acidic buffers. 

According to the acid growth hypothesis, one of the
important actions of auxin is to induce cells to transport
protons into the cell wall by stimulating the plasma mem-
brane H+-ATPase. Two mechanisms have been proposed
for auxin-induced proton extrusion: direct activation of the
proton pump and enhanced synthesis of the plasma mem-
brane H+-ATPase. The ability of protons to cause cell wall
loosening is mediated by a class of proteins called
expansins. Expansins loosen the cell wall by breaking
hydrogen bonds between the polysaccharide components
of the wall. In addition to proton extrusion, long-term
auxin-induced growth involves the uptake of solutes and
the synthesis and deposition of polysaccharides and pro-
teins needed to maintain the acid-induced wall-loosening
capacity.

Promotion of growth in stems and coleoptiles and inhi-
bition of growth in roots are the best-studied physiological
effects of auxins. Auxin-promoted differential growth in
these organs is responsible for the responses to directional
stimuli (i.e., light, gravity) called tropisms. According to the
Cholodny–Went model, auxin is transported laterally to the
shaded side during phototropism and to the lower side
during gravitropism. Statoliths (starch-filled amyloplasts)
in the statocytes are involved in the normal percepton of
gravity, but they are not absolutely required.

In addition to its roles in growth and tropisms, auxin
plays central regulatory roles in apical dominance, lateral-
root initiation, leaf abscission, vascular differentiation, flo-
ral bud formation, and fruit development. Commercial
applications of auxins include rooting compounds and her-
bicides.

The auxin-binding soluble protein ABP1 is a strong can-
didate for the auxin receptor. ABP1 is located primarily in
the ER lumen. Studies of the signal transduction pathways
involved in auxin action have implicated other signaling
intermediates such as Ca2+, intracellular pH, and kinases
in auxin-induced cell division.

Auxin-induced genes fall into two categories: early and
late. Induction of early genes by auxin does not require

protein synthesis and is insensitive to protein synthesis
inhibitors. The early genes fall into three functional classes:
expression of the late genes (secondary response genes),
stress adaptation, and intercellular signaling. The auxin
response domains of the promoters of the auxin early genes
have a composite structure in which an auxin-inducible
response element is combined with a constitutive response
element. Auxin-induced genes may be negatively regulated
by repressor proteins that are degraded via a ubiquitin acti-
vation pathway.

Web Material

Web Topics
19.1 Additional Synthetic Auxins

Biologically active synthetic auxins have
suprisingly diverse structures.

19.2 The Structural Requirements for Auxin
Activity

Comparisons of a wide variety of compounds
that possess auxin activity have revealed
common features at the molecular level that
are essential for biological activity.

19.3 Auxin Measurement by Radioimmunoassy

Radioimmunoassay (RIA) allows the measure-
ment of physiological levels (10−9 g = 1 ng) of
IAA in plant tissues.

19.4 Evidence for the Tryptophan-Independent
Biosynthesis of IAA

Additional experimental evidence for the
tryptophan-independent biosynthesis of IAA
is provided.

19.5 The Multiple Factors That Regulate Steady-
State IAA Levels

The steady-state level of free IAA in the
cytosol is determined by several intercon-
nected processes, including synthesis, degra-
dation, conjugation, compartmentation and
transport.

19.6 The Mechanism of Fusicoccin Activation of
the Plasma Membrane H+-ATPase

Fusicoccin, a phytotoxin produced by the fun-
gus Fusicoccum amygdale, causes membrane
hyperpolarization and proton extrusion in
nearly all plant tissues, and acts as a “super-
auxin“ in elongation assays.

19.7 The Fluence Response of Phototropism

The effect of light dose on phototropism is
described and a model explaining the phe-
nomenon is presented.
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19.8 Differential SAUR Gene Expression during
Gravitropism

SAUR gene expression is used to detect the
lateral auxin gradient during gravitropism.

19.9 Gravity Perception without Statoliths in
Chara

The giant-celled freshwater alga, Chara, bends
in response to gravity without any apparent
statoliths.

19.10 The Role of Cytokinins in Apical Dominance

In Douglas fir Psuedotsuga menziesii, there is a
correlation between cytokinin levels and axil-
lary bud growth.

19.11 The Role of ABA in Apical Dominance

In Quackgrass (Elytrigia repens) axillary bud
growth is correlated with a reduction in ABA.

19.12 The Facilitation of IAA Measurements by
GH3-Based Reporter Constructs 

Because GH3 expression is a good reflection
of the presence of endogenous auxin, a GH3-
based reporter gene, known as DR5, is widely
used in auxin bioassays.

19.13 The Effect of Auxin on Ubiquitin-Mediated
Degradation of AUX/IAA Proteins

A model for auxin-regulated degradation of
AUX/IAA proteins is discussed.

Web Essays
19.1 Brassinosteroids: A New Class of Plant

Steroid Hormones

Brassinosteroids have been implicated in a
wide range of developmental phenomena in
plants, including stem elongation, inhibition
of root growth, and ethylene biosynthesis.

19.2 Exploring the Cellular Basis of Polar Auxin
Transport.

Experimental evidence indicates that the
polar transport of the plant hormone auxin is
regulated at the cellular level.This implies that
proteins involved in auxin transport must be
asymmetrically distributed on the plasma
membrane. How those transport proteins get
to their destination is the focus of ongoing
research.

19.3 Phototropism: From Photoperception to
Auxin-Dependent Changes in Gene Ex-
pression

How photoperception by phototropins is
coupled to auxin signaling is the subject of
this essay.
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Chapter

FOR NEARLY 30 YEARS after the discovery of auxin in 1927, and more
than 20 years after its structural elucidation as indole-3-acetic acid, West-
ern plant scientists tried to ascribe the regulation of all developmental
phenomena in plants to auxin. However, as we will see in this and sub-
sequent chapters, plant growth and development are regulated by sev-
eral different types of hormones acting individually and in concert.

In the 1950s the second group of hormones, the gibberellins (GAs),
was characterized. The gibberellins are a large group of related com-
pounds (more than 125 are known) that, unlike the auxins, are defined
by their chemical structure rather than by their biological activity. Gib-
berellins are most often associated with the promotion of stem growth,
and the application of gibberellin to intact plants can induce large
increases in plant height. As we will see, however, gibberellins play
important roles in a variety of physiological phenomena. 

The biosynthesis of gibberellins is under strict genetic, developmen-
tal, and environmental control, and numerous gibberellin-deficient
mutants have been isolated. Mendel’s tall/dwarf alleles in peas are a
famous example. Such mutants have been useful in elucidating the com-
plex pathways of gibberellin biosynthesis.

We begin this chapter by describing the discovery, chemical structure,
and role of gibberellins in regulating various physiological processes,
including seed germination, mobilization of endosperm storage reserves,
shoot growth, flowering, floral development, and fruit set. We then
examine biosynthesis of the gibberellins, as well as identification of the
active form of the hormone.

In recent years, the application of molecular genetic approaches has
led to considerable progress in our understanding of the mechanism of
gibberellin action at the molecular level. These advances will be dis-
cussed at the end of the chapter.



THE DISCOVERY OF THE GIBBERELLINS
Although gibberellins did not become known to American
and British scientists until the 1950s, they had been dis-
covered much earlier by Japanese scientists. Rice farmers
in Asia had long known of a disease that makes the rice
plants grow tall but eliminates seed production. In Japan
this disease was called the “foolish seedling,” or bakanae,
disease.

Plant pathologists investigating the disease found that
the tallness of these plants was induced by a chemical
secreted by a fungus that had infected the tall plants. This
chemical was isolated from filtrates of the cultured fungus
and called gibberellin after Gibberella fujikuroi, the name of
the fungus.

In the 1930s Japanese scientists succeeded in obtaining
impure crystals of two fungal growth-active compounds,
which they termed gibberellin A and B, but because of com-
munication barriers and World War II, the information did
not reach the West. Not until the mid-1950s did two
groups—one at the Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI)
research station at Welyn in Britain, the other at the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) in Peoria, Illinois—suc-
ceed in elucidating the structure of the material that they
had purified from fungal culture filtrates, which they
named gibberellic acid:

At about the same time scientists at Tokyo University
isolated three gibberellins from the original gibberellin A
and named them gibberellin A1, gibberellin A2, and gib-
berellin A3. Gibberellin A3 and gibberellic acid proved to
be identical.

It became evident that an entire family of gibberellins
exists and that in each fungal culture different gibberellins
predominate, though gibberellic acid is always a principal
component. As we will see, the structural feature that all
gibberellins have in common, and that defines them as a
family of molecules, is that they are derived from the ent-
kaurene ring structure:

As gibberellic acid became available, physiologists began
testing it on a wide variety of plants. Spectacular responses
were obtained in the elongation growth of dwarf and

rosette plants, particularly in genetically dwarf peas (Pisum
sativum), dwarf maize (Zea mays), and many rosette plants.

In contrast, plants that were genetically very tall showed
no further response to applied gibberellins. More recently,
experiments with dwarf peas and dwarf corn have con-
firmed that the natural elongation growth of plants is reg-
ulated by gibberellins, as we will describe later.

Because applications of gibberellins could increase the
height of dwarf plants, it was natural to ask whether plants
contain their own gibberellins. Shortly after the discovery
of the growth effects of gibberellic acid, gibberellin-like
substances were isolated from several species of plants.1

Gibberellin-like substance refers to a compound or an extract
that has gibberellin-like biological activity, but whose
chemical structure has not yet been defined. Such a
response indicates, but does not prove, that the tested sub-
stance is a gibberellin. 

In 1958 a gibberellin (gibberellin A1) was conclusively
identified from a higher plant (runner bean seeds, Phaseo-
lus coccineus):

Because the concentration of gibberellins in immature
seeds far exceeds that in vegetative tissue, immature seeds
were the tissue of choice for gibberellin extraction. However,
because the concentration of gibberellins in plants is very
low (usually 1–10 parts per billion for the active gibberellin
in vegetative tissue and up to 1 part per million of total gib-
berellins in seeds), chemists had to use truckloads of seeds.

As more and more gibberellins from fungal and plant
sources were characterized, they were numbered as gib-
berellin AX (or GAX), where X is a number, in the order of
their discovery. This scheme was adopted for all gib-
berellins in 1968. However, the number of a gibberellin is
simply a cataloging convenience, designed to prevent
chaos in the naming of the gibberellins. The system implies
no close chemical similarity or metabolic relationship
between gibberellins with adjacent numbers.

All gibberellins are based on the ent-gibberellane skeleton:
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Some gibberellins have the full complement of 20 carbons
(C20-GAs):

Others have only 19 (C19-GAs), having lost one carbon to
metabolism.

There are other variations in the basic structure, espe-
cially the oxidation state of carbon 20 (in C20-GAs) and the
number and position of hydroxyl groups on the molecule
(see Web Topic 20.1). Despite the plethora of gibberellins
present in plants, genetic analyses have demonstrated that
only a few are biologically active as hormones. All the oth-
ers serve as precursors or represent inactivated forms.

EFFECTS OF GIBBERELLIN ON 
GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
Though they were originally discovered as the cause of a
disease of rice that stimulated internode elongation,
endogenous gibberellins influence a wide variety of devel-
opmental processes. In addition to stem elongation, gib-
berellins control various aspects of seed germination,
including the loss of dormancy and the mobilization of
endosperm reserves. In reproductive development, gib-
berellin can affect the transition from the juvenile to the
mature stage, as well as floral initiation, sex determination,
and fruit set. In this section we will review some of these
gibberellin-regulated phenomena.

Gibberellins Stimulate Stem Growth in Dwarf and
Rosette Plants
Applied gibberellin promotes internodal elongation in a
wide range of species. However, the most dramatic stimu-
lations are seen in dwarf and rosette species, as well as
members of the grass family. Exogenous GA3 causes such
extreme stem elongation in dwarf plants that they resem-
ble the tallest varieties of the same species (Figure 20.1).
Accompanying this effect are a decrease in stem thickness,
a decrease in leaf size, and a pale green color of the leaves.

Some plants assume a rosette form in short days and
undergo shoot elongation and flowering only in long days
(see Chapter 24). Gibberellin application results in bolting
(stem growth) in plants kept in short days (Figure 20.2),
and normal bolting is regulated by endogenous gibberellin.

In addition, as noted earlier, many long-day rosette plants
have a cold requirement for stem elongation and flower-
ing, and this requirement is overcome by applied gib-
berellin.

GA also promotes internodal elongation in members of
the grass family. The target of gibberellin action is the inter-
calary meristem—a meristem near the base of the intern-
ode that produces derivatives above and below. Deep-
water rice is a particularly striking example. We will
examine the effects of gibberellin on the growth of deep-
water rice in the section on the mechanism of gibberellin-
induced stem elongation later in the chapter.

Although stem growth may be dramatically enhanced
by GAs, gibberellins have little direct effect on root growth.
However, the root growth of extreme dwarfs is less than
that of wild-type plants, and gibberellin application to the
shoot enhances both shoot and root growth. Whether the
effect of gibberellin on root growth is direct or indirect is
currently unresolved.

Gibberellins Regulate the Transition from Juvenile
to Adult Phases
Many woody perennials do not flower until they reach a
certain stage of maturity; up to that stage they are said to

H3C COOH COOH

H3C

6

20

7
H

H CH2

 GA12 (a C20-gibberellin)

FIGURE 20.1 The effect of exogenous GA1 on normal and
dwarf (d1) corn. Gibberellin stimulates dramatic stem elon-
gation in the dwarf mutant but has little or no effect on the
tall wild-type plant. (Courtesy of B. Phinney.)
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be juvenile (see Chapter 24). The juvenile and mature
stages often have different leaf forms, as in English ivy
(Hedera helix) (see Figure 24.9). Applied gibberellins can
regulate this juvenility in both directions, depending on the
species. Thus, in English ivy GA3 can cause a reversion
from a mature to a juvenile state, and many juvenile
conifers can be induced to enter the reproductive phase by
applications of nonpolar gibberellins such as GA4 + GA7.
(The latter example is one instance in which GA3 is not
effective.)

Gibberellins Influence Floral Initiation and Sex
Determination
As already noted, gibberellin can substitute for the long-
day or cold requirement for flowering in many plants,

especially rosette species (see Chapter 24). Gibberellin is
thus a component of the flowering stimulus in some plants,
but apparently not in others.

In plants where flowers are unisexual rather than her-
maphroditic, floral sex determination is genetically regu-
lated. However, it is also influenced by environmental fac-
tors, such as photoperiod and nutritional status, and these
environmental effects may be mediated by gibberellin. In
maize, for example, the staminate flowers (male) are
restricted to the tassel, and the pistillate flowers (female)
are contained in the ear. Exposure to short days and cool
nights increases the endogenous gibberellin levels in the
tassels 100-fold and simultaneously causes feminization of
the tassel flowers. Application of exogenous gibberellic acid
to the tassels can also induce pistillate flowers.

For studies on genetic regulation, a large collection of
maize mutants that have altered patterns of sex determi-
nation have been isolated. Mutations in genes that affect
either gibberellin biosynthesis or gibberellin signal trans-
duction result in a failure to suppress stamen development
in the flowers of the ear (Figure 20.3). Thus the primary role
of gibberellin in sex determination in maize seems to be to
suppress stamen development (Irish 1996).

In dicots such as cucumber, hemp, and spinach, gib-
berellin seems to have the opposite effect. In these species,
application of gibberellin promotes the formation of sta-
minate flowers, and inhibitors of gibberellin biosynthesis
promote the formation of pistillate flowers.

Gibberellins Promote Fruit Set
Applications of gibberellins can cause fruit set (the initia-
tion of fruit growth following pollination) and growth of
some fruits, in cases where auxin may have no effect. For
example, stimulation of fruit set by gibberellin has been
observed in apple (Malus sylvestris).

Gibberellins Promote Seed Germination
Seed germination may require gibberellins for one of sev-
eral possible steps: the activation of vegetative growth of

FIGURE 20.2 Cabbage, a long-day plant, remains as a
rosette in short days, but it can be induced to bolt and
flower by applications of gibberellin. In the case illustrated,
giant flowering stalks were produced. (© Sylvan
Wittwer/Visuals Unlimited.)

FIGURE 20.3 Anthers develop in the ears of a gibberellin-
deficient dwarf mutant of corn (Zea mays). (Bottom)
Unfertilized ear of the dwarf mutant an1, showing conspic-
uous anthers. (Top) Ear from a plant that has been treated
with gibberellin. (Courtesy of M. G. Neuffer.)
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the embryo, the weakening of a growth-constraining
endosperm layer surrounding the embryo, and the mobi-
lization of stored food reserves of the endosperm. Some
seeds, particularly those of wild plants, require light or cold
to induce germination. In such seeds this dormancy (see
Chapter 23) can often be overcome by application of gib-
berellin. Since changes in gibberellin levels are often, but
not always, seen in response to chilling of seeds, gib-
berellins may represent a natural regulator of one or more
of the processes involved in germination.

Gibberellin application also stimulates the production
of numerous hydrolases, notably α-amylase, by the aleu-
rone layers of germinating cereal grains. This aspect of gib-
berellin action has led to its use in the brewing industry in
the production of malt (discussed in the next section).
Because this is the principal system in which gibberellin
signal transduction pathways have been analyzed, it will
be treated in detail later in the chapter.

Gibberellins Have Commercial Applications
The major uses of gibberellins (GA3, unless noted other-
wise), applied as a spray or dip, are to manage fruit crops,
to malt barley, and to increase sugar yield in sugarcane. In
some crops a reduction in height is desirable, and this can
be accomplished by the use of gibberellin synthesis
inhibitors (see Web Topic 20.1).

Fruit production. A major use of gibberellins is to increase
the stalk length of seedless grapes. Because of the shortness
of the individual fruit stalks, bunches of seedless grapes are
too compact and the growth of the berries is restricted. Gib-
berellin stimulates the stalks to grow longer, thereby allow-
ing the grapes to grow larger by alleviating compaction, and
it promotes elongation of the fruit (Figure 20.4).

A mixture of benzyladenine (a cytokinin; see Chapter
21) and GA4 + GA7 can cause apple fruit to elongate and is
used to improve the shape of Delicious-type apples under
certain conditions. Although this treatment does not affect
yield or taste, it is considered commercially desirable.

In citrus fruits, gibberellins delay senescence, allowing the
fruits to be left on the tree longer to extend the market period.

Malting of barley. Malting is the first step in the brew-
ing process. During malting, barley seeds (Hordeum vulgare)
are allowed to germinate at temperatures that maximize
the production of hydrolytic enzymes by the aleurone
layer. Gibberellin is sometimes used to speed up the malt-
ing process. The germinated seeds are then dried and pul-
verized to produce “malt,” consisting mainly of a mixture
of amylolytic (starch-degrading) enzymes and partly
digested starch.

During the subsequent “mashing” step, water is added
and the amylases in the malt convert the residual starch, as
well as added starch, to the disaccharide maltose, which is
converted to glucose by the enzyme maltase. The resulting
“wort” is then boiled to stop the reaction. In the final step,

yeast converts the glucose in the wort to ethanol by fer-
mentation.

Increasing sugarcane yields. Sugarcane (Saccharum offic-
inarum) is one of relatively few plants that store their car-
bohydrate as sugar (sucrose) instead of starch (the other
important sugar-storing crop is sugar beet). Originally from
New Guinea, sugarcane is a giant perennial grass that can
grow from 4 to 6 m tall. The sucrose is stored in the central
vacuoles of the internode parenchyma cells. Spraying the
crop with gibberellin can increase the yield of raw cane by
up to 20 tons per acre, and the sugar yield by 2 tons per
acre. This increase is a result of the stimulation of internode
elongation during the winter season.

Uses in plant breeding. The long juvenility period in
conifers can be detrimental to a breeding program by pre-
venting the reproduction of desirable trees for many years.
Spraying with GA4 + GA7 can considerably reduce the time
to seed production by inducing cones to form on very
young trees. In addition, the promotion of male flowers in
cucurbits, and the stimulation of bolting in biennial rosette
crops such as beet (Beta vulgaris) and cabbage (Brassica oler-
acea), are beneficial effects of gibberellins that are occa-
sionally used commercially in seed production.

Gibberellin biosynthesis inhibitors. Bigger is not always
better. Thus, gibberellin biosynthesis inhibitors are used
commercially to prevent elongation growth in some plants.
In floral crops, short, stocky plants such as lilies, chrysan-
themums, and poinsettias are desirable, and restrictions on
elongation growth can be achieved by applications of gib-
berellin synthesis inhibitors such as ancymidol (known
commercially as A-Rest) or paclobutrazol (known as Bonzi).

FIGURE 20.4 Gibberellin induces growth in Thompson’s
seedless grapes. The bunch on the left is an untreated con-
trol. The bunch on the right was sprayed with gibberellin
during fruit development. (© Sylvan Wittwer/Visuals
Unlimited.)
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Tallness is also a disadvantage for cereal crops grown in
cool, damp climates, as occur in Europe, where lodging can
be a problem. Lodging—the bending of stems to the ground
caused by the weight of water collecting on the ripened
heads—makes it difficult to harvest the grain with a com-
bine harvester. Shorter internodes reduce the tendency of
the plants to lodge, increasing the yield of the crop. Even
genetically dwarf wheats grown in Europe are sprayed
with gibberellin biosynthesis inhibitors to further reduce
stem length and lodging.

Yet another application of gibberellin biosynthesis
inhibitors is the restriction of growth in roadside shrub
plantings.

BIOSYNTHESIS AND METABOLISM OF
GIBBERELLIN
Gibberellins constitute a large family of diterpene acids and
are synthesized by a branch of the terpenoid pathway,
which was described in Chapter 13. The elucidation of the
gibberellin biosynthetic pathway would not have been pos-
sible without the development of sensitive methods of
detection. As noted earlier, plants contain a bewildering
array of gibberellins, many of which are biologically inactive.
In this section we will discuss the biosynthesis of GAs, as
well as other factors that regulate the steady-state levels of
the biologically active form of the hormone in different
plant tissues.

Gibberellins Are Measured via Highly Sensitive
Physical Techniques
Systems of measurement using a biological response, called
bioassays, were originally important for detecting gib-
berellin-like activity in partly purified extracts and for
assessing the biological activity of known gibberellins (Fig-

ure 20.5). The use of bioassays, however, has declined with
the development of highly sensitive physical techniques
that allow precise identification and quantification of spe-
cific gibberellins from small amounts of tissue.

High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) of
plant extracts, followed by the highly sensitive and selec-
tive analytical method of gas chromatography combined
with mass spectrometry (GC-MS), has now become the
method of choice. With the availability of published mass
spectra, researchers can now identify gibberellins without
possessing pure standards. The availability of heavy-iso-
tope-labeled standards of common gibberellins, which can
themselves be separately detected on a mass spectrometer,
allows the accurate measurement of levels in plant tissues
by mass spectrometry with these heavy-isotope-labeled
gibberellins as internal standards for quantification (see
Web Topic 20.2).

Gibberellins Are Synthesized via the Terpenoid
Pathway in Three Stages
Gibberellins are tetracyclic diterpenoids made up of four
isoprenoid units. Terpenoids are compounds made up of
five-carbon (isoprene) building blocks:

joined head to tail. Researchers have determined the entire
gibberellin biosynthetic pathway in seed and vegetative tis-
sues of several species by feeding various radioactive pre-
cursors and intermediates and examining the production of
the other compounds of the pathway (Kobayashi et al. 1996).

The gibberellin biosynthetic pathway can be divided
into three stages, each residing in a different cellular com-
partment (Figure 20.6) (Hedden and Phillips 2000).

CCH2

OH

CH CH2

FIGURE 20.5 Gibberellin causes
elongation of the leaf sheath of
rice seedlings, and this response
is used in the dwarf rice leaf
sheath bioassay. Here 4-day-old
seedlings were treated with dif-
ferent amounts of GA and
allowed to grow for another 5
days. (Courtesy of P. Davies.)
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FIGURE 20.6 The three stages of gibberellin biosynthesis. In
stage 1, geranylgeranyl diphosphate (GGPP) is converted to
ent-kaurene via copalyl diphosphate (CPP) in plastids. In
stage 2, which takes place on the endoplasmic reticulum,
ent-kaurene is converted to GA12 or GA53, depending on
whether the GA is hydroxylated at carbon 13. In most
plants the 13-hydroxylation pathway predominates, though
in Arabidopsis and some others the non-13-OH pathway is
the main pathway. In stage 3 in the cytosol, GA12 or GA53
are converted other GAs. This conversion proceeds with a
series of oxidations at carbon 20. In the 13-hydroxylation
pathway this leads to the production of GA20. GA20 is then
oxidized to the active gibberellin, GA1, by a 3β-hydroxyla-
tion reaction (the non-13-OH equivalent is GA4). Finally,
hydroxylation at carbon 2 converts GA20 and GA1 to the
inactive forms GA29 and GA8, respectively.



Stage 1: Production of terpenoid precursors and ent-kau-
rene in plastids. The basic biological isoprene unit is
isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP).2 IPP used in gibberellin
biosynthesis in green tissues is synthesized in plastids from
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate and pyruvate (Lichtenthaler et
al. 1997). However, in the endosperm of pumpkin seeds,
which are very rich in gibberellin, IPP is formed in the cytosol
from mevalonic acid, which is itself derived from acetyl-CoA.
Thus the IPP used to make gibberellins may arise from dif-
ferent cellular compartments in different tissues.

Once synthesized, the IPP isoprene units are added suc-
cessively to produce intermediates of 10 carbons (geranyl
diphosphate), 15 carbons (farnesyl diphosphate), and 20
carbons (geranylgeranyl diphosphate, GGPP). GGPP is a
precursor of many terpenoid compounds, including
carotenoids and many essential oils, and it is only after
GGPP that the pathway becomes specific for gibberellins.

The cyclization reactions that convert GGPP to ent-kau-
rene represent the first step that is specific for the gib-
berellins (Figure 20.7). The two enzymes that catalyze the
reactions are localized in the proplastids of meristematic
shoot tissues, and they are not present in mature chloro-
plasts (Aach et al. 1997). Thus, leaves lose their ability to
synthesize gibberellins from IPP once their chloroplasts
mature.

Compounds such as AMO-1618, Cycocel, and Phosphon
D are specific inhibitors of the first stage of gibberellin
biosynthesis, and they are used as growth height reducers.

Stage 2: Oxidation reactions on the ER form GA12 and
GA53. In the second stage of gibberellin biosynthesis, a
methyl group on ent-kaurene is oxidized to a carboxylic
acid, followed by contraction of the B ring from a six- to a
five-carbon ring to give GA12-aldehyde. GA12-aldehyde is
then oxidized to GA12, the first gibberellin in the pathway
in all plants and thus the precursor of all the other gib-
berellins (see Figure 20.6).

Many gibberellins in plants are also hydroxylated on
carbon 13. The hydroxylation of carbon 13 occurs next,
forming GA53 from GA12. All the enzymes involved are
monooxygenases that utilize cytochrome P450 in their reac-
tions. These P450 monooxygenases are localized on the
endoplasmic reticulum. Kaurene is transported from the
plastid to the endoplasmic reticulum, and is oxidized en
route to kaurenoic acid by kaurene oxidase, which is asso-
ciated with the plastid envelope (Helliwell et al. 2001). 

Further conversions to GA12 take place on the endo-
plasmic reticulum. Paclobutrazol and other inhibitors of

P450 monooxygenases specifically inhibit this stage of gib-
berellin biosynthesis before GA12-aldehyde, and they are
also growth retardants.

Stage 3: Formation in the cytosol of all other gib-
berellins from GA12 or GA53. All subsequent steps in the
pathway (see Figure 20.6) are carried out by a group of sol-
uble dioxygenases in the cytosol. These enzymes require 2-
oxoglutarate and molecular oxygen as cosubstrates, and
they use Fe2+ and ascorbate as cofactors.

The specific steps in the modification of GA12 vary from
species to species, and between organs of the same species.
Two basic chemical changes occur in most plants:

1. Hydroxylation at carbon 13 (on the endoplasmic retic-
ulum) or carbon 3, or both.

2. A successive oxidation at carbon 20 (CH2 → CH2OH
→ CHO). The final step of this oxidation is the loss of
carbon 20 as CO2 (see Figure 20.6).

When these reactions involve gibberellins initially
hydroxylated at C-13, the resulting gibberellin is GA20.
GA20 is then converted to the biologically active form,
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FIGURE 20.7 A portion of the gibberellin biosynthetic path-
way showing the abbreviations and location of the mutant
genes that block the pathway in pea and the enzymes
involved in the metabolic steps after GA53.

2 As noted in Chapter 13, IPP is the abbreviation for isopen-
tenyl pyrophosphate, an earlier name for this compound.
Similarly, the other pyrophosphorylated intermediates in
the pathway are now referred to as diphosphates, but they
continue to be abbreviated as if they were called pyrophos-
phates.
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GA1, by hydroxylation of carbon 3. (Because this is in the
beta configuration [drawn as if the bond to the hydroxyl
group were toward the viewer], it is referred to as 3β-
hydroxylation.)

Finally, GA1 is inactivated by its conversion to GA8 by a
hydroxylation on carbon 2. This hydroxylation can also
remove GA20 from the biosynthetic pathway by converting
it to GA29.

Inhibitors of the third stage of the gibberellin biosyn-
thetic pathway interfere with enzymes that utilize 2-oxog-
lutarate as cosubstrates. Among these, the compound pro-
hexadione (BX-112), is especially useful because it
specifically inhibits GA 3-oxidase, the enzyme that converts
inactive GA20 to growth-active GA1.

The Enzymes and Genes of the Gibberellin
Biosynthetic Pathway Have Been Characterized
The enzymes of the gibberellin biosynthetic pathway are
now known, and the genes for many of these enzymes
have been isolated and characterized (see Figure 20.7).
Most notable from a regulatory standpoint are two biosyn-
thetic enzymes—GA 20-oxidase (GA20ox)3 and GA 3-oxi-
dase (GA3ox)—and an enzyme involved in gibberellin
metabolism, GA 2-oxidase (GA2ox):

• GA 20-oxidase catalyzes all the reactions involving the
successive oxidation steps of carbon 20 between GA53
and GA20, including the removal of C-20 as CO2.

• GA 3-oxidase functions as a 3β-hydroxylase, adding
a hydroxyl group to C-3 to form the active gib-
berellin, GA1. (The evidence demonstrating that GA1
is the active gibberellin will be discussed shortly.)

• GA 2-oxidase inactivates GA1 by catalyzing the addi-
tion of a hydroxyl group to C-2.

The transcription of the genes for the two gibberellin
biosynthetic enzymes, as well as for GA 2-oxidase, is highly
regulated. All three of these genes have sequences in com-
mon with each other and with other enzymes utilizing 2-
oxoglutarate and Fe2+ as cofactors. The common sequences
represent the binding sites for 2-oxoglutarate and
Fe2+.

Gibberellins May Be Covalently Linked to
Sugars
Although active gibberellins are free, a variety of
gibberellin glycosides are formed by a covalent
linkage between gibberellin and a sugar. These
gibberellin conjugates are particularly prevalent
in some seeds. The conjugating sugar is usually

glucose, and it may be attached to the gibberellin via a car-
boxyl group forming a gibberellin glycoside, or via a
hydroxyl group forming a gibberellin glycosyl ether.

When gibberellins are applied to a plant, a certain pro-
portion usually becomes glycosylated. Glycosylation there-
fore represents another form of inactivation. In some cases,
applied glucosides are metabolized back to free GAs, so
glucosides may also be a storage form of gibberellins
(Schneider and Schmidt 1990).

GA1 Is the Biologically Active Gibberellin
Controlling Stem Growth
Knowledge of biosynthetic pathways for gibberellins reveals
where and how dwarf mutations act. Although it had long
been assumed that gibberellins were natural growth regula-
tors because gibberellin application caused dwarf plants to
grow tall, direct evidence was initially lacking. In the early
1980s it was demonstrated that tall stems do contain more
bioactive gibberellin than dwarf stems have, and that the
level of the endogenous bioactive gibberellin mediates the
genetic control of tallness (Reid and Howell 1995).

The gibberellins of tall pea plants containing the
homozygous Le allele (wild type) were compared with
dwarf plants having the same genetic makeup, except con-
taining the le allele (mutant). Le and le are the two alleles of
the gene that regulates tallness in peas, the genetic trait first
investigated by Gregor Mendel in his pioneering study in
1866. We now know that tall peas contain much more bioac-
tive GA1 than dwarf peas have (Ingram et al. 1983).

As we have seen, the precursor of GA1 in higher plants is
GA20 (GA1 is 3β-OH GA20). If GA20 is applied to homozy-
gous dwarf (le) pea plants, they fail to respond, although they
do respond to applied GA1. The implication is that the Le
gene enables the plants to convert GA20 to GA1. Metabolic
studies using both stable and radioactive isotopes demon-
strated conclusively that the Le gene encodes an enzyme that
3β-hydroxylates GA20 to produce GA1 (Figure 20.8). 

Mendel’s Le gene was isolated, and the recessive le allele
was shown to have a single base change leading to a defec-
tive enzyme only one-twentieth as active as the wild-type

3 GA 20-oxidase means an enzyme that oxidizes at
carbon 20; it is not the same as GA20, which is gib-
berellin 20 in the GA numbering scheme.
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FIGURE 20.8 Conversion of GA20 to GA1 by GA 3β-hydroxylase,
which adds a hydroxyl group (OH) to carbon 3 of GA20.
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enzyme, so much less GA1 is produced and the plants are
dwarf (Lester et al. 1997).

Endogenous GA1 Levels Are Correlated 
with Tallness
Although the shoots of gibberellin-deficient le dwarf peas are
much shorter than those of normal plants (internodes of 3 cm
in mature dwarf plants versus 15 cm in mature normal
plants), the mutation is “leaky” (i.e., the mutated gene pro-
duces a partially active enzyme) and some endogenous GA1
remains to cause growth. Different le alleles give rise to peas
differing in their height, and the height of the plant has been
correlated with the amount of endogenous GA1 (Figure 20.9).

There is also an extreme dwarf mutant of pea that has
even fewer gibberellins. This dwarf has the allele na (the
wild-type allele is Na), which completely blocks gibberellin
biosynthesis between ent-kaurene and GA12-aldehyde (Reid
and Howell 1995). As a result, homozygous (nana) mutants,
which are almost completely free of gibberellins, achieve a
stature of only about 1 cm at maturity (Figure 20.10).

However, nana plants may still possess an active GA 3β-
hydroxylase encoded by Le, and thus can convert GA20 to
GA1. If a nana naLe shoot is grafted onto a dwarf le plant,
the resulting plant is tall because the nana shoot tip can
convert the GA20 from the dwarf into GA1.

Such observations have led to the conclusion that GA1
is the biologically active gibberellin that regulates tallness
in peas (Ingram et al. 1986; Davies 1995). The same result
has been obtained for maize, a monocot, in parallel studies
using genotypes that have blocks in the gibberellin biosyn-
thetic pathway. Thus the control of stem elongation by GA1
appears to be universal.

Although GA1 appears to be the primary active gib-
berellin in stem growth for most species, a few other gib-
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FIGURE 20.10 Phenotypes and genotypes of peas that differ in the
gibberellin content of their vegetative tissue. (All alleles are
homozygous.) (After Davies 1995.)
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berellins have biological activity in other species or tissues.
For example, GA3, which differs from GA1 only in having
one double bond, is relatively rare in higher plants but is
able to substitute for GA1 in most bioassays:

GA4, which lacks an OH group at C-13, is present in
both Arabidopsis and members of the squash family (Cucur-
bitaceae). It is as active as GA1, or even more active, in
some bioassays, indicating that GA4 is a bioactive gib-
berellin in the species where it occurs (Xu et al. 1997). The
structure of GA4 looks like this:

Gibberellins Are Biosynthesized in Apical Tissues
The highest levels of gibberellins are found in immature
seeds and developing fruits. However, because the gib-
berellin level normally decreases to zero in mature seeds,
there is no evidence that seedlings obtain any active gib-
berellins from their seeds.

Work with pea seedlings indicates that the gibberellin
biosynthetic enzymes and GA3ox are specifically localized
in young, actively growing buds, leaves, and upper intern-
odes (Elliott et al. 2001). In Arabidopsis, GA20ox is
expressed primarily in the apical bud and young leaves,
which thus appear to be the principal sites of gibberellin
synthesis (Figure 20.11). 

The gibberellins that are synthesized in the shoot can be
transported to the rest of the plant via the phloem. Inter-
mediates of gibberellin biosynthesis may also be translo-
cated in the phloem. Indeed, the initial steps of gibberellin
biosynthesis may occur in one tissue, and metabolism to
active gibberellins in another.

Gibberellins also have been identified in root exudates
and root extracts, suggesting that roots can also synthesize
gibberellins and transport them to the shoot via the xylem.

Gibberellin Regulates Its Own Metabolism
Endogenous gibberellin regulates its own metabolism by
either switching on or inhibiting the transcription of the
genes that encode enzymes of gibberellin biosynthesis and
degradation (feedback and feed-forward regulation,
respectively). In this way the level of active gibberellins is
kept within a narrow range, provided that precursors are

available and the enzymes of gibberellin biosynthesis and
degradation are functional. 

For example, the application of gibberellin causes a
down-regulation of the biosynthetic genes—GA20ox and
GA3ox—and an elevation in transcription of the degrada-
tive gene—GA2ox (Hedden and Phillips 2000; Elliott et al.
2001). A mutation in the GA 2-oxidase gene, which prevents
GA1 from being degraded, is functionally equivalent to
applying exogenous gibberellin to the plant, and produces
the same effect on the biosynthetic gene transcription. 

Conversely, a mutation that lowers the level of active
gibberellin, such as GA1, in the plant stimulates the tran-
scription of the biosynthetic genes—GA20ox and GA3ox—
and down-regulates the degradative enzyme—GA2ox. In
peas this is particularly evident in very dwarf plants, such
as those with a mutation in the LS gene (CPP synthase) or
even more severely dwarf na plants (defective GA12-alde-
hyde synthase) (Figure 20.12).

Environmental Conditions Can Alter the
Transcription of Gibberellin Biosynthesis Genes
Gibberellins play an important role in mediating the effects
of environmental stimuli on plant development. Environ-
mental factors such as photoperiod and temperature can
alter the levels of active gibberellins by affecting gene tran-
scription for specific steps in the biosynthetic pathway
(Yamaguchi and Kamiya 2000).
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FIGURE 20.11 Gibberellin is synthesized mainly in the shoot
apex and in young developing leaves. This false color image
shows light emitted by transgenic Arabidopsis plants express-
ing the firefly luciferase coding sequence coupled to the
GA20ox gene promoter. The emitted light was recorded by a
CCD camera after the rosette was sprayed with the substrate
luciferin. The image was then color-coded for intensity and
superimposed on a photograph of the same plant. The red
and yellow regions correspond to the highest light intensity.
(Courtesy of Jeremy P. Coles, Andrew L. Phillips, and Peter
Hedden, IACR-Long Ashton Research Station.)
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Light regulation of GA1 biosynthesis. The presence of
light has many profound effects. Some seeds germinate
only in the light, and in such cases gibberellin application
can stimulate germination in darkness. The promotion of
germination by light has been shown to be due to
increases in GA1 levels resulting from a light-induced
increase in the transcription of the gene for GA3ox, which
converts GA20 to GA1 (Toyomasu et al. 1998). This effect
shows red/far-red photoreversibility and is mediated by
phytochrome (see Chapter 17).

When a seedling becomes exposed to light as it emerges
from the soil, it changes its form (see Chapter 17)—a
process referred to as de-etiolation. One of the most strik-

ing changes is a decrease in the rate of stem elongation
such that the stem in the light is shorter than the one in the
dark. Initially it was assumed that the light-grown plants
would contain less GA1 than dark-grown plants. However,
light-grown plants turned out to contain more GA1 than
dark-grown plants—indicating that de-etiolation is a com-
plex process involving changes in the level of GA1, as well
as changes in the responsiveness of the plant to GA1.

In peas, for example, the level of GA1 initially falls
within 4 hours of exposure to light because of an increase
in transcription of the gene for GA2ox, leading to an
increase in GA1 breakdown (Figure 20.13A). The level of
GA1 remains low for a day but then increases, so that by

PsGA20ox1

PsGA3ox1

PsGA2ox1

ls LS ls LS ls LS ls LS  
Apical  Leaflets Internodes RootsFIGURE 20.12 Northern blots of the

mRNA for the enzymes of gibberellin
biosynthesis in different tissues of
peas. The more intense the band, the
more mRNA was present. The plants
designated LS are tall wild-type
plants. Those designated ls are very
dwarf mutants due to a defective
copalyl diphosphate synthase that
creates a block in the GA biosynthesis
pathway. The differences in the spot
intensity show that a low level of
GA1 in the mutant ls plants causes
the upregulation of GA1 biosynthesis
by GA20ox and GA3ox, and a repres-
sion of GA1 breakdown by GA2ox.
(From Elliott et al. 2001.)
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FIGURE 20.13 When a plant grows in the light, the rate of
extension slows down through regulation by changes in
hormone levels and sensitivity. (A) When dark-grown pea
seedlings are transferred to light, GA1 level drops rapidly
because of metabolism of GA1, but then increases to a
higher level, similar to that of light-grown plants, over the
next 4 days. (B) To investigate the GA1 response in various
light regimes, 10 mg of GA1 was applied to the internode of

GA-deficient na plants in darkness, 1 day after the start of
the light, or 6 days of continuous light, and growth in the
next 24 hours was measured. The results show that the gib-
berellin sensitivity of pea seedlings falls rapidly upon trans-
fer from darkness to light, so the elongation rate of plants
in the light is lower than in the dark, even though their
total GA1 content is higher. (After O’Neill et al. 2000.)
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5 days there is a fivefold increase in the GA1 content of the
stems, even though the stem elongation rate is lower (Fig-
ure 20.13B) (O’Neill et al. 2000). The reason that growth
slows down despite the increase in GA1 level is that the
plants are now severalfold less sensitive to the GA1 present.

As will be discussed later in the chapter, sensitivity to
active gibberellin is governed by components of the gib-
berellin signal transduction pathway.

Photoperiod regulation of GA1 biosynthesis. When
plants that require long days to flower (see Chapter 24) are
shifted from short days to long days, gibberellin metabo-
lism is altered. In spinach (Spinacia oleracea), in short days,
when the plants maintain a rosette form (Figure 20.14), the
level of gibberellins hydroxylated at carbon 13 is relatively
low. In response to increasing day length, the shoots of
spinach plants begin to elongate after about 14 long days. 

The levels of all the gibberellins of the carbon
13–hydroxylated gibberellin pathway (GA53 → GA44 →
GA19 → GA20 → GA1 → GA8) start to increase after about
4 days (Figure 20.15). Although the level of GA20 increases
16-fold during the first 12 days, it is the fivefold increase in
GA1 that induces stem growth (Zeevaart et al. 1993).

The dependence of stem growth on GA1 has been
shown through the use of different inhibitors of gibberellin
synthesis and metabolism. The inhibitors AMO-1618 and
BX-112 both prevent internode elongation (bolting). The
effect of AMO-1618, which blocks gibberellin biosynthe-
sis prior to GA12-aldehyde, can be overcome by applica-
tions of GA20 (Figure 20.16A). However, the effect of

another inhibitor, BX-112, which
blocks the production of GA1 from
GA20, can be overcome only by GA1
(Figure 20.16B). This result demon-
strates that the rise in GA1 is the
crucial factor in regulating spinach
stem growth.

The level of GA20-oxidase mRNA
in spinach tissues, which occurs in
the highest amount in shoot tips and
elongating stems (see Figure 20.11), is
increased under long-day conditions
(Wu et al. 1996). The fact that GA 20-
oxidase is the enzyme that converts
GA53 to GA20 (see Figure 20.7) ex-
plains why the concentration of GA20
was found to be higher in spinach
under long-day conditions (Zeevaart
et al. 1993).

Photoperiod control of tuber for-
mation. Potato tuberization is
another process regulated by pho-
toperiod (Figure 20.17). Tubers form
on wild potatoes only in short days
(although the requirement for short

days has been bred out of many cultivated varieties), and
this tuberization can be blocked by applications of gib-
berellin. The transcription of GA20ox was found to fluctu-
ate during the light–dark cycle, leading to lower levels of
GA1 in short days. Potato plants overexpressing the
GA20ox gene showed delayed tuberization, whereas trans-

FIGURE 20.14 Spinach plants undergo stem and petiole elongation only in long
days, remaining in a rosette form in short days. Treatment with the GA biosynthe-
sis inhibitor AMO-1618 prevents stem and petiole elongation and maintains the
rosette growth habit even under long days. Gibberellic acid can reverse the
inhibitory effect of AMO-1618 on stem and petiole elongation. As shown in Figure
20.16, long days cause changes in the gibberellin content of the plant. (Courtesy of
J. A. D. Zeevaart.)
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formation with the antisense gene for GA20ox promoted
tuberization, demonstrating the importance of the tran-
scription of this gene in the regulation of potato tuberiza-
tion (Carrera et al. 2000).

In general, de-etiolation, light-dependent seed germi-
nation, and the photoperiodic control of stem growth in
rosette plants and tuberization in potato are all mediated
by phytochromes (see Chapter 17). There is mounting evi-

dence that many phytochrome effects are in part due to
modulation of the levels of gibberellins through changes in
the transcription of the genes for gibberellin biosynthesis
and degradation.

Temperature effects. Cold temperatures are required for
the germination of certain seeds (stratification) and for
flowering in certain species (vernalization) (see Chapter
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FIGURE 20.16 The use of specific growth retardants (GA biosynthesis inhibitors)
and the reversal of the effects of the growth retardants by different GAs can show
which steps in GA biosynthesis are regulated by environmental change, in this case
the effect of long days on stem growth in spinach. The control lacks inhibitors or
added GA. (After Zeevaart et al. 1993.)

FIGURE 20.17 Tuberization of potatoes is
promoted by short days. Potato (Solanum
tuberosum spp. Andigena) plants were
grown under either long days or short
days. The formation of tubers in short
days is associated with a decline in GA1
levels (see Chapter 24). (Courtesy of S.
Jackson.)
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24). For example, a prolonged cold treatment is required
for both the stem elongation and the flowering of Thlaspi
arvense (field pennycress), and gibberellins can substitute
for the cold treatment.

In the absence of the cold treatment, ent-kaurenoic acid
accumulates to high levels in the shoot tip, which is also the
site of perception of the cold stimulus. After cold treatment
and a return to high temperatures, the ent-kaurenoic acid is
converted to GA9, the most active gibberellin for stimulat-
ing the flowering response. These results are consistent with
a cold-induced increase in the activity of ent-kaurenoic acid
hydroxylase in the shoot tip (Hazebroek and Metzger 1990).

Auxin Promotes Gibberellin Biosynthesis
Although we often discuss the action of hormones as if
they act singly, the net growth and development of the

plant are the results of many combined signals. In addition,
hormones can influence each other’s biosynthesis so that
the effects produced by one hormone may in fact be medi-
ated by others. 

For example, it has long been known that auxin induces
ethylene biosynthesis. It is now evident that gibberellin can
induce auxin biosynthesis and that auxin can induce gib-
berellin biosynthesis. If pea plants are decapitated, leading
to a cessation in stem elongation, not only is the level of
auxin lowered because its source has been removed, but the
level of GA1 in the upper stem drops sharply. This change
can be shown to be an auxin effect because replacing the bud
with a supply of auxin restores the GA1 level (Figure 20.18). 

The presence of auxin has been shown to promote the
transcription of GA3ox and to repress the transcription of
GA2ox (Figure 20.19). In the absence of auxin the reverse
occurs. Thus the apical bud promotes growth not only
through the direct biosynthesis of auxin, but also through
the auxin-induced biosynthesis of GA1 (Figure 20.20) (Ross
et al. 2000; Ross and O’Neill 2001).

Figure 20.21 summarizes some of the factors that mod-
ulate the active gibberellin level through regulation of the
transcription of the genes for gibberellin biosynthesis or
metabolism.

Dwarfness Can Now Be Genetically Engineered
The characterization of the gibberellin biosynthesis and
metabolism genes—GA20ox, GA3ox, and GA2ox—has
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enabled genetic engineers to modify the transcription of
these genes to alter the gibberellin level in plants, and thus
affect their height (Hedden and Phillips 2000). The desired
effect is usually to increase dwarfness because plants
grown in dense crop communities, such as cereals, often
grow too tall and thus are prone to lodging. In addition,
because gibberellin regulates bolting, one can prevent bolt-
ing by inhibiting the rise in gibberellin. An example of the
latter is the inhibition of bolting in sugar beet.

Sugar beet is a biennial, forming a swollen storage root
in the first season and a flower and seed stalk in the second.
To extend the growing season and obtain bigger beets,
farmers sow the beets as early as possible in the spring, but
sowing too early leads to bolting in the first year, with the
result that no storage roots form. A reduction in the capac-
ity to make gibberellin inhibits bolting, allowing earlier
sowing of the seeds and thus the growth of larger beets.

Reductions in GA1 levels have recently been achieved in
such crops as sugar beet and wheat, either by
the transformation of plants with antisense
constructs of the GA20ox or GA3ox genes,
which encode the enzymes leading to the
synthesis of GA1, or by overexpressing the
gene responsible for GA1 metabolism: GA2ox.
Either approach results in dwarfing in wheat
(Figure 20.22) or an inhibition of bolting in
rosette plants such as beet.

The inhibition of seed production in such
transgenic plants can be overcome by sprays
of gibberellin solution, provided that the
reduction in gibberellin has been achieved by
blocking the genes for GA20ox or GA3ox, the
gibberellin biosynthetic enzymes. A similar
strategy has recently been applied to turf
grass, keeping the grass short with no seed-
heads, so that mowing can be virtually elim-
inated—a boon for homeowners!
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growthGA20 GA1
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FIGURE 20.20 IAA (from the apical bud) promotes and is
required for GA1 biosynthesis in subtending internodes.
IAA also inhibits GA1 breakdown. (From Ross and O’Neill
2001.)
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FIGURE 20.21 The pathway of gibberellin biosynthesis showing the iden-
tities of the genes for the metabolic enzymes and the way that their tran-
scription is regulated by feedback, environment, and other endogenous
hormones.

FIGURE 20.22 Genetically engineered dwarf wheat plants.
The untransformed wheat is shown on the extreme left. The
three plants on the right were transformed with a gib-
berellin 2-oxidase cDNA from bean under the control of a
constitutive promoter, so that the endogenous active GA1
was degraded. The varying degrees of dwarfing reflects
varying degrees of overexpression of the foreign gene.
(Photo from Hedden and Phillips 2000, courtesy of Andy
Phillips.)
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PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS OF
GIBBERELLIN-INDUCED GROWTH
As we have seen, the growth-promoting effects of gib-
berellin are most evident in dwarf and rosette plants. When
dwarf plants are treated with gibberellin, they resemble the
tallest varieties of the same species (see Figure 20.1). Other
examples of gibberellin action include the elongation of
hypocotyls and of grass internodes.

A particularly striking example of internode elongation
is found in deep-water rice (Oryza sativa). In general, rice
plants are adapted to conditions of partial submergence. To
enable the upper foliage of the plant to stay above water,
the internodes elongate as the water level rises. Deep-water
rice has the greatest potential for rapid internode elonga-
tion. Under field conditions, growth rates of up to 25 cm
per day have been measured. 

The initial signal is the reduced partial pressure of O2
resulting from submergence, which induces ethylene
biosynthesis (see Chapter 22). The ethylene trapped in the
submerged tissues, in turn, reduces the level of abscisic
acid (see Chapter 23), which acts as an antagonist of 
gibberellin. The end result is that the tissue becomes more
responsive to its endogenous gibberellin (Kende et al.
1998). Because inhibitors of gibberellin biosynthesis 
block the stimulatory effect of both submergence and eth-
ylene on growth, and exogenous gibberellin can stimu-
late growth in the absence of submergence, gibberellin
appears to be the hormone directly responsible for growth
stimulation.

GA-stimulated growth in deep-water rice can be stud-
ied in an excised stem system (Figure 20.23). The addition
of gibberellin causes a marked increase in the growth rate
after a lag period of about 40 minutes. Cell elongation
accounts for about 90% of the length increase during the
first 2 hours of gibberellin treatment.

Gibberellins Stimulate Cell Elongation 
and Cell Division
The effect of gibberellins applied to intact dwarf plants is
so dramatic that it would seem to be a simple task to deter-
mine how they act. Unfortunately, this is not the case
because, as we have seen with auxin, so much about plant
cell growth is not understood. However, we do know some
characteristics of gibberellin-induced stem elongation.

Gibberellin increases both cell elongation and cell divi-
sion, as evidenced by increases in cell length and cell num-
ber in response to applications of gibberellin. For example,
internodes of tall peas have more cells than those of dwarf
peas, and the cells are longer. Mitosis increases markedly
in the subapical region of the meristem of rosette long-day
plants after treatment with gibberellin (Figure 20.24). The
dramatic stimulation of internode elongation in deep-water
rice is due in part to increased cell division activity in the
intercalary meristem. Moreover, only the cells of the inter-

calary meristem whose division is increased by gibberellin
exhibit gibberellin-stimulated cell elongation.

Because gibberellin-induced cell elongation appears to
precede gibberellin-induced cell division, we begin our
discussion with the role of gibberellin in regulating cell
elongation.

Gibberellins Enhance Cell Wall Extensibility 
without Acidification
As discussed in Chapter 15, the elongation rate can be
influenced by both cell wall extensibility and the osmoti-
cally driven rate of water uptake. Gibberellin has no effect
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FIGURE 20.23 Continuous recording of the growth of the
upper internode of deep-water rice in the presence or
absence of exogenous GA3. The control internode elongates
at a constant rate after an initial growth burst during the
first 2 hours after excision of the section. Addition of GA
after 3 hours induced a sharp increase in the growth rate
after a 40-minute lag period (upper curve). The difference in
the initial growth rates of the two treatments is not signifi-
cant here, but reflects slight variation in experimental mate-
rials. The inset shows the internode section of the rice stem
used in the experiment. The intercalary meristem just above
the node responds to GA. (After Sauter and Kende 1992.)
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on the osmotic parameters but has consistently been
observed to cause an increase in both the mechanical exten-
sibility of cell walls and the stress relaxation of the walls of
living cells. An analysis of pea genotypes differing in gib-
berellin content or sensitivity showed that gibberellin
decreases the minimum force that will cause wall extension
(the wall yield threshold) (Behringer et al. 1990). Thus, both
gibberellin and auxin seem to exert their effects by modi-
fying cell wall properties.

In the case of auxin, cell wall loosening appears to be
mediated in part by cell wall acidification (see Chapter 19).
However, this does not appear to be the mechanism of gib-
berellin action. In no case has a gibberellin-stimulated
increase in proton extrusion been demonstrated. On the
other hand, gibberellin is never present in tissues in the
complete absence of auxin, and the effects of gibberellin on
growth may depend on auxin-induced wall acidification.

The typical lag time before gibberellin-stimulated growth
begins is longer than for auxin; as noted already, in deep-
water rice it is about 40 minutes (see Figure 20.23), and in
peas it is 2 to 3 hours (Yang et al. 1996). These longer lag
times point to a growth-promoting mechanism distinct from
that of auxin. Consistent with the existence of a separate gib-
berellin-specific wall-loosening mechanism, the growth
responses to applied gibberellin and auxin are additive.

Various suggestions have been made regarding the
mechanism of gibberellin-stimulated stem elongation, and
all have some experimental support, but as yet none pro-
vide a clear-cut answer. For example, there is evidence that
the enzyme xyloglucan endotransglycosylase (XET) is
involved in gibberellin-promoted wall extension. The func-
tion of XET may be to facilitate the penetration of
expansins into the cell wall. (Recall that expansins are cell
wall proteins that cause wall loosening in acidic conditions

by weakening hydrogen bonds between wall polysaccha-
rides [see Chapter 15].) Both expansins and XET may be
required for gibberellin-stimulated cell elongation (see Web
Topic 20.3).

Gibberellins Regulate the Transcription of Cell
Cycle Kinases in Intercalary Meristems
As noted earlier, the growth rate of the internodes of deep-
water rice dramatically increases in response to submer-
gence, and part of this response is due to increased cell divi-
sions in the intercalary meristem. To study the effect of
gibberellin on the cell cycle, researchers isolated nuclei from
the intercalary meristem and quantified the amount of
DNA per nucleus (Figure 20.25) (Sauter and Kende 1992). 

In submergence-induced plants, gibberellin activates the
cell division cycle first at the transition from G1 to S phase,
leading to an increase in mitotic activity. To do this, gib-
berellin induces the expression of the genes for several
cyclin-dependent protein kinases (CDKs), which are
involved in regulation of the cell cycle (see Chapter 1). The
transcription of these genes—first those regulating the tran-
sition from G1 to S phase, followed by those regulating the
transition from G2 to M phase—is induced in the inter-
calary meristem by gibberellin. The result is a gibberellin-
induced increase in the progression from the G1 to the S
phase through to mitosis and cell division (see Web Topic
20.4) (Fabian et al. 2000).

Gibberellin Response Mutants Have Defects 
in Signal Transduction
Single-gene mutants impaired in their response to gib-
berellin provide valuable tools for identifying genes that
encode possible gibberellin receptors or components of sig-
nal transduction pathways. In screenings for such mutants,
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FIGURE 20.24 Gibberellin applications to rosette plants
induce stem internode elongation in part by increasing cell
division. (A) Longitudinal sections through the axis of
Samolus parviflorus (brookweed) show an increase in cell

division after application of GA. (Each dot represents one
mitotic figure in a section 64 µm thick.) (B) The number of
such mitotic figures with and without GA in stem apices of
Hyoscyamus niger (black henbane). (After Sachs 1965.)
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three main classes of mutations affecting plant height have
been selected:

1. Gibberellin-insensitive dwarfs

2. Gibberellin-deficient mutants in which the gibberellin
deficiency has been overcome by a second “suppres-
sor” mutation, so the plants look closer to normal

3. Mutants with a constitutive gibberellin response
(“slender” mutants)

All three types of gibberellin response mutants have
been generated in Arabidopsis, but equivalent mutations
have also been found in several other species; in fact, some
have been in agricultural use for many years.

The three types of mutant screens have sometimes iden-
tified genes encoding the same signal transduction com-
ponents, even though the phenotypes being selected are
completely different. This is possible because mutations at
different sites in the same protein can produce vastly dif-
ferent phenotypes, depending on whether the mutation is
in a regulatory domain or in an activity, or functional,
domain. Some examples of the different phenotypes that
can result from changes at different sites in the same pro-
tein are described in the sections that follow.

Functional domain (repression). The principal gib-
berellin signal transduction components that have been

identified so far are repressors of gibberellin signaling; that is,
they repress what we regard as gibberellin-induced tall
growth and make the plant dwarf. The repressor proteins
are negated or turned off by gibberellin so that the default-
type growth—namely, tall—is allowed to proceed. The loss
of function resulting from a mutation in the functional
domain of such a negative regulator results in the mutant
appearing as if it has been treated with gibberellin; that is,
it has a tall phenotype. Thus a loss-of-function mutation of
a negative regulator is like a double negative in English
grammar: It translates into a positive.

Because the effects of these loss-of-function mutations
are pleiotropic—that is, they also affect developmental
processes other than stem elongation—the steps in the
pathway involved in the growth response are probably
common to all gibberellin responses.

Regulatory domain. If a mutation in the gene for the
same negative regulator causes a change in the regulatory
domain (i.e., that part of the protein that receives a signal
from the gibberellin receptor indicating the presence of gib-
berellin), the protein is unable to receive the signal, and it
retains its growth-repressing activity. The phenotype of
such a mutant will be that of a gibberellin-insensitive
dwarf. Thus, different mutations in the same gene can give
opposite phenotypes (tall versus dwarf), depending on
whether the mutation is located in the repression domain
or the regulatory domain.

The regulatory domain mutations that confer loss of gib-
berellin sensitivity result in the synthesis of a constitutively
active form of the repressor than cannot be turned off by gib-
berellin. The more of this type of mutant repressor that is
present in the cell, the more dwarf the plant will be. Hence,
such regulatory domain mutations are semidominant.

In contrast, mutations in the repression domain inacti-
vate the negative regulator (i.e., they act as “knockout” alle-
les) so that it no longer represses growth; such mutations
are recessive because in a heterozygote half the proteins
will still be able to repress growth in the absence of gib-
berellin. All of the negative regulators have to be nonfunc-
tional for the plant to grow tall without gibberellin.

With this as background, we now examine specific
examples of mutations in the genes that encode proteins in
the gibberellin signal transduction pathway.

Different Genetic Screens Have Identified the
Related Repressors GAI and RGA
Several gibberellin-insensitive dwarf mutants have been
isolated from various species. The first to be isolated in Ara-
bidopsis was the gai-1 mutant (Figure 20.26) (Sun 2000). The
gai-1 mutants resemble gibberellin-deficient mutants,
except that they do not respond to exogenous gibberellin.

Another mutant was obtained by screening for a second
mutation in a gibberellin-deficient Arabidopsis mutant that
restores, or partially restores, wild-type growth. The origi-
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nal gibberellin-deficient mutant was ga1-3, and the sec-
ond mutation that partially “rescued” the phenotype
(i.e., restored normal growth) was called rga (for repres-
sor of ga1-3).4 The rga mutation is a recessive mutation
that, when present in double copy, gives a plant of
intermediate height (see Figure 20.26).

Despite the contrasting phenotypes of the mutants,
the wild-type GAI and RGA genes turned out to be
closely related, with a very high (82%) sequence iden-
tity. The gai-1 mutation is semidominant, as are similar
gibberellin-insensitive dwarf mutations in other
species.

Genetic analyses have indicated that both the GAI
and RGA proteins normally act as repressors of gib-
berellin responses. Gibberellin acts indirectly through an
unidentified signaling intermediate, which is thought to
bind to the regulatory domains of the GAI and RGA
proteins (Figure 20.27). The repressor is no longer able
to inhibit growth, and the resulting plant is tall.

The reason that gai-1 is dwarf, while rga is tall,
is that the mutations are in different parts of the
protein. Whereas the gai-1 mutation (which
negates sensitivity of the repressor to gibberellin)
is in the regulatory domain, the rga mutation
(which prevents the action of the repressor in
blocking growth) is located in the repression
domain, as illustrated in Figure 20.28.

The mutant gai-1 gene has been shown to
encode a mutant protein with a deletion of 17
amino acids, which corresponds to the regulatory
domain of the repressor (Dill et al. 2001). A similar
mutation in the receptor domain of the RGA gene
also produces a gibberellin-insensitive dwarf,
demonstrating that the two related proteins have
overlapping functions. Because of this deletion in
the gai-1 mutant, the action of the repressor cannot
be alleviated by gibberellin, and growth is consti-
tutively inhibited.

Gibberellins Cause the Degradation of RGA
Transcriptional Repressors
The Arabidopsis wild-type GAI and RGA genes are
members of a large gene family encoding tran-

+ GA or spy

Wild type

gai

rga

ga1

FIGURE 20.26 The effects of gibberellin treatment and mutations in three
different genes (gai, ga1, and rga) on the phenotype of Arabidopsis.

4 Be careful not to confuse gai (gibberellin insensitive)
and ga1 (gibberellin-deficient #1), which can look alike
in print.
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NUCLEUS

FIGURE 20.27 Two main functional domains of GAI and RGA:
the regulatory domain and the repression domain. The repres-
sion domain is active in the absence of gibberellin. A gib-
berellin-induced signaling intermediate binds to the regulatory
domain, targeting it for destruction. Note that the protein forms
homodimers.
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scriptional repressors that have highly conserved regions
with nuclear localization signals. To demonstrate the
nuclear localization and repressor nature of the RGA prod-
uct, the RGA promoter was fused to the gene for a green
fluorescent protein whose product can be visualized under
the microscope. The green color could be seen in cell nuclei. 

When the plants were treated with gibberellin, there
was no green color, showing that the RGA protein was not
present following gibberellin treatment. However, when
the gibberellin content was severely lowered by treatment

with the gibberellin biosynthesis inhibitor paclobutrazol,
the nuclei acquired a very intense green fluorescence,
demonstrating both the presence and nuclear localization
of the RGA protein only when gibberellin was absent or
low (Figure 20.29) (Silverstone et al. 2001).

Both GAI and RGA also have a conserved region at the
amino terminus of the protein referred to as DELLA, after
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elongation growth.
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degraded, allowing
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repression domain
disables the 
regulatory protein,
so the plant grows
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Mutated 
repression domain
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active repressor, so
the plant is dwarf 
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of GA.
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FIGURE 20.28 Different mutations in the repressors GAI
and RGA can have different effects on growth.
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FIGURE 20.29 The RGA pro-
tein is found in the cell
nucleus, consistent with its
identity as a transcription fac-
tor, and its level is affected by
the level of  GA. (A) Plant
cells were transformed with
the gene for RGA fused to the
gene for green fluorescent
protein (GFP), allowing detec-
tion of RGA in the nucleus by
fluorescence microscopy. (B)
Effect of GA on RGA. A 2-
hour pretreatment with gib-
berellin causes the loss of
RGA from the cell (top).
When the gibberellin biosyn-
thesis is inhibited in the pres-
ence of paclobutrazole, the
RGA content in the nucleus
increases (bottom). (From
Silverstone et al. 2001.)
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the code letters for the amino acids in that sequence. This
region is involved in the gibberellin response because it is
the location of the mutation in gai-1 that renders it nonre-
sponsive to gibberellin. It turns out that the RGA protein is
synthesized all the time; in the presence of gibberellin this
protein is targeted for destruction, and the DELLA region
is required for this response (Dill et al. 2001).

It is likely that gibberellin also brings about the turnover
of GAI. RGA and GAI have partially redundant functions
in maintaining the repressed state of the gibberellin sig-
naling pathway. However, RGA appears to play a more
dominant role than GAI because in a gibberellin-deficient
mutant, a second mutation in the repression domain of gai
(gai-t6) does not restore growth, whereas a comparable
mutation in rga does. On the other hand, the existence of
repression domain mutations in both of these genes allows
for complete expression of many characteristics induced by
GA, including plant height, in the absence of gibberellin
(see Figure 20.26) (Dill and Sun 2001; King et al. 2001).

DELLA Repressors Have Been Identified 
in Crop Plants
Functional DELLA repressors have been found in several
crop plants that have dwarfing mutations, analogous to gai-
1, in the genes encoding these proteins. Most notable are
the rht (reduced height) mutations of wheat that have been
in use in agriculture for 30 years. These alleles encode gib-
berellin response modulators that lack gibberellin respon-
siveness, leading to dwarfness (Peng et al. 1999; Silverstone
and Sun 2000). 

Cereal dwarfs such as these are very important as the
foundations of the green revolution that enabled large
increases in yield to be obtained. Normal cereals grow too tall
when close together in a field, especially with high levels of
fertilizer. The result is that plants fall down (lodge), and the
yield decreases concomitantly. The use of these stiff-strawed
dwarf varieties that resist lodging enables high yields.

The Negative Regulator SPINDLY Is an Enzyme
That Alters Protein Activity
“Slender mutants” resemble wild-type plants that have
been treated with gibberellin repeatedly. They exhibit elon-
gated internodes, parthenocarpic (seed-free) fruit growth
(in dicots), and poor pollen production. Slender mutants
are rare compared to dwarf mutants.

One possible explanation of the slender phenotype
could be simply that the mutants have higher-than-normal
levels of endogenous gibberellins. For example, in the sln
mutation of peas, a gibberellin deactivation step is blocked
in the seed. As a result, the mature seed, which in the wild
type contains little or no GA, has abnormally high levels of
GA20. The GA20 from the seed is then taken up by the ger-
minating seedling and converted to the bioactive GA1, giv-
ing rise to the slender phenotype. However, once the
seedling runs out of GA20 from the seed, its phenotype
returns to normal (Reid and Howell 1995).

If, on the other hand, the slender phenotype is not due
to an overproduction of endogenous gibberellin, the
mutant is considered to be a constitutive response mutant
(Sun 2000). The best characterized of such mutants are the
ultratall mutants: la crys in pea, (representing mutations at
two loci: La and Crys) (see Figure 20.10); procera (pro) in
tomato; slender (sln) in barley; and spindly (spy) in Ara-
bidopsis (Figure 20.30). All of these mutations are recessive
and appear to be loss-of-function mutations in negative
regulators of the gibberellin response pathway, as in the
case of the DELLA regulators.

SPINDLY (SPY) in Arabidopsis and related genes in other
species are similar in sequence to genes that encode glu-
cosamine transferases in animals (Thornton et al. 1999). These
enzymes modify target proteins by the glycosylation of ser-
ine or threonine residues. Glycosylation can modify protein
activity either directly or indirectly by interfering with or
blocking sites of phosphorylation by protein kinases. The tar-
get protein for spindly proteins has not yet been identified.
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FIGURE 20.30 The Arabidopsis spy mutation causes the
negation of a growth repressor, so the plants look as if they
were treated with gibberellin. From left to right: wild type,

ga1 (GA-deficient), ga1/spy double mutant, and spy.
(Courtesy of N. Olszewski.)
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SPY Acts Upstream of GAI and RGA in the
Gibberellin Signal Transduction Chain
On the basis of the evidence presented in the preceding sec-
tions and other studies on the expression of SPY, GAI, and
RGA (Sun 2000; Dill et al. 2001), we can begin to sketch out
the following elements of the gibberellin signal transduc-
tion chain (Figures 20.31 and 20.32):

• Two or more transcriptional regulators encoded by
GAI and RGA act as inhibitors of the transcription of
genes that directly or indirectly promote growth.

• SPY appears to be a signal transduction intermediate
acting upstream of GAI and RGA that, itself, turns on
or enhances the transcription or action of GAI and
RGA, or another negative regulator.

• In the presence of gibberellin, SPY, GAI, and RGA are
all negated or turned off.
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FIGURE 20.32 Proposed roles of the active SPY, GAI, and RGA
proteins in the GA signaling pathway within a plant cell.

FIGURE 20.31 Interactions between gibberellin and the genes
SPY, GAI, and RGA in the regulation of stem elongation.



• The RGA protein is degraded, and it is likely that
GAI is similarly destroyed.

Whether gibberellin negates GAI and RGA through SPY,
or independently, or both, is currently under investigation.
However, the basic message in this case and in the cases of
other plant hormones, such as ethylene (see Chapter 22)
and the photoreceptor phytochrome (see Chapter 17), is
that the default developmental program is for the induced
type of growth to occur, but the default pathway is pre-
vented by the presence of various negative regulators.
Rather than directly promoting an effect, the arrival of the
developmental signal—in this case gibberellin—negates the
growth repressor, enabling the default condition.

GIBBERELLIN SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION:
CEREAL ALEURONE LAYERS
Genetic analyses of gibberellin-regulated growth, such as
the studies described in the previous section, have identi-
fied some of the genes and their gene products, but not the
biochemical pathways involved in gibberellin signal trans-
duction. The biochemical and molecular mechanisms,
which are probably common to all gibberellin responses,
have been studied most extensively in relation to the gib-
berellin-stimulated synthesis and secretion of α-amylase in
cereal aleurone layers (Jacobsen et al. 1995).

In this section we will describe how such studies have
shed light on the location of the gibberellin receptor, the
transcriptional regulation of the genes for α-amylase and
other proteins, and the possible signal transduction path-
ways involved in the control of α-amylase synthesis and
secretion by gibberellin.

Gibberellin from the Embryo Induces α-Amylase
Production by Aleurone Layers
Cereal grains (caryopses; singular caryopsis) can be divided
into three parts: the diploid embryo, the triploid
endosperm, and the fused testa–pericarp (seed coat–fruit
wall). The embryo part consists of the plant embryo proper,
along with its specialized absorptive organ, the scutellum
(plural scutella), which functions in absorbing the solubi-
lized food reserves from the endosperm and transmitting
them to the growing embryo. The endosperm is composed
of two tissues: the centrally located starchy endosperm and
the aleurone layer (Figure 20.33A).

The starchy endosperm, typically nonliving at maturity,
consists of thin-walled cells filled with starch grains. The
aleurone layer surrounds the starchy endosperm and is
cytologically and biochemically distinct from it. Aleurone
cells are enclosed in thick primary cell walls and contain
large numbers of protein-storing vacuoles called protein
bodies (Figures 20.33B–D), enclosed by a single membrane.
The protein bodies also contain phytin, a mixed cation salt
(mainly Mg2+ and K+) of myo-inositolhexaphosphoric acid
(phytic acid).

During germination and early seedling growth, the
stored food reserves of the endosperm—chiefly starch and
protein—are broken down by a variety of hydrolytic
enzymes, and the solubilized sugars, amino acids, and
other products are transported to the growing embryo. The
two enzymes responsible for starch degradation are α- and
β-amylase. α-Amylase hydrolyzes starch chains internally
to produce oligosaccharides consisting of α-1,4-linked glu-
cose residues. β-Amylase degrades these oligosaccharides
from the ends to produce maltose, a disaccharide. Maltase
then converts maltose to glucose.

α-Amylase is secreted into the starchy endosperm of
cereal seeds by both the scutellum and the aleurone layer
(see Figure 20.33A). The sole function of the aleurone layer
of the seeds of graminaceous monocots (e.g., barley, wheat,
rice, rye, and oats) appears to be the synthesis and release
of hydrolytic enzymes. After completing this function,
aleurone cells undergo programmed cell death.

Experiments carried out in the 1960s confirmed Gottlieb
Haberlandt’s original observation of 1890 that the secretion
of starch-degrading enzymes by barley aleurone layers
depends on the presence of the embryo. When the embryo
was removed (i.e., the seed was de-embryonated), no
starch was degraded. However, when the de-embryonated
“half-seed” was incubated in close proximity to the excised
embryo, starch was digested, demonstrating that the
embryo produced a diffusible substance that triggered α-
amylase release by the aleurone layer.

It was soon discovered that gibberellic acid (GA3) could
substitute for the embryo in stimulating starch degrada-
tion. When de-embryonated half-seeds were incubated in
buffered solutions containing gibberellic acid, secretion of
α-amylase into the medium was greatly stimulated after an
8-hour lag period (relative to the control half-seeds incu-
bated in the absence of gibberellic acid).

The significance of the gibberellin effect became clear
when it was shown that the embryo synthesizes and
releases gibberellins (chiefly GA1) into the endosperm dur-
ing germination. Thus the cereal embryo efficiently regu-
lates the mobilization of its own food reserves through the
secretion of gibberellins, which stimulate the digestive
function of the aleurone layer (see Figure 20.33A).

Gibberellin has been found to promote the production
and/or secretion of a variety of hydrolytic enzymes that are
involved in the solubilization of endosperm reserves; prin-
cipal among these is α-amylase. Since the 1960s, investiga-
tors have utilized isolated aleurone layers, or even aleurone
cell protoplasts (see Figure 20.33C and D), rather than half-
seeds (see Figure 20.33B). The isolated aleurone layer, con-
sisting of a homogeneous population of target cells, pro-
vides a unique opportunity to study the molecular aspects
of gibberellin action in the absence of nonresponding cell
types.

In the following discussion of gibberellin-induced α-
amylase production we focus on three questions:
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1. How does gibberellin regulate the increase in a-amy-
lase?

2. Where is the gibberellin receptor located in the cell?

3. What signal transduction pathways operate between
the gibberellin receptor and a-amylase production?

Gibberellic Acid Enhances the Transcription of α-
Amylase mRNA
Before molecular biological approaches were developed,
there was already physiological and biochemical evidence
that gibberellic acid might enhance α-amylase production

at the level of gene transcription (Jacobsen et al. 1995). The
two main lines of evidence were as follows:

1. GA3-stimulated α-amylase production was shown to
be blocked by inhibitors of transcription and transla-
tion.

2. Heavy-isotope- and radioactive-isotope-labeling
studies demonstrated that the stimulation of α-amy-
lase activity by gibberellin involved de novo synthe-
sis of the enzyme from amino acids, rather than acti-
vation of preexisting enzyme.

Definitive molecular evidence now shows that gib-
berellin acts primarily by inducing the expression of the
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FIGURE 20.33 Structure of a barley grain and the functions
of various tissues during germination (A). Microscope pho-
tos of the barley aleurone layer (B) and barley aleurone pro-
toplasts at an early (C) and late stage (D) of amylase pro-
duction. Protein storage vesicles (PSV) can be seen in each
cell. G = phytin globoid; N = nucleus. (Photos from Bethke
et al. 1997, courtesy of P. Bethke.)
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gene for α-amylase. It has been shown that GA3 enhances
the level of translatable mRNA for α-amylase in aleurone
layers (Figure 20.34). Furthermore, by using isolated nuclei,
investigators also demonstrated that there was an
enhanced transcription of the α-amylase gene rather than
a decrease in mRNA turnover (see Web Topic 20.5).

The purification of α-amylase mRNA, which is pro-
duced in relatively large amounts in aleurone cells, enabled
the isolation of genomic clones containing both the struc-
tural gene for α-amylase and its upstream promoter
sequences. These promoter sequences were then fused to
the reporter gene that encodes the enzyme β-glucuronidase
(GUS), which yields a blue color in the presence of an arti-
ficial substrate when the gene is expressed. The regulation
of transcription by gibberellin was proved when such
chimeric genes containing α-amylase promoters that were
fused to reporter genes were introduced into aleurone pro-

toplasts and the production of the blue color was shown to
be stimulated by gibberellin (Jacobsen et al. 1995).

The partial deletion of known sequences of bases from
α-amylase promoters from several cereals indicates that the
sequences conferring gibberellin responsiveness, termed
gibberellin response elements, are located 200 to 300 base pairs
upstream of the transcription start site (see Web Topic 20.6).

A GA-MYB Transcription Factor Regulates α-
Amylase Gene Expression
The stimulation of α-amylase gene expression by gibberellin
is mediated by a specific transcription factor that binds to the
promoter of the α-amylase gene (Lovegrove and Hooley
2000). To demonstrate such DNA-binding proteins in rice, a
technique called a mobility shift assay was used (see Web
Topic 20.7). This assay detects the increase in size that occurs
when the α-amylase promoter binds to a protein isolated
from gibberellin-treated aleurone cells (Ou-Lee et al. 1988).
The mobility shift assay also allowed identification of the
regulatory DNA sequences (gibberellin response elements)
in the promoter that are involved in binding the protein.

Identical gibberellin response elements were found to
occur in all cereal α-amylase promoters, and their presence
was shown to be essential for the induction of α-amylase
gene transcription by gibberellin. These studies demon-
strated that gibberellin increases either the level or the activ-
ity of a transcription factor protein that switches on the pro-
duction of α-amylase mRNA by binding to an upstream
regulatory element in the α-amylase gene promoter.

The sequence of the gibberellin response element in the
α-amylase gene promoter turned out to be similar to that
of the binding sites for MYB transcription factors that are
known to regulate growth and development in phy-
tochrome responses (see Chapter 14 on the Web site and
Chapter 17) (Jacobsen et al. 1995). This knowledge enabled
the isolation of mRNA for a MYB transcription factor,
named GA-MYB, associated with the gibberellin induction
of α-amylase gene expression.

The synthesis of GA-MYB mRNA in aleurone cells
increases within 3 hours of gibberellin application, several
hours before the increase in α-amylase mRNA (Gubler et
al. 1995) (Figure 20.35). The inhibitor of translation, cyclo-
heximide, has no effect on the production of MYB mRNA,
indicating that GA-MYB is a primary response gene, or early
gene. In contrast, the α-amylase gene is a secondary response
gene, or late gene, as indicated by the fact that its transcrip-
tion is blocked by cycloheximide.

How does gibberellin cause the MYB gene to be
expressed? Because protein synthesis is not involved, gib-
berellin may bring about the activation of one or more pre-
existing transcription factors. The activation of transcription
factors is typically mediated by protein phosphorylation
events occurring at the end of a signal transduction path-
way. We will now examine what is known about the sig-
naling pathways involved in gibberellin-induced α-amy-
lase production up to the point of GA-MYB production.
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Synthesis of a-amylase by isolated barley 
aleurone layers is evident after 6–8 hours 
of treatment with GA3 (10–6 M). 

A gibberellin-induced increase in 
translatable a-amylase mRNA precedes 
the release of the a-amylase from the 
aleurone cells by several hours.

FIGURE 20.34 Gibberellin effects on enzyme synthesis and
mRNA synthesis. The α-amylase mRNA in this case was
measured by the in vitro production of α-amylase as a per-
centage of the protein produced by the translation of the
bulk mRNA. (From Higgins et al. 1976.)
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Gibberellin Receptors May Interact with G-
Proteins on the Plasma Membrane
A cell surface localization of the gibberellin receptor is sug-
gested from the fact that gibberellin that has been bound to
microbeads that are unable to cross the plasma membrane is
still active in inducing α-amylase production in aleurone
protoplasts (Hooley et al. 1991). In addition, microinjection
of GA3 into aleurone protoplasts had no effect, but when the
protoplasts were immersed in GA3 solution, they produced
α-amylase (Gilroy and Jones 1994). These results suggest that
gibberellin acts on the outer face of the plasma membrane.

Two gibberellin-binding plasma membrane proteins
have been isolated through the use of purified plasma
membrane and a radioactively labeled gibberellin that was
chemically modified to permanently attach to protein to
which it was weakly bound. Because the presence of excess
gibberellin reduces binding, and these proteins from a
semidwarf, gibberellin-insensitive sweet pea bind gib-
berellin less strongly, they may represent the gibberellin
receptors (Lovegrove et al. 1998).

In animal cells, heterotrimeric GTP-binding proteins (G-
proteins) in the cell membrane are often involved as first
steps in a pathway between a hormone receptor and sub-
sequent cytosolic signals. Evidence has been obtained that
G-proteins are also involved in the early gibberellin sig-
naling events in aleurone cells (Jones et al. 1998). 

Treatment of oat aleurone protoplasts with a peptide
called Mas7, which stimulates GTP/GDP exchange by G-
proteins, was found to induce α-amylase gene expression
and to stimulate α-amylase secretion, suggesting that such
a GTP/GDP exchange on the cell membrane is a reaction
en route to the induction of α-amylase biosynthesis by gib-
berellin. In addition, gibberellin-induced α-amylase gene

expression and secretion were inhibited by a guanine
nucleotide analog that binds to the α subunit of het-
erotrimeric G-proteins and inhibits GTP/GDP exchange,
further supporting the preceding conclusion.

Recent genetic studies have provided further support
for the role of G-proteins as intermediates in the gibberellin
signal transduction pathway. The rice dwarf mutant dwarf
1 (d1) has a defective gene encoding the α subunit. Besides
being dwarf, the aleurone layers of the d1 mutant synthe-
size less α-amylase in response to gibberellin than wild-
type aleurone layers do. This reduction in α-amylase pro-
duction by the d1 mutant demonstrates that G-proteins are
one of the components of the gibberellin signal transduc-
tion pathway involved in both the growth response and the
production of α-amylase. However, the difference in α-
amylase production between the mutant and the wild type
goes away with increasing gibberellin concentration, sug-
gesting that gibberellin can also stimulate α-amylase pro-
duction by a G-protein-independent pathway (Ashikari et
al. 1999; Ueguchi-Tanaka et al. 2000).

Cyclic GMP, Ca2+, and Protein Kinases Are Possible
Signaling Intermediates
In animal cells, G-proteins can activate the enzyme guany-
lyl cyclase, the enzyme that synthesizes cGMP from GTP,
leading to an increase in cGMP concetration. Cyclic GMP,
in turn, can regulate ion channels, Ca2+ levels, protein
kinase activity, and gene transcription (see Chapter 14 on
the Web site). Gibberellin has been reported to cause a tran-
sient rise in cGMP levels in barley aleurone layers, sug-
gesting a possible role for cGMP in α-amylase production
(Figure 20.36) (see Web Topic 20.8) (Pensen et al. 1996).

Calcium and the calcium-binding protein calmodulin
act as second messengers for many hormonal responses in
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FIGURE 20.35 Time course for the induction of GA-MYB
and α-amylase mRNA by gibberellic acid. The production
of GA-MYB mRNA precedes α-amylase mRNA by about 5
hours. This result is consistent with the role of GA-MYB as
an early GA response gene that regulates the transcription
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animal cells (see Chapter 14 on the Web site), and they have
been implicated in various plant responses to environ-
mental and hormonal stimuli. The earliest event in aleu-
rone protoplasts after the application of gibberellin is a rise
in the cytoplasmic calcium concentration that occurs well
before the onset of α-amylase synthesis (see Figures 20.36
and 20.37) (Bethke et al. 1997). Without calcium, α-amylase
secretion does not occur, though in barley aleurone proto-
plasts its synthesis goes ahead normally, so we have to con-
clude that, in barley, calcium is not on the signaling path-
way to α-amylase gene transcription, though it does play
a role in enzyme secretion.

Protein phosphorylation by protein kinases is another
component in many signaling pathways, and gibberellin
appears to be no exception. The injection of a protein
kinase substrate into barley aleurone protoplasts to com-
pete with endogenous protein phosphorylation inhibited
α-amylase secretion, suggesting the involvement of protein
phosphorylation in the α-amylase secretion pathway
(Ritchie and Gilroy 1998a). This did not affect the gib-
berellin-stimulated increase in calcium, indicating that the
protein kinase step is downstream of the calcium signaling
event.

In conclusion, gibberellin signal transduction in aleu-
rone cells seems to involve G-proteins as well as cyclic
GMP, leading to production of the transcription factor GA-
MYB, which induces α-amylase gene transcription. α-Amy-
lase secretion has similar initial components but also
involves an increase in cytoplasmic calcium and protein
phosphorylation. The detailed signaling pathways remain
to be worked out. A model of the known biochemical com-
ponents of the gibberellin signal transduction pathways in
aleurone cells is illustrated in Figure 20.38.

The Gibberellin Signal Transduction Pathway Is
Similar for Stem Growth and α-Amylase
Production
It is widely believed that gibberellin initially acts through a
common pathway or pathways in all of its effects on devel-

opment. As we have seen, the genetic approaches applied to
the study of gibberellin-stimulated growth led to the identi-
fication of the SPY/GAI/RGA negative regulatory pathway.
The proteins SPY, GAI, and RGA act as repressors of gib-
berellin responses. Gibberellin deactivates these repressors. 

Because the aleurone layers of gibberellin-insensitive
dwarf wheat are also insensitive to GA, the same signal
transduction pathways that regulate growth appear to reg-
ulate gibberellin-induced α-amylase production. Indeed a
SPY-type gene associated with α-amylase production has
been isolated from barley (HvSPY), and its expression is
able to inhibit gibberellin-induced α-amylase synthesis,
while GA-MYB-type factors are also implicated in the gib-
berellin transduction chain regulating stem growth. 

Rice with the dwarf 1 mutation also produces little α-
amylase in response to gibberellin. As noted earlier, the
mutation causing dwarf 1 is known to be in the α subunit
of the G-protein complex, providing evidence that the
action of gibberellin in both stem elongation and the pro-
duction of α-amylase are regulated by plasma membrane
heterotrimeric G-proteins. 

As the entire elongation growth and α-amylase signal-
ing pathways are worked out, it will be interesting to see
how much they have in common and where they diverge.

SUMMARY
Gibberellins are a family of compounds defined by their
structure. They now number over 125, some of which are
found only in the fungus Gibberella fujikuroi. Gibberellins
induce dramatic internode elongation in certain types of
plants, such as dwarf and rosette species and grasses.

(A) (B) (C)
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FIGURE 20.37 Increase in the calcium in barley
aleurone protoplasts following GA addition can
be seen from this false color image. The level of
calcium corresponding to the colors is in the
lower scale. (A) Untreated protoplast. (B) GA-
treated protoplast. (C) Protoplast treated with
both abscisic acid (AB) and GA. Abscisic acid
opposes the effects of GA in aleurone cells.
(From Ritchie and Gilroy 1998b.)

FIGURE 20.38 Composite model for the induction of α-
amylase synthesis in barley aleurone layers by gibberellin.
A calcium-independent pathway induces α-amylase gene
transcription; a calcium-dependent pathway is involved in
α-amylase secretion. (The SPY negative regulator was omit-
ted for clarity.)
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Other physiological effects of gibberellin include changes
in juvenility and flower sexuality, and the promotion of
fruit set, fruit growth, and seed germination. Gibberellins
have several commercial applications, mainly in enhance-
ment of the size of seedless grapes and in the malting of
barley. Gibberellin synthesis inhibitors are used as dwarf-
ing agents.

Gibberellins are identified and quantified by gas chro-
matography combined with mass spectrometry, following
separation by high-performance liquid chromatography.
Bioassays may be used to give an initial idea of the gib-
berellins present in a sample. Only certain GAs, notably
GA1 and GA4, are responsible for the effects in plants; the
others are precursors or metabolites.

Gibberellins are terpenoid compounds, made up of iso-
prene units. The first compound in the isoprenoid pathway
committed to gibberellin biosynthesis is ent-kaurene. The
biosynthesis up to ent-kaurene occurs in plastids. ent-Kau-
rene is converted to GA12—the precursor of all the other
gibberellins—on the plastid envelope and then on the
endoplasmic reticulum via cytochrome P450 monooxyge-
nases. Commonly a hydroxylation at C-13 also takes place
to give GA53. 

GA53 or GA12, each of which has 20 carbon atoms, is con-
verted to other gibberellins by sequential oxidation of carbon
20, followed by the loss of this carbon to give 19-carbon gib-
berellins. This process is followed by hydroxylation at carbon
3 to give the growth-active GA1 or GA4. A subsequent
hydroxylation at carbon 2 eliminates biological activity. 

The steps after GA53 or GA12 occur in the cytoplasm.
The genes for GA 20-oxidase (GA20ox), which catalyzes
the steps between GA53 and GA20, GA 3β-hydroxylase (or
GA 3-oxidase; GA3ox), which converts GA20 into GA1, and
GA 2-oxidase (GA2ox), which converts active GA1 to inac-
tive GA8, have been isolated. Dwarf plants have been
genetically engineered by the use of antisense GA20ox or
GA3ox, or overexpression of GA2ox. Gibberellins may also
be glycosylated to give either an inactivated form or a stor-
age form.

The endogenous level of active gibberellin regulates its
own synthesis by switching on or inhibiting the transcrip-
tion of the genes for the enzymes of gibberellin biosynthe-
sis and degradation. Environmental factors such as pho-
toperiod (e.g., leading to bolting and potato tuberization)
and temperature (vernalization), and the presence of auxin
from the stem apex, also modulate gibberellin biosynthesis
through the transcription of the genes for the gibberellin
biosynthetic enzymes. Light regulates both GA1 biosynthe-
sis through regulation of the transcription of the gibberellin
degradation gene and also causes a decrease in the respon-
siveness of stem elongation to the presence of gibberellin.

The most pronounced effect of applied gibberellins is
stem elongation in dwarf and rosette plants. Gibberellins

stimulate stem growth by promoting both cell elongation
and cell division. The activity of some wall enzymes has
been correlated with gibberellin-induced growth and cell
wall loosening. Gibberellin-stimulated cell divisions in
deep-water rice are regulated at the transition between
DNA replication and cell division.

Three types of gibberellin response mutants have been
useful in the identification of genes involved in the gib-
berellin signaling pathway involved in stem growth: (1)
gibberellin-insensitive dwarfs (e.g., gai-1), (2) gibberellin
deficiency reversion mutants (e.g., rga), and (3) constitutive
gibberellin responders (slender mutants) (e.g., spy). 

GAI and RGA are related nuclear transcription factors
that repress growth. In the presence of gibberellin they are
degraded. The mutant gai-1, and the related wheat dwarf-
ing gene mutant rht, have lost the ability to respond to gib-
berellin. SPY encodes a glycosyl transferase that is a mem-
ber of a signal transduction chain prior to GAI/RGA.
When a mutation interferes with the repressor function of
any of these, the plants grow tall.

Gibberellin induces transcription of the gene for α-amy-
lase biosynthesis in cereal grain aleurone cells. This process
is mediated by the transcription of a specific transcription
factor, GA-MYB, which binds to the upstream region of the
α-amylase gene, thus switching it on. The gibberellin recep-
tor is located on the surface of aleurone cells. G-proteins
and cyclic GMP have been implicated as members of the
signal transduction chain on the way to GA-MYB. Calcium
is not on the route to α-amylase gene transcription, though
it does play a role in α-amylase secretion via protein phos-
phorylation.

The gibberellin signal transduction pathway is probably
similar for stem elongation and α-amylase production.
Dwarf wheat and rice also have impaired α-amylase gene
transcription. Gibberellin acts by deactivating repressors,
such as SPY, GAI, and RGA en route to both an increase in
cell elongation and the production of α-amylase.

Web Material

Web Topics
20.1 Structures of Some Important Gibberellins,

Their Precursors and Derivatives, and
Inhibitors of Gibberellin Biosynthesis

The chemical structures of various gibberellins
and inhibitors of gibberellin biosynthesis are
presented.

20.2 Gibberellin Detection

Gibberellin quantitation is now routine thanks to
sensitive modern physical methods of detection.
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20.3 Gibberellin-Induced Stem Elongation

Various mechanisms of gibberellin-induced cell
wall loosening are discussed.

20.4 CDKs and Gibberellin-Induced Cell Division

Additional information on the mechanism of
gibberellin regulation of the cell cycle is given.

20.5 Gibberellin-Induction of α-amylase mRNA

Evidence is provided for gibberellin-induced
transcription of α-amylase mRNA.

20.6 Promoter Elements and Gibberellin
Responsiveness

Gibberellin response elements mediate the
effects of gibberellin on α-amylase transcrip-
tion.

20.7 Regulation of α-amylase Gene Expression by
Transcription Factors

Experiments identifying MYB transcription fac-
tors as mediators of gibberellin-induced gene
transcription are described.

20.8 Gibberellin Signal Transduction

Various signaling intermediates have been
implicated in gibberellin responsiveness.
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